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The reconstruction plays with the given structural elements of the farmhouse and brings with a
double circulation a diverse rhythm of movement into the house. The barn floor becomes a lofty
entrance hall, the hayloft a summer room. The large kitchen on the ground floor and the wine
cellar in the basement exceed the scale of the formerly small house. The rooms on the upper
floors are rather compact, but by means of bilateral connections to neighbouring rooms they
were given second paths, which repeatedly allow axial references and transverse views. In the
bedrooms built-in bed niches reflect the traditional rural alcoves.

Text in English and German
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Nowadays there are many studies, researches and publications about Joze Plecnik's work, as well
as there are many authors who contributed to the knowledge and divulgation of the great
Slovenian master work.

The text in here, driven in this track, does not have the pretension to add brand new revelations
about his work, but using the past literature, it tries to underline the contemporaneity of his
lesson, into urban transformations of the last thirty years' Ljubljana.

The same transformations which allowed Ljubljana to be awarded with prestigious international
prizes, such as the European Prize for Public Space (2012) and the one for the Green European
Capital (2016).

A result achieved by continuing the original urban vision traced by Plecnik in the city modifications
plan and its many projects left as an inheritance. This heritage seemed to be precious for the
intelligent work of the new administrators of the municipality whom, starting from the sensibility
of authoritative experts such as Janez Kozelj, have returned to the Slovenian capital its original
splendour.

They are an integrative part of this story: the presentation of Jurij Kobe, the conversation with
Janez Kozelj himself and the contribution of Miha Desman; as well as the photos of Ljubljana,
taken by Luigi Ghirri in 1988 (kindly provided free of charge for this publication by the Heirs) and
the final photographic reportage, on the city today, created by Sergio Camplone in 2018.

55 illustrations
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This atlas of more than one thousand Modernist architectural masterpieces uncovers hidden gems
while offering new perspectives on old favourites.

In 2006, architectural designer and curator Adam Stech embarked on a photographic project to
document the best Modernist architecture around the globe. Twenty-five countries and more than
a decade later, the fruits of that monumental project are gathered in this impressive collection
covering nearly a century of architectural history. Driven by a passion for rediscovering forgotten
or lesser known architectural treasures of Modernism, Stech took thousands of diverse
photographs of exteriors and interiors. This survey features often overlooked details that Stech
helps bring to light. Examples of seating, storage, tables, handrails, lighting, doors, windows,
fireplaces, and other decorative or functional elements illustrate how architects imbued every
aspect of a building with Modernist ideals. Stech's brief personal commentary reveals insights into
his photography such as capturing Le Corbusier's bold use of primary colours, the California vibe
of an Albert Frey house, or the over-the-top elegance of Togo Murano's Grand Prince Hotel.
Expansive and inspiring, this is destined to become the definitive guide to 20th-century
Modernism.

AUTHOR:
Adam Stech is one of the leading Czech theorists of design. He contributes regularly to Vogue,
Domus, Wallpaper, Form, Mark, Frame, Modernism, Cool Hunting, and other publications. He
teaches design history at Scholastika in Prague in the Czech Republic.

1000 colour illustrations
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This is a text born out of defiance. Often, architecture books that are conceived in universities
and that collate the results of this or that lecturer's teachings do not succeed in arousing any real
interest from the architecturally-minded public, and even less from insiders. These are exercises
and examples that are more concerned with expressing correct positions than with venturing into
unfathomed terrain. This volume, rather, aims to take up the challenge of simplifying the texts as
much as possible and maximising the seductiveness of the images, turning educational
experimentation into a story displaying architecture inspired by novels.

It is not a question of illustrating books, but of reviving stories and spaces that are related to
them, and that no one has ever seen as urban and landscape environments. This text has
deliberately omitted notes and captions on the designs, to help the reader perceive them in a
more fluid and immediate manner and to take the reader directly to the centre of worlds
unknown.

250 illustrations
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This lavishly illustrated monograph reassesses the life and career of neglected American emigre
painter Alfred Cohen (1920-2001), now the subject of a major London exhibition marking his
centenary. In Chicago, Paris and London, Cohen's work moved between the European figurative
tradition and emerging American abstract expressionism, exploring motifs including the French
coast, the River Thames and figures from the commedia dell'arte, concluding later, in Kent and
Norfolk, with intensely coloured, richly textured landscapes ablaze with light and colour.

Co-edited by Max Saunders (Trustee, Alfred Cohen Art Foundation) and Sarah MacDougall (Head
of Collections and Research, Ben Uri), this first full overview of Cohen's career and achievements
combines an extended biographical account with analytical and interpretative approaches to his
work, locating him among his historical and contemporary peers. Contributors include art
historians and curators: Paul Greenhalgh (Director, Sainsbury Centre), David Peters Corbett
(Courtauld Institute of Art), Rachel Dickson (Ben Uri), Claudia Milburn (Pallant House), Hope Wolf
(independent curator), and critics and writers: Tom Overton (John Berger s editor and
biographer), Devorah Baum, Jacky Klein and Philip Vann. The volume also includes evocative
biographical photos and a timeline of major exhibitions.

Cohen's work is included in public collections including the Arts Council, the British Council, the
Fitzwilliam Museum, the Jerwood Collection, Pallant House Gallery, the Castle Museum in Norwich,
and the Sainsbury Centre for the Visual Arts at the University of East Anglia.

AUTHORS:
Max Saunders is Professor of English and Co-Director of the Centre for Life-Writing Research at
King's College London, where he was Director of the Arts and Humanities Research Institute,
2012-18. 

Sarah MacDougall is Head of Collections and the Ben Uri Research Unit for the Study of the
Jewish and immigrant Contribution to the Visual Arts in Britain since 1900 at Ben Uri Gallery and
Museum. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Lavishly illustrated with 130 colour and 30 black and white images
•  Reassesses a once celebrated, later neglected figure
•  Accompanies a major centenary exhibition at Bush House, London
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For the serious collector and connoisseur of American art of the 19th and 20th centuries, this
illuminating series of essays will be invaluable. Twenty-eight chapters, each written by an
acknowledged expert in their field, offer thought-provoking examinations of a wide variety of
topics. The book is divided into three sections. Part I, 'The Historical Overview', explores subjects
ranging from the Hudson River School to the art of the American West, American artists in
Europe, American Impressionism, modernism, African American art, and the major artists John
Sloan, Everett Shinn, Marsden Hartley, Stuart Davis, Arshile Gorky, John Graham, Willem de
Kooning and Guy Pene du Bois. Part II deals with 'Connoisseurship and the Collector', and covers
such topics as developing an instinct for quality; dealing in fine art; conservation; choosing wisely
in making a collection; researching paintings you may be considering acquiring; the role of
qualified art advisers; the anatomy of an auction; and legal issues when buying and selling art.
Featured in these discussions are prominent collectors who have contributed so greatly to the
American art scene over many years. Part III is devoted to 'Current Themes in the Art Market'.
Here the authors consider, among other subject matter, ways of connecting historical American
art and the modern world; why galleries matter; and shifting tastes in American art.

AUTHOR:
Stephen M. Sessler is the founder and President of Atlanta Art Forum, an organisation dedicated
to education in the fields of collecting and the connoisseurship of historical American art. With his
wife, Linda, he has been an active collector of such art for many years. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Provides a unique insider's view of art collecting, buying and selling, valuation, conservation
and legal issues
•  Written by acknowledged experts, including curators and gallery owners, covering a wide
range of topics on historical American art
•  An essential guide for the novice and the experienced collector alike

180 illustrations
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This book documents the project Radio Carabuco of the Bolivian artist Andres Pereira Paz, which
he created during his residency at Kunstlerhaus Bethanien in Berlin. A podcast
(www.radiocarabuco.com) developed in collaboration with international artists, researchers, and
activists forms the centerpiece of the project.

Pereira Paz's critical reflections were inspired by Jose Lopez de los Rios's painting of a vision of
hell, commissioned by the Catholic Church during the colonial era. Created in the Andes town of
Carabuco in 1664, the work is still on display at the local church. Like many paintings from that
period, the Christian motif was brought to Latin America by the Spanish colonial rulers to convert
the indigenous population from paganism to Christianity and to peddle propaganda for
Catholicism's message of salvation.

The episodes of Pereira Paz's podcast investigate the methods and consequences of religious and
cultural colonialism and scrutinise various political and societal perspectives, in particular with
regard to his native country of Bolivia. The rejection and suppression of everything that is
perceived as 'other' is a key theme of his work, which also addresses the question of whether the
traditional Western idea of 'hell' has potentially become a symbolic place of active resistance
against propaganda, censorship, and discrimination that should be defended as effectively as
possible.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A critical exploration of the cultural consequences of colonialism
•  Offering a platform for emerging young artists
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Arnaldo Coen (1940) is one of the most prominent Mexican artists. As a result of his restless,
transgressive and irreverent creativity, his work has never ceased to be fresh.

He has made important individual exhibits in the Museum of Modern Art and in the National Hall
of the Palace of Fine Arts. His work has been exhibited in Asia, Europe, Africa, and Latin America,
featuring in important collections and exhibitions in different cultural venues such as the Museum
of Modern Art, Tlatelolco Cultural Center, Museum of Contemporary Art, Isidro Fabela Cultural
Center, Museum of Mexican Art in Chicago and the Bank of Mexico, to name a few. This award
winning artist has also been the focus of several recognised art critics such as Octavio Paz,
Raquel Tibol, Carlos Monsivais, Juan Garcia Ponce, Salvador Elizondo, Teresa del Conde, Sigrunn
Paas, Josephine Siller.

Arnaldo Coen is the first monograph covering the artist's pictorial and sculptural works from the
1960s to date, with some 300 images complementing this contemporary, provocative and
irreverent compendium of Coen's legacy.

AUTHOR:
Arnaldo Coen was born on June 10, 1940 in Mexico City. Between 1959 and 1960 he worked in
Laurence Calgagno's workshop and began to experiment in Abstract Expressionism. He was
awarded a scholarship by the French Government in 1967. In 1968 he was a founding member
of the Independent Salon. In 1972 he participated in the creation of Stealing the Art, a film that
was filmed and shown in Documenta 5, Kassel, Germany. He is also a member of the Academy
of Arts and the Mexican Culture Seminar. In his artistic development he began to work with
object paintings and sculpture, using the female torso with different treatments as the main
theme. In addition to painting he has made environments, set designs and costumes for plays
and dance.

SELLING POINTS:
•  First monograph on Mexican artist Arnaldo Coen; this is the most comprehensive compendium
of his work
•  Features his pictorial and sculptural work from the 1960s to date as well as a chronology of his
life and the historical context of his time

184 colour, 141 b/w illustrations
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Explore Hieronymus Bosch's fantastic illustrations of the afterlife and other religious concepts and
narratives.

Although Bosch's known works amount to no more than two dozen paintings and a handful of
drawings, the artist had an enormous impact on religious imagery during his lifetime and for
centuries afterward. His enigmatic and mind-bending depictions of humans, animals, and nature
undoubtedly influenced the surrealist movement of the 20th century. This book explores Bosch's
works in terms of medieval morality, the religious beliefs of his time, and the Northern
Renaissance in general. This elegant volume offers exquisite, full-colour reproductions that afford
readers the opportunity to linger over the works' amazing details. The accompanying text
examines Bosch's singular place in the canon of Western art, as a revolutionary portrayer of the
imagination, and as a pioneer in the depiction of heaven and hell.

AUTHOR:
Brad Finger is an art historian based near Chicago, Illinois. He is the author of 50 Contemporary
Artists You Should Know and 50 Photos You Should Know (both by Prestel).

55 colour illustrations
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The transition from the analogue to the digital age has radically changed our present. The global
flow of data shapes social systems, but the circulation and processing of data does not seem to
be linked to the reality of our lives. As Deutsche Bank's 'Artist of the Year', young Lebanese artist
Caline Aoun (*1983) reveals how data manifests itself materially and how inseparable the real
and the virtual world have become. For her, the permanent flood of images and data resembles
'noise' that dominates our lives. Instead of further intensifying this media noise, she lends it a
material dimension in order to create new experiences, forms of silence, and empty spaces, and
to show otherwise scarcely tangible connections.

SELLING POINTS:
•  First monograph of works by Lebanese artist Caline Aoun
•  Reconsiders the impact of digitalism and data on everyday life

Text in English and German.
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The full-size plaster models that represented the passage from a preliminary designing phase to
the production of the marble sculpture were of great significance to Italian sculptor Antonio
Canova's creative process. As the subtitle emphasises, the temporal dimension holds great
importance in the neoclassic sculptor's creative and productive phases: the plaster artefact posits
a before and an after. Before comes the preparatory study; after is the finished work. Plaster
stands in between, it is central. The plaster forms are not the finished works, however they
contain all their power and potential.

This volume explores this meaningful and little-known phase in the creative process of Antonio
Canova, along with quality close-up photo sequences that expose the plaster surfaces, bringing a
greater focus and appreciation to the plaster form.

AUTHORS:
Prince Domenico Antonio Pallavicino (Stresa 1944) is the scion of one of the oldest and most
prominent families in Genoa. After a classical education, he chose to study foreign languages and
later joined his father in the management of the family's assets. From 1980 he was Consul
General of the Principality of Monaco in Genoa and Liguria. In 2018, his cosmopolitan vision and
refined culture, as well as his love for art and history, led him to establish the Fondazione
Pallavicino ETS, of which he is president.

Vittorio Sgarbi (Ferrara 1952) is an art critic, the curator of exhibitions with international
relevance, a refined collector, and the author of several popular volumes on the importance of
culture and art. Among his most recent publications, Dall ombra alla luce. Da Caravaggio a
Tiepolo; Dal mito alla favola bella. Da Canaletto a Boldini (La Nave di Teseo, 2019), instalments
of the Treasures of Italy series. He is also a politician and an independent free thinker.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A collection of sublime black and white photographs of plaster models by sculptor Antonio
Canova
•  Brings attention to the significance of the plaster work phase as part of the creative process
•  Includes text from well-known Italian Art Historian Vittorio Sgarbi

70 b/w illustrations
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Vividly written and handsomely illustrated, this account of Thwaytes v. Sotheby's - one of the
major art trials of recent times - will be of interest to dealers, conservators and lawyers as well
as all admirers of Caravaggio.

Vividly written and handsomely illustrated, this account of Thwaytes v. Sotheby’s – one of the
major art trials of recent times – will be of interest to dealers, conservators and lawyers as well
as all admirers of Caravaggio. In 2006 the late Sir Denis Mahon, a renowned Caravaggio scholar
then aged ninety-six, bought at Sotheby’s in London for just £50,400 a version of the painter’s
famous Cardsharps in the Kimbell Art Museum, Texas. He then announced that the canvas was
not by a ‘follower’ of the artist, as Sotheby’s had stated, but was in fact Caravaggio’s first version
of the Kimbell masterpiece. When the story broke, the press announced that the painting ‘may
be worth up to £50m’. Shocked by the news, Lancelot Thwaytes, who had consigned the painting
to Sotheby’s, sued the auction house for negligence. The case came to trial at the High Court in
London in 2014. The verdict had far-reaching implications for the way experts at auction houses
catalogue paintings, for understanding the role of connoisseurship in establishing authenticity and
for the use and misuse of technical evidence in determining the authorship of a work of art. This
detailed account of Thwaytes v. Sotheby’s is told from the inside by an eminent art historian who
acted as an expert witness in the case. He was instructed to tell the court if the Cardsharps in the
Kimbell is an original, if the Mahon version is an original or a copy and, if original, whether it was
painted by Caravaggio. As a result, a question that has been much debated by scholars –
whether or not Caravaggio made replicas of his own paintings – ended up becoming a judicial
matter.

AUTHOR:
Richard Spear, Affiliate Research Professor at the University of Maryland, College Park, is a
specialist in Italian baroque painting. His principal publications include Caravaggio and his
Followers, Domenichino and The 'Divine' Guido: Religion, Sex, Money and Art in the World of
Guido Reni. He co-edited Painting for Profit: The Economic Lives of Seventeenth-Century Italian
Painters, the basis of his most recent book, Dipingere per profitto: Le vite economiche dei pittori
nella Roma del Seicento.While teaching at Oberlin College, he directed the Allen Memorial Art
Museum and served as Editor-in-Chief of the Art Bulletin. 
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Heralding the ascent of one of the art world's most promising young painters, this monograph
shows how Quarles's works confront themes of sexual identity, gender, and queerness.

A member of the vanguard of artists who are upending the white-male-dominated art scene,
Christina Quarles's art is often considered in relation to her identity as a queer, ciswoman of
mixed race. Her large-scale, exuberantly coloured paintings reflect both the ambiguities of these
identities as well as the constraints that such labels enforce. This book features paintings and
drawings from throughout Quarles's career. Working mostly in acrylic, Quarles populates her
canvases with polymorphous figures that reference her background in life drawing, but with an
expressionist spin all her own. Her figures' disconnected arms and legs break through a surface
punctuated with bold patterns, textures, and staccato markings. Curator Grace Deveney's
illuminating insights into Quarles's work reinforce its power and vitality and illuminate why this
young painter is making waves in the contemporary art world.

AUTHOR:
Grace Deveney is a former Assistant Curator at the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago. She
has also served as a curatorial researcher at the Milwaukee Art Museum and the Art Institute of
Chicago.

58 colour illustrations
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Christo and his late wife Jeanne-Claude, who died in 2009, have been drawing a great deal of
attention for years with their monumental projects. In 2020 many thousands of art lovers will
once again be on the road, this time to Paris. To celebrate the spectacular wrapping of the Arc
de Triomphe, the Centre Pompidou is paying tribute to this unusual pair of artists with a large
exhibition.

The show and its companion book focus on the period Christo and Jeanne-Claude spent in Paris.
Paris means a great deal to the couple's personal and artistic development. They met here in
1958 and devised the ideas for their first projects together here, as well.

Paris is also the place where Christo and Jeanne-Claude were able to produce their first large
public art project, in 1985: the wrapping of the Pont Neuf - a project that has gone down in art
history.

Through rarely seen early works, studies, drawings, and collages, the book sheds light on the
trailblazing character of the Paris years, as well as on their great significance to the couple's
artistic development afterward.

To the artistic highlight of 2020: wrapping the Arc de Triomphe!

SELLING POINTS:
•  A tribute to the artistic highlight of 2020: wrapping the Arc de Triomphe!
• Featuring many previously unseen pictures, and rarely seen early works
•  Publication accompanies an exhibition at Centre Pompidou Paris, 18 March to15 June 2020,
and an art installation: L'Arc de Triomphe, Wrapped, September 19 to October 4, 2020

300 colour images
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In the autumn of 2020, Christo will wrap the Arc de Triomphe in Paris in silvery fabric for 16
days, returning to his signature style - after realising The Floating Piers in Italy, the London
Mastaba, and a quarter of a century after he and Jeanne-Claude wrapped the Reichstag building
in Berlin. As a prelude, a major exhibition at PalaisPopulaire in the German capital will celebrate
this 25-year anniversary in the spring of 2020. At the same time, the Pompidou Center will pay
tribute to Christo and Jeanne-Claude by staging The Pont Neuf Wrapped Documentary exhibition
as well as a comprehensive show highlighting their early years in Paris.

To accompany these events, Matthias Koddenberg, art historian and long-time friend of both
Christo and his wife Jeanne-Claude, who was the other half of the artistic duo until her death in
2009, has edited an elaborate collection of interviews. The book is composed of many
conversations held between Koddenberg and Christo in the artist's New York studio over the last
few years.

With rare frankness, Christo describes how he fled from Bulgaria and made his way into the
Western world. He talks about his time in Vienna and Geneva, his vibrant life in Paris that was full
of hardship, and the fateful moment when he met Jeanne-Claude.

This publication provides an exceptional inside view, uniting texts and numerous archival images
and photographs, many of which have never been published before, or depict early works by
Christo that have only recently been rediscovered.

SELLING POINTS:
•  This monograph shares unprecedented insights into Christo and Jeanne-Claude's early work
•  Features archival images and photos of the artists' oeuvre published for the very first time
•  Accompanies an exhibition at the Centre Pompidou in Paris from 18 March to 15 June 2020
and at the PalaisPopulaire in Berlin from 21 March to 17 August 2020
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The new media, contemporary techniques for generating pictures, novel materials and
substances are currently exerting great fascination. A move away from physical-material reality
and toward formless immateriality is consistently shown in her artistic practice. The work of
Claudia Zweifel (*1981) assumes a threshold position. She works - in a transitive and
process-oriented way - in the transition between space and imagination, object and picture, and
between opposing realities. This fully illustrated monograph presents the artist's oeuvre for the
first time.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINT:
•  First monograph on Claudia Zweife's 'reality and illusion' works

61 colour images
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A beautifully illustrated survey of five centuries of art from the collections of one of America's
leading museums, now updated to include new acquisitions since 2007.

Featuring highlights from the great collection of the Chrysler Museum of Art, Norfolk, Virginia,
this volume includes paintings, sculpture, photography, glass, decorative arts and arts of the
ancient world and non-Western cultures. There are paintings by leading American artists, such as
Copley, Cole, Bierstadt, Homer, Cassatt and Hopper; Italian Renaissance and Baroque
masterpieces by Filippino Lippi and Salvator Rosa; Dutch and Flemish Old Masters, including Peter
Paul Rubens; and the work of European painters like Velazquez, Delacroix and Gauguin. The book
showcases major collections of decorative art, including Worcester porcelain, Gorham silver, and
the internationally important glass collection with works by Tiffany, Galle, Dale Chihuly and
Catherine "Cappy" Thompson. Photography also features strongly, with early photographs,
including images from the Civil War and iconic photographs from the Civil Rights Movement.

AUTHOR:
Jefferson C. Harrison is chief curator emeritus, the Chrysler Museum of Art, Norfolk, VA. Brooks
Johnson is director of Development, Harmony Investments, Inc. and was formerly curator of
photography, the Chrysler Museum of Art. Gary E. Baker is an independent appraiser, antiques
and fine art, and was until 2007 curator of Glass, The Chrysler Museum of Art.

22 colour images
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The Wemhoner Collection examines the multifaceted interrelations between East and West in
depictions of the landscape. Coming from the Asian tradition, numerous Chinese artists explore
Western concepts of landscape. From the reverse perspective, the Chinese understanding of
landscape is simultaneously becoming more and more topical in the West. This fifth volume
focuses on the individual artistic worldview that gives a 'landscape' a recognisable form in the first
place. Since we always see the landscape 'with borrowed eyes'.

Featured artists include:

Darren Almond, Birdhead, Julian Charriere, Josef Hoflehner, Hong Lei, Jiang Pengyi, Isaac Julien,
Nadav Kander, In Look Kim, Lu Song, Masbedo, Andreas Muhe, Michael Najjar, Qiu Zhijie,
Alexandra Ranner, Erik Schmidt, Serse, Shen Fan, Andrea Stappert, Sun Xun, Tang Guo, Brigitte
Waldach, Frank Wiebe, Yan Shanchun, Yang Kailiang, Yang Yongliang, Zhang Dali, Zuoxiao
Zuzhou

SELLING POINTS:
• The fifth volume on the collection of Heiner Wemhöner
•  Featured artists include Darren Almond, Birdhead, Julian Charriere, Josef Hoflehner, Jiang
Pengyi, Isaac Julien, Nadav Kander and many more

150 colour images
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In over 300 pages, 200 images and a number of original extracts from her sketchbook,
Crossroads tells the story and showcases the artwork of Alice Pasquini, one of the top female
street artists worldwide. 

Alice is a prolific illustrator, creative designer and painter who has been gifting cities with her
artwork for over a decade: through her work, women and children become an integral feature of
any urban surrounding. From large artwork - like the wall of the Italian Museum in Melbourne -
to small cameos in London or Marseille, Alice's creativity shines through in every city thanks to
her unique style. The images in Crossroads have been taken from renowned photographers
including Martha Cooper and Ian Cox. The book is brought together by a foreword from the
editor Paulo von Vacano, texts by Jessica Stewart and journalists Nicolas Ballario (Rolling Stone)
and Stephen Heyman (New York Times), as well as article extracts by Steven P. Harrington and
Jaime Rojo - Co-founders of Brooklyn Street Art (BSA), Serena Dandini, DJ Gruff and Chef Rubio.

AUTHOR:
Alice Pasquini's artwork is seen not only on urban surfaces and walls, but also in galleries and
museums in more than 100 different cities around the world. Alice travels continuously and her
preferred canvases are city walls. The Roman artist, both a street artist and painter, has
developed different threads in her research, from narrating feminine vitality to manipulating the
three-dimensional possibilities of her work. She moves from urban explorations to installations
using found materials. Sydney, New York, Barcelona, Oslo, Moscow, Paris, Copenhagen,
Marrakech, Berlin, Saigon, Buenos Aires, Singapore, London, and Rome are some of the cities
where her work can be found.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Crossroads is the first anthology of complete works by female street artist Alice Pasquini
•  Includes images by famous photographers such as Martha Coope and Ian Cox
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Fractured Light focuses on a key body of work by the British artist Johnnie Cooper, which was
instrumental in his transformation from sculptor to painter. Throughout the 1990s, Cooper
embarked on an industrious and experimental trajectory with paint and collage with a renewed
dedication. 

These works on paper, made by layering multiple strips of paintings, were directly inspired by a
series of large assemblage works he constructed during the late 1980s, when the culmination of
his work in art education brought a new found freedom. The view from a new studio in rural
Worcestershire conjured fresh inspirations and instilled a fascination with the ever-changing
colour, shape and light values that fractured through a nearby woodland. over the course of a
day. 

This book documents an important part of Cooper's oeuvre and is a must for enthusiasts of
Johnnie's work or anyone who is into British Expressionism or abstract art. It accompanies a
forthcoming exhibition, also called Fractured Light, scheduled for March 2020 at Kendrew Barn
Gallery, St John's College, Oxford University, and follows Johnnie Cooper: Sunset Strip, a major
monograph on the artist in 2018, also published by Black Dog Press.

AUTHOR:
Johnnie Cooper was born in Wolverhampton, UK, in 1950. In 1970 he attended the sculpture
course at Staffordshire College of Art, run by internationally renowned sculptor Stuart Osborne.
After completing a postgraduate year at Staffordshire University in Fine Art Sculpture, Cooper
was awarded a travel bursary and won a prestigious grant from the Gulbenkian Society to study
in Florence. An intense period of formal experimentation ensued, leading Cooper to turn to
painting in 1984. Over the past 40 years, Cooper has exhibited in various group shows
throughout the UK, as well as at the Free Painters and Sculptors Society, Manchester Academy of
Fine Art, the Mall Galleries and the Royal Academy. Cooper has also exhibited internationally in
Dallas and Shanghai, and his work is held in numerous private collections. In 2019, Throe on
Throe, a major retrospective charting Cooper's work over five decades, was held at the Saatchi
Gallery in London.
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Get to know the master figurative painter Lucian Freud who depicted humanity with a poet's gaze
and a perfectionist's eye for detail.

Lucian Freud dedicated his life to portraying the people in his world without flattery or
refinement. Although his technique and style evolved tremendously over the decades, Freud
never wavered in his uncompromising standards or unsentimental approach to his subjects. This
introduction to Freud's life and oeuvre opens with an illuminating essay that explores how Freud's
adherence to realism and focus on the human figure moved him in and out of the spotlight until
the 1980s when renewed international interest in painting and figuration gave his work a new
significance. Stunning reproductions of key works are presented chronologically, allowing readers
to see how Freud's brushwork, composition, and use of light evolved over the decades. Whether
he was painting members of the royal family or the cashier at a London nightclub, Freud imbued
his portraits with psychological tension, humanity, and a profound interest in the relationship
between painter and model.

AUTHOR:
Brad Finger is an art historian based near Chicago, Illinois. He is the author of 50 Contemporary
Artists You Should Know and 50 Photos You Should Know (both by Prestel).

55 colour illustrations
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Christine Vanoppen (born 1962) has always been interested in the interaction between art and
the private and public spaces. Glass is her preferred medium of expression, a challenging
material that is flexible and pliable and at the same time stiff and brittle.

Christine Vanoppen designs her glass art in dialogue with the environment and in the context of
architecture. She finds the inspiration for the monumental works in architecture, but also in
nature. Christine wants to make the light visible through the different layers or structures of
transparent and coloured glass, for this she loves to challenge herself and to push the boundaries
of the material itself. Her glassworks and installations are characterised by high technical quality
and a pronounced aesthetic beauty. Every new assignment is preceded by intense research and
experiment. Her work reflects a contemporary aesthetic and gives a new dimension to an
age-old and noble craft. In this book 13 glass projects are highlighted through text, sketches,
studio photos, and the final result.

Text in English, French and Dutch.

SELLING POINT:
•   Studio photos, sketches and complementary texts bring 13 quality glass projects from Belgian
artist Christine Vanoppen to life

100 illustrations
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The Hugh Lane Galley, Dublin's city art gallery, is situated in the heart of the city. It was
established in 1908 by the art collector and dealer Hugh Lane and is the oldest public modern art
gallery in the world in continuous existence. Inspired by the Irish Literary Revival, the
establishment of the gallery is acknowledged as one of the most significant cultural events in the
birth of Modern Ireland. With works ranging from the mid-19th century to the contemporary, this
remarkable public collection, created in a unique spirit of philanthropy, is one of Ireland's
foremost cultural institutions.

This selection of highlights, lucidly chosen by Director Barbara Dawson, takes a personal journey
through the fascinating collection; from early works presented by Hugh Lane and his supporters
through to contemporary practice.

AUTHOR:
Barbara Dawson is Director of the Hugh Lane Municipal Gallery of Modern Art Dublin. She secured
Francis Bacon's Studio in 1998 and devised the strategy behind its removal and installation in the
gallery in 2001.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A personal tour through the fascinating collection of the Hugh Lane Gallery, Dublin, guided by
Director Barbara Dawson
•  The newest addition to Scala's acclaimed 'Director's Choice' series
•  Traces works from the early collection of Hugh Lane and his supporters through to
contemporary practice
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Wall or no wall? View the US-Mexico borderland saga through the eyes of artists who've lived it.
More than 100 artworks represent a variety of mediums, from large paintings to mixed-media
collage, neon, photography, and sculpture. Based on a traveling exhibit by members of the El
Paso-based JUNTOS Art Association, the images explore the region's animal and plant
ecosystems, food and religious culture, and history. The artists reflect deep roots both north and
south of the border and the inherent Mestizaje, a blend of Indigenous, Mexican and American
heritage across the length of the bicultural, binational landscape. Their work makes vibrant
personal and political statements that speak constructively about how to move forward in this
fraught region. Combined with accompanying essays, this book shares a rare, close-up view of
the US-Mexico crossroads at a critical point in US history.

AUTHOR:
Diana Molina is a photographer, artist, public speaker, and curator of the traveling exhibition
Icons and Symbols of the Borderland. She became creative director for the JUNTOS Art
Association in 2012 and broadened its scope to gain wider recognition for border artists and their
stories.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Artwork from the US-Mexico borderland explores divergent viewpoints at the crux of a heated
national debate 
•  Appeals to a wide community of students, teachers, artists, activists, civic leaders, and lovers
of art 
•  Travelling exhibit curated by an artist who was born a half mile from the border wall

144 colour images
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Jonas Burgert (*1969) is one of today's most distinguished figurative painters and a breathtaking
storyteller between the times. The pictorial spaces of his panoramic and masterly executed
paintings are as vivid as imagination itself and an abysmally enigmatic mirror of human life. One
is thrown into the visual turmoil of their multifocal narrational layers, tossed amidst mysterious
happenings, strange figures and creatures. This book, accompanying his comprehensive solo
exhibition at the Arp Museum, unfolds his fascinating artistic universe, not least due to seven new
monumental paintings.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A monograph of works by contemporary German artist Jonas Burgert
•  Accompanies an exhibition at the Arp Museum, Germany from 16 February to 16 August 2020

124 colour and 15 b/w illustrations
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Since studying with Anthony Gormley and Timm Ulrichs, Josef Rainer (*1970) has created an
artistic world theatre made up of incidental and overlooked things, in which perspectives and
proportions communicate, big things move out of view, and small things appear on the stage. In
his new book, the honeycomb architecture of bees, shrunken human beings in urban
surroundings, speaking busts, and reading primates encounter one another. Supplemented by
forays into mythology, the history of human development, science, and politics, all of this forms
the material for a wondrous 'art chamber' in book form.

Text in English, German and Italian.

SELLING POINT:
•  A monograph of works by Josef Rainer supplemented by forays into mythology, the history of
human development, science, and politics

63 colour, 14 b/w images
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Behind the Wall emerged in 2012 as part of the official exhibition of the 11th Havana Biennial.
For the 13th edition of this important event, Detras del Muro is presented as part of the official
exhibition, but also as a sociocultural project that seeks to make its work a constant resource in
favor of the sociocultural and community development of the city. On one hand, Liquid Stage ,
which is the theme of the artistic intervention, and on the other hand DEDELMU, the origin of an
artistic institution focused on cultural promotion, artistic production and community work that will
have headquarters in Malecon. Within the repertoire of works that will be presented in the Liquid
Stage, all are proposed as a direct dialogue with the space in which they are registered, of public
nature, monumental scale, urban node par excellence, Havana's main facade.

100 images
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Explore Mark Bradford's career through his storied End Papers works.

Drawing on the diverse cultural and geographic makeup of his South Los Angeles community,
Mark Bradford is known for his wall-size collages and installations from scavenged materials.
These artworks are responses to the impromptu networks - underground economies, migrant
communities, or popular appropriation of abandoned public space - that emerge within a city.
This book focuses on some of Bradford's earliest works which take the form of subtle abstract
collages made from end papers, small translucent paper that protects hair from overheating,
which he learned to use while working as a hairdresser in his mother's salon. Part painting and
part collage, the coloured End Papers works feature grids that contain various hues that pulsate
across the surface. Begun when he was a student at the California Institute of Art in the 1990s,
the End Paper paintings were the beginning of his process of combining paper and paint.
Bradford said recently, "I learned my own way of constructing paintings through the End Papers -
how to create space, how to use colour. And how to provide a new kind of content. They were
the beginning for me." The exhibition and book examine the use of end papers as a fundamental
motif in Bradford's career and how he has returned to it in the past two decades. The essay by
Auping discusses how these early works led to his use of merchant's posters, broadsides, and
even billboards he found in downtown Los Angeles to make his paintings.

AUTHOR:
Michale Auping is a curator and scholar of abstract expressionism, specialising in international
developments in postwar art. From 1993 to 2017, he was Chief Curator at the Modern Art
Museum of Fort Worth.

50 illustrations
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Marsden Hartley (1877–1943) was proud to call himself an American artist, but he dreamed of
travel to Europe, believing that he would learn more there than in his home state of Maine or
even in New York. His rise to prominence as a specifically American modernist was based largely
on the visual influences that he encountered in 1912–15 in the vibrant cities of Paris, Berlin and
Munich, which he then synthesised through a New England perspective. Solitary by nature,
Hartley never lost his wanderlust, and throughout his life found inspiration in many other
landscapes and cultures, including in southern France, Italy, Bermuda, New Mexico, Mexico and
Canada. Marsden Hartley: Adventurer in the Arts offers a fresh appraisal of this pioneering
modernist, whose work continues to be celebrated for its spirituality and experimentation. Rick
Kinsel's introduction provides an overview of the manifold ways in which Hartley's peripatetic life
shaped his artistic vision. Essays by William Low, Emily Schuchardt Navratil and Kinsel explore
artefacts in the Marsden Hartley Memorial Collection of Bates College Museum of Art in Maine;
Hartley’s love of the circus, a recurrent theme that reflected his desire for escape; and the
painting Schiff, created in Berlin in 1915 with imagery from both Native American material
culture and German folk art. The catalogue section, by Navratil, features over 100 paintings,
drawings, photographs and postcards, arranged into seven country- or state-themed chapters,
with a concluding chapter on Hartley's possessions, which – because he had no permanent home
of his own – held extraordinary significance for him.

AUTHOR:
Rick Kinsel is President of the Vilcek Foundation, where he oversees the curation, stewardship
and exhibition of the foundation’s art collections. These collections include significant and
comprehensive holdings in American modernism, Native American pottery, pre-Columbian
objects, and more.

SELLING POINTS:
•  An authoritative study of Marsden Hartley's lifelong passion for travel and its importance for
the development of American modernism
•  With 200 illustrations of Hartley's works and personal possessions, including full reproductions
of a photograph album and a typescript

200 illustrations
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The work of Miranda July - the most impressively cross-disciplinary artist of her generation - is
brought into focus in this mid-career retrospective.

From her early rarely seen Riot Grrrl-influenced fanzines and performances to a career that has
produced seminal films, fiction, sculptures, public art, and even a smartphone app, Miranda July
has proven incredibly adept at not only articulating the poignancy and humour of the human
plight, but has also achieved enormous acclaim along the way. This chronological retrospective
includes July's performance and video projects, award-winning, internationally acclaimed films,
digital multimedia, and written works which make clear the multidimensionality of her work. The
book includes photography, stills, and archival ephemera and is narrated by friends,
collaborators, curators, assistants, and audience members including David Byrne, Spike Jonze,
Lena Dunham, Carrie Brownstein, and Hans Ulrich Obrist, as well as July herself. This
behind-the-scenes commentary reveals a uniquely intimate perspective on the process, struggles,
and grit involved in forging one's own path. What emerges is just how singular her voice is - from
a movie narrated by an injured cat to a performance that builds an intentional community; from
sculpture that engages the public to an interfaith charity shop in a London department store. July
may be nearly impossible to categorise, but the importance of her work and her status as an
essential cultural icon with wide-ranging appeal is irrefutable.

AUTHOR:
Miranda July is a filmmaker, artist, and writer. She wrote No One Belongs Here More Than You, a
book of short stories that won the Frank O'Connor International Short Story Award, and The First
Bad Man, a novel. She wrote and directed the movies Me and You and Everyone We Know, The
Future, and the forthcoming Kajillionaire. Her films have won numerous prizes, including the
Camera d'Or at the Cannes Festival and the Special Jury Prize at the Sundance Film Festival.
Raised in Berkeley, California, July lives in Los Angeles.

200 colour illustrations
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The young Kuwaiti Monira Al Qadiri (*1983) is one of the most important artistic voices of the
Gulf region. She poetically combines the social upheavals of the past 30 years as well as the
acute effects of the oil industry and belief systems with traditional elements from myth and
history. By showing the ruptures between past and present symbolically - for instance, glass as a
ghostly trace of the drilling machines in the desert - she quasi-speculates into a possible future.
This book provides moving insights into Monira Al Qadiri's work of the past years.

SELLING POINT:
•  A fully illustrated monograph of works by Monira Al Qadiri

79 colour images
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This is the first biography and reference book dedicated to Samuel Percy, a modeller who
produced an impressive oeuvre of wax portraits and tableaux in the mid-to-late eighteenth and
early nineteenth century. Based in part on the author's own substantial collection of Percy waxes,
this book follows Percy from his beginnings in Dublin, at the Dublin Society Drawing Schools,
working with the famed statuary John Van Nost; to England, where he journeyed from town to
town, putting advertisements in regional newspapers. These revealing advertisements have been
gathered here for the first time, in order to track his travels. Whether taking the likeness of
Princess Charlotte of Wales, or falling victim to a highway robber in Birmingham, these fragments
of Percy's history paint a fascinating picture of his life as a wandering artisan.

As well as a chronological narrative of Percy's life, this book commits an entire chapter to an area
of his work that has never been studied before: his miniature tableaux. These portray various
subjects, both religious and secular, from Christ on the Cross to playing children. They are
catalogued in an appendix, and almost thirty are illustrated.

Based entirely on original research, Mr. Percy: Portrait Modeller in Coloured Wax features over a
hundred illustrations, celebrating both Percy's accomplishments and the works of other modellers
for comparison.

AUTHOR:
Since retiring from a career in university administration, Ruth Ord-Hume has been researching
Samuel Percy and his life. She has visited museums across the UK and travelled to America in
pursuit of information, establishing a network of contacts in both academic and commercial
circles en route. With articles published in The Sculpture Journal and Antique Collecting, she has
also contributed to the section on Samuel Percy in the online version of A Biographical Dictionary
of Sculptors in Britain, 1660-1851. She is possibly the only current specialist in the field.

SELLING POINTS:
•  First major reference book on Samuel Percy, modeller of miniature portraits and tableaux in
coloured wax
•  Contains detailed information on Percy, as well as his contemporary modellers in Britain,
Ireland and America
•  A chapter has been devoted to Percy's tableaux, which have never before been subjected to
study
•  Of interest to museum and gallery curators, art historians, economic and social historians and
anyone who collects portrait miniatures
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The painter Nguyen Xuan Huy (*1976) is an enlightener. Born in Vietnam, he came to Europe at
the age of 17, first studying in Bordeaux, and then in Halle. As a result of his own life story, he
considers the precise and above all logical analysis of reality to be much more than just ideology.
It is specifically this special viewpoint that makes him a noteworthy protagonist of current
painting. His technically brilliant paintings therefore often appear to be allegories charged with
mythology or philosophy for the intellectual condition of our apparently totally unfettered present.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINT:
•  A monograph of works by Vietnamese painter Nguyen Xuan Huy

57 colour images
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The first major retrospective of the work of American abstract expressionist and action painter
Norman Bluhm (1921-1998).

While critically recognised and praised, Bluhm's work has never received the level of attention
that some of other contemporaries, like Joan Mitchell and Sam Francis. In part, this is the result
of Bluhm's unwillingness to cater sufficiently to those in the commercial art world; but it is also
due to changing art tastes in the 1960's, with the advent of Pop Art – which Bluhm found utterly
lacking in beauty and passion – that placed Bluhm in a critical lacuna. The over eighty works
featured here are interspersed with short texts and extended commentaries, and complemented
with comparative images of ephemera or other short unpublished texts, such as Frank O'Hara's
poems that formed part of a significant body of paintings produced by Bluhm in the early 1960s.
Together the artworks chart the full trajectory of Bluhm's career over a period of 50 years. An
introduction by Jay Grimm presents a more intimate, biographical approach to Bluhm's work,
based on unpublished interviews with Cary Bluhm (Norman Bluhm's widow) and Jay's interviews
with Norman Bluhm. The volume also features a previously unpublished interview by Paul
Cummings with Norman Bluhm from 1969.

AUTHORS:
Jay Grimm is an independent art advisor, appraiser and dealer with 25 years experience in the
New York gallery world. Tricia Laughlin Bloom is curator of American Art at the Newark Museum,
NJ. Paul Cummings is an art historian and editor, New York, NY.
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OMR is a contemporary art gallery located in Mexico City. It was founded in 1983 by Patricia Ortiz
Monasterio and Jaime Riestra. This book charts its creation and history.

The gallery represents the work of emerging and established active artists within the national and
international contemporary art scene, as well as the deceased Adolfo Riestra and Alberto
Gironella. In 2009, the gallery opened a project space in the annex functionalist architecture
building, with the purpose of generating a new platform for proposals by young artists and larger
works. This space was called el52, because it is located at number 52 of the Plaza Rio de Janeiro.

In January 2016, OMR moved to a new space within the Roma neighbourhood, located on the
street of Córdoba 100, as part of a renovation project, during which Cristobal Riestra officially
assumed the direction of the gallery.

AUTHOR:
Osvaldo Sanchez, curator and art critic. Graduated in Art History from the University of Havana.
He has been Director of the Carrillo Gil Museum of Art and subsequently Director of the Rufino
Tamayo Museum of Contemporary Art. He was curator of the international public art project
inSite 2000-01. Member since 2007 of the international advisory committee of Haus Der Kulturen
Der Welt in Berlin. He is currently Director of the Museum of Modern Art. The visit of O. Sanchez
was part of the CIA Workshop Program with International Guests.
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One of the most important artists in the development of modern art – Cezanne's work is suffused
with life and colour but also retains solidity and a radical perception of space. This gorgeous book
presents an accessible discussion of the artist and his work in context, followed by a curated
selection of his most representative and impressive work.

Paul Cezanne (1839 1906) is arguably one of the most important artists in the development of
modern art, being as he was a key bridge between the stirrings of airy abstraction in
Impressionism and the solid redefinition of space espoused by Cubism. Exhibiting with but often
apart from the Impressionists, always striving to please the establishment and yet ultimately
following his own path to find new ways of representing visual experience, his work is suffused
with life and colour but also retains its power in the knowledge of its influence. This gorgeous
book introduces the reader to Cezanne through an accessible discussion of the artist in context,
his life, work and legacy, followed by a curated selection of full-page reproductions of his most
representative and impressive work, from his many portraits and still lifes to his figure groups
(the iconic bathers) and landscapes (his precious Montagne Sainte-Victoire).

SELLING POINTS:
•  The most famous and popular artworks from key artists and movements. 
•  Accessible and succinct text, with captions. 
•  Full-page reproductions on high-quality paper. 
•  Ideal compact hardback gift format.

100 illustrations
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Discover the motifs, masterpieces, and driving forces behind the artist Pablo Picasso.

Picasso was arguably the most influential artist of the 20th century. Over the course of a career
that spanned seven decades - and included thousands of paintings, sculptures, ceramics,
drawings, prints, and tapestries - his work continued to evolve in response to his own life and to
events in the world around him. This elegant introduction to Picasso offers lively artistic and
biographical commentary, as well as beautiful reproductions of key works. Readers will discover
why Picasso's work is often categorised by "periods" and his masterful achievements in the
realms of neoclassicism, surrealism, and sculpture - in short, how his tremendous body of work
reflected the development of modern art in the 20th century.

AUTHOR:
Rosalind Ormiston is an art and architectural historian. She is the author of 50 Art Movements
You Should Know (Prestel).
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The world's most famous portraits and the hidden stories behind their subjects are explored in
this fascinating and highly entertaining book.

Portraiture is one of the oldest and most studied genres of art. While most scholars will look at a
painting's composition, style, and themes, often questions remain unanswered - who were these
people and why were they painted? This entertaining book reveals the identities and lives of
some of the most famous characters that populate art history - from the Renaissance to the 21st
century. Readers will learn how the fifteen-year-old subject of da Vinci's Lady with an Ermine
nearly destroyed a marriage; that van Dyck's depiction of Prudence in wild clothes is actually one
of the most controversial aristocrats of the seventeenth century; and that Francis Bacon's
character George Dyer was a man he met in a Soho nightclub. These and other stories behind
works by Picasso, Klimt, Rubens, Warhol, and dozens of other artists show how portraiture
remains one of the most enthralling genres. Based on art scholarship and conveyed in an
accessible tone, these fascinating tales of power, lust, intrigue, jealousy, vengeance, and
romance will help readers understand masterpieces of art history in an entirely new light.

AUTHORS:
Francesca Bonazzoli is an art historian and the art critic for Corriere della Sera, Italy's largest
daily newspaper. Her many publications include Mona Lisa to Marge: How the World's Greatest
Artworks Entered Popular Culture (Prestel), which she co-authored with Michele Robecchi.

Michele Robecchi contributes to Art in America, Art Pulse, Flash Art, and Interview. He is
co-author of Mona Lisa to Marge: How the World's Greatest Artworks Entered Popular Culture
(Prestel), as well as monographs on the work of Robin Rhode, Sarah Lucas, and Zhang Huan.
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This mid-career monograph offers a nuanced perspective on contemporary artist Rafael
Lozano-Hemmer's oeuvre.

Rafael Lozano-Hemmer's installations engage the audience in unique and seductive ways -
measuring their heart rate, surveilling their faces, even circulating their breath. Often
characterised by particular interactions between the work and the viewer, Lozano-Hemmer's art
explores themes such as forced cohabitations, power imbalances, and contemporary techniques
of surveillance and control. This mid-career retrospective book focuses on works produced over
the past two decades. It includes essays that explore the poetic and political dimensions of the
artist's work, along with in-depth examinations of four major works - Zoom Pavilion, Vicious
Circular Breathing, Voz Alta, and Pulse Room. It also features full-colour illustrations of sixteen
recent works, including a newly created immersive sound environment, Sphere Packing: Bach. An
essential guide to a deeper understanding of the themes that connect these technically
sophisticated and emotionally resonant works, this book draws on the idea of an "unstable
presence" to communicate the humanity and the anxiety that lie at the centre of
Lozano-Hemmer's art.

AUTHORS:
Rudolf Frieling is Curator of Media Arts at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.

Lesley Johnstone is Curator and Head of Exhibitions and Education at the Musee d'art
contemporain in Montreal, Quebec.
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Rebecca Horn (*1944) is one of today's most outstanding artists. Since the early 1970s her poetic
performances, drawings, films, and kinetic sculptures have laid the foundation for the
body-related art of today. In 2018 Saint Hedwig's Cathedral in Berlin showed her installation
Glowing Core, which quickly became the highlight of the Berlin Art Week. The cathedral opened
each day at sunset and remained open until late in the evening, revealing a new universe of
light. In this book three photographers and four renowned authors examine this work.

Text in English and German.

Rebecca Horn, born in 1944 in Odenwald, has been featured in countless institutional exhibitions
since 1970 and she is the recipient of many international awards. 1989-2009: professor at the
Universitat der Künste, Berlin.

SELLING POINTS:
•  An in-depth examination of works by female performance and installation artist Rebecca Horn
•  Initially published to mark her 75th birthday, and accompanied a major retrospective at Centre
Pompidou Metz in France from 8 June 2019 to 13 January 2020
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Born in Sacramento in 1939, the artist Richard Jackson was one of the leading figures in the
Californian art scene in the 1970s and 1980s. Influenced by abstract expressionism and action
painting, Jackson developed a combination of painting and action that, much like documentation,
exposes the physical effort and time spent in creating a work of art.

Dduring his early years, Jackson focused a spotlight on his artistic practice, which he regarded
less as a mythical, inspired creative process than a hands-on production of a work of art:
assembling the stretcher, attaching the canvas to the frame, applying the paint.

Later in his career, Jackson delegated the painting process to complex machines that he used as
protagonists or props in his works. This book introduces a selection of his installations entitled
Rooms, which feature cartoonlike figures - often dogs or ducks with human traits or plastic
figures resembling Playmobil toys - spouting paint from their mouths or genitals. Significantly,
Jackson does not involve spectators in the installation, but presents them with the final 'painting'
like a sort of oversized tableau.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A leading figure in American contemporary art since the 1970s
•  Richard Jackson's works challenge the boundaries of painting, sculpture, installation and
performance
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Featuring every image in Robbie Conal's storied poster campaigns, this is the definitive history of
"America's foremost street artist" (Washington Post). A foreword by Shepard Fairey, American
contemporary street artist and activist, sets the scene. Conal's satirical posters of political figures
are given richer context as his life story is insightfully joined with art criticism by expert
Daichendt. Conal's art has been featured on CBS This Morning, on Charlie Rose, and in Time,
Newsweek, the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, Vanity Fair, and others. Conal has
received a National Endowment for the Arts Individual Artist Grant and many other honours.

AUTHOR:
G. James Daichendt, EdD (Carlsbad, CA), is professor of art history at Point Loma Nazarene
University in San Diego. He is the author of several books and an art critic and journalist for
Artbound on the nation's largest public television station, KCET.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Life and work of  "America's foremost street artist" according to the Washington Post 
•  For art collectors, academics, politically left-minded individuals, and fans of street art and
graffiti 
•  Filled with juicy stories and conversion-like experiences adding up to a one-of-a-kind life
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

This explosive collection features more than 400 roller derby and girl gang–inspired artworks
from 52 of today's most kick-ass artists from around the world. With posters, logos, fan art,
pinups, and more, Roller Derby / Girl Gang serves as a scrapbook of rough-and-tumble,
fun-loving girls banding together to take on the world. Includes a playlist of favourite bad-girl
anthems curated by the artists, and lists of their all-time favourite girl gangs. This anthology
features a wide range of art styles and will be a must-have addition to any roller derby or
girl-power collection.

AUTHOR:
An independent comic book editor and avid art book collector, Jamie Kendall has turned his
passion for all things lowbrow, cartoon, and retro into a quest to curate and showcase works
from some of the world's most exciting and entertaining artists working today. He lives in Byron
Bay, Australia.

SELLING POINTS:
•  An rough-and-tumble celebration of Girl Power from 52 kick-ass artists around the world 
•  Posters, logos, and fan art in styles ranging from pinup to fine art to street art and more 
•  Features a foreword by 2017 MVP Lady Trample and a playlist of bad-girl anthems from the
artists

424 colour and b/w images
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An elegant introduction to Egon Schiele's career, this book untangles the mysteries and
misunderstandings behind his genius.

Egon Schiele left an enormous artistic legacy that is all the more powerful for the brevity of his
career. Isabel Kuhl's lively text follows Schiele's trajectory from an artist in the Art Nouveau style
to a powerful interpreter of human sexuality and considers the many hardships, including exile
and even imprisonment, faced by Schiele as a young and rebellious artist with a singular vision.
Gorgeous reproductions of his most emblematic works are presented chronologically, allowing
readers to appreciate the evolution of Schiele's radical style, his uncanny use of colour and line,
and his willingness to confront an oppressive society. From unflinching portraits to precisely
detailed landscapes, Schiele's artistry shines through on every page.

AUTHOR:
Isabel Kuhl is an art and architecture historian. Among her many books are Vincent van Gogh, 50
Buildings You Should Know, and 50 Sculptures You Should Know (all by Prestel).

55 colour illustrations
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The ethnographic literature of the 20th century focused mainly on the sculptural traditions of the
numerous ethnic groups that populated Southern Nigeria while the more northern areas
remained largely terra incognita. In 2013 Jan Strybol published a study on the sculpture of
Northern Nigeria. He pointed out that in many parts of this region there are people who still had,
at least until recently, their own sculptural tradition. In this study the author restricted himself to
what is referred to as the Middle Belt and especially to the part between the Bauchi Plateau, the
Gongola River and the Katsina Ala River. In 1974 Roy Sieber pointed out that, with a few
exceptions, the people who were members of the Niger-Congo language family laid the
foundations for the great African sculptural traditions south of the Sahara. However, the largest
group of iconophile peoples in the Central Middle Belt of Nigeria is to be found in the Chadic
branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family.

In this book of objects from private collections the author shows the great variety of the
sculptures of the Middle Belt. This study mainly deals with wooden figures but also contains four
wooden masks and three bronzes.

Text in English and French.

SELLING POINT:
•   Presents objects from private collections showcasing the wondrous variety of sculptures from
the Nigerian Middle Belt

100 illustrations
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When asked, 'What is East German Now', Sebastian Jung's (*1987) answer is far from being
one-dimensional or monocausal. On the contrary, his astute observations of all the unrealised
promises of salvation are equally empathetic and witty. Revealingly, he intensifies and delegates
the grotesque tension between oppressive solitude, consumption, and amusement to the
beholders, whose laughter gets stuck in their throats. Despite its formal humour and wit, the
works in Jung's new book demand a distinguished discussion on violence, hatred, and solitude in
East Germany.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINT:
•  A monograph of works by visual artist Sebastian Jung

99 colour images
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

In her first-ever monograph, over 200 colour and black-and-white pieces, as well as sketches
from various stages of her creative process, showcase Candy's unforgettable, eye-popping style
and her growing fame in the lowbrow scene. Born of colour and light in Long Beach, a protege of
legendary lowbrow icon The PIZZ, Candy has struck a fever in the landscape of pop surrealism.
Her damsels of the West, exotic tiki vixens, sultry hot-rod gals, and weirdo monsters have graced
galleries, books, and magazines as far out as France, Italy, Germany, Japan, and Australia.

AUTHOR:
Jamie Kendall promotes lowbrow, cartoon, and retro art by curating works from some of the
today's most exciting and entertaining artists. He lives in Byron Bay, Australia.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The first-ever monograph on the wild and wondrous lowbrow art of Candy Weil 
•  Featuring over 200 pieces, as well as sketches and scribblings, plus a foreword by artist BigToe

•  A must-have for collectors of lowbrow art and pop culture artists at any career stage

223 colour and b/w images
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Luigi Valadier, son of the French-born Andrea, obtained his silversmith license in 1760 and
became one of the most celebrated artists in Europe, working for the noble families of Rome
(Borghese, Odescalchi, Chigi, Orsini), cardinals and popes and a broad international clientele
which included the Duke of Northumberland, Madame du Barry, the Bali of Malta, Jacques-Laure
Le Tonnelier de Breteuil, the King of Sweden, Karl Theodor, Elector of Bavaria, the Count of the
North, heir to the Russian throne, etc. His workshop situated near Piazza di Spagna employed
dozens of craftsmen and produced not only silverware but also bronze statues, often copies of
ancient sculptures, magnificent clocks, vases in precious marbles, lamps, huge candelabras,
furniture, desers, reliquaries and liturgical vessels, and much more. In 1785 while completing
commissions for the Borghese prince and working on the cast of the enormous bell of St Peter's,
he committed suicide by drowning in the Tiber river, possibly due to the severe economic
challenges from which his extraordinary workshop was suffering.

AUTHOR:
Geraldine Leardi is a curator at the Galleria Borghese in Rome.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A magnificent catalogue that reproduces the stunning and yet refined artwork of Luigi
Valadier, one of the great artists of the 18th century
•  Features the complete reproduction of the only extant album of drawings by Valadier and his
workshop
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This major new book on the art of Banksy spans the entire career of the world's most famous
anonymous street artist.

Decades before he blew the lid off the high-stakes art world by shredding a work immediately
following its purchase at an auction, Banksy was committing acts of artistic protest on the streets,
walls and bridges of cities throughout the world. We still don't know who Banksy is, but thanks to
this book we have a greater sense of how he works. This book features approximately eighty
works from the start of his street art career to today, most photographed in situ and presented
in vibrant illustrations. This book guides readers through Banksy's artistic processes and explains
his influences, such as the Situationism movement and the May 1968 uprising in Paris. It delves
into key works such as Love Is in the Air, a stenciled graffiti that subverts the idea of violent
protest; Flag, in which the iconic American photograph at Iwo Jima is altered to reflect a group of
Harlem children atop a burnt-out car; and the slyly titled Turf War, in which Winston Churchill
sports a grassy Mohawk. The book also pays tribute to Banksy's rats, a reviled symbol of urban
decay that the artist reimagines as rappers, violin players and painters. As Banksy continues to
challenge the political, economic and racial oppression that takes place every day in cities around
the world, this book offers a timely appreciation of just how the artist has embedded himself into
the psyche of the powerful as well as the voiceless - without ever revealing his own identity.

AUTHOR:
Gianni Mercurio is a curator specialising in American art. He has published numerous books and
exhibition catalogs on artists such as Andy Warhol, Keith Haring, Jean-Michel Basquiat, George
Segal, and Roy Lichtenstein, and on the topics of Pop-Art, Hyperrealism, and Graffiti. He lives in
Rome, Italy.
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Follow the trajectory of Yoshitomo Nara, one of the most prominent contemporary artists, whose
work has grown in complexity and nuance over the past three decades.

Thirty years after Yoshitomo Nara rocketed to fame with his Neo-Pop paintings of sinister childlike
figures, the artist has deepened his practice. Along with his most recognisable pieces, such as his
ceramic figurines and ubiquitous portraits of wide-eyed children, readers will discover his
less-known aspects of his works including outdoor sculpture, illustrations on paper, and early
versions of his figures. Nara's work is influenced by a passion for punk and rock music, popular
culture, manga, and growing up in post-World War II Japan. This special edition book includes a
slipcase with 13 booklets featuring the full range of Nara's work. It also includes an LP vinyl
record with songs selected by the artist on side A and original music and covers by Yo La Tengo,
the American indie rock band, on side B.

AUTHORS:
Mika Yoshitake is a Los Angeles-based independent curator and former curator at the Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden in Washington, DC. She has curated exhibitions and is the author
of Yayoi Kusama: Infinity Mirrors (Prestel).

Michael Govan is the CEO and Wallis Annenberg Director at the Los Angeles County Museum of
Art. Prior to his work at LACMA, Govan served as the Deputy Director of the Guggenheim
Museum as well as Director of Dia Art Foundation, where he founded Dia:Beacon.

240 colour illustrations
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Charcoal drawing is timeless, stylish, atmospheric and arresting. In this easy-to-follow beginner's
guide, readers are taken on a journey to explore the rich potential of monochrome using the
medium of charcoal. Inexpensive and easy to source, charcoal is perfect for the beginner artist.
To increase the variety of mark-making, or simply to make life easier, readers can choose to buy
different types and sizes of charcoal, and tools such as blenders and brushes for different effects.
This is all explained clearly so the reader can make informed choices. Following the section on
tools and materials, the basic techniques are presented, showing how to exploit the medium to
best effect. The fundamentals of drawing are also covered, including perspective, composition
and observational drawing.

AUTHOR:
Born in 1967, Richard grew up in the fishing village of Lympstone in Devon. After school he
initially trained as a jeweler but went on to take a degree in Fine Art at Exeter College of Art and
Design and graduated in 1991. Yearning for adventure, just three months after graduation he
entered the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, and began a military career that lasted 18 years,
initially in the army infantry and later in the Royal Marines. Richard left the military in 2012 and
briefly ran a veterans' charity project before focusing his full attention on art. He now lives and
works in Exeter in the South West of England (his work has hung in Exeter Cathedral).

SELLING POINTS:
•  Friendly, Non-intimidating approach that appeals to beginners
•  Special features on tips, tricks and techniques as well as planning and preserving work
•  Ten inspiring step-by-step projects, covering a wide range of subject matter
•  Guidance on tools and materials, which are relatively inexpensive, unlike most other forms of
art
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The follow up to the bestselling DIY Watercolor Flowers, featuring step-by-step tutorials for
on-trend botanical leaves and tropical flowers in ever-popular watercolours.

Learn to paint tropical watercolour flowers and foliage in simple steps with this free and easy
approach to watercolour painting for beginners. Marie Boudon's beautifully presented creative
course will get you started in this expressive and fun medium.

Find out about the essential materials you need, learn about colour mixing for an on-trend jungle
palette, get expert tips on transparency, overlays and negative space, discover ideas for
compositions and then work step-by-step through over 20 tutorials for jungle plants and flowers.

From palm trees, monstera leaves and other jungle foliage to tropical flowers such as hibiscus,
bird of paradise and anthurium, you'll find easy exercises and inspiring ideas for jungle-themed
art, which is a huge trend in interiors and surface pattern design.

Along the way, be inspired by Marie's gorgeous ideas for presenting the finished work as art
pieces, journal pages, handmade stationery and greetings cards, inspirational quote frames,
personalised gifts and more.

AUTHOR:
Marie Boudon is a completely self-taught artist and creative living in Paris, France. With an
engineering background, she has built a program of online workshops under her own brand
tribulationsdemarie.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Taps into the strong trend for jungle foliage and tropical flowers
in interior and surface pattern design.
•  The follow-up to the bestselling DIY Watercolor Flowers.
•  Includes full step-by-step tutorials for over 20 tropical flowers and leaves as well as ideas for
presenting your work as wall art, handmade stationery, postcards, greetings cards, sketchbook
and journal pages.
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This comprehensive handbook for drawing the human figure is by a veteran instructor of the Art
Students League of New York. Both a guide and a reference, it is suitable for all: novices,
students, and professionals. Numerous illustrations with commentary cover the basic structure of
the head and body, light and shade, the proper use of line, conveying action, depicting drapery,
and much more.

AUTHOR:
Jack Faragasso (b.1929) is a New York institution as a painting instructor. He studied with and
worked with Frank J. Reilly for years and is considered the foremost authority on that system of
painting. Thousands of students over scores of years have received his instruction at both the
Frank J. Reilly School of Art, where he later became the director, and the Art Students League. A
prolific illustrator and a fine art painter, he has incorporated these teaching methods into his
creative output.
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This slim and focused guide to understanding and analysing perspective in drawing was written by
T. Heaton Cooper, a longtime instructor at the Cleveland School of Art. It consists of 50
examples: every left-hand page features a graphic representation of the written descriptions on
the opposite page, providing an improved understanding of the concepts via visual examples.
Discussions and directions on foreshortening and shadows in relation to perspective complement
the illustrations.
Students, art teachers, and artists wishing to improve their skills will find this book an ideal
resource for study and reference. Its compact size will make it an easy addition to the paint box
or sketch kit.

AUTHOR:
In the early 20th century, Thomas Heaton Cooper emigrated from Great Britain, where his
brother Alfred (and later his nephew William) ranked among the nation's most highly regarded
watercolor landscape artists. Heaton taught at the Cleveland School of Art, where he drew upon
his experience in landscape painting to impart his sophisticated understanding of perspective.
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The foundation of all figurative work is the life study of the human form. Sculptors, painters, and
illustrators pull from the process to sharpen their observations, develop better hand-eye
coordination, and improve their understanding and interpretation of what they see. Quick Pose: A
Compilation of Gestures and Thoughts on Figure Drawing takes a look at the process, presenting
first-rate examples and a brief but well-constructed text highlighted by more than 300
illustrations.

Author Erin Meads defines the quick pose as figure drawings than can be executed in less than 20
minutes. The majority of images in this book took less than five minutes to draw; their brevity
encourages more dynamic poses from the model and challenges the artist to make quick
decisions about what to include - and even more significantly, what not to include. Topics include
symmetry, foreshortening, light and shadow, drapery, and other essential elements of figure
drawing. Artists, art students, art teachers, and anyone who draws will appreciate these
well-illustrated insights.

AUTHOR:
Erin Meads took her first figure drawing class during her second semester at Dixie State College
of Utah and has been drawing ever since. She graduated with a BFA in Illustration from Brigham
Young University, and she has taught drawing and painting at Brigham Young as well as at the
Bountiful/Davis Art Center in Bountiful, Utah, and in her own home.
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Commander Lionel 'Buster' Crabb was a drinker and gambler, who loved women, fast cars and
gadgets. A bomb disposal expert, he was regularly commissioned for secret underwater missions,
and helped search for Nazi gold, capture war criminals, and expose secret German bunkers.
Crabb disappeared in 1957 following a secret dive beneath a Russian warship which brought
Soviet leaders Khrushchev and Bulganin to Britain. A year later, his decapitated and handless
body was found, sparking a major row between the government, the secret services and the
Admiralty that still smoulders today. Award-winning investigative journalist Don Hale painstakingly
uncovered who sanctioned Crabb's final dive in a case which claimed the jobs of Admiralty top
brass and Intelligence people and contributed to the downfall of Anthony Eden. This updated
edition includes additional information and exclusive line drawings from a friend of Buster Crabb,
Noel Ashford, who used to work and train with Crabb.

AUTHOR:
Don Halr has worked for over 40 years as a journalist, editor and investigative journalist. A
lifetime enthusiast, he has taken part in several programmes about railways and has previously
written Town Without Pity, and Mallard: How the Blue Streak Broke the World Record. Three-time
Journalist of the Year, he was awarded the OBE for his investigation of the wrongful conviction of
Stephen Downing for murder. He lives in Conwy.
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Captain John Smith is best remembered for his association with Pocahontas, but this was only a
small part of an extraordinary life filled with danger and adventure. As a soldier, he fought the
Turks in Eastern Europe, where he beheaded three Turkish adversaries in duels. He was sold into
slavery, then murdered his master to escape. He sailed under a pirate flag, was shipwrecked and
marched to the gallows to be hanged, only to be reprieved at the eleventh hour. All this before
he was thirty years old. He was one of the founders of the English settlement at Jamestown,
where he faced considerable danger from the natives as well as from within the faction-ridden
settlement itself. In fact, were it not for Smith's leadership, the Jamestown colony would surely
have failed. Yet Smith was a far more ambitious explorer and soldier of fortune than these tales
suggest. This swashbuckling Elizabethan adventurer was resourceful, intelligent and outspoken,
with a vision of what America could become. In this riveting book, R.E. Pritchard tells the
rip-roaring story of a remarkable man who refused to give in.

AUTHOR:
Born in India, R.E. Pritchard read English at Balliol College, Oxford, before becoming a lecturer at
Keele University. He has published widely on a range of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
subjects, from Shakespeare's England to the court of Charles II. He lives in West Oxfordshire. 

40 b/w illustrations
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The first definitive account of the life of Basil Rathbone, the man who would be Sherlock Holmes.

Elementary is the first definitive account of one of Britain's most loved actors, Basil Rathbone.
Though Rathbone had a long and distinguished acting career, it was as Sherlock Holmes that he
achieved worldwide fame. Appearing in fourteen Holmes films, Rathbone made the role his own,
and every actor who has since played the ingenious detective has been compared to him -
almost always failing to live up to Rathbone's legacy. He continued his career in Hollywood,
appearing in numerous roles, but he found it difficult to free himself of Holmes, eventually
accepting he never would. 

This book spans Rathbone's journey from the trenches of the First World War, when he was
awarded a Military Cross for bravery, through to a Hollywood career that earned him three Walk
of Fame stars. It also takes in his life away from the silver screen, which included his lifelong
friendship with Nigel Bruce, his trusty sidekick Dr Watson in all the Sherlock Holmes films.

AUTHOR:
David Clayton is the author of over fifty titles, including
The Richard Beckinsale Story and Ollie: The Autobiography of Ian Holloway.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Potential for WWI promotion given Rathbone's Military Cross
•  Long overdue biography of one of Britain's most popular actors
•  Original research and new interviews
•  Little known about Rathbone's private life prior to this book
•  Sherlock Holmes has enduring appeal around the world
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Elizabeth I is arguably one of the greatest monarchs and women of English history. Against an
uncertain political and religious backdrop of post-reformation Europe she ruled at the conception
of social modernisation, living in the shadow of the infamy of her parents reputations and striving
to prove herself an equal to the monarchs who had gone before her. This book seeks to explore
some of the key events of her life both before and after she ascended to the English throne in
late 1558. By looking at the history of these selected events, as well as investigating the influence
of various people in her life, this book sets out to explain Elizabeth's decisions, both as a queen
and as a woman. Amongst the events examined are the death of her mother, the role and fates
of her subsequent step-mothers, the fate of Lady Jane Grey and the subsequent behaviour and
reign of her half sister Mary Tudor, along with the death of Amy Dudley, the return of Mary
Queen of Scots to Scotland, the Papal Bull and the Spanish Amanda.

AUTHOR:
Born in London, Laura Brennan initially trained to become a journalist at Bournemouth University
before gaining a BA Hons. degree in History (2:1) from London Metropolitan University in 2005.
While working at BBC Outside Broadcasts, she studied part time to gain her MA in History at
Queen Mary University of London 2007 to 2009. It was whilst writing her Masters dissertation that
she fell in love with the Duke of Monmouth. Her first publication for Pen and Sword, "The Duke of
Monmouth: Life and Rebellion", was released in 2018.

30 b/w illustrations
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In the 1930s, the writer and poet, Nan Shepherd was one of North-East Scotland’s best known
literati. Three novels, The Quarry Wood, The Weatherhouse and A Pass in the Grampians as well
as a volume of poetry, In the Cairngorms, all published between 1928 and 1934 while she was
still only in her thirties, established her reputation as one of the most highly respected members
of the Scottish modernist movement. 

Then, much later, and immediately declared a masterpiece, came The Living Mountain, her
meditation on mountains- the Cairngorms in particular, and it has become a classic.

Nan Shepherd was an intensely private woman.  But the author, Charlotte Peacock, in this first
biography, has been as successful in finding her way into the life of her subject as Nan herself
was in "finding her way into the mountains". The writer has had unparalleled access to all Nan's
archives and to all her remaining friends and acquaintances. The book unravels the mysteries,
dispels some of the rumours and gives insight into the life and work of this extraordinary writer.

The result is a beautifully written biography that will surely become the standard life of Nan
Shepherd.

AUTHOR:
Charlotte Peacock, is a writer, photographer and poet.  This is her first book.
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Born into a dark, unhappy childhood and battling severe mental and physical health issues all
through her adulthood, Lucy Maud Montgomery had a challenging private life. But she gave the
world Anne Shirley - the freckle-faced, fiercely independent redhead as representative of Canada
as the maple leaf. Anne of Green Gables is considered one of the greatest works in Canadian
literature. Available in thirty-two editions, it continues to be immortalised on television, film and
stage.

Determined to succeed against all odds, Lucy Maud Montgomery published twenty-three books
over a thirty-year period - her writing still resonates with readers today. Updated with the latest
research - encompassing the last few years of Lucy's life and death - and beautifully illustrated
with photographs, this biography recounts the story of Anne's creator and her contrasting public
and private lives.

AUTHOR:
Stan Sauerwein is a freelance writer and has published articles in a variety of Canadian and U.S.
magazines and newspapers. He is the author of twelve other books, as well as collections of
poetry. Stan lives in Lethbridge, Alberta.
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The Real Beatrix Potter is a fascinating and revealing biography of one of the world's most
cherished children's authors. Beatrix Potter's famous little white books have enchanted
generations of young readers who adored the characters she created and of course her own
distinctive illustrations. Born into a typically repressed Victorian family it was assumed that
Beatrix would achieve little more than finding herself a rich husband, and so there was no point
in bothering to educate her. But the Potters underestimated their daughter. Stifled by the lack of
stimulation, she educated herself in art, science, and of course a great love of the natural world.
The success of Peter Rabbit proved her to be creative genius who could have become the toast
of the London literary scene, but when her fianc tragically died Beatrix retreated to the Lake
District where she reinvented herself as a successful farmer, a canny businesswoman and an
early environmental pioneer. Passionately campaigning to save the area from development she
helped establish the National Trust, and despite her great wealth Beatrix lived out her days in
humble anonymity.

AUTHOR:
Nadia Cohen is an author who has written numerous historical and contemporary biographies.
The Real Beatrix Potter is the latest in a series of fascinating in-depth biographies about
apparently whimsical children's story tellers who actually hid a darker side behind the public
facade. Others in the series include The Extraordinary Life of AA Milne, The Real Roald Dahl and
The Real Enid Blyton. As an entertainment reporter she worked at various newspapers and
magazines in London and New York, covering film festivals, premieres and award ceremonies
around the world. She now lives in London with her family. 

16 b/w illustrations
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How do you learn from the basis of who you are rather than from conditioned thinking? 

How do you turn self-discovery into a daily habit? 

How do you inspire others? 

Hylke Faber explores these and other questions, offering exercises that will deepen your
appreciation for the adventure of life and leadership, help you connect with your true calling, and
turn your fears into growth practices. The essential companion to Faber's Nautilus Silver
Award-winning Taming Your Crocodiles.

AUTHOR:
Hylke Faber leads The Crocodile School, the change catalyst development community;
Constancee, the culture, team, and leadership development company; and the Growth
Leadership Network. He teaches the highly acclaimed Leader as Coach courses at Columbia
Business School Executive Education, and he is author of the award-winning book Taming Your
Crocodiles, which Bloomberg recommended as one of 2018's 10 best books on leadership. Faber
has an MA in Economics and International Relations from Johns Hopkins University and a BBA
from Nijenrode University in the Netherlands. He currently lives in Seattle.
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With the newest interactive, take-along activity book in the best-selling Backpack Explorer series,
a bird walk becomes a learning adventure for kids aged 4 and up as they discover the fun of
identifying the sights, sounds, and signs of bird life around them.

The third book in the Backpack Explorer series from the Editors of Storey Publishing invites
budding naturalists to head outside for a walk - in the woods, a park, or right in their backyard -
to spot feathered friends. Backpack Explorer: Bird Watch leads kids aged 4 and up through the
basics of birding, from identifying common birds to learning about habitat and migration and
listening for bird songs. The pages are packed with prompts and activities, including 12
interactive field guides (for common birds, nests, eggs, tracks, and more), sensory scavenger
hunts, activities such as building a bird nest, matching games, and simple discovery zone pages
about food chains and the life cycle of birds. Equipped with a real magnifying glass, stickers, and
a birding log for recording sightings and encounters, this book is the perfect take-along for any
nature adventure.

Also available in this series: Backpack Explorer: Beach Walk and Backpack Explorer: On the
Nature Trail.

AGES: 4 to 8

SELLING POINTS:
•  This book for junior bird watchers contains all the bonus features that kids love about this
series - dozens of colourful ID photos, lots of nature stickers, a real magnifying glass - and
includes a bird log to record findings.
•  Bird watching is a readily accessible way for kids to discover the natural world. Birds can be
found everywhere, and searching for them is the perfect opportunity for kids to unplug, tune in
to their senses, and deepen their connection to nature.
•  Backpack Explorer: Bird Watch jumpstarts curiosity and fosters analytical thinking with field
guides, sensory searches, science activities, and nature games.



Chadwick Activity Book

Author: CUMMINGS, PRISCILLA
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Chadwick the Crab returns to teach young readers more fun facts about life at the Chesapeake
Bay. This traveling companion offers hours of entertainment with puzzles, colouring pages,
mazes, and interesting facts. Kids are encouraged to integrate their fine motor skills with
activities that will challenge their bayside knowledge bank. Fun facts are revealed through the
activities, which invite exploration and some fact digging. Readers will learn, play, and sharpen
their motor skills while the adventurous crab succeeds in teaching yet another lesson.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHOR:
Priscilla Cummings is the author of the Chadwick the Crab series and ten other picture books, as
well as eight middle-grade and young-adult novels. She lives with her family in Annapolis,
Maryland. 

A. R. Cohen was an art teacher for many years as well as a professional artist and illustrator.
Retired today, he lives in rural Jarrettsville, Maryland, working in his studios, tending his gardens,
and keeping hives of honeybees.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Chadwick the Crab returns with all-new colouring pages and activities to complement the
Chadwick collection 
•  The next generation of Chadwick loyalists can be more involved in his world by creating their
own scenes 
•  Fun facts and more than 50 stickers can be found throughout the activity pages



I Want to Be a Farmer Activity Book: 100
Stickers & Pop-Outs

Author: STOREY PUBLISHING

ISBN: 9781635862171

Imprint: Storey Publishing

Binding: Paperback

Dimensions: 210 x 276 mm

Category: Child-Activity

Release Date: 01/06/2020
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Pages: 20

This colourful activity book packed with hands-on elements gives kids aged 3–7 everything they
need for hours of pretend farm play, including stickers, pop-out fruits and vegetables, farm stand
signs, play money, and more.

"When I grow up, I want to be a farmer!" This fun activity book inspires creative role-play and
hours of learning fun on the farm. With stickers, checklists, and pop-out pieces, everything a little
farmer needs to plant, harvest, and sell fresh-from-the-farm crops at a pretend market can be
found here. From illustrated crop stickers for labelling play garden plantings and pop-out fruits
and vegetables to farmers' market signs and play money, this colourful, interactive package
encourages kids to learn more about farms, farmers, and food while offering a bounty of
inspiration for imaginative play.

AGES: 4 to 8

SELLING POINTS:
•  Features all the elements kids need to plant their farm crops (using stickers), harvest fruits
and vegetables (using colorful pop-out pieces), and set up a farmers' market stand (with pop-out
signs, play money, and shopping checklists).
•  Kids learn colours, counting, names of vegetables, and more through imaginative play.
•  Helps parents and caretakers get kids away from screens and fosters creativity and
cooperation.



I Want to Be a Vet Activity Book: 100
Stickers & Pop-Outs

Author: STOREY PUBLISHING

ISBN: 9781635862164

Imprint: Storey Publishing

Binding: Paperback

Dimensions: 210 x 276 mm

Category: Child-Activity

Release Date: 01/06/2020
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Packed with pop-out signs, stickers, exam checklists, pill bottles, prescription sheets, and more,
this interactive activity book offers kids aged 3–7 everything they need to set up a playtime vet
clinic for their favourite stuffed animals.

"When I grow up, I want to be a veterinarian!" With stickers, fill-out forms, and pop-out pieces,
this fun activity book for kids aged 3–7 includes everything aspiring vets need to provide
top-notch care for their stuffed animal friends. Veterinary equipment - from a pop-out
stethoscope to bottles of pretend treatments - and essential supplies including signs for
welcoming patients, examination checklists and bandage stickers for fixing boo-boos, make this
colourful, interactive book a source of fun and creative role-play that sparks the imagination
while reinforcing early maths, science and literacy skills.

AGES: 4 to 8

SELLING POINTS:
•  With pop-out signs, illustrated exam checklists, and paper pill bottles, along with a plentiful
supply of bandage stickers, kids have everything they need to set up their play clinic anywhere.
•  Research has found a correlation between pretend play and key child development stages,
including creativity and empathy for others. Early learning skills such as language, literacy,
maths, and science are supported by activities in I Want to Be a Vet Activity Book.
•  The colourful, engaging package invites kids to create their own independent play in
cooperation with others (and their stuffed animals).



Little Box of Emotions: Matching and
Memory Cards

Author: NIELMAN, LOUISON

ISBN: 9780764358975

Imprint: Schiffer Publishing

Binding: Box

Dimensions: 215 x 125 mm
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Learn how to name and recognize your emotions, identify your body’s responses to these
emotions, and discover some postures to channel them with this beautifully designed and
illustrated box set complete with instructional booklet and card set. Twenty-four cards showing
eight different emotions and reactions offer a valuable method for self-awareness and
expression. The three games include simple recognition, memory and matching, and association
and verbalisation. These games provide caregivers a way to open up and invite dialogue while
providing children with the opportunity to talk about how their bodies feel when they experience
such an emotion. The guidebook offers advice and postures to get children to relax and channel
their emotions, ultimately leading to a healthier outlook and better self-care.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHOR:
Once a teacher, Louison Nielman studied to become a psychologist. Today, she works in a center
for children, adolescents, and their families.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Matching game and enclosed booklet make learning about eight common emotions fun for
toddlers and parents 
•  Three different games designed to develop young minds and promote self-awareness and a
healthier mental outlook 
•  Instruction booklet provides a list of expressions to recognise the emotions along with
directions on how to use the twenty-four cards



Magic Painting: Animals

Author: AWARD PUBLICATIONS

ISBN: 9781782703983

Imprint: Award

Binding: Paperback
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Packed with appealing artwork this exciting series includes pictures to colour, scenes to complete,
mazes to solve, crafts to create and much more! 

This series provides hours of fun and entertainment and its popular themes are guaranteed to
grab the attention of any child!

AGES: 3 plus

SELLING POINTS:
• Varied activities maintain interest 
• Colouring activity boosts hand-eye coordination and promotes mindfulness 
• Suitable for a wide range of ages and abilities



Pop-up Workshop for Kids: Fold, Cut,
Paint and Glue

Author: VON STEMM, ANTJE

ISBN: 9788417656225

Imprint: Hoaki Books

Binding: Paperback

Dimensions: 235 x 260 mm

Category: Child-Activity
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This publication shows step by step, in a fun and entertaining way, how to make your own
three-dimensional works of art on paper.

It's hard not to give in to the magic of pop-up books. Everyone, adults and children, we can not
stop marveling each time we turn a page and suddenly something is built in three dimensions
before our eyes. "How difficult it must be to do this," thought most of us. But here is a book that
shows that making your own pop ups is not as impossible as it seems. Antje von Stemm teaches
us, step by step, with clear explanations, drawings, photographs and funny videos, how to build
these three-dimensional works of art on paper. The learned pop-ups can be used in
self-published books, birthday cards or celebrations, or any other application that comes to mind
to surprise those who least expect it, and start from the most basic to more complicated
creations. With easy-to-follow explanations and enjoyable language, this book is perfect for
adults who want to teach children how to experiment and play with paper, a bit of glue and
scissors. It is also the perfect companion for teachers, educators and parents who can use the
ideas featured in this book in their classes or as an activity for a stay at home day.

AUTHOR:
Antje von Stemm is a German illustrator and author. She studied illustration in Hamburg,
Germany, and paper engineering in Santa Fe, USA. She works for many creative and advertising
agencies and museums and conducts workshops for adults and kids.Most of her books demand
the reader to join in: she is an expert on unusual and creative handicraft. Some of her books
have been awarded distinguished prizes, such as The German Youth Literature Prize for Fraulein
Pop and Mrs. Up, the LUCHS for Extrembasteln and the WhiteRaven Award from the
International Youth Library (Munich, Germany) for On Our Boat to name just a few.

SELLING POINTS:
•  For children from eight to one hundred years old who want to experiment and play with paper,
some glue and scissors.
• Includes links to video tutorials so that no one gets lost in the explanations.
• The author is a renowned illustrator, author of many books that have won international awards.

300 illustrations and photographs



Slot Together: Airplanes

Author: HAWCOCK, DAVID
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Each box contains 8 sheets of coloured construction paper with detachable tiles to slot together
(no scissors or glue needed) to create 8 airplane 3D models and 10 farm animal 3D models:
you’ll be surprised by how easy it is to recreate these amazing aircraft and jolly farm animals.
Each set includes a 28-page book with brightly-coloured illustrations and detailed descriptions of
the subjects, plus visual instructions that explain how to build the models in just a few easy steps.

AGES: 3 plus

SELLING POINTS:
•  18 fantastic 3D models to build by slotting the detachable cardboard tiles together!
•  Each box includes a book with detailed instructions and fun facts
•  A fun game to learn about lots of different subjects with a stimulating approach
•  A creative activity that fosters children's cognitive development, improving motor skills and
stimulating the imagination



Slot Together: Farm Animals

Author: HAWCOCK, DAVID

ISBN: 9782889358625

Imprint: Nui Nui

Binding: Box

Dimensions: 170 x 250 mm
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Each box contains 8 sheets of coloured construction paper with detachable tiles to slot together
(no scissors or glue needed) to create 8 airplane 3D models and 10 farm animal 3D models:
you'll be surprised by how easy it is to recreate these amazing aircraft and jolly farm animals.
Each set includes a 28-page book with brightly-coloured illustrations and detailed descriptions of
the subjects, plus visual instructions that explain how to build the models in just a few easy steps.

AGES: 3 plus

SELLING POINTS:
•  18 fantastic 3D models to build by slotting the detachable cardboard tiles together!
•  Each box includes a book with detailed instructions and fun facts
•  A fun game to learn about lots of different subjects with a stimulating approach
•  A creative activity that fosters children's cognitive development, improving motor skills and
stimulating the imagination



Wicked Creatures of Cape Cod and the
Islands

Author: WHITE / WHITE
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Let 8-year-old Eli White take you on a tour like no other of Cape Cod and the Islands. Fiendish
illustrations and foreboding tales bring to life some of the inhabitants that have found their secret
hiding places in the best-known attractions from Sandwich to Siasconset for centuries. Are they
real or a product of a wild imagination? Inspired by the 1910 book Fearsome Creatures of the
Lumberwoods, these wicked creatures and their guided activities are designed to introduce a new
generation to the mystery and magic of old Cape Cod. Visual puzzles, word searches, and
create-your-own drawings and stories will be sure to answer some of the age-old questions about
the local lore and legends. Grab your favourite pencil, crayon, or marker and let's get started!

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHORS:
Eight-year-old Eli White may be Cape Cod's youngest cryptozoologist. When he's not drawing
monsters, he loves the Bourne Braves and fishing on Shawme Pond. His mother, Elizabeth, is a
graduate of Carnegie Mellon's School of Design.

SELLING POINTS:
•  An 8-year-old boy creates highly visual creatures and wildly imaginative stories for his peers 
•  Visitors and locals alike will get a thrill from these stories and activities about Cape Cod's most
wicked creatures 
•  Features activities and facts about twenty wicked creatures on Cape Cod and the Islands



Hide and Speak English Words

Author: HAIG, RUDI
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Discover the fun in language learning at an early age. This durable, chunky board book is full of
useful first words with each page covering a popular theme, such as food, animals or the
bedtime routine. Simply lift each brightly illustrated flap together to uncover the word beneath.

AGES: 1 plus

AUTHOR:
Rudi is an author, poet and copywriter in advertising. Kim is a children's book illustrator and
designer who has worked for Ivy Kids, Lonely Planet and b small publishing, where she designed
the range of language learning series, Hello Languages. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Discover the fun in language learning at a young age
•  Encourage enthusiasm and build confidence
•  Learn through clear, familiar examples



Hide and Speak French Words

Author: HAIG, RUDI
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Imprint: B Small Publishing
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Discover the fun in language learning at an early age. This durable, chunky board book is full of
useful first French words with each page covering a popular theme, such as food, animals or the
bedtime routine. Simply lift each brightly illustrated flap together to uncover the French word
beneath. There is a pronunciation guide and translation of each French word to help learners at
home.

AGES: 1 plus

AUTHOR:
Rudi is an author, poet and copywriter in advertising. Kim is a children's book illustrator and
designer who has worked for Ivy Kids, Lonely Planet and b small publishing, where she designed
the range of language learning series, Hello Languages. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Discover the fun in language learning at a young age
•  Encourage enthusiasm and build confidence
•  Learn through clear, familiar examples



Hide and Speak Spanish Words

Author: HAIG, RUDI
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Discover the fun in language learning at an early age. This durable, chunky board book is full of
useful first Spanish words with each page covering a popular theme, such as food, animals or the
bedtime routine. Simply lift each brightly illustrated flap together to uncover the Spanish word
beneath. There is a pronunciation guide and translation of each Spanish word to help learners at
home.

AGES: 1 plus

AUTHOR:
Rudi is an author, poet and copywriter in advertising. Kim is a children's book illustrator and
designer who has worked for Ivy Kids, Lonely Planet and b small publishing, where she designed
the range of language learning series, Hello Languages. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Discover the fun in language learning at a young age
•  Encourage enthusiasm and build confidence
•  Learn through clear, familiar examples



Mix and Match English Flash Cards

Author: THORPE, RACHEL
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This standalone set of flash cards is the perfect complement to the existing Hello Languages
range. Mix and match the colour-coded question and answer cards before trying to get the right
answers - or have fun giving the wrong answers... as long as the grammar is correct! Spark a
lifelong passion for language learning! Practical format with game element. Activities can be
simple or advanced. Learn through clear, familiar examples.

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Rachel Thorpe is a bilingual editor based in Paris who has over 10 years' experience in children's
publishing in the UK and in France. Kim is a children's book illustrator and designer who has
worked for Ivy Kids, Lonely Planet and b small publishing, where she designed the range of
language learning series, Hello Languages. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Practical format with game element
•  Activities can be simple or advanced
•  Learn through clear, familiar examples



Mix and Match French Flash Cards

Author: THORPE, RACHEL
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This standalone set of flash cards is the perfect complement to the existing Hello Languages
range. Mix and match the colour-coded question and answer cards before trying to get the right
answers - or have fun giving the wrong answers... as long as the grammar is correct! Spark a
lifelong passion for language learning! Practical format with game element. Activities can be
simple or advanced. Learn through clear, familiar examples.

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Rachel Thorpe is a bilingual editor based in Paris who has over 10 years' experience in children's
publishing in the UK and in France. Kim is a children's book illustrator and designer who has
worked for Ivy Kids, Lonely Planet and b small publishing, where she designed the range of
language learning series, Hello Languages. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Practical format with game element
•  Activities can be simple or advanced
•  Pronunciation guide to help learners



Mix and Match Spanish Flash Cards
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This standalone set of flash cards is the perfect complement to the existing Hello Languages
range. Mix and match the colour-coded question and answer cards before trying to get the right
answers - or have fun giving the wrong answers... as long as the grammar is correct! Spark a
lifelong passion for language learning! Practical format with game element. Activities can be
simple or advanced. Learn through clear, familiar examples.

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Rachel Thorpe is a bilingual editor based in Paris who has over 10 years' experience in children's
publishing in the UK and in France. Kim is a children's book illustrator and designer who has
worked for Ivy Kids, Lonely Planet and b small publishing, where she designed the range of
language learning series, Hello Languages. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Practical format with game element
•  Activities can be simple or advanced
•  Pronunciation guide to help learners



Ninos Mindful: Animal Antics / Juegos de
animales

Author: STEWART, WHITNEY
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An imaginative movement exercise that adults and toddlers can do together to help children
focus and transition between activities. One of four stylish, bilingual board books in the Ninos
mindful series, designed to help toddlers manage the ups and downs of everyday emotions.

AGES: 2 to 4

AUTHORS:
Whitney Stewart has trekked in a Himalayan snowstorm with Sir Edmund Hillary, climbed to
remote Buddhist monasteries in Tibet, interviewed the Dalai Lama in India and sat for days in
meditation retreats. She is the author Barefoot Books' bestselling activity deck, Mindful Kids.
When she is not writing or traveling, she teaches mindfulness and meditation to children and
adults.

Stefanie Paige Wieder, MS.Ed., is a child development specialist who has developed many titles
for Barefoot, including the Build-a-Story Cards product line and the Barefoot First Games series.
She holds degrees from Harvard University and the Bank Street Graduate School of Education.

Rocio Alejandro has illustrated many children's books published both in her home country of
Argentina and abroad. In 2017, she won the X Compostela Prize for her book, La huerta de
Simon.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Created by the team behind the bestselling Mindful Kids activity deck, this board book makes
mindfulness accessible to children as young as 2 years old by introducing an age-appropriate
exercise caregivers and children can enjoy together.
•  Introduces a simple, effective mindfulness activity that helps small children to not only
self-regulate their emotions, but also to develop empathy and self-awareness at a critical stage
in their social-emotional development.
•  This playful, imaginative movement activity is designed to help children focus on their bodies
and transition smoothly from one activity to another.
•  Written by the award-winning Mindful Kids author and mindfulness expert Whitney Stewart,
with consultation from early childhood development and inclusion specialist Stefanie Paige
Wieder, M.S.Ed., to holistically address very young children's emotional needs.
•  A handy format makes this board book both a read-aloud to enjoy together and a durable
instruction manual for mindfulness on the go.
•  Supports bilingual language learning from an early age.



Ninos Mindful: Rest and Relax / Descansa
y relajate

Author: STEWART, WHITNEY
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A simple body scan exercise that adults and toddlers can do together to soothe themselves and
get ready for sleep. One of four stylish, bilingual board books in the Ninos mindful series,
designed to help toddlers manage the ups and downs of everyday emotions.

AGES: 2 to 4

AUTHORS:
Whitney Stewart has trekked in a Himalayan snowstorm with Sir Edmund Hillary, climbed to
remote Buddhist monasteries in Tibet, interviewed the Dalai Lama in India and sat for days in
meditation retreats. She is the author Barefoot Books' bestselling activity deck, Mindful Kids.
When she is not writing or traveling, she teaches mindfulness and meditation to children and
adults.

Stefanie Paige Wieder, MS.Ed., is a child development specialist who has developed many titles
for Barefoot, including the Build-a-Story Cards product line and the Barefoot First Games series.
She holds degrees from Harvard University and the Bank Street Graduate School of Education.

Rocio Alejandro has illustrated many children's books published both in her home country of
Argentina and abroad. In 2017, she won the X Compostela Prize for her book, La huerta de
Simon.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Created by the team behind the bestselling Mindful Kids activity deck, this board book makes
mindfulness accessible to children as young as 2 years old by introducing an age-appropriate
exercise caregivers and children can enjoy together.
•  Introduces a simple, effective mindfulness activity that helps small children to not only
self-regulate their emotions, but also to develop empathy and self-awareness at a critical stage
in their social-emotional development.
•  This age-appropriate body scan exercise will help children rest or fall asleep, making a simple
but effective addition to naptime or bedtime routines. Perfect for caregivers and early childhood
educators.
•  Written by the award-winning Mindful Kids author and mindfulness expert, Whitney Stewart,
with consultation from early childhood development and inclusion specialist Stefanie Paige
Wieder, M.S.Ed., to holistically address very young children's emotional needs.
•  A handy format makes this board book both a read-aloud to enjoy together and a durable
instruction manual for mindfulness on the go.
•  Supports bilingual language learning from an early age.



Babies and Kitties Book
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Jam-packed with colorful photos of adorable kittens and sweet babies, this rhyming board book
celebrates all of the ways kids and cats are alike. A companion to The Babies and Doggies Book.

When you stop and think about it, babies and kitties do many of the same things: They nap,
climb, and hide. They play and cuddle. Lots of things babies do kitties do too! With its brief
rhyming text and full-colour photographs, The Babies and Kitties Book is engaging for infants, a
fun read-aloud for parents, and a treat for baby- and kitty-lovers alike.

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHORS:
John Schindel got his start in children's media in film production, and has gone on to write more
than twenty books for young people. Among them is the fourteen-book BUSY series of
photo-illustrated board books about busy animals, which he created with Tricycle Press. He lives
in Oakland, California.

Molly Woodward has always beelined for the kids' section of the bookstore, never abandoning her
favorite books from childhood. She pursued this love at children's publisher Tricycle Press before
beginning her own freelance editorial business. Now, as an editor at Heyday, she works on books
for both kids and grown-ups while writing her own in her free time. Molly grew up in Philly and
lives with her family in the San Francisco Bay Area.
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Boost your baby's development with this eye-catching book.

Your baby will find these books fascinating! Created specifically with high-contrast images and
colours to attract and focus your baby's developing eyesight, it can help develop vision and
concentration.

Loved by parents and babies alike, Baby Sees is an award-winning series, described by the
Practical Pre-School Award judges as "brilliant & unique". This box set of favourites from the
series makes a fantastic baby shower gift.

SELLING POINTS:
•  An award-winning and best-selling series
•  Captivating high-contrast designs scientifically proven to help develop babies' vision and
concentration
•  Durable board books, perfect for little hands, play boxes and pushchair adventures
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Boost your baby's development with this eye-catching book. High contrast images help develop
and engage baby's brain.

Your baby will find Baby Sees: Hello Baby fascinating! Created specifically with high-contrast
images and colours to attract and focus your baby's developing eyesight, this large edition book
can help develop their vision and concentration.

Loved by parents and babies alike, Baby Sees is an award-winning and best-selling series,
described by the Practical Pre-School Award judges as "brilliant & unique".

•  An award-winning and best-selling series
•  Captivating high-contrast designs scientifically proven to help develop babies' vision and
concentration
•  Durable board books, perfect for little hands, play boxes and pushchair adventures features
mirror surprise for added fun and interest
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En este libro bilingue espanol-ingles, dale las buenas noches a un perrito bueno. Un perrito
inquieto que no quiere irse a dormir. Tiene mucho que hacer, mucho que ver y mucho para
jugar!

Say goodnight to a good dog, in this Spanish-English bilingual board book. This one restless pup
does not want to go to sleep -- there's too much to do, see, and play with!

"The pace of the page turns gently slows down as this good dog heads to his dreams. Goodnight,
Good Dog. Sure to be shelved next to Goodnight Moon. It deserves that rarefied spot."  - Kirkus
Reviews, starred review

Para un perrito inquieto, estar despierto representa un mundo lleno de maravillas que es difícil
de abandonar cuando tiene que irse a dormir, solo hasta que cierra los ojos para disfrutar
comodamente de sus suenos. Presentamos la edicion bilingue espanol-ingles de este tierno y
sencillo libro escrito por Mary Lyn Ray, el cual celebra imagenes y sonidos nocturnos para que los
ninos se duerman tranquilamente. Se facilita la distincion entre el texto en espanol y en ingles
por medio de colores diferentes.

For one restless pup the waking world is too full of wonder to leave behind at bedtime, until he
closes his eyes and finds comfort in his dreams. Mary Lyn Ray's warm and accessible board book,
now in a Spanish-English bilingual edition, celebrates the sights and sounds of the night to
reassure young children at bedtime. Spanish and English text in two different colors makes for
ease of reading.

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Mary Lyn Ray has written many acclaimed books for children, including Go to Sleep, Little Farm,
illustrated by Christopher Silas Neal; New York Times best-seller Stars, illustrated by Marla Frazee
and The Thank You Book, illustrated by Stephanie Graegin. She lives in South Danbury, New
Hampshire.
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Lily is a strong-minded little girl and she has a pet dragon! She has to train it and teach it
everything she knows – especially all the most important magic words: Please, thank you, you're
welcome and excuse me. 

It isn't always easy, though. Little Dragon is a bit of a mischief-maker. It gets into a lot of trouble
and doesn't always understand why he has to say those words. But Lily is patient and, one step
at a time, she'll make it understand which of the magic words is the most adapt for the situation
it has gotten himself into. 

•  Cute, little books with funny stories to make children understand the importance of the "magic
words" to be polite. 
•  Practical examples of situations are provided, making it easier for the little ones to understand
the significance and the use of the words. 
•  A new series by one of the most internationally appreciated White Star's illustrator.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHOR:
Eleonora Fornasari is an author of children's books and television screenwriter and teaches at the
Cattolica University in Milan. Every now and then, she hops on a plane and visits a bit of the
world but her favourite place will always be the Land of Fantasy and Imagination.

Anna Lang is a Hungarian graphic designer and illustrator who is currently living and working in
Sardinia. After attending the Hungarian University of Fine Arts in Budapest, she graduated as a
graphic designer in 2011. In recent years she has brilliantly illustrated a number of titles for
White Star Kids.
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Lily is a strong-minded little girl and she has a pet dragon! She has to train it and teach it
everything she knows – especially all the most important magic words: Please, thank you, you're
welcome and excuse me. 

It isn't always easy, though. Little Dragon is a bit of a mischief-maker. It gets into a lot of trouble
and doesn't always understand why he has to say those words. But Lily is patient and, one step
at a time, she'll make it understand which of the magic words is the most adapt for the situation
it has gotten himself into. 

•  Cute, little books with funny stories to make children understand the importance of the "magic
words" to be polite. 
•  Practical examples of situations are provided, making it easier for the little ones to understand
the significance and the use of the words. 
•  A new series by one of the most internationally appreciated White Star's illustrator.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHOR:
Eleonora Fornasari is an author of children's books and television screenwriter and teaches at the
Cattolica University in Milan. Every now and then, she hops on a plane and visits a bit of the
world but her favourite place will always be the Land of Fantasy and Imagination.

Anna Lang is a Hungarian graphic designer and illustrator who is currently living and working in
Sardinia. After attending the Hungarian University of Fine Arts in Budapest, she graduated as a
graphic designer in 2011. In recent years she has brilliantly illustrated a number of titles for
White Star Kids.
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Lily is a strong-minded little girl and she has a pet dragon! She has to train it and teach it
everything she knows – especially all the most important magic words: Please, thank you, you're
welcome and excuse me. 

It isn't always easy, though. Little Dragon is a bit of a mischief-maker. It gets into a lot of trouble
and doesn't always understand why he has to say those words. But Lily is patient and, one step
at a time, she'll make it understand which of the magic words is the most adapt for the situation
it has gotten himself into. 

•  Cute, little books with funny stories to make children understand the importance of the "magic
words" to be polite. 
•  Practical examples of situations are provided, making it easier for the little ones to understand
the significance and the use of the words. 
•  A new series by one of the most internationally appreciated White Star's illustrator.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHOR:
Eleonora Fornasari is an author of children’s books and television screenwriter and teaches at the
Cattolica University in Milan. Every now and then, she hops on a plane and visits a bit of the
world but her favourite place will always be the Land of Fantasy and Imagination.

Anna Lang is a Hungarian graphic designer and illustrator who is currently living and working in
Sardinia. After attending the Hungarian University of Fine Arts in Budapest, she graduated as a
graphic designer in 2011. In recent years she has brilliantly illustrated a number of titles for
White Star Kids.
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Lily is a strong-minded little girl and she has a pet dragon! She has to train it and teach it
everything she knows – especially all the most important magic words: Please, thank you, you're
welcome and excuse me. 

It isn't always easy, though. Little Dragon is a bit of a mischief-maker. It gets into a lot of trouble
and doesn't always understand why he has to say those words. But Lily is patient and, one step
at a time, she'll make it understand which of the magic words is the most adapt for the situation
it has gotten himself into. 

•  Cute, little books with funny stories to make children understand the importance of the "magic
words" to be polite. 
•  Practical examples of situations are provided, making it easier for the little ones to understand
the significance and the use of the words. 
•  A new series by one of the most internationally appreciated White Star's illustrator.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHOR:
Eleonora Fornasari is an author of children's books and television screenwriter and teaches at the
Cattolica University in Milan. Every now and then, she hops on a plane and visits a bit of the
world but her favourite place will always be the Land of Fantasy and Imagination.

Anna Lang is a Hungarian graphic designer and illustrator who is currently living and working in
Sardinia. After attending the Hungarian University of Fine Arts in Budapest, she graduated as a
graphic designer in 2011. In recent years she has brilliantly illustrated a number of titles for
White Star Kids.
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What's on the to-do list? Building, repairing, and improving are great ways to learn valuable skills
and responsibility. Did you know that each task needs the right tool for the job? Join the home
improvement movement with fun and simple illustrations that teach the basics and instill a sense
of pride in a job well done.

AGES: 0 plus

AUTHOR:
Robert Pizzo is an award-winning artist who started out as the assistant to comics legend Will
Eisner. He is the author/illustrator of The Amazing Animal Alphabet of 26 Tongue Twisters and its
spin-off products, including puzzles, calendars, colouring books, and sticker books.

SELLING POINTS:
•  For those who love home improvement projects comes a unique board book that opens up the
world of renovation to a new generation 
•  From demolition to clean-up, colourful illustrations make learning about what tools and
supplies are needed to do what jobs, entertaining for kids and parents alike 
•  Build vocabulary and word recognition through everyday home renovation projects
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What's on the to-do list? Planting, watering, and cleanup are great ways to get outdoors and
learn valuable skills and responsibility. Did you know that each task needs the right tool for the
job? Join the landscape makeover movement through fun and simple illustrations that teach the
basics and instill a sense of pride in a job well done.

AGES: 0 plus

AUTHOR:
Robert Pizzo is an award-winning artist who started out as the assistant to comics legend Will
Eisner. He is the author/illustrator of The Amazing Animal Alphabet of 26 Tongue Twisters and its
spin-off products, including puzzles, calendars, colouring books, and sticker books.

SELLING POINTS:
•  For the weekend warriors who love working in the yard, this board book shares the world of
landscape makeovers with curious pre-schoolers 
•  From gardening to clean-up, colourful illustrations make learning about what tools and supplies
are needed for the job exciting for kids and parents alike 
•  Build vocabulary and word recognition through everyday yard work and landscaping projects
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An imaginative movement exercise that adults and toddlers can do together to help children
focus and transition between activities. One of four stylish board books in the Mindful Tots series,
designed to help toddlers manage the ups and downs of everyday emotions.

AGES: 2 to 4

AUTHORS:
Whitney Stewart has trekked in a Himalayan snowstorm with Sir Edmund Hillary, climbed to
remote Buddhist monasteries in Tibet, interviewed the Dalai Lama in India and sat for days in
meditation retreats. She is the author Barefoot Books' bestselling activity deck, Mindful Kids.
When she is not writing or traveling, she teaches mindfulness and meditation to children and
adults.

Stefanie Paige Wieder, MS.Ed., is a child development specialist who has developed many titles
for Barefoot, including the Build-a-Story Cards product line and the Barefoot First Games series.
She holds degrees from Harvard University and the Bank Street Graduate School of Education.

Rocio Alejandro has illustrated many children's books published both in her home country of
Argentina and abroad. In 2017, she won the X Compostela Prize for her book, La huerta de
Simon.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Created by the team behind the bestselling Mindful Kids activity deck, Mindful Tots: Animal
Antics makes mindfulness accessible to children as young as 2 years old by introducing an
age-appropriate exercise caregivers and children can enjoy together.
•   Introduces a simple, effective mindfulness activity that helps small children to not only
self-regulate their emotions, but also to develop empathy and self-awareness at a critical stage
in their social-emotional development.
•  This playful, imaginative movement activity is designed to help children focus on their bodies
and transition smoothly from one activity to another.
•  Written by the award-winning Mindful Kids author and mindfulness expert Whitney Stewart,
with consultation from early childhood development and inclusion specialist Stefanie Paige
Wieder, M.S.Ed., to holistically address very young children's emotional needs.
•  This sturdy board book's handy format makes Mindful Tots: Animal Antics both a read-aloud to
enjoy together and a durable instruction manual for mindfulness on the go.
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A simple body scan exercise that adults and toddlers can do together to soothe themselves and
get ready for sleep. One of four stylish board books in the Mindful Tots series, designed to help
toddlers manage the ups and downs of everyday emotions.

AGES: 2 to 4

AUTHORS:
Whitney Stewart has trekked in a Himalayan snowstorm with Sir Edmund Hillary, climbed to
remote Buddhist monasteries in Tibet, interviewed the Dalai Lama in India and sat for days in
meditation retreats. She is the author Barefoot Books' bestselling activity deck, Mindful Kids.
When she is not writing or traveling, she teaches mindfulness and meditation to children and
adults.

Stefanie Paige Wieder, MS.Ed., is a child development specialist who has developed many titles
for Barefoot, including the Build-a-Story Cards product line and the Barefoot First Games series.
She holds degrees from Harvard University and the Bank Street Graduate School of Education.

Rocio Alejandro has illustrated many children's books published both in her home country of
Argentina and abroad. In 2017, she won the X Compostela Prize for her book, La huerta de
Simon.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Created by the team behind the bestselling Mindful Kids activity deck, Mindful Tots: Rest &
Relax makes mindfulness accessible to children as young as 2 years old by introducing an
age-appropriate exercise caregivers and children can enjoy together.
RAISE KIND KIDS: Introduces a simple, effective mindfulness activity that helps small children to
not only self-regulate their emotions, but also to develop empathy and self-awareness at a
critical stage in their social-emotional development.
•  This age-appropriate body scan exercise will help children rest or fall asleep, making a simple
but effective addition to naptime or bedtime routines. Perfect for caregivers and early childhood
educators.
•  Written by the award-winning Mindful Kids author and mindfulness expert, Whitney Stewart,
with consultation from early childhood development and inclusion specialist Stefanie Paige
Wieder, M.S.Ed., to holistically address very young children's emotional needs.
•  This sturdy board book's handy format makes Mindful Tots: Rest & Relax both a read-aloud to
enjoy together and a durable instruction manual for mindfulness on the go.
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This sweet book of encouragement is filled with humor and insight into the effort behind any
meaningful accomplishment in life. The perfect gift for baby shower, birthday, or preschool
graduation, now in padded board book.

This gorgeous padded board book, perfect for any celebration in your little one's life, is an
inspirational tribute to the universal struggles and achievements of childhood. A magical blend of
succinct text and beautiful watercolours renders each moment with tenderness and humor and
encourages readers to "remember then, with every try, sometimes you fail... sometimes you
fly."

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Katherine Applegate's many children's books include the Newbery Award-winning novel The One
and Only Ivan, the bestselling novels Wishtree and Crenshaw, the bestselling Animorphs series,
and the picture books Ivan and The Buffalo Storm. She lives in California. 
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Exciting tale about the naughty puppet that turns into a loving and obedient little boy after a
series of harrowing experiences. 

Pinocchio was naughty from the very first day that Geppetto created him. Instead of going to
school or learning a trade, the little puppet who magically came to life wanted only to eat, drink,
sleep, and play. Poor Pinocchio's problems grew - as did his nose every time he told a lie, which
was quite often. And even worse, he found himself in one dreadful situation after another; in
prison, turned into a donkey, and even stranded in the belly of an enormous shark. Enhanced by
Thea Kliros's 32 original illustrations, this newly abridged version of the beloved story includes all
the familiar characters: Geppetto, a childless woodcarver; a wise old cricket; a sly fox and
conniving cat; a lovely fairy; and a host of other figures. 

Filled with humour and adventure, and sealed with a heartwarming conclusion, this
time-honoured fable has thrilled youngsters for over 100 years. In this inexpensive edition, it will
continue to enchant new readers and listeners.

AGES: 8 to 14
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From the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Max comes a heartwarming, middle grade
adventure story about a rescue dog, Brave, who befriends a troubled boy in the heart of Texas.

Brave is a dog without a home. After surviving a hurricane in San Antonio, Texas, stray dog
Brave is hungry and afraid. When twelve-year-old Dylan finds Brave, he's feeling lost himself.
Dylan can't help but think they were brought together for a reason. But Dylan knows it'll take
hard work and training in order to convince his parents that he can keep this skittish pup. As
Dylan and Brave's friendship grows, they learn to rescue each other in more ways than one. Can
Dylan give Brave a forever home?

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Jennifer Li Shotz is the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Max: Best Friend. Hero.
Marine., about the coolest war dog ever. She is also the author of the Hero and Scout series.
Among other things, Jen has written about sugar addiction, stinky shoes, and sports-related
concussions. A Los Angeles native, she graduated from Vassar and has an MFA in nonfiction from
Columbia. A senior editor for Scholastic Action Magazine, she lives with her family and Puerto
Rican rescue dog, Vida, in Brooklyn.
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From the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Max comes a heartwarming, middle grade
adventure story about a rescue dog, Brave, who befriends a troubled boy in the heart of Texas.

Brave is a dog without a home. After surviving a hurricane in San Antonio, Texas, stray dog
Brave is hungry and afraid. When twelve-year-old Dylan finds Brave, he's feeling lost himself.
Dylan can't help but think they were brought together for a reason. But Dylan knows it’ll take
hard work and training in order to convince his parents that he can keep this skittish pup. As
Dylan and Brave's friendship grows, they learn to rescue each other in more ways than one. Can
Dylan give Brave a forever home?

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Jennifer Li Shotz is the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Max: Best Friend. Hero.
Marine., about the coolest war dog ever. She is also the author of the Hero and Scout series.
Among other things, Jen has written about sugar addiction, stinky shoes, and sports-related
concussions. A Los Angeles native, she graduated from Vassar and has an MFA in nonfiction from
Columbia. A senior editor for Scholastic Action Magazine, she lives with her family and Puerto
Rican rescue dog, Vida, in Brooklyn.
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From the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Max comes a heartwarming, middle grade
story about a misunderstood rescue dog, Poppy, who finds kinship with an outcast girl on the
coast of Northern California.

Poppy is a dog with a problem. She has too much energy, and her elderly owner can keep her
only if she can be trained. When twelve-year-old Hannah moves to the coast of Northern
California, she thinks she can help turn this rambunctious puppy into the good dog she knows
Poppy is. But Hannah realises Poppy's reputation as a pit bull means she has to work even
harder to prove that Poppy and dogs like her deserve a second chance. Will Hannah train Poppy
into the perfect dog before it’s too late?

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Jennifer Li Shotz is the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Max: Best Friend. Hero.
Marine., about the coolest war dog ever. She is also the author of the Hero and Scout series.
Among other things, Jen has written about sugar addiction, stinky shoes, and sports-related
concussions. A Los Angeles native, she graduated from Vassar and has an MFA in nonfiction from
Columbia. A senior editor for Scholastic Action Magazine, she lives with her family and Puerto
Rican rescue dog, Vida, in Brooklyn.
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From the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Max comes a heartwarming, middle grade
story about a misunderstood rescue dog, Poppy, who finds kinship with an outcast girl on the
coast of Northern California.

Poppy is a dog with a problem. She has too much energy, and her elderly owner can keep her
only if she can be trained. When twelve-year-old Hannah moves to the coast of Northern
California, she thinks she can help turn this rambunctious puppy into the good dog she knows
Poppy is. But Hannah realises Poppy's reputation as a pit bull means she has to work even
harder to prove that Poppy and dogs like her deserve a second chance. Will Hannah train Poppy
into the perfect dog before it’s too late?

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Jennifer Li Shotz is the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Max: Best Friend. Hero.
Marine., about the coolest war dog ever. She is also the author of the Hero and Scout series.
Among other things, Jen has written about sugar addiction, stinky shoes, and sports-related
concussions. A Los Angeles native, she graduated from Vassar and has an MFA in nonfiction from
Columbia. A senior editor for Scholastic Action Magazine, she lives with her family and Puerto
Rican rescue dog, Vida, in Brooklyn.
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In the first book in a new series, campers fight to lose like never before.

A group of 11-year-olds arrives to spend six weeks playing sports at Camp Avalon - which they
affectionately call Camp Average, because they never win at any sport. And that's the way they
like it. But this summer, new camp director Winston - who hates losing - has some
hyper-competitive ideas about how to improve their performance, whether they want to or not!

Led by main character Mack and his friend Andre, the boys of Cabin 10 decide to reclaim their
summer and revolt by losing spectacularly at every game they play, and especially at the big
baseball tournament coming up with three nearby camps.

In a story full of plotting, planning, and plenty of push-ups, it's a full-court press on losing for the
campers, strategic play-by-play for the camp director, and great teamwork on all sides. Who will
come out on top? The first book in the new Camp Average series is a smart, funny summer read
featuring a diverse group of realistic characters and a winning storyline.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Craig Battle has worked as a journalist, coach, and camp counselor. He is the former editor of
OWL magazine, the former owner of a pretty solid jump shot, and the author of six books for
middle-grade readers. Now an editor of stories big and small at Sportsnet.ca, Craig lives in
Toronto with his wife and son.

SELLING POINTS:
•  First in the new middle-grade Camp Average novel series
•  Engaging storyline for reluctant readers
•  Great summer reading selection
•  Authored by a sports writer and packed with sports detail
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A new battle of wills heats up another summer at Camp Average.

It’s a new summer at Camp Avalon - which Mack and his friends still affectionately call Camp
Average. After last season's big baseball victory, camp director Winston wants to continue the
winning streak. So he's launched a competitive program for elite athletes - including a new group
of girl campers.

When Winston enters his charges in a high-stakes basketball tournament, Mack opts out in favor
of other, less competitive activities. But Mack starts to suspect he's being played, as one by one,
his favorite camp activities all get closed for repairs.

Meanwhile, Winston pits boys against girls in a twisted attempt to win. To undermine Winston's
hypercompetitive scheme once again, Mack creates a plan of his own - but it means he needs to
secretly sabotage both the boys' and girls' teams. Will Mack match wits with Winston and save
the camp from the diabolical director's clutches once and for all? Or will Mack's own mischief be
exposed - and lose him his summer and his friends? The second Camp Average book is a
fast-paced and funny addition to this all-star series.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Craig Battle has worked as a journalist, coach, and camp counselor. He is the former editor of
OWL magazine, the former owner of a pretty solid jump shot, and the author of six books for
middle-grade readers. Now an editor of stories big and small at Sportsnet.ca, Craig lives in
Toronto with his wife and son.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Second book in the Camp Average series
•  Great summer reading selection
•  Action-packed plot focused on basketball will engage sports fans
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When Gwendolyn Gray discovers her power to make her imaginings become real, she's whisked
through new worlds, making friends and enemies along the way. But Gwendolyn must master
her power in order to defeat the dark forces threatening the boring, grey City she comes from
and the colourful new worlds she loves.

Heroes never return from adventure unchanged, and Gwendolyn Gray knows this better than
anyone. She faces a new darkness within herself - with no help or comfort from her friends
Sparrow and Starling. On top of that, the City is only getting worse. When the Faceless
Gentlemen return to menace her again, Gwendolyn escapes to the lands of the Fae. But even the
dreamlike Faeoria holds dangers that even she could never have imagined. Gwendolyn must
learn to master control her magic and manage her internal struggles if she ever hopes to defeat
the villainous forces that control the City, find Sparrow and Starling and save the people she
loves. 

AGES: 8 to 13

AUTHOR:
B. A. Williamson is the author of The Marvelous Adventures of Gwendolyn Gray and The
Fantastical Exploits of Gwendolyn Gray. When not mining the unfathomable depths of
consciousness for new words to sling, he can be found wandering Indianapolis, directing plays,
child taming, and probably singing entirely too loud.
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There's more to be discovered about the old Sheffield steelworks through the eyes of the Women
of Steel statue in this thrilling adventure brought to you by Theresa Tomlinson which will
captivate young readers.

Years after the steelmen first came to life for Jenny and Stevie, their children discover the
wonder of Sheffield's old steelworks. When the family meet up for the holidays at Meadowhall
and revisit the steelmen, they are once again transported to another era where women not only
wear the trousers but the goggles and overalls too...

AGES: 7 plus

AUTHOR:
Theresa Tomlinson initially qualified as a teacher, and taught in primary schools for many years.
She began creating picture books for her own children, and has since written and published many
books for all ages. Having spent a large portion of her life in the north of England, many of her
novels are located there, and have grown a popular and loyal fan base of readers. Her keen
interest in history, and incredible story-telling talent has seen her twice shortlisted for the
Carnegie Medal!

SELLING POINTS:
•  A fantastic second instalment about the Sheffield steelworks
•  Engaging, accessible chapter book regularly used in schools for its links to the history
curriculum
•  Includes author note and 'Book Club' questions
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When her adorable baby brother is replaced by an ugly, ill-tempered changeling, Mollie is
determined to find the so-called Kinde Folke who took baby Thomas, return the changeling she
calls Guest, and make them give Thomas back. Natural and magical obstacles and her own
reckless temperament make her journey arduous and full of dangers, and a plot rich in surprises
and twists makes this book a must-read for Mary Downing Hahn's fans.

AGES: 10 to 12

AUTHOR:
Mary Downing Hahn, a former children's librarian, is the award-winning author of many popular
ghost stories. Her work has won more than fifty child-voted state awards. An avid reader,
traveler, and all-around arts lover, Ms. Hahn lives in Columbia, Maryland. 
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Transported into a horror story and on the run from the evil Queen Cassandra, Gracie must save
her best friend Walter and help the story's characters escape a devastating fate. Will Gracie find
the courage to rewrite her own story or is it her destiny to be the villain?

After learning the truth about her own fairy tale, twelve-year-old Gracie wants nothing more than
to move past the terrible things author Gertrude Winters wrote about her and begin a new
chapter in the real world. If only things were going as planned. On the run from the evil Queen
Cassandra, the characters from Gracie's story have all been forced to start over, but some of
them cannot forget Gracie's checkered past. Even worse, Gracie discovers that her story is still
being written in Cassandra's magic book, the Vademecum.  As long as Cassandra has the
Vademecum, none of the characters are safe, including Gracie's mum and dad. In a desperate
attempt to set things right, Gracie finds herself transported into another one of Gertrude's tales -
but this one is a horror story. Can Gracie face her destiny and the wild beast roaming the night,
to rewrite her own story? 

AGES: 9 to 14

AUTHOR:
Tara Gilboy holds a Master of Fine Arts in creative writing from the University of British Columbia,
where she specialized in writing for children and young adults. She teaches for San Diego
Community College District's continuing education program.
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This wonderfully illustrated infographic book is filled with visual representations to captivate
children and teach them the names of the most prevalent species of dinosaurs as well as many
curious facts about them. Through intuitive infographic tables, children will learn everything from
the shape of the eggs and the anatomy of the dinosaurs to their great extinction.

•  A new book focusing on the language of infographics finally applied to one of the most
appreciated and best selling topics: dinosaurs!

• Clear explanations, timetables, charts and scales to reveal all the secrets of the dinosaur world
and became a real expert.

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHOR:
Cristina Banfi, A graduate in Natural Sciences from the University of Milan, has taught at various
schools. For over twenty years, she has been working in the scientific communication and
teaching through play for children.

Giulia De Amicis is a visual designer and illustrator. Her work mainly focuses on the display of
information for newspapers, magazines and the environmental sector, with a particular interest
in marine ecology, geography and human rights.
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Art meets science in this bright and colourful guide to key STEAM topics. From the types of
energy on our planet or the physics behind sound waves to creative thinking and groundbreaking
technology, the basic principles in this book will spark a lifelong passion for STEAM. Discover what
can happen when science, technology, engineering, art and maths come together.

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Eryl is an author and editor in children's publishing specialising in making science easy to
understand. Jenny is a science graduate who now works as an author and editor in publishing.
Having written the bestselling STEM Starters for Kids series for b small, Jenny has also worked
with Laura Dockrill and written for Sarah Beeny. Catherine has more than 30 years' experience
teaching languages to children and developing innovative language learning programmes as well
as publishing all other types of non-fiction books for children from art to science. Sam is the
publisher at b small publishing and has written or commissioned 100s of books for children. Vicky
Barker is b small publishing's art director and a Blue Peter Book Award winning illustrator for
Real-Life Mysteries by Susan Martineau. 
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A new brilliantly illustrated book about a best-selling topic: Dinosaurs! 

The first part of the book explains the characteristics of the most famous herbivore and carnivore
dinosaurs such as the T-Rex, the Velociraptor, the Triceratops and the Stegosaurus. 

The second part teaches the young readers how to manage their dinosaur pup, how to educate
it, feed it and nurse it back to health if it gets sick. 

•  The book features short but interesting texts as well as Anna Lang’s magnificent illustrations,
which bring the oldest inhabitants of the planet back to life with a touch of irresistible irony. 
•  A new title of a wonderful series that will entertain children and grown-ups alike thanks to the
amazing illustrations and the fun texts. 

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Federica Magrin born in Varese in 1978, has worked in publishing for more than ten years, first
as an editor at Edizioni De Agostini and currently as freelancer. She focuses on children's books.
Over the years, she has done several books for White Star Kids.

Anna Lang, is a Hungarian graphic designer and illustrator who is currently living and working in
Sardinia. After attending the Hungarian University of Fine Arts in Budapest, she graduated as a
graphic designer in 2011. In recent years she has brilliantly illustrated a number of titles for
White Star Kids. 
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A new series of illustrated books specifically designed for children in elementary education,
narrating the stories of those great historical figures who have left their mark on humanity in
fields such as science, art, exploration, music and other subjects.

Young readers will be able to read all about these famous people's main achievements,
experiencing the main steps of their lives through Isabel Munoz's engaging illustrations, and
finding out some curious facts about their work and success.

There is an index at the end of each volume listing the main biographical events and some
simple quizzes will help children to further understand and test their knowledge.

AGES: 6 plus
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A new series of illustrated books specifically designed for children in elementary education,
narrating the stories of those great historical figures who have left their mark on humanity in
fields such as science, art, exploration, music and other subjects.

Young readers will be able to read all about these famous people's main achievements,
experiencing the main steps of their lives through Isabel Munoz's engaging illustrations, and
finding out some curious facts about their work and success.

There is an index at the end of each volume listing the main biographical events and some
simple quizzes will help children to further understand and test their knowledge.

AGES: 6 plus
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A new series of illustrated books specifically designed for children in elementary education,
narrating the stories of those great historical figures who have left their mark on humanity in
fields such as science, art, exploration, music and other subjects.

Young readers will be able to read all about these famous people's main achievements,
experiencing the main steps of their lives through Isabel Munoz's engaging illustrations, and
finding out some curious facts about their work and success.

There is an index at the end of each volume listing the main biographical events and some
simple quizzes will help children to further understand and test their knowledge.

AGES: 6 plus
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A new series of illustrated books specifically designed for children in elementary education,
narrating the stories of those great historical figures who have left their mark on humanity in
fields such as science, art, exploration, music and other subjects.

Young readers will be able to read all about these famous people's main achievements,
experiencing the main steps of their lives through Isabel Munoz's engaging illustrations, and
finding out some curious facts about their work and success.

There is an index at the end of each volume listing the main biographical events and some
simple quizzes will help children to further understand and test their knowledge.

AGES: 6 plus
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A new series of illustrated books specifically designed for children in elementary education,
narrating the stories of those great historical figures who have left their mark on humanity in
fields such as science, art, exploration, music and other subjects.

Young readers will be able to read all about these famous people's main achievements,
experiencing the main steps of their lives through Isabel Munoz's engaging illustrations, and
finding out some curious facts about their work and success.

There is an index at the end of each volume listing the main biographical events and some
simple quizzes will help children to further understand and test their knowledge.

AGES: 6 plus
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Every four years, during the summer, the whole world comes together to celebrate and support
the best athletes from each Country. The Olympic Games are a worldwide event, and their roots
can be found in the heart of the Mediterranean Sea: Greece.

Starting from the origins in Ancient Greece to the Modern times games - included the Winter
Games - the children will discover every fun fact, sport and champions of the games.

•  Filled with information, easy texts and funny illustrations, this book will also help children to
think on the deepest meaning of sport and to consider what it takes to become a champion.
•  A selection of the most inspirational profiles of Champions of all time, from every country, with
also a special list of the most winning of all.

AGES: 7 plus

AUTHOR:
Veruska Motta is a writer and author of children's books. She has a strong passion for books,
comics, movies and television series. She is a freelancer and communication expert, and worked
as a PR for an Italian publishing house.

Luca Poli has been working with the most important children's publishers for many years. His
work ranges from graphic design to illustration. He has also worked with graphic design studios
on advertising and animation projects.
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The fourth volume in a relaunch of the classic series that encourages children to learn about the
world by looking at art, and about art by looking at the world

How Artists See is designed to teach children the art of observation and increase their visual
literacy. These interactive, inquiry-based books - great for both home and classroom - invite
young readers to compare and contrast the ways in which different artists treat similar themes.
They are an ideal way to introduce kids to art.

This new edition of How Artists See Play is revised and redesigned from cover. More than
two-thirds of the featured artworks are newly selected, and they are even more stylistically and
culturally diverse - ranging from an ancient Egyptian sculpture to a Persian miniature to a
woodcarving by a contemporary Hispanic artist.

AGES: 6 to 12

AUTHOR:
Colleen Carroll has been involved in education for nearly three decades as a classroom teacher,
curriculum writer, and literacy specialist. She lives in the New York City area, where she writes
and teaches reading.
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The third volume in a relaunch of the classic series that encourages children to learn about the
world by looking at art, and about art by looking at the world.

How Artists See is designed to teach children the art of observation and increase their visual
literacy. These interactive, inquiry-based books - great for both home and classroom - invite
young readers to compare and contrast the ways in which different artists treat similar themes.
They are an ideal way to introduce kids to art.

This new edition of How Artists See Work is revised and redesigned from cover. More than
two-thirds of the featured artworks are newly selected, and they are even more stylistically and
culturally diverse - ranging from an ancient Egyptian tomb model, to an early Picasso, to a
Japanese ad for laundry soap.

AGES: 6 to 12

AUTHOR:
Colleen Carroll has been involved in education for nearly three decades as a classroom teacher,
curriculum writer, and literacy specialist. She lives in the New York City area, where she writes
and teaches reading.
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Written for young women interested in running for office, this book is unlike any other, with
inspiring stories of eighteen women role models along with the all the tools and resources
needed to get a campaign off the ground.

Stephanie MacKendrick, a former journalist now dedicated to women's career advancement,
believes the time for women in political leadership is now. Judging by the recent wave of activism
that developed into a flood of women seeking elected office, she's not alone.

MacKendrick has created a one-of-kind insider's guide for young women interested in joining this
movement and becoming part of the political system. It explores everything from what to expect
in a campaign, to how to deal with the inevitable challenges, to why it's a truly original book
about running for office written specifically for young women, with inspiring stories of eighteen
role models who took the plunge, and all the tools and resources needed to get a campaign off
the ground.

No matter where you live or who you hope to represent, the experience of running for office is
different if you are a woman. This one-of-a-kind insider's guide is perfect for young women who
are ready to make change. It combines uplifting stories of women from around the world who
have run for office with practical advice for anyone who wants to follow in their footsteps. It
explores everything from what to expect in a campaign, to how to deal with the inevitable
challenges, to why it's worth it to run.

This inspiring book is divided into three parts: first, engaging profiles that include advice and
encouragement from politicians from across the political spectrum, around the world and at all
levels of politics, from Michelle Wu, past president of the Boston City Council, to Jacinda Ardern,
prime minister of New Zealand; second, a detailed twelve-step campaign plan with advice on
developing the qualities needed to run; and third, a collection of articles, books, and
organisations to seek out to learn more. 

AGES: 14 plus

AUTHOR:
With a background in journalism and communications, author Stephanie MacKendrick is also the
former president of Canadian Women in Communications and former board president of the
International Alliance for Women.
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This entertaining activity book introduces one the most intelligent, endearing, and popular of sea
creatures. Each page contains an easy-to-read explanation of the size, range, eating habits, and
other distinguishing characteristics of one of 12 species of dolphins, including the bottlenose,
spinner, striped, Amazon River, dusky, Atlantic hump-backed, and six others. There's also a
space on each page for you to place a matching sticker.

AGES: 8 to 11

AUTHOR:
Dot Barlowe - who worked as a team with her late husband, Sy - has created more than 50
Dover titles. Dot specialises in nature themes, and her incredibly detailed drawings attest to her
meticulous research. The extent of her 80-plus years of knowledge about animals and botany is
surpassed only by her enthusiasm.
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Anyone who appreciates the bright colors and intriguing shapes of seashells will love this
fact-filled guide. Twelve accurately rendered stickers depict the mussel, scallop, razor clam,
quahog, queen conch, channeled whelk, and six other shells. An easy-to-read description of each
is accompanied by a numbered space for applying the matching sticker.

AGES: 8 to 11

AUTHOR:
Sy Barlowe was a nature artist who created postage stamps for foreign governments and
children's books for a number of publishers. Together with his wife, Dot, he wrote and illustrated
many children's nature books for Dover.
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Combining world culture, history, geography, and architecture, this visually stunning look at
ancient cities around the globe takes readers to such places as the Hanging Gardens of Babylon,
the cliff dwellings of Mesa Verde, and the mysterious sculptures of Angkor Wat. Perfect for fans
of This is How We Do it and Atlas Obscura.

What would it be like if you lived a thousand years ago? To pass through the Hanging Gardens of
Babylon on your way home? Or gaze at the stars from your cave dwelling in Mesa Verde?

On mountaintops, deserts, and the banks of rivers, ancient cities that once thrived have become
lost to time. But in their ruins, we can find clues of the past and the extraordinary lives their
residents lived. All it takes is a simple question: What was life like before?

Beautiful illustrations, masterfully crafted from layers of cut paper, ask readers to spend a day in
the shoes of someone from thousands of years ago.

AGES: 6 to 9

AUTHOR:
Giles Laroche, a master of cut-paper relief sculptures, captures stories from history that can't be
told with photographs. Reviewers have called his art "truly masterful," "mind-bogglingly good,"
and "a visual feast." He lives in Salem, MA.
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Encourage an early love of learning. A must-have for every little one's bookshelf.

Featuring 1000 essential first words, all illustrated in full colour and thematically grouped to aid
vocabulary building and retention, this is a key title for early learning.

Children will love studying the busy scenes, and finding pictures to match the words in this fun
and educational title.

AGES: 6 plus

SELLING POINTS:
•  Words grouped thematically
•  Exciting layouts promote interaction
•  Aid to spelling and vocabulary building
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Encourage an early love of learning. A must-have for every little one's bookshelf.

This easy-to-use first dictionary has been specially designed to help young readers learn an
essential but, what can be, difficult skill.

Including Includes over 700 words, all illustrated in colour, each accompanied by a sentence
showing the word in context to aid understanding. 

Additional topic pages include words associated with special subjects, to develop the skill of using
a dictionary.

AGES: 6 plus

SELLING POINTS:
•  Context sentences to aid understanding
•  Topic pages develop dictionary skills
•  Highlighted alphabet header on each page
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Balancing child-friendly facts with colourful illustrations, this perfect introduction to plants is sure
to inspire the budding naturalist in every child.

From crowded cities to open prairies, deserts to wetlands, plants grow everywhere! This
comprehensive introduction will open children's eyes to the plants that surround them every day
and how important they are to life on our planet. It covers the basics of plants, such as their
parts, life cycles and growing zones. Then it takes readers on a season-by-season tour of what a
plant-watcher can expect to discover throughout the year. There are sections on strange plants
and those that are endangered, and how readers can help. And for hands-on experience, there's
an interactive Q&A for learning how to identify plants, and an activity for growing your own
plants.

With the perfect balance of child-friendly facts and colourful illustrations, this book encourages
children to actively engage with the natural world. Bestselling and award-winning author Pamela
Hickman covers all the essential science about plants -  including photosynthesis and pollination -
in clear and easy-to-digest text. And Carolyn Gavin's colourful illustrations bring it all to life, with
accurate and inviting representations of the information. This book has strong curriculum
applications for life science and earth science lessons in grades two through five, particularly for
the characteristics of living things. Rounding out its usefulness are a full-spread growing zone
map, an index and a glossary.

AGES: 7 to 10

AUTHOR:
Pamela is an award-winning author of over 35 non-fiction nature books for children, including The
Kids Canadian Nature Series, First Look at Nature Series, Animal Senses and Animals
Hibernating. She lives in Canning, Nova Scotia.

Carolyn Gavin is a painter, illustrator and graphic designer. Her vibrant, colourful art reflects her
love of nature and travel. You can find her work in books and magazines, and even on fabric.
Originally from South Africa, she now lives in Toronto, Ontario.
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From two-time Newbery medalist and living legend Lois Lowry comes a moving account of the
lives lost in two of WWII's most infamous events: Pearl Harbor and Hiroshima. With evocative
black-and-white illustrations by SCBWI Golden Kite Award winner Kenard Pak.

Lois Lowry looks back at history through a personal lens as she draws from her own memories as
a child in Hawaii and Japan, as well as from historical research, in this stunning work in verse for
young readers.

On the Horizon tells the story of people whose lives were lost or forever altered by the twin
tragedies of Pearl Harbor and Hiroshima. Based on the lives of soldiers at Pearl Harbor and
civilians in Hiroshima, On the Horizon contemplates humanity and war through verse that sings
with pain, truth, and the importance of bridging cultural divides. With poems about individual
sailors who lost their lives on the Arizona and about the citizens of Hiroshima who experienced
unfathomable horror, this masterful work emphasises empathy and understanding in search of
commonality and friendship, vital lessons for students as well as citizens of today's world. Kenard
Pak's stunning illustrations depict real-life people, places, and events, making for an incredibly
vivid return to our collective past.

In turns haunting, heartbreaking, and uplifting, On The Horizon will remind readers of the horrors
and heroism in our past, as well as offer hope for our future.

AGES: 10 to 12

AUTHOR:
Lois Lowry is the author of more than forty books for children and young adults, including the
New York Times bestselling Giver Quartet and popular Anastasia Krupnik series. She has received
countless honours, among them the Boston Globe-Horn Book Award, the Dorothy Canfield Fisher
Award, the California Young Reader's Medal, and the Mark Twain Award. She received Newbery
Medals for two of her novels, Number the Stars and The Giver. Her first novel, A Summer to Die,
was awarded the International Reading Association's Children's Book Award.

Ken Pak grew up in Baltimore and Howard County, Maryland. After studying at Syracuse
University and California Institute of the Arts, he worked at Dreamworks Animation and Walt
Disney Feature Animation.
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Telling the inspiring human story behind the creation of the Paralympics, this young readers
biography artfully combines archival photos, full-colour illustrations, and a riveting narrative to
honor the life of Ludwig Guttmann, whose work profoundly changed so many lives.

Dedicating his life to helping patients labeled "incurables," Ludwig Guttmann fought for the rights
of paraplegics to live a full life. The young doctor believed - and eventually proved - that physical
movement is key to healing, a discovery that led him to create the first Paralympic Games.

Told with moving text and lively illustrations, and featuring the life stories of athletes from the
Paralympic Games Ludwig helped create, this story of the man who saved lives through sports
will inspire readers of all backgrounds. 

AGES: 7 to 10

AUTHOR:
Lori Alexander is the author of several board books and picture books. She made her chapter
book biography debut with ALL IN A DROP. She resides in Tucson, Arizona with her family.

Allan Drummond is the illustrator of many children's books, including The Journey that Saved
Curious George. He studied illustration at the Royal College of Art in London and has lived and
worked in France and the USA.
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From Caldecott Honor–winning team Steve Jenkins and Robin Page comes an early introduction
to one of young readers' favourite places: the zoo!

Going to the zoo is so exciting! You might see penguins swimming underwater, snakes sunning in
the reptile house, or giraffes eating leaves out of high trees. You might even see people at the
zoo, ones just like you! But what do those people do?

Caldecott Honor–winning team Steve Jenkins and Robin Page introduce young readers to the
people who keep zoo animals safe, healthy, and happy, even though they aren't in the wild
habitats they've evolved for. From cuddling a baby kangaroo to trimming elephant toenails to
playing soccer with a rhino, zookeepers work hard and do some pretty wacky things to take care
of the incredible animals we see.

So, what would you do if you were in the zookeeper's shoes? Turn the page and find out!

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Steve Jenkins has written and illustrated many nonfiction picture books for young readers,
including the Caldecott Honor-winning What Do You Do with a Tail Like This? His books have been
called stunning, eye-popping, inventive, gorgeous, masterful, extraordinary, playful, irresistible,
compelling, engaging, accessible, glorious, and informative. He lives in Boulder, Colorado with his
wife and frequent collaborator, Robin Page.
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They are often unknown animals, but our Seas and Oceans are full of amazing living beings:
discover the biggest and the smallest underwater creatures with these two volumes in one book.
Follow the little clownfish along the pages as a reference to understand how big (or small) the
sea animals can be! 

•  The little book of the tiny sea animals fits perfectly in the padded cover of the big book. 

•  The newest title of an increbile best-selling series, with 150.000 copies sold in over 20
Countries in less than 2 years. 

AGES: 7 plus

AUTHOR:
Cristina Bamfi, graduated in Natural Sciences from the University of Milan, has been working for
over 20 years in the field of communications regarding science and educational games and has
published a variety of titles, both educational and informational for young readers.

Francesca Cosanti, attended the Multimedia Illustration and Animation Course at Istituto Europeo
di Design in Rome. She works as an illustrator for publishing and advertising and she teaches in
various schools as an expert of illustration, graphic design and multimedia software. She has
illustrated various titles for White Star Kids.

Big Book: 288 x 380 mm
Small Book: 110 x 110 mm
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At the polar bear beach, one little cub isn’t ready to float on his own.

It's a frosty day at the beach, and a polar bear family is at play among the ice floes. The cubs
splash around, all except the youngest, who's nervously hanging onto his dad in the water. He's
just not ready to swim on his own. Despite encouragement from Dad, the cub is insistent: "Don't
let go!"

Maybe a flotation device would help? One by one, the little bear adds a lifesaver, a flutter board,
a pool noodle, and a rubber ball to his body, all while clutching his dad. Eventually, the cub is so
loaded down with large and colourful toys that his dad is able to sneak away unnoticed. But will
he still be afraid to float on his own?

This simple, funny story is told in speech bubbles and illustrations. Full of colour, laughter, and
polar bears in vibrant swimsuits, this is a playful and lighthearted exploration of the challenges of
independence.

AGES: 2 to 5

AUTHOR:
Elisabeth Eudes-Pascal studied painting at Concordia University and illustration at the Universite
du Quebec a Montreal. She has lived around the world, including in France and India. She now
lives in Montreal, Quebec. She has published books in both English and French, and is the author
and illustrator of three books for children.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A gentle, funny story about separation anxiety
•  Whimsical setting with humor in the details
•  Speech bubbles introduce graphic storytelling
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A fantastical fable about one girl's courage to listen to her heart.

Freda lives in a town where people are always telling her to be more careful. But Freda loves to
explore - which is how, one day, she discovers an injured beetle. She names him Ernest, feeds
him, and befriends him. They become inseparable as Ernest grows ever bigger and stronger.

Noticing Ernest's now-enormous size, the townspeople put him to work. But Ernest is strange,
and has a strong appetite, and when a prize ewe goes missing, people start to talk. Freda listens
to their appeals and sends her beloved friend away. But when a terrible storm puts the villagers
in real danger, Freda knows who can help - and she stands up and says so. After Ernest uses his
unique strength to save the day, everyone wants him to stay. But maybe this time, Freda and
Ernest choose to listen to their hearts.

Illustrated in watercolour and gouache, this is a fantastical modern fable about the value of
listening to your heart, not always listening to others, and making your own voice heard.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Sophie Gilmore is a writer and illustrator living in Italy. She is the author of the critically
acclaimed picture bookLittle Doctor and the Fearless Beast. Sophie works with watercolour and
pen and illustrates friend, foe, and ordinary girls quietly doing extraordinary things. Sometimes
all in one book.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Features a strong female character making her voice heard
•  Themes of empathy, social-emotional learning, and justice
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Today is Olive's birthday party, and Sophie and her dad have baked cookies. Sophie's dad holds
the platter so Sophie can push the elevator button for the tenth floor. But on the way up, the
elevator stops to let the Santucci brothers get on. Then on the next floor, Vicky, Babs and their
dog, Norman, get in. And as the elevator ascends, it keeps stopping, and more neighbours
squeeze in to the crowded space: the Habibs, the Flores family, Mr. Kwan, Vi Tweedle with her
Chihuahua, Minx. Everyone is going to the party!

Playfully combining the excitement and anticipation of a party with children's universal love of
riding in elevators, Sherry J. Lee's picture book story is ultimately about community and a sense
of belonging. With characters from many cultural backgrounds, it showcases the everyday
diversity that many urban children experience. Charlene Chua's illustrations provide loads of
funny details and visual narratives that aren't in the text, making for a multilayered reading
experience. The book's tall, narrow trim size adds to the effect of the rising elevator.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Sherry J. Lee has worked in the book industry for many years, first as a bookseller and then in
publishing. Sherry lives in Toronto with her husband. Going Up! is her debut picture book.

Charlene Chua started work in 1998 as a web designer, and went on to become a senior
designer, web producer and interactive project manager. However, what she really wanted to do
was draw pictures all day. In 2003, she decided to give it a go, and after a few years she
became a full-time illustrator. Originally from Singapore, Charlene now lives in Hamilton, Ontario,
with her husband and their two cats.
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A beloved toy fox becomes lost, tattered, repaired, and loved for his imperfections.

When a storm sweeps Emi's beloved stuffed fox away from their mountain home, he ends up
tattered and alone on a distant shore. A kind old man finds the fox and gives it to his
granddaughter, Kiko. As she recovers from an injury of her own, Kiko mends the fox lovingly
with golden thread.

As the seasons pass, Kiko cares for the fox as her own. But after discovering his origins, she sets
out, with her grandfather's help, to bring the fox back to its original home. Once together, Emi
and Kiko piece together the fox's journey and find delight in their newly forged connections.

Golden Threads is inspired by the Japanese art form of kintsugi, or golden joinery, where broken
pottery is repaired with resin painted gold. Kintsugi values repairing, rather than replacing,
believing that the cracks give the broken item its story. This book is also a warm celebration of
wabi-sabi, the Japanese idea that there is beauty in things that may be incomplete or imperfect.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Suzanne Del Rizzo began her career in picture books as the illustrator of the award-winning Skink
on the Brink. She left scientific research to make children's books, creating illustrations with
polymer clay/mixed media. Suzanne's author-illustrator debut, My Beautiful Birds, was a New
York Times Notable Children's Book and Malka Penn Award for Human Rights in Children's
Literature winner. Also the illustrator of the award-winning Sun Dog, Suzanne lives with her
family in Oakville, Ontario.

Miki Sato is a Japanese-Canadian freelance illustrator who graduated from the Ontario College of
Art and Design. She works with papers, fabrics, and surfaces to create three-dimensional
illustrations. Miki was born in Ottawa, and currently resides in Toronto, Ontario. Her work has
appeared in publications including Today's Parent, The Walrus, and Reader's Digest.

SELLING POINTS:
•  New from New York Times Notable honoree Suzanne Del Rizzo, the critically acclaimed author
of My Beautiful Birds and illustrator of Sun Dog
•  Inspired by the Japanese art form of kintsugi, or golden joinery, and the ancient philosophy of
wabi-sabi, finding beauty in imperfect things. An author’s note explains more about these ideas
•  Mixed-media illustrations use fabric and golden threads
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A quest for the perfect birthday present leads to ever grander (and ever more imperfect) gift
ideas in this clever metafiction story that's hilarious any day of the year.

"I wanted to get you the greatest present ever," our narrator tells us. But somehow, none of the
best ideas seemed to pan out. First, there was the pair of hand-knitted birthday socks (have you
ever tried knitting birthday socks?). Then, the ten-scoop ice cream cone (a disaster to carry), the
magic kit (it disappeared, just like magic!), the apple juice-fueled jet pack (still a few kinks to
work out) and the dinosaur (I couldn't find one anywhere). And now, time has run out, and our
narrator still has nothing to give. Or, maybe there is something after all. Something that contains
all those awesome gifts in one. Something that can be enjoyed again and again, just by turning
the pages...

In their debut picture book, Emmy Award-winning children's television writers Mike Erskine-Kellie
and Susan McLennan have created a laugh-out-loud story filled with heart. The metafiction
approach (speaking directly to "you") and fun story together with the antic exuberance of Cale
Atkinson's bold and colorful illustrations make this a lively read-aloud that will keep even the
youngest children engaged. Though a book about finding the perfect birthday present is itself the
perfect birthday present, it's also simply a delightful read for any time of year. It also offers an
excellent character education lesson on perseverance.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHORS:
Mike Erskine-Kellie and Susan McLennan are Emmy Award-winning writers for children's
television. The worst birthday presents they ever received were a toy oven that emitted toxic
fumes (Mike, aged 6) and an electric shaver (Susan, aged 7). A husband- and-wife team, they
live in Toronto, Ontario. I Got You a Present! is their first picture book.

Cale Atkinson is the illustrator of many highly acclaimed picture books, including If I Had a
Gryphon and To the Sea, which he also wrote. He lives with his family in Kelowna, British
Columbia.
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Is it ok to be bored? Ben is thin and pale, always bored, and never has any fun. His favourite
colour is grey, his favourite dish is plain pasta, and when he has spare time, he loves staring into
space. He gets bored no matter the season of the year, the weather, or the position. He is so
good at being bored that one day he locks himself in his bedroom and decides to proclaim
himself the Supreme King of Boredom: find out what happens when his subjects, his army, and
even the queen arrive. King of Boredom uses imagination and everyday examples to let kids
know that it's okay to enjoy being alone.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHOR:
Award-winning author Ilaria Guarducci always dreamed of making comics, but life led her down a
different path. She restored furniture, sold cream puffs, escaped to Brazil, and even became a
mother, before becoming an accomplished illustrator. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Young readers will unite over the right to be bored in this engaging picture book celebrating
creativity, individuality, and uniqueness 
•  Parents and teachers will delight at the innovation and imagination that is sparked as a result
of fostering a child's need for alone time 
•  Dyslexia-friendly font creates accessibility for all readers
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A compassionate exploration of all the ways animals, including humans, grieve.

How do we say goodbye to a loved one after they die? This book broaches a difficult topic in a
heartfelt way by exploring the beauty in how animals mourn. From elephants to whales, parrots
to bonobos, and lemurs to humans, we all have rituals to commemorate our loved ones and to
lift each other up in difficult times.

New from the award-winning team behind You Are Stardust, Wild Ideas, and You Are Never
Alone, this book gently recognizes death as a natural part of life for humans and all animals.
Written in spare, poetic language and illustrated with stunning dioramas, it draws out our
similarities with other animals as it honors the universal experience of mourning. The touching
and uplifting book ends on a hopeful note, showing how we live on both in memories and on the
planet, our bodies nourishing new life in the Earth and the oceans.

AGES: 4 plus

AUTHOR:
Elin Kelsey, PhD, is an award-winning author and a leading spokesperson for hope and the
environment. She co-created #OceanOptimism, a Twitter campaign share ocean conservation
successes which has reached 90 million users to date. She works with the Monterey Bay
Aquarium, Stanford University and the University of Victoria and is passionate about engaging
kids in hopeful, science-based, environmental solutions.

Soyeon Kim is a Toronto-based, Korean-born artist who specialises in fine sketching and painting
techniques to create three-dimensional dioramas. She is a graduate of the Visual Arts and
Education programs at York University.

SELLING POINTS:
•  New from award-winning collaborators Elin Kelsey and Soyeon Kim
•  A gentle and accessible look at the idea of death
•  Reinforces our connection to nature and the animal kingdom
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A quirky kid donates her beloved panda sweater, and through this act of sacrifice gains a new
friend. With whimsical, contemporary artwork, this story balances the topic of selflessness with
humour and heart, while also offering an opportunity to talk about bullying, sharing and
self-confidence.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Barroux grew up in North Africa, studied in France and has worked as an art director in Paris and
New York. He has illustrated many children's books, including Dotty Spotty Doodles and Zig Zag
Zebra.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Takes an age-appropriate approach to topics like immigration, while also being a humorous
and relatable narrative for younger children. 
•  Start conversations about a wide range of important subjects for social-emotional growth:
bullying, friendship, sharing, new experiences and self-confidence. 
•  This timely tale is brought to life with sweet, quirky artwork by beloved French artist Barroux,
illustrator of Barefoot Books' I Could Be, You Could Be.
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A quirky kid donates her beloved panda sweater, and through this act of sacrifice gains a new
friend. With whimsical, contemporary artwork, this story balances the topic of selflessness with
humour and heart, while also offering an opportunity to talk about bullying, sharing and
self-confidence.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Barroux grew up in North Africa, studied in France and has worked as an art director in Paris and
New York. He has illustrated many children's books, including Dotty Spotty Doodles and Zig Zag
Zebra.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Takes an age-appropriate approach to topics like immigration, while also being a humorous
and relatable narrative for younger children. 
•  Start conversations about a wide range of important subjects for social-emotional growth:
bullying, friendship, sharing, new experiences and self-confidence. 
•  This timely tale is brought to life with sweet, quirky artwork by beloved French artist Barroux,
illustrator of Barefoot Books' I Could Be, You Could Be.
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From the New York Times best-selling author behind The Quiet Book comes a mindful
contemplation on the many ways nature affects our everyday lives.

Outside beckons...

Outside is waiting, the most patient playmate of all. The most generous friend. The most
miraculous inventor. This thought-provoking picture book by New York Times best-selling author
Deborah Underwood poetically underscores our powerful and enduring connection with nature,
not so easily obscured by lives spent indoors.

Rhythmic, powerful language shows us how our world is made, the many ways Outside comes in
to help and heal us, and reminds us that we are all part of a much greater universe. Cindy
Derby's emotive illustrations evoke the beauty, simplicity, and wonder that awaits us all...

Outside.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Deborah Underwood has written numerous picture books, including Interstellar Cinderella, Super
Saurus Saves Kindergarten, and New York Times bestsellers The Quiet Book, The Loud Book,
and Here Comes the Easter Cat. She lives in Northern California with her feline muse, Bella.

Cindy Derby is an author, illustrator, and puppeteer. She has been a Grand Prize Winner of the
Society of Children's Book Writers and Illustrators Portfolio Award and her debut picture book
How to Walk an Ant publishes this spring. She lives in San Francisco, California. 
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"Hallelujah for a brand new day and the wondrous smell that floats my way." A poor but happy
peddler lives in the attic of a bakery. Whilst he does not have much, he is content with his life.
Every morning, he wakes up to the wonderful smell of freshly-baked bread and loudly exclaims
his joy through the open window. The baker, however, grows ever more irate that the peddler
should enjoy the smell of his bread without ever paying for it. He asks the Rabbi for help. The
Rabbi summons the peddler and instructs him to return in one week with enough money to pay
the baker back for all the times he has enjoyed the smell of his challah. The peddler works
harder than ever that week. On Friday morning, when he returns with as much money as he can
scrape together, the rabbi takes his coin-pouch and shakes it for the baker to hear. The sound of
the coins is payment, the Rabbi says, for the smell of the bread. Sound and smell, just like
Shabbat, are free for everyone in the world to enjoy. A delightful retelling of an inspiring folktale,
"The Peddler and the Baker" teaches the importance of sharing and inclusivity, the beauty of
Shabbat and the idea that anyone, regardless of their circumstances, has the right to find joy in
the world. A recipe for challah follows the story.
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In this charmingly illustrated collection of pet-related stories children will find out about some of
history's most important scientists, artists, writers, and musicians and their beloved animals.

Did you know that Mozart's pet starling was the inspiration for his Piano Concerto No. 17? Or that
writer Dorothy Parker loved animals so much she let a pair of alligators swim in her bathtub?
These are just a couple of the stories in this delightful and surprising collection that profiles the
strong bond between humans and their pets. Some of these stories are touching: Frida Kahlo
memorialised her pet deer Granizo in her painting The Wounded Deer. Some are a little quirky:
Albert Einstein, convinced that his parrot, Bibo, was sad, told bad jokes to cheer the bird up.
Each of these wonderfully entertaining stories is made even more appealing by Katherine Quinn's
captivating illustrations. Rich in detail and reminiscent of folk art, they capture the humour and
poignancy of these fascinating pairings. Together these stories and illustrations will create lasting
impressions that will help young readers identify historic figures and spark joy in friendships with
the animals in their own lives.

AGES: 7 to 10

AUTHOR:
Ana Gallo is the author of numerous books for children and adults. She lives in Spain.

Katherine Quinn is an illustrator living in Hawkes Bay, New Zealand. She works in both traditional
and digital illustration, and uses a variety of vintage paper including old envelopes and book
pages.
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Grace thinks Larry's garden is one of the wonders of the world. In his tiny backyard next door to
hers, Larry grows the most extraordinary vegetables. Grace loves helping him - watering and
weeding, planting and pruning, hoeing and harvesting. And whenever there's a problem - like
bugs burrowing into the carrots or slugs chewing the lettuce - Grace and Larry solve it together.
Grace soon learns that Larry has big plans for the vegetables in his special garden. And when
that garden faces its biggest problem yet, Grace follows Larry's example to find the perfect
solution.

Inspired by a real person, author Laura Alary has written a heartwarming story about how
amazing things can grow when you tend your garden with kindness. In this case, Larry, a
teacher, is helping to grow community. He has his students grow tomato plants that they then
give away to their neighbors with personal notes. It offers a powerful lesson on the influence of
generosity, while encouraging young children to become community activists in their own
neighbourhoods. This uplifting story fosters an appreciation for neighbourhood and community at
a time when that sentiment seems to be eroding. The book also contains an environmental
message about harvesting your own vegetables and, with Kass Reich's colourful illustrations,
works beautifully for a life science exploration of growth and changes in plants. There are
character education connections to caring, cooperation, empathy, kindness, perseverance and
teamwork.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Laura Alary believes in writing stories that make us bigger on the inside. She is constantly
reading and wondering and learning so that she can keep up with all the questions her children
ask - especially about science and life on Earth. She grew up in Halifax, Nova Scotia, and
currently lives in Toronto with her three children.

After graduating with a degree in Art Education from Concordia University, Kass Reich worked for
three years in Beijing as an early childhood educator - that's what inspired her to start making
picture books. Her previous picture books include Dr. Coo and the Pigeon Protest and the
Megabat series.
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The story of two boys with more in common than meets the eye.

This is the story of two classmates who love all the same things: building tall block towers and
knocking them down; strawberry jam on toast; jumping into big puddles in their matching boots.
The narrator and his best friend, Jamal, might as well be twins - they have so much in common!
And they always stick together.

When Jamal gets a haircut, his best friend gets his cut the same way. They're sure their teacher
will never be able to tell them apart. The vibrant, playful illustrations eventually reveal that the
boys each have a different skin colour.

Inspired by a true story that went viral on social media, about two boys with different skin
colours who got the same haircut thinking it would make them identical, this is a joyful story
about friendship, diversity, and how the things we share are more than skin-deep.

AGES: 3 to 6

AUTHOR:
Mahtab Narsimhan is an award-winning author with numerous critically acclaimed books
nominated for awards, including The Third Eye, which won the Silver Birch Fiction Award. She is
inspired by life, love, and the desire to make sense of the world through stories. Mahtab is
deeply committed to representing diversity in her books. She lives in Vancouver, British
Columbia.

Lisa Cinar is an illustrator and owner of the online shop Draw Me a Lion. She has written and
illustrated several picture books in addition to the Clara Humble series. Lisa lives in Vancouver,
British Columbia.
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he Giver is a modern classic and one of the most influential books of our time.

Now in graphic novel format, Lois Lowry's Newbery Medal - winning classic story of a young boy
discovering the dark secrets behind his seemingly ideal world is accompanied by renowned artist
P. Craig Russell's beautifully haunting illustrations.

Placed on countless reading lists, translated into more than forty languages, and made into a
feature film, The Giver is the first book in The Giver Quartet that also includes Gathering Blue,
Messenger, and Son.

In this new graphic novel edition, readers experience the haunting story of twelve-year-old Jonas
and his seemingly ideal, if colourless, world of conformity and contentment, through the brilliant
art of P. Craig Russell that truly brings The Giver to life.

Witness Jonas's assignment as the Receiver of Memory, watch as he begins to understand the
dark secrets behind his fragile community, and follow the explosion of color into his world like
never before. 

AGES: 12 plus

AUTHOR:
Lois Lowry is the author of more than forty books for children and young adults, including the
New York Times bestselling Giver Quartet and popular Anastasia Krupnik series. She has received
countless honors, among them the Boston Globe-Horn Book Award, the Dorothy Canfield Fisher
Award, the California Young Reader's Medal, and the Mark Twain Award. She received Newbery
Medals for two of her novels, Number the Stars and The Giver. Her first novel, A Summer to Die,
was awarded the International Reading Association's Children's Book Award. Ms. Lowry lives in
Maine.
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In this riveting story about baseball and brotherhood, a boy from the wrong side of the tracks
finds himself pitching his way out of poverty–one strike at a time. By "a premier author of
provocative YA sports novels" (The Bulletin).

Lazarus "Laz" Weathers has always been shy, and his issue with stuttering when he speaks hasn't
helped. Stuck in a Seattle trailer park, Laz finds baseball helps him escape from the world of
poverty and drugs. When he gets an opportunity to pitch for the rich kids across town, he has a
chance to get drafted by the major leagues.

But playing for the other team means leaving behind his family, including Antonio, Laz's younger
brother, who more and more, seems to be drawn to the dark world of the Jet City's drug ring.
Now Laz will have to choose between being the star pitcher he always dreamed of becoming and
the team player his family needs.

AGES: 12 plus

AUTHOR:
Carl Deuker is a celebrated author of "top-flight sports writing matched to uncommonly
perceptive coming-of-age stories" (Kirkus Reviews). He describes his younger self as a classic
second-stringer: "I was too slow and too short for basketball; I was too small for football, a little
too chicken to hang in there against the best fastballs. So, by my senior year the only sport I was
still playing was golf." He was a teacher for many years in the Seattle area, where he now lives
with his wife.
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Take a stroll down Main Street and colour your way through a lovely variety of attractive shops
and storefronts. Overflowing with charm and nostalgia, these 31 illustrations include scenes
reminiscent of quaint downtown areas and feature everything from a bakery and barber shop to
a bookstore and ice cream parlour. Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for easy
removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colourists, Main Street and other
Creative Haven adult colouring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic
fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.

AUTHOR:
Teresa Elizabeth Goodridge is a freelance artist based in Yorkshire, England. She adores children
and loves illustrating children's books, games, cards, and toys. Teresa specialises in character
development and has designed dozens of paper-based products for numerous companies.
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Add some zest to your kitchen decor with these fun-to-make crocheted ornaments. Suitable for
crafters at all skill levels, 24 appealing projects include a banana, complete with a crocheted
"skin" that allows you to peel and remove the fruit; a full lemon and one that's cut in half; a pea
pod, complete with little removable peas; and other charming fruits and vegetables.

Each project features detailed instructions and is accompanied by full-colour photos of the
finished item. Also included are suggestions for appropriate types of yarn, stuffing, and other
materials as well as the best hooks, needles, and other tools; notes on assembly and finishing
touches; and estimates for how long each project takes to complete (most can be crocheted in
less than an hour). These cute little crocheted ornaments make charming, unusual gifts for
friends and family, too.

AUTHOR:
Marie Clesse is a knitting and crochet designer who specialises in original mini-designs.
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Who can resist making yummy treats? Lots of easy patterns suitable for beginners, you can
make wonderful gifts for family and friends, children will love them and a plate of crochet treats
as a table center piece is sure to impress everyone! Plus, there is a wonderful chapter on
miniatures for your dolls house where you will even meet the dolls house baker that loves
making all the cakes for the dolls house bakery. You can make her and her cakes, all ready to
move into your own dolls house.

AUTHOR:
Caroline Turner is a crochet designer, professional artist, doll house enthusiast, and an
Audiologist. Having always led a creative life, she is never happier than when she is designing,
painting, or crocheting. She is very inspired by children's stories and loves creating wonderful
make-believe worlds in paint and in crochet.
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Cross Stitch for the Soul is a collection of beautifully designed motivational and inspirational
quotes rendered in easy cross-stitching techniques that will raise the spirits, both during the
making process and beyond, as treasured pictures on the wall. Designed by leading cross stitch
designer Emma Congdon, aka Stitchrovia, whose modern styling appeals to crafters of all ages
and abilities, these inspiring quotes will provide comfort, motivation and an all-round positive spin
on life, reminding us that we are brave, strong and have the power to make our own futures –
one stitch at a time!

AUTHOR:
Emma is a multidisciplinary designer based in London. After graduating from LCC (formerly LCP)
in 2009, she has worked predominantly on design for retail & retail environments – with focus on
branding, packaging through to shopper marketing and brand activation in-store. Emma is also a
keen designer of cross stitch embroidery and designs extensively for magazines in the US and UK
such as Cross Stitcher, World of Cross Stitch and Cross Stitch Crazy. Alongside her commission
based work she also owns and runs her own cross stitch design business 'Stitchrovia'.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The only cross stitch book to focus on motivational quotes and sayings, the perfect medium for
this global phenomenon.
•  Created by a popular modern designer, with Etsy sales of over 30,000 patterns.
•  Features 20 brand new designs for a wide variety of sentiments, with full-colour pattern
charts.
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These crocheted animals may be wild but they are very well-dressed. The ten adorable crocheted
chums have enviable wardrobes to mix and match. The five pairs of animals - pandas, lions,
zebras, elephants and monkeys - all have distinctive personalities and gorgeous outfits. All the
clothes can fit all of the animals, so there is lots of fun to be had dressing them up. Each project
is beautifully photographed and includes clear patterns and guidance. There is also a techniques
section that gives clear instructions on all the skills you'll need to make the animals and their
outfits.

AUTHOR:
Inspired by the imagination of children, Emma Varnam likes to make items that bring a smile.
She has written a number of popular crochet books-including Granny Squares Home, Crocheted
Keyrings & Charms, Cute Crocheted Animals and How to Crochet, all published by GMC
Publications. Emma lives in Greater Manchester, UK.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Detailed techniques section explaining all you need to know
•  Clearly presented and easy-to-follow crochet patterns with photos
•  10 beautiful toy animals to make, plus lots of cute clothes and accessories
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Figures can bring an embroidery to life, but they are tricky to do well. This book guides you
through the materials, stitches, body parts and clothes to give you the confidence and skills to
embroider a figure and experiment, using your creative inspiration. With over 400 colour
photographs it gives key information for getting started, creating designs and preparing
embroideries; techniques for making three-dimensional forms using stitching and padding
techniques; clear instruction for mastering stitches and then ideas for using them creatively.
Specific advice is given for embroidering the face, hair, hands and feet as well as ideas for using
stitching embellishments, such as beads, sequins, buttons, ribbons, feathers and jewellery
charms. Step-by-step projects demonstrate a range of beautiful styles and techniques.

AUTHOR:
After completing her training at the Royal School of Needlework, Angela Bishop set up her own
business, Eternal Embroidery, which runs stitching classes and retreats across the UK. She has
always enjoyed stitching figures and shares her ideas and techniques in this, her first book.

425 colour photographs
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Here is a selection of inspiring projects including: quilts, pillows, a spring wreath, little deer toy,
handstitched pincushions, pretty fabric bags, coasters, charms, and decorations. Helen's work
includes extra details and embellishments to inspire your own creativity.

AUTHOR:
Helen Philipps is an experienced designer and author with a passion for textiles, patchwork,
embroidery, flowers, and photography. Helen has written many crafts books and contributed to
magazines worldwide. She also writes a popular crafts blog and shows her work in progress on
Instagram. Helen sells her patterns in her Etsy shop. She lives with her husband in a Victorian
house with a flower-filled cottage garden on the north west coast of England.
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS

Fans of macrame and weaving will love this a comprehensive guide to creating beautiful projects
using macraweave – a trend that combines both crafts. Macraweave Workshop includes full
instructions on weaving and macrame techniques and how to combine both skills to create
stunning projects that pop with colour. Readers will love the collection of projects that range from
simple makes, suitable for beginners, through to more challenging projects for striking home
decor items including wall hangings, a table runner and cushions.

Discover the latest fibre art trend, macraweave, a combination of macrame and weaving. Learn
to create stunning woven wall hangings and inject a dose of 'bohemian luxe' to your living space.
Macraweave combines the crafts of macrame knotting with weaving to create eye-catching
projects that really pop with texture and colour.

There are 18 projects to choose from including woven wall hangings, a table runner, plant
hangers and cushions as well as accessories including jewellery, a belt and a scarf. All the
instructions and projects will be illustrated with step-by-step photography.

AUTHORS:
Australian fibre artists Amy Mullins and Marnia Ryan-Raison (EdenEve) are reinventing the art of
macrame, by infusing old techniques with modern designs. After joining forces in 2015 they
quickly gained recognition as leading players in the modern macrame movement. Amy and
Marnia teach macrame workshops, run birthday parties and private classes, and also have a
successful business selling finished projects and macrame supplies. They are the authors of
Macrame for Beginners and Beyond.

SALES POINTS:
•  Macraweave is currently trending on social media - there are over 8k posts on Instagram for
#macraweave.
•  Macrame and weaving continue to grow in popularity – macraweave is the natural
development of these two trends, and is as yet unpublished – making this a first-to-market
opportunity.
•  The authors have a strong sales history with their previous title: Macrame for Beginners and
Beyond.
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This valuable guide from instructor and expert Loretta Lam makes jewellery design both
attainable and understandable. The basic principles are explained to aid starting designers, and
each section has breakout exercises enabling any level of jewellery artist to experiment with the
concepts before applying them to works. Dozens of stunning examples from designers around
the world help inspire anyone looking for a new source of creativity. Covers how to discover your
personal inspiration and process; master the use of the design elements and principles; establish
a design hierarchy and find your voice; draw on the inestimable value of critique; and more.

AUTHOR:
Loretta Lam is an award winning artist whose work is found in fine galleries and prestigious
exhibitions, and showcased in many publications. She is an internationally recognised teacher and
speaker, regularly presenting workshops on jewellery design and technique.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Makes jewellery design both attainable and understandable, regardless of media 
•  Helps jewellery makers of all skill levels to take their designs from good to great 
•  The stunning examples of each design principle include images of contemporary jewellery from
artists worldwide

200 colour images
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Organised in an engaging, conversational style, this collection is ideal for any mother interested
in artistic work and struggling to fit creativity into her busy life. Women can read it start to finish,
or pick it up for a 5-minute dose of encouragement they can lean on for balancing family life and
art in their own way. Interviews from more than 30 women in various family situations and
circumstances provide encouragement and a clear approach to the renewal and upkeep of
creative pursuits throughout motherhood. Interview questions cover a range of topics, including
vulnerability, smashing mental stereotypes, and tactics for regular creative practice.

AUTHORS:
Marissa Huber (Florida) is an artist, writer, mother, and connector. Heather Kirtland (Maryland) is
a mother and artist with a BFA in painting from the Maryland Institute College of Art. They
founded the online community Carve Out Time for Art to encourage other mothers to find a
creative outlet. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Like brunch with girlfriends, provides encouragement and tips for balancing family life and your
creative work 
•  Features 30 artistic mothers in varied circumstances who share creative ways of balancing
family life 
•  Encouragement from women immersed in motherhood, determined to carve out time for their
creative pursuits

320 colour photographs
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The collection includes jumpers, cardigans, ponchos, kimonos, and cover-ups, ranging in difficulty
from the beginner to the more advanced crocheter. Each pattern is accompanied by an easy to
follow schematic.

AUTHOR:
Cassie Ward is a crochet designer with a uniquely modern style. Cassie is a frequent contributor
to the UK crochet magazines and has her own crochet design website www.themissingyarn.co.uk.
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Twelve easy-to-follow projects demonstrate time-honored printing techniques for decorating gift
bags and coasters, transferring images to mugs and t-shirts, and embellishing other items. An
introduction to materials and equipment is followed by chapters on making your own tools,
creating with found objects and stamps, designing your own custom plates for relief printmaking,
painting stencils, and more. Most projects employ common household items.

AUTHOR:
Christine Medley is a Professor of Graphic Design at Marywood University in Scranton,
Pennsylvania. She runs a letterpress studio and has taught community workshops in letterpress
and printmaking for over 30 years.
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Emma has designed a series of projects in her romantic style featuring ruffles, flowers, beautiful
stitch patterns, in her signature soft, neutral colour palette. Whether you are creating for yourself
or looking for a gift to make for someone else, these patterns showcase the beauty and flexibility
of crochet. From a romantic lacy shawl to a ruffled teapot cosy, each project has been lovingly
designed to bring out the dreamer in you.

AUTHOR:
Emma Escott is a UK based crochet designer and blogger who learnt to crochet after the birth of
her third child. Documenting her adventures in crochet on her blog Lululoves gave her the
opportunity to explore her craft and share what she had learnt with others. She has designed for
UK crochet magazines, led workshops and was a regular columnist for Inside Crochet Magazine.
She takes inspiration from the classic novels and films she enjoys, along with the changing
seasons. As a lifelong day-dreamer she still can't quite believe she was asked to write this book!
You can find more of Emma’s free and paid patterns on her blog (www.lululoves.co.uk), along
with her regular crochet videocasts on YouTube, or follow along on Instagram (@Luluoves_uk)
where she loves to interact with other crochet enthusiasts.
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Learn how to make Daisy Dog, her best friends Rosie Rabbit, the twins Betty and Ben Bear and
Daisy's beret wearing puppy Mimi. Each character has their own complete wardrobe for all of
their adventures together, from playing dress up to long summer picnics, sleepovers and
weekend walks. Daisy and Friends features easy to follow step by step instructions with full-size
sewing patterns for all of the characters, clothes and accessories.

AUTHOR:
Tina O Rourke is a crafter, pattern designer and founder of Miss Daisy Patterns, an online
platform with sewing tutorials and popular sewing patterns for dolls and soft creatures. Her work
has appeared in publications such as Mollie Makes and Simply Sewing Magazines. She lives in
Galway, Ireland with her husband Alan and their Springer Spaniel Missy. Tina runs a successful
craft based website from her home on the West Coast of Ireland. Being crafty and design
oriented Tina trained as an interior designer and specialised in holistic design and colour therapy
before setting up her first sewing and design based business, Missy Bonkers, in 2009. Progressing
on to Miss Daisy Patterns, Tina's work now covers the disciplines of pattern drafting and design
using textiles, felt, hand & machine embroidery, crochet and graphic design. 

150 colour illustrations
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Houses of worship have served as a benchmark for the heights of human achievement since time
immemorial - the more noble the holy shrine, the more noble the society. Over the centuries
civilizations have considered their own worth against the splendor of the local religious structure,
and built to exacting standards and to scales previously unimaginable, and empires have asserted
their dominance over lands and populations by virtue of the holy structures erected.

This is particularly true in Islam, a religion whose structures proliferated across the known world
of the "Islamic Golden Age," coterminous with the West's "Dark Ages." The birth of geometry and
the invention of the double dome are but two inventions that contributed to the architectural
splendor of the mosque. However, the mosque is much more than just a house of worship. It
plays a complex role as an institution in which religious instruction is often given and a social
center in which marriages and community meetings can take place. Wherever the mosque is
built, it strives to be integrated into the sociological and urban landscape. It also plays the role of
informing the architecture of the surrounding city and influencing its inhabitants.

While all mosques stem from a common tradition of reverence, differing sects, regions and
practices have led to many innovations and novel architectural forms. Mosques is the latest
addition to the "Ultimate collection," and is a journey though centuries and continents that brings
readers to the threshold of 100 of the world’s most historically significant buildings that are home
to worshippers of the fastest growing, and second largest, religion in the world.

Offered as a numbered limited edition featuring a two-tone silk hardcover in a luxurious velvet
clamshell case with hand-embroidered gold thread detailing, the rich vibrancy of the Mosques
special edition is an homage to the grand beauty of the architectural wonders found on every
page in this stunning book.

AUTHOR:
Bernard O'Kane is Professor of Islamic Art and Architecture at the American University in Cairo,
where he has been teaching since 1980. He has also been a visiting professor at Harvard
University and the University of California at Berkeley. He is the author of Timurid Architecture in
Khurasan (1987), Studies in Persian Art and Architecture (1995), Early Persian Painting: Kalila
and Dimna Manuscripts of the Late Fourteenth Century (2003), The World of Islamic Art (2007),
The Appearance of Persian on Islamic Art (2009), The Illustrated Guide to the Museum of Islamic
Art in Cairo (2012) and The Mosques of Egypt (2016). 

Silk hardcover in velvet clamshell case
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The British monarchy's rich and storied heritage has been preserved for centuries, and The
Queen's People, made with Royal Household approval, presents a magnificent collection of
photography that brings Queen Elizabeth II and important members of Her Majesty's court to life
as rarely seen before. Featuring forty-two unique portraits by prominent British photographer
Hugo Rittson Thomas, this hand-bound limited-edition volume captures the pageantry of the
Royal Court's intricate ceremonial dress and regalia, and highlights the pride each individual takes
in serving his or her nation and sovereign. A historical essay by the Garter Principal King of Arms
completes this grand tome.

Offered as a numbered limited edition and presented in a hand-embroidered royal red velvet
clamshell case with a jewelled crown.

AUTHOR:
Edward William Fitzalan-Howard, 18th Duke of Norfolk and Earl Marshal, is the son of Miles
Francis Stapleton Fitzalan-Howard, 17th Duke of Norfolk. He worked with various companies, and
from 2000 to 2002 was Deputy Earl Marshal. Upon the death of his father in 2002, he inherited
the late Duke of Norfolk's peerages and the position of Earl Marshal. He was until 2010 the
President of 1st Arundel (Earl of Arundel’s Own) Scout Group, and is the president of the Arundel
& Littlehampton District Scouts. He is also patron of West Sussex County Scouts. In June 2003,
he was awarded the Medal of Merit for Services to the Scout Movement. 

Thomas Woodcock, Garter Principal King of Arms, was appointed to his position in April 2010.
Woodcock began his career in 1975 as a research assistant to Sir Anthony Wagner, Garter King
of Arms. In 1978, he was appointed Rouge Croix Pursuivant, and promoted in 1982 to Somerset
Herald, an office he held until 1997. He was appointed Lieutenant of the Royal Victorian Order
(LVO) in the 1996 Birthday Honours and advanced to Commander of the Royal Victorian Order
(CVO) in the 2011 Birthday Honours. In December 2005, he was appointed a deputy lieutenant
for the County of Lancashire, in which capacity he assists the Lord Lieutenant, Lord Shuttleworth,
to represent Queen Elizabeth II in the county.

Silk hardcover in velvet clamshell case
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Commemorating the 500th anniversary of the founding of the Venice Ghetto, this magnificent
hand-bound Ultimate Collection volume introduces readers to the beauty and historical and
spiritual significance of the five principal synagogues in Venice, the most important markers of
Jewish faith and culture in the Most Serene Republic. Behind the walls of the Ghetto, Venetian
Jews expressed strong ties to the traditions of their forefathers in constructing these beautiful
places of worship. The architecture, furnishings, and decorations blended the memory of their
different countries of origin with traditions of Venetian artistic culture, bequeathing the City on
the Lagoon enduring monuments of unparalleled eminence that remain sites of reverence and
admiration.

Assouline's Ultimate Collection is an homage to the art of luxury bookmaking. Hand-bound using
traditional techniques, with colour plates hand-tipped on art-quality paper, each page of this
limited-edition series bears the unique imprint of the artisan. Treating a range of topics from
jewelry and fashion, fine art and the "Impossible Collections," the Ultimate Collection curates
culture from around the world and across the ages. Nestled in linen clamshell presentation cases,
these books attract collectors, lovers of the printed page, and those who devour the culture of
our time. Signaling a new level of sophistication for true connoisseurs, these unique books are
works of art in their own right.

AUTHOR:
Umberto Fortis, former professor of Jewish-Italian literature at the Union of Italian Jewish
Communities (UCEI), University of Rome, and curator of the Jewish Museum of Venice, has
published prolifically in the field of Jewish studies, including La parlata del ghetto di Venezia e le
parlate giudeo-italiane (Florence, 2006) and La vita quotidiana nel Ghetto: Storia e società nella
rappresentazione letteraria (Leghorn, 2012). He has also edited L'antisemitismo antico (Turin,
2004) and L'antisemitismo moderno e contemporaneo (Turin, 2004), among many others.

Over the last fifteen years, Laziz Hamani has produced work for the world's most prestigious
luxury names. Although his talent for lighting and studio techniques has been acknowledged, he
still appreciates - and finds it necessary - to work on location in a more spontaneous style. He
has published over thirty books on lifestyle, artistic, and luxury themes, including more than
twenty Assouline titles, as well as producing several exhibitions on his personal work.

Hand-bound limited edition of 25 in a velvet clamshell case.

100 illustrations
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Hiroyuki Oka is one of a kind. The young Japanese floral designer is not only gifted with that
typical Japanese sense of aesthetics - a combination of detailed craftsmanship, faultless
execution and a talent to pare things down to their essence - but has a unique, intelligent view
on design and a great sense of humour. His first book Monograph (2013) didn't go unnoticed and
this second book Beautiful Vegetables continues on the same path.

Playing the leading role are colourful fruits and vegetables, with flowers and plants in supporting
roles. Hiroyuki Oka's witty designs put the quirky character and fascinating personality of many
fruits and veggies in the limelight. These conceptual designs transcend the predictability of sheer
perfection and are destined to bring a smile to your face.

Also available:
Hiroyuki Oka: Monograph ISBN 9789058564382

SELLING POINT:
•  Second monograph to showcase the talent and craftsmanship of Japanese floral designer
Hiroyuki Oka

50 illustrations
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Acclaimed florists Per Benjamin and Max van de Sluis share their extensive knowledge in the field
of floral art in this voluminous recipe book. Step-by-step they create bouquets, table decorations,
arrangements with cut flowers and plants, wedding flowers, sympathy pieces, festive Christmas
decorations and other impressive designs for the home.

This book compiles all eight volumes of the popular (and sold out) series Creativity with Flowers.
It covers a nice mix of commercial and artistic designs and caters both to the hobbyist and the
professional. In addition to the hundreds of arrangements, both florists graciously grant us a
peek behind the scenes: they explain their way of working, sources of inspiration, thought
process and creativity to encourage the reader to do more than merely copy their arrangements.

The ultimate goal of this book is not only to provide the necessary tools and techniques, but also
to give florists the confidence to develop into artists with a personal style and a unique artistic
personality.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Two masters in floristry share their expertise in easy to follow guides to help you create
magnificent floral masterpieces
•  A must read for hobbyists and professionals alike

500 illustrations
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"We don't make what people want - we make what we love." - Glenn Spiro

Known to serious collectors and aficionados, G is one of the most sought-after private jewellers in
the world. Led by the renowned Glenn Spiro, the British creator established his own house in
2014 after over twenty-five years dealing in only the rarest gems. In his appointment-only
London atelier, the former studio of fashion designer Sir Norman Hartnell, Mr. Spiro combines
exquisitely detailed settings with a careful selection of unique stones. A couture piece from the G
Atelier can be years in the making and his technical mastery has gained a cult following of
collectors. Rapper Jay-Z famously gifted wife, Beyonce Knowles, the "Papillon" butterfly ring,
crafted with 326 tsavorites and 342 brilliant-cut diamonds. In 2018 the iconic ring was donated to
the Victoria and Albert Museum in London where it remains on view with the permanent
collection. Featuring original photography of the most iconic pieces in his collection, the spirit of
one of the boldest and inventive names in jewellery comes alive in a luxurious and colourful
volume devoted to his show-stopping works of art.

AUTHOR:
Jill Newman is a jewellery expert, editor and writer. She has covered the international luxury
market for more than twenty five years and focused much of her attention on fine jewellery,
diamonds and gemstones. Jill is Town & Country magazine's contributing jewellery and watch
editor. Over the past two decades, Jill has contributed print and digital features on jewellery,
watches, style and culture to leading consumer media brands, including Robb Report, Departures,
W magazine and New York Magazine; and over the course of her career, she has facilitated in
depth coverage on the mining industry, which included several visits to diamond mines across
Africa, as well as trips to cutting workshops in India and gem mines in Brazil. She also visited the
world’s most illustrious jewellery workshops - from Paris and London to New York and Japan - to
understand the history of the craft, as well as pioneering new techniques. She resides in New
York City.

hardcover in a luxury slipcase
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Hiroto Inoue studied architectural engineering and worked at a construction company for ten
years before changing careers. He opened a flower shop and dedicated most of his time to
commercial flower designs, especially wedding flower decoration.

The designs in this book show Hiroto Inoue from a different, far more personal side. Whether his
background in engineering has something to do with it or not, Inoue excels in creating intricate
geometric designs and compositions that often seem to defy gravity. He constructs solid and firm
backdrops for his flowers with the thinnest and humblest of materials: slender blades of grasses,
orchid roots, slivers of bamboo, strips of wood veneer and especially paper. These fascinating,
carefully constructed backgrounds are adorned with few or just one single flower. It results in
stunning designs that perfectly balance manmade and natural materials, structure and
spontaneity.

SELLING POINT:
•  A beautifully illustrated monograph dedicated to florist and designer Hiroto Inoue

50 illustrations
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Masterclass Ikebana is the eighth volume in the Stichting Kunstboek's international series focusing
on Ikebana. These books haven't gone unnoticed and over the years have found their way to the
various Ikebana Headquarters in Japan and their Grand Masters (Iemoto).

This edition is the result of cooperation from the Iemoto of the five largest Ikebana schools
(Sogetsu, Ichiyo, Ikenobo, Ohara and Misho). In addition to a presentation of the various Iemoto
(Grand Masters), the philosophy and principles of their respective schools and the reproduction of
some of their masterpieces, we can count on the efforts of many international Ikebana artists
who have contributed to this special book. Masterclass Ikebana is a wonderful inspirational book
and an opportunity for advanced students to take their art and creativity to the next level.

Also available:
Exploring Ikebana ISBN 9789058565044
Ikebana: Inspired by Emotions ISBN 9789058565822

SELLING POINTS:
•  The eighth volume in the international series focusing on the ancient art of Ikebana
•  A source of inspiration for advanced students wanting to take their art to the next level

175 illustrations
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A bench for breastfeeding in a public space, a hijab for competitive sports, a bicycle saddle that
is easy on the prostate. Boys prefer blue and girls love pink? What does gender have to do with
design? And what is design 'for all'?

In the search for answers to these questions, this publication takes a look at various aspects of
our everyday life: public space, playing and education, medicine and health, cosmetics and
household. The juxtaposition of contemporary and historical design stances, of critical, playful,
innovative and provocative solutions of applied design research and results from extensive
cooperations afford insights into a multilayered topic.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Highly topical subject from a young design perspective
•  Is there a design 'for all'?

170 colour images
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This book features examples of different types of custom-designed lettering - from digital
typefaces to printed matter and handwriting - and their practical applications.

When we read, our brain is decoding a series of abstract symbols and synthesising the results
into complex ideas. Really, then, we see before we read. We recognise the character of a word
before we ascertain its meaning. A tailor-made creative type takes advantage of this effect to
visualise a specific brand, deliver its image and message and make it stand out among the
crowd. To create an optimum type, a designer must understand the brand's philosophy,
communicate with the client, feel with his empathy, and achieve a perfect solution with his
professional skills.

This publication features over a hundred custom types created by designers and agencies within
diverse cultural contexts. Readers of this book will learn lessons from these creatives' work
processes and be inspired to design types that satisfy their clients and wow their viewers.

AUTHOR:
Wang Shaoqiang is a professor at the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts (China) and Doctoral
Supervisor at the College of Arts and Humanities of the Macau University of Science and
Technology. He is a prolific editor whose titles focus on design, art and life. He is also the editor
of Design 360 magazine and Asia-Pacific Design yearbook. He has been invited to lecture at
numerous universities, design academies and organisations, and he has been a jury member for
China's most prestigious design and illustration awards. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  The book completes our series of previously published typography books. Together, this
volume, Typography Now and Typography for Screen offer a comprehensive understanding of
typography.
•  Cutting-edge typography and examples of how it is applied.
•  Wang Shaoqiang is a prolific and renowned editor with a solid background in design and
architecture books and a large base of followers.

680 colour illustrations
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Swiss Master florist Nicole von Boletzky is considered as one of the leading figures of the florist
industry. Her teaching method that combines perfect execution and excellent craftsmanship with
unmistakable originality is considered to be groundbreaking.

Over the past 30 years, the world-renowned florist successfully established several international
leading institutions for floral design. Her motto: "a good master does not create followers, but
above all new good masters" earned her the nickname 'Master-Maker'.

This achievement is also reflected in the impressive number of (approximately 800) successful
graduates from the training centres in Zurich (Switzerland) and Innsbruck (Austria).

This book is a wonderful compilation of some of the best floral designs created by the master
students of the Academy of Flowerdesign/AoF on the occasion of their Master exams. This is a
festive retrospective, looking back at the impressive legacy and the many merits of Nicole von
Boletzky, and a unique source of inspiration for future florists.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINTS:
•  An inspirational retrospective of world-renowned florist Nicole von Boletzky's legacy
•  Stunning photographs capture the best floral designs by some of her master students

200 illustrations
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"You represent for me not only love but independent elegance" - (A letter from Yves Saint
Laurent to Betty Catroux)

In 1967, Yves Saint Laurent met his female double, Betty Catroux who was to became one of his
major muses. In the eyes of this iconic fashion designer, the Chanel model embodied the
couturier's feminine ideal and the androgynous woman better than anyone else.

In a new exhibition by Anthony Vaccarello (current Artistic Director Saint Laurent) key pieces of
clothing and accessories collected by Catroux will be displayed at the Museum Yves Saint Laurent
Paris. This supporting book offers an artist's vision of this icon through photographs from the
Yves Saint Laurent museum collections and Catroux's personal collection.

SELLING POINTS:
•  First monograph dedicated to fashion icon Betty Catroux
•  Includes an unpublished interview between Catroux and Anthony Vaccarello, current Artistic
Director at Yves Saint Laurent
•  Accompanies the Betty Catroux, Icon of Yves Saint Laurent exhibition at the Museum Yves
Saint Laurent, Paris from February 2020 to July 2020

120 colour images
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High fashion is the driving force behind the entire fashion and garment industry. This book
introduces the patternmaking techniques used in the field for draping, details, trousers and skirts.

High fashion unquestionably goes hand-in-hand with sartorial and stylistic perfection. A driving
force behind the entire fashion and garment industry, it represents the search for new solutions
concerning fabrics, style or patterns. In this context, the patternmaker is an essential figure who
makes the stylist's ideas a reality. In our richly illustrated new volume from the Fashion
Patternmaking series, the prolific author Antonio Donnanno, the director of a network of fashion
schools and a patternmaking teacher who comes from a long line of tailors, describes the
methods and techniques used in high-fashion patternmaking in a detailed, understandable and
step-by-step way.

AUTHOR:
Antonio Donnanno began in his career in his family’s tailoring business. After majoring in history
and philosophy, he focused on the teaching of costume history and patternmaking techniques. In
1982, he founded the renowned Euromode School Italia in Bergamo, which soon expanded with
new international branches. He is director of the school and continues to teach there. Antonio
Donnanno has written dozens of books about fashion and has his own consulting firm, which
focuses on patternmaking.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The Patternmaking Techniques series has been in print with great success for ten years and
features thirteen editions.
•  The author is a tailor, a tailoring teacher and director of a group of fashion-design schools.
•  Readers of the series have praised its easy-to-understand and complete explanations and its
high-quality illustrations.

200 colour and 50 b/w photographs and illustrations
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This latest addition to this successful series offers a new selection of myths, featuring Arthur's
knights of the round table, his love for Queen Guinevere and, of course, the ultimate betrayal by
his friend, and most trusted knight, Sir Launcelot. All awaken the magical and exciting world of
King Arthur.

Many medieval writers, especially from France and Wales, wrote stories about the great British
leader that was King Arthur. Legends, folklore and myths from this period come together to paint
a picture of who he was. Some describe him as a great warrior, defending Britain from its
enemies, while others suggest Arthur had magical qualities. Throughout this mystery, King Arthur
has become an iconic figure, known for his court and knights, all over the world.

This collection offers a selection of myths, featuring Arthur's knights of the round table, his love
for Queen Guinevere and of course the ultimate betrayal by one of his most trusted knights, Sir
Launcelot. All awaken the magical and exciting world of King Arthur.

FLAME TREE 451: From mystery to crime, supernatural to horror and myth, fantasy and science
fiction, Flame Tree 451 offers a healthy diet of werewolves and mechanical men, blood-lusty
vampires, dastardly villains, mad scientists, secret worlds, lost civilisations and escapist fantasies.
Discover a storehouse of tales gathered specifically for the reader of the fantastic.

AUTHOR:
Jake Jackson has written, edited and contributed to over 20 books. Related works include Myths
and Legends (Metro Books) studies of Babylonian creation myths, the philosophy of time and
William Blake's use of mythology in his visionary literature. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Captures the drama and mystery of ancient legends 
•  A carefully considered selection of chivalry and knighthood from Celtic, French and medieval
sources. 
•  Features an introduction to the characters, landscape and culture 
•  Part of a new series on The World's Greatest Myths and Legends

10 illustrations
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"This is what true horror is meant to be, quiet and thoughtful, an eerie sense of something
lurking just ahead in your path with no way of escape." - Eric J. Guignard, award-winning author
and editor, including That Which Grows Wild and A World of Horror

Ten years ago a mysterious and tragic hunting accident deep in the Adirondack Mountains left a
boy buried in a storied piece of land known as Coombs' Gulch and four friends with a terrible
secret.

Now, Jonathan Hollis and brothers Michael and Conner Braddick must return to the place that
changed their lives forever in order to keep their secret buried. What they don't realise is that
they are walking into a trap - one set decades earlier by a supernatural being who is not confined
by time or place: a demon that demands a sacrifice. 

AUTHOR:
Marc E. Fitch is the author of the novels Old Boone Blood, Paradise Burns and Dirty Water, as
well as the books Paranormal Nation: Why America Needs Ghosts, UFOs and Bigfoot and
Shmexperts: How Power Politics and Ideology are Disguised as Science. His short fiction has
appeared in numerous publications and anthologies, including Best Horror of the Year vol 10.
Marc received his Master of Fine Arts degree from Western Connecticut State University and has
worked as a bartender, psychiatric technician for in-patient behavioural health hospitals, and
most recently as an investigative reporter for a public-policy organisation. He was the recipient of
the 2014 Robert Novak Journalism Fellowship and the Leslie Leeds Poetry Prize. He is the father
of four children and lives and works in Connecticut.
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"This is what true horror is meant to be, quiet and thoughtful, an eerie sense of something
lurking just ahead in your path with no way of escape." - Eric J. Guignard, award-winning author
and editor, including That Which Grows Wild and A World of Horror

Ten years ago a mysterious and tragic hunting accident deep in the Adirondack Mountains left a
boy buried in a storied piece of land known as Coombs' Gulch and four friends with a terrible
secret.

Now, Jonathan Hollis and brothers Michael and Conner Braddick must return to the place that
changed their lives forever in order to keep their secret buried. What they don't realise is that
they are walking into a trap - one set decades earlier by a supernatural being who is not confined
by time or place: a demon that demands a sacrifice. 

AUTHOR:
Marc E. Fitch is the author of the novels Old Boone Blood, Paradise Burns and Dirty Water, as
well as the books Paranormal Nation: Why America Needs Ghosts, UFOs and Bigfoot and
Shmexperts: How Power Politics and Ideology are Disguised as Science. His short fiction has
appeared in numerous publications and anthologies, including Best Horror of the Year vol 10.
Marc received his Master of Fine Arts degree from Western Connecticut State University and has
worked as a bartender, psychiatric technician for in-patient behavioural health hospitals, and
most recently as an investigative reporter for a public-policy organisation. He was the recipient of
the 2014 Robert Novak Journalism Fellowship and the Leslie Leeds Poetry Prize. He is the father
of four children and lives and works in Connecticut.
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The third standalone novel set in Molly Tanzer's magic-infused universe takes readers to World
War II–era England where two young women are studying witchcraft. Though once inseparable,
competition, secrets, and wildly dangerous magic set them at odds and draw them to terrifying
ends.

In Northern England during World War II, best friends Jane Blackwood and Miriam Cohen are
both studying to join the Societe des Eclairees, an international organisation of diabolists. Though
once close as sisters, the pressures of their studies and the war build secrets between them that
threaten to tear them apart. Miriam learns her parents are suspected of betraying the Societe to
the Nazis, and her effort to clear their names sends her on a perilous journey to a source of the
enemy's power. Jane, afraid of falling behind the brilliant Miriam, believes her only hope to excel
lies in a forbidden and wildly dangerous use of diabolism: creating a demonic familiar. Their
hardest lesson will be learning that sometimes there is no villain, there's just the brutal
consequences of making terrible choices. 

AUTHOR:
Molly Tanzer is the Sydney J. Bounds and Wonderland Book Award-nominated author of
Vermilion (an NPR and io9 Best Book of 2015), A Pretty Mouth, the historical crime novel The
Pleasure Merchant, and other works. She lives in Boulder, Colorado.
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Sometimes you have to take the law into your own hands...

After losing her high-powered job in Hong Kong, forty-something widow and lawyer, Maggie
Macbeth, turns up on the doorstep of her old sidekick, Cath, in the sleepy Peak District village of
Archdale. A fish out of water, Maggie comes into conflict with everyone and everything -
especially Cath's awful friend, Tiggy - and rock bottom is just around the corner. But it turns out
Maggie isn't the only one in trouble. When a crisis hits the local community, Maggie has a choice:
to give up on life, or go back to her legal roots and fight for justice. But can she save the day as
well as herself?

This laugh-out loud debut novel shows that no battle is too big when you've got friends on your
side.

AUTHOR:
A native of Glasgow, Stacey Murray was an international commercial lawyer for many years - in
the City of London and in Hong Kong. In 2005, she changed career to become an independent
film producer. Her first film, A Boy Called Dad, was acquired by the BBC and nominated for the
Michael Powell Award for Best British Film at the Edinburgh International Film Festival. She lives
in hope - literally, in the village of Hope in the Derbyshire Peak District - with her husband and
two rescue dogs.
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Detective Chief Inspector Wilfred Dover is the most idle and avaricious hero in all of crime fiction.
Why should he even be bothered to solve the case?

The town of Pott Winckle owes its prosperity to the firm of Wibbley Ware. Naturally, when the
owner's daughter is murdered, the call goes out for Scotland Yard's finest. Once again, Dover is
off, the reluctant Sergeant MacGregor in tow.

All Dover has to do to clinch this one is settle back in Wibbley's Rolls Royce, perhaps bend a bit of
evidence, or maybe a few fingers. Oddly enough – and not for the first time – his methods result
in something resembling a solution.

'Something quite out of the ordinary.' -  Daily Telegraph

'Joyce Porter is a joy... Dover is unquestionably the most entertaining detective in fiction.' -
Guardian

'Plotted with the technique of a virtuoso.' - New York Times

'Wonderfully funny.' - Spectator

'Dover is wildly, joyously unbelievable; and may he remain so for our comic delight.' - Sun

'You will be fascinated by his sheer dazzling incompetence. Porter has a keen eye, a wicked
sense of comedy, and a delightfully low mind.' - Harper's

AUTHOR:
Joyce Porter was born in Cheshire, England and educated at King's College, London. In 1949 she
joined the Women's Royal Air Force, and, on the strength of an intensive course in Russian,
qualified for confidential work in intelligence. Porter became best known for her series of novels
featuring Detective Inspector Wilfred Dover.
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Detective Chief Inspector Wilfred Dover is the most idle and avaricious hero in all of crime fiction.
Why should he even be bothered to solve the case?

Sully Martin had probably been a picturesque English village before the earthquake nearly
destroyed it. And construction tycoon Walter Chantry might have been taken for another of the
many casualties if it hadn't come out that he had been strangled.

This time Dover is in for much more than his usual share of the bother. For a start, the town's
only hotel is unlicensed, and there's not a drop of booze to be had. But almost as alarming are
the unmistakable signs that someone is actually out to kill Dover.

Unless, that is, against all odds Dover strikes again.

'Something quite out of the ordinary.' -  Daily Telegraph

'Joyce Porter is a joy... Dover is unquestionably the most entertaining detective in fiction.' -
Guardian

'Plotted with the technique of a virtuoso.' - New York Times

'Wonderfully funny.' - Spectator

'Dover is wildly, joyously unbelievable; and may he remain so for our comic delight.' - Sun

'You will be fascinated by his sheer dazzling incompetence. Porter has a keen eye, a wicked
sense of comedy, and a delightfully low mind.' - Harper's

AUTHOR:
Joyce Porter was born in Cheshire, England and educated at King's College, London. In 1949 she
joined the Women's Royal Air Force, and, on the strength of an intensive course in Russian,
qualified for confidential work in intelligence. Porter became best known for her series of novels
featuring Detective Inspector Wilfred Dover.
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Meet the indomitable lady detective Loveday Brooke: able to assume a multitude of disguises and
possessed of analytical powers rivaling those of the great Sherlock Holmes, she masters every
baffling situation and solves each perplexing crime in these seven atmospheric and entertaining
Victorian mysteries. While Holmes dominated the pages of The Strand, Loveday entertained
readers of The Ludgate Monthly, employing her intuitive powers to unravel the connection
between a jewel theft and a suicide note, to detect the reasons for the furtive behavior among
members of a religious sisterhood, and to reveal the hidden truth in other intriguing cases.

This edition of these hard-to-find tales from the Golden Age of Detective Fiction features an
Introduction by a noted authority on fictional female detectives. Michele Slung discusses the
importance of these stories in the context of Victorian life and literature and offers a
bibliographical profile of author Catherine Louisa Pirkis.

Catherine Louisa Pirkis (1839–1910) was a British mystery writer whose Loveday Brooke series
was notable for being the first detective stories that featured a heroine created by a woman
author. Dubbed "the female Sherlock Holmes," Loveday starred in adventures that were among
the bestselling successors to those of the Baker Street sleuth.

AUTHOR:
Catherine Louisa Pirkis (1839–1910) was a British author of detective fiction. She wrote 14 novels
between 1877 and 1894 and contributed stories to magazines such as Belgravia. The Loveday
Brooke stories were serialized in The Ludgate Monthly from February to July 1893 and published
in book form by Hutchinson in 1894. The series was notable for being the first collection of
detective stories that featured a female heroine created by a female author. Loveday Brooke
was dubbed the "female Sherlock Holmes," and her stories were among the bestselling
successors to those of Holmes.
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The Danish author Hans Christian Andersen is known predominantly for his remarkable series of
fairy tales, many of which remain classics today. Evocative and poignant, their rich narratives are
hugely compelling and tend to explore morality in an accessible and thought-provoking way.

This latest collection celebrates Andersen's unique literary output and gathers together
much-loved tales such as 'The Little Mermaid', 'The Emperor's New Clothes', 'The Ugly Duckling',
'The Princess and the Pea' and 'The Snow Queen'.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Gold foiled, embossed cover, printed on silver paper, matt laminated. 
•  A gorgeous gift edition packed with the best stories. 
•  Classic tales, brought together for a satisfying read. 
•  Illuminating foreword. 
•  Another title in a series of beautiful editions of classic story collections for the modern reader.

Hardback Deluxe edition, printed on silver, matt laminated, gold and silver foil stamped,
embossed.

25 illustrations
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This astonishing anthology gathers together the most iconic and entertaining tales of adventure
and daring from around the world. From Perseus the Gorgon-Slayer of Greek myhology, and the
exploits of Frithiof the Bold of Norse saga fame, to the tragic tale of Irish heroine Deirdre, these
stories vibrate with the heart and soul of age-old narrative.

Our worldwide storytelling heritage is vast and varied and yet contains common threads, themes
and motifs running throughout the many legends, whether they hail from the dusty plains of
Africa or the cherry-blossom-blanketed hills of Japan. This astonishing anthology, in Flame Tree's
covetable series of myths and tales, gathers together the most iconic and entertaining tales of
adventure and daring from around the world. From Perseus the Gorgon-Slayer of Greek
myhology, and the exploits of Frithiof the Bold of Norse saga fame, to the tragic tale of Irish
heroine Deirdre, these exciting stories vibrate with the heart and soul of age-old narrative.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Silver foiled, embossed cover, printed on silver paper, matt laminated. 
•  A gorgeous gift edition packed with the tales of myth and legend. 
•  Brand new and classic tales, brought together for a satisfying read. 
•  Illuminating foreword. 
•  Another title in a series of beautiful editions of short story collections for the modern reader.

Hardback Deluxe edition, printed on silver, matt laminated, gold and silver foil stamped,
embossed

25 illustrations
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After a warlord slaughters her patients, Sister Alessia quits the cloister and strikes out on her
own to heal the victims of a brutal dynastic conflict. Her roaming forest camp unwittingly
becomes the centre of a vengeful peasant insurgency, raiding the forces of both sides to survive.
Alessia struggles to temper their fury as well as tend wounds, consenting to ever greater violence
to keep her new charges safe. When they uncover proof of a foreign conspiracy prolonging the
bloodshed, Alessia risks the very lives she's saved to expose the truth and bring the war to an
end. 

AUTHOR:
By day Eric Lewis is a PhD research chemist weathering the latest rounds of mergers and layoffs
and still trying to remember how to be a person again long after surviving grad school. In
addition to subjecting his writing to one rejection after another, he can be found gathering to
himself as many different sharp and pointies as possible and searching for the perfect hiking trail,
archery range of single malt Scotch. Don't ask where, because he's never lived anywhere for
longer than five years. His short fiction has been published in Nature, Electric Spec, Allegory,
Bards and Sages Quarterly, the anthologies Into Darkness Peering, Best Indie Speculative Fiction
Vol. 1 and Crash Code, as well as other venues detailed at ericlewis.ink. THE HERON KINGS is his
first novel.
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After a warlord slaughters her patients, Sister Alessia quits the cloister and strikes out on her
own to heal the victims of a brutal dynastic conflict. Her roaming forest camp unwittingly
becomes the centre of a vengeful peasant insurgency, raiding the forces of both sides to survive.
Alessia struggles to temper their fury as well as tend wounds, consenting to ever greater violence
to keep her new charges safe. When they uncover proof of a foreign conspiracy prolonging the
bloodshed, Alessia risks the very lives she's saved to expose the truth and bring the war to an
end. 

AUTHOR:
By day Eric Lewis is a PhD research chemist weathering the latest rounds of mergers and layoffs
and still trying to remember how to be a person again long after surviving grad school. In
addition to subjecting his writing to one rejection after another, he can be found gathering to
himself as many different sharp and pointies as possible and searching for the perfect hiking trail,
archery range of single malt Scotch. Don't ask where, because he's never lived anywhere for
longer than five years. His short fiction has been published in Nature, Electric Spec, Allegory,
Bards and Sages Quarterly, the anthologies Into Darkness Peering, Best Indie Speculative Fiction
Vol. 1 and Crash Code, as well as other venues detailed at ericlewis.ink. THE HERON KINGS is his
first novel.
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Detective Chief Inspector Wilfred Dover is the most idle and avaricious hero in all of crime fiction.
Why should he even be bothered to solve the case?

This time, Scotland Yard sends Detective Chief Inspector Dover and his woeful assistant
MacGregor off on the Stately Home circuit to look into murder.

Since Lord Crouch, master of Beltour, can hardly make ends meet despite the hordes of tourists
visiting the manor, his hospitality is meagre – though his vegetarian sister, Lady Priscilla, would
love to cook for Dover. And the victim couldn't be a drearier sort: "the wettest thing since
nappies," according to Dover.

In short, the inspector can't wait to be quit of the whole thing, and chief suspects begin to pop up
everywhere.

'Something quite out of the ordinary.' -  Daily Telegraph

'Joyce Porter is a joy... Dover is unquestionably the most entertaining detective in fiction.' -
Guardian

'Plotted with the technique of a virtuoso.' - New York Times

'Wonderfully funny.' - Spectator

'Dover is wildly, joyously unbelievable; and may he remain so for our comic delight.' - Sun

'You will be fascinated by his sheer dazzling incompetence. Porter has a keen eye, a wicked
sense of comedy, and a delightfully low mind.' - Harper's

AUTHOR:
Joyce Porter was born in Cheshire, England and educated at King's College, London. In 1949 she
joined the Women's Royal Air Force, and, on the strength of an intensive course in Russian,
qualified for confidential work in intelligence. Porter became best known for her series of novels
featuring Detective Inspector Wilfred Dover.
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Sophie Angel is the night lawyer. Once a week, she's the one who decides what the papers can
and can't say. During the day, she's a barrister. She struggles for justice in a system that's close
to collapse, where she confronts the most dangerous aspects of humanity. Her life changes when
a wealthy Russian offers her the biggest case of her career, a rape trial with a seemingly
innocent client. But is someone manipulating Sophie from the shadows? And is it someone from
her childhood in Soviet Russia or is the danger much closer to home? With her marriage under
strain and haunted by nightmares from the past, Sophie must find the answer to these questions
before it's too late. This is a story about betrayal, trust, guilt and innocence, played out from the
courtrooms of London to the darkest corners of Soviet era Moscow.

AUTHOR:
Alex Churchill is the pseudonym for the writing partnership Alexandra Campbell and Sonja
Churchill. Alexandra Campbell is a writer, who has worked or written for many major newspapers
and magazines, including the Times, The Daily Telegraph, Harpers & Queen and Good
Housekeeping. Under the names Nina Bell and Alexandra Campbell, she has also had nine novels
published by Penguin and Little Brown, as well as nine books on interiors published by Cico
Books. She currently blogs and runs a YouTube channel, both called the Middlesized Garden.
After graduating from the University of Cambridge, Sonja Churchill qualified as a barrister. She
inherited her love for Russia and the Baltic States from her Russian mother. She is married with
two grown up children and lives in London with her husband.
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In the "great metropolitan industrial district" of East London, Riceyman Steps lead from King's
Cross Road to Riceyman Square. Here in this busy neighbourhood, Henry Earlforward, the
proprietor of a secondhand bookstore, takes a keen interest in Violet Arb, the widowed owner of
a nearby confectionary shop. The middle-aged shopkeepers marry, but their chance for
late-in-life happiness is increasingly shadowed by Henry's compulsive miserliness. Violet slowly
realises that her husband views everyday necessities - heating, electricity, even food - as
extravagances to be resisted through self-denial. Starved for love as well as physical
nourishment, the couple's only hope for survival lies with Elsie, their maid, and her warm-hearted
generosity.

Winner of the 1924 James Tait Black Memorial Prize, England's oldest literary award, Riceyman
Steps weaves an atmospheric re-creation of London's harsh post-World War I mood. Its powerful
exploration of sexual hunger and repression, written simply and with a deceptively light ironic
tone, offers a compelling story of alienation, thwarted passion, and obsession.

AUTHOR:
British novelist Arnold Bennett (1867–1931) is best known for his series of novels set in the "Five
Towns," a thinly fictionalised version of the Potteries, the Staffordshire region where he grew up.
He was also a playwright and journalist, and during World War I he served as Director of
Propaganda for France at the Ministry of Information.
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A witty, fast-paced thriller with a dash of mathematics and a large dose of danger.

A mystery lands - literally - at Tom Winscombe's feet, and another riotous mathematical
adventure begins... 

Tom Winscombe and Lucy Chan haven't managed to go on a date for some time, so it's a shame
that their outing to a Promenade Concert is cut short when a mysterious cowled figure plummets
from the gallery to the floor of the arena close to where they are standing. But when they find
out who he was, all thoughts of romance fly out of the window. 

Just who are the Fractal Monks, and what does Isaac, last of the Vavasors and custodian of the
papers of famed dead mathematical geniuses Archie and Pye, want with them? How will other
figures from the past also demand a slice of the action? And what other mysteries are there
lurking at the bottom of the sea and at the top of mountains? The answers lie in The Riddle of
Fractal Monks. 

Praise for Jonathan Pinnock: 'Lovely stuff.' Ian Rankin 'He makes funny and self-deprecating
company.' - The Herald '

Jonathan Pinnock writes compelling tales with a deliciously wicked glint in his eye.' - Ian Skillicorn,
National Short Story Week 
'Jonathan Pinnock is Roald Dahl's natural successor.' - Vanessa Gebbie 

'Funny, clever, and sometimes brilliantly daft. A comedy that I am sure would have made
Pythagoras, Archimedes and Douglas Adams all laugh out loud.' - Scott Pack on The Truth About
Archie and Pye

AUTHOR:
Jonathan Pinnock is the author of the novel Mrs Darcy Versus the Aliens (Proxima, 2011), the
short story collections Dot Dash (Salt, 2012) and Dip Flash (Cultured Llama, 2018), the
bio-historico-musicological-memoir thing Take It Cool (Two Ravens Press, 2014) and the poetry
collection Love and Loss and Other Important Stuff (Silhouette Press, 2017). He was born in
Bedford and studied Mathematics at Clare College, Cambridge, before going on to pursue a
moderately successful career in software development. He also has an MA in Creative Writing
from Bath Spa University. He is married with two slightly grown-up children and now lives in
Somerset, where he should have moved to a long time ago.
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Casey Jones's life is a mess. Her job bores her, her parents confuse her, and she has repeated
nightmares about her ex-girlfriend. In a moment of madness she packs in her job and plans an
adventure with her schoolfriend, long-time lad Danny. What she didn't plan for was an extra
passenger, in the shape of Danny's estranged twelve-year-old son, Ari, who has problems of his
own.

The three of them are thrown together for an intense rollercoaster ride in Alice  a converted
bright pink ice cream van  through some of the most beautiful and dangerous places in the
world, from Tulse Hill to Tibet.

AUTHOR:
Cat Walker was born and raised in the sunny seaside town of Scarborough in North Yorkshire.
She is a grown up eternal student, with many and various jobs under her belt, and a passion for
travel which has seen her wandering the globe in search of the truth. The Scoop is her debut
novel. Cat currently lives in Brighton with her wife and baby son. Cat Walker is not having a
mid-life crisis!
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From the myths it shares with Ireland, to its own evocative fairy tales featuring all manner of
water spirits, selkies, sea monsters and fairies; from legends of witchcraft ('The Brownie') to
ghostly tales of the dead arisen ('MacPhail of Usinnis'), Scottish mythology is presented here in a
uniquely Caledonian collection of stories.

Much of Scottish mythology was imported by settlers arriving from across the Irish Sea, and so
Scottish mythology in large part shares its characters and tales with the mythology of Ireland,
from the Ulster Cycle featuring Conchobar mac Nessa, king of Ulster, and the great hero
Cuchulainn, to the adventures of Fionn mac Cumhaill. But Scotland also possesses its own folklore
and tales featuring kings, water spirits, selkies, sea monsters and fairies, not to mention some
Arthurian myths native to this land.

From legends of witchcraft such as 'The Brownie', to ghostly tales of the dead arisen ('MacPhail of
Usinnis'), this entertaining collection gathers the ancient myths and fairy tales featuring all
manner of creatures into a uniquely Caledonian set of stories.

FLAME TREE 451: From mystery to crime, supernatural to horror and myth, fantasy and science
fiction, Flame Tree 451 offers a healthy diet of werewolves and mechanical men, blood-lusty
vampires, dastardly villains, mad scientists, secret worlds, lost civilisations and escapist fantasies.
Discover a storehouse of tales gathered specifically for the reader of the fantastic.

AUTHOR:
Jake Jackson has written, edited and contributed to over 20 books. Related works include studies
of Babylonian creation myths, the philosophy of time and William Blake's use of mythology in his
visionary literature. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Captures the drama and mystery of ancient legends 
•  A carefully considered selection of key tales of gods, heroes and adventures 
•  Features an introduction to the characters, landscape and culture 
•  Part of a new series on The World's Greatest Myths and Legends

10 illustrations
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It is 1980's Los Angeles. Alys, a wealthy young dilettante accepts the invitation of a stranger to
"get you into pictures" and suddenly finds himself behind the movie screen in the black-and-white
world of the Silents - a Hollywood precisely as it was in the 1920's: a world where love is the only
subject matter but passion can be expressed solely within the censor's strict limits. Where neither
love nor death can last beyond the moment when the director says "Print That!".

Screenplay is fiction as tauntingly erotic as it is brilliantly imaginative - a mysteri-ous and
captivating novel that, while unique in itself, shares the magic of John Fowles's The Magus and
Nabokov's Pale Fire.

AUTHOR:
MacDonald Harris was the pseudonym of Donald Heiney. He wrote 16 novels and 1 book on
sailing (he was in the US Navy during WW2) and lived for most of his life in Newport, California.
In 1982 he received a literature award from the American Academy of Arts and Sciences for his
entire body of work.
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A fabulous contemporary mystery from Kirsty Ferry set in Cornwall.  Perfect for the summer
market. 

"Wherever you go, I will follow... "

Merryn Burton is excited to travel down to Cornwall to start her first big job for the London art
dealers she works for. But as soon as she arrives at Pencradoc, a beautiful old mansion, she
realises this will be no ordinary commission. 

Not only is Pencradoc filled with fascinating, and possibly valuable artwork, it is also owned by the
Penhaligon brothers – and Merryn's instant connection with Kit Penhaligon could be another
reason why her trip suddenly becomes a whole lot more interesting. 

But the longer Merryn stays at Pencradoc the more obvious it is that the house has a secret, and
a long-forgotten Rose might just hold the key...

AUTHOR:
Kirsty Ferry is from the North East of England and lives there with her husband and son. She won
the English Heritage/Belsay Hall National Creative Writing competition in 2009 and has had
articles and short stories published in UK magazines.  Kirsty loves writing mysteries and
interweaving fact and fiction. The research is almost as much fun as writing the book itself, and if
she can add a wonderful setting that s even better.
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"It has the completeness, and finality, that grips and exalts and convinces... So Big is a
masterpiece." - Literary Review

"A thoughtful book, clean and strong, dramatic at times, interesting always, clear-sighted,
sympathetic, a novel to read and to remember." - New York Times

"Recommended reading for our times." - Washington Post

In this Pulitzer Prize–winning novel, Edna Ferber recounts the transformation of a gambler's
daughter into a spirited teacher, hardworking farmer's wife, and devoted mother. Throughout
her struggles to maintain her home and dignity, So Big's heroine prevails thanks to her resilience
and her well-developed sense of aesthetics. Ferber faithfully captures middle-class life in the
Midwest during the 1920s and '30s. Her observations of class struggles and gender inequality on
the Illinois prairie are complemented by her lyrical explorations of timeless values: finding beauty
in nature, remaining optimistic, and being true to yourself.

AUTHOR:
American novelist and short story writer Edna Ferber (1885–1968) grew up in Michigan and
Wisconsin, and her fiction faithfully recaptures middle-class life in the American Midwest during
the 1920s and 30s. In addition to her Pulitzer Prize-winning novel So Big, she wrote Showboat,
Giant, and Saratoga Trunk, all of which were adapted for the screen. Ferber associated with the
literary luminaries of the Algonquin Round Table, and she collaborated with George S. Kaufmann
on the plays Dinner at Eight and Stage Door.
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'Holds the reader in suspense until the very last page' - L'Express

'A magnificent allegory for the ways in which the modern world wears us down... A unique voice'
- Le Figaro

'A hymn to space and calm' - Liberation

'Proof of Serge Joncour's immense talent and understanding of human subtleties' -  Marie Claire 

WINNER OF THE PRIX LANDERNEAU DES LECTEURS 2018

It was as though some frenzied ritual were taking place up there in the woods, a savage brawl
that seemed to be making its way towards them...

Seeking to escape the stresses of modern life, Franck and Lise, a Parisian couple who have made
their living in the film industry, decide to rent out a cottage in the calm, quiet hills of the French
Lot.

But nothing is quite what it seems. In this remote corner of the world, there is no phone signal. A
wild dog emerges, looking for a new master. Ghosts of a dark, savage past run wild in these
hills, where a mysterious German lion tamer took refuge in the First World War...

Franck and Lise are confronted with nature at its most brutal. And they are about to discover that
man and beast have more in common than they think.

AUTHOR:
Serge Joncour is a French novelist and screenwriter. He was born in Paris in 1961 and studied
philosophy at university before deciding to become a writer. His first novel, Vu, was published by
Le Dilettante in 1998. He wrote the screenplay for Sarah's Key starring Kristin Scott-Thomas,
released in 2011. His 2016 novel Repose-toi sur moi won the Prix Interallie. Wild Dog is the first
of his novels to be published in English.
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In the 1930s, the writer and poet, Nan Shepherd was one of North-East Scotland's best known
literati. Three novels, The Quarry Wood, The Weatherhouse and A Pass in the Grampians and a
volume of poetry, In the Cairngorms, published between 1928 and 1934 while she was still only
in her thirties, established her reputation as one of the most highly respected members of the
Scottish modernist movement. Currently best known for her masterpiece of mountain literature
The Living Mountain, (first published in 1977) Nan Shepherd, who died in 1981, has been in the
news recently. Her image now graces the new Scottish $5 note; The Living Mountain has become
a classic and sells in its thousands. It will come as a very pleasant surprise to Nan Shepherds
growing following that there is a body of her work which has never been published in book form,
and indeed will be entirely unknown outside a very small circle. The editor of this volume,
Charlotte Peacock, found many of these gems when researching for the Nan Shepherd biography
Into the Mountain, published by Galileo in 2017. The pieces that Peacock found include a brilliant
and moving 10,000 word short story, 'Descent from the Cross'; a series of 'field writings' which
were written at the same time, and in the same style as, The Living Mountain; 15 poems, never
seen before; a highly entertaining piece on the poetry of Hugh MacDiarmid and, from where the
title of this collection arises, a haunting description of 'Wild Geese in Glen Callater' a version of
which also went into The Living Mountain.

AUTHOR:
Nan Shepherd was a Scottish Modernist writer and poet. She was an early writer in Scots, who
wrote three stand-alone novels set in small, fictional communities in North Scotland. The Scottish
landscape and weather played a major role in her novels and provided the focus for her poetry.
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"An absolute master of modern horror. And a damn fine writer at that" - Guillermo del Toro

Patrick Torrington's aunt Thelma was a successful artist whose late work turned towards the
occult. While staying with her in his teens he found evidence that she used to visit magical sites.
As an adult he discovers her journal of her explorations, and his teenage son Roy becomes
fascinated too. His experiences at the sites scare Patrick away from them, but Roy carries on the
search, together with his new girlfriend. Can Patrick convince his son that his increasingly terrible
suspicions are real, or will what they've helped to rouse take a new hold on the world?

AUTHOR:
Ramsey Campbellwas born in Liverpool in 1946 and still lives on Merseyside. The Oxford
Companion to English Literature describes him as "Britain's most respected living horror writer".
He has been given more awards than any other writer in the field, including the Grand Master
Award of the World Horror Convention, the Lifetime Achievement Award of the Horror Writers
Association, the Living Legend Award of the International Horror Guild and the World Fantasy
Lifetime Achievement Award.
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"An absolute master of modern horror. And a damn fine writer at that" - Guillermo del Toro

Patrick Torrington's aunt Thelma was a successful artist whose late work turned towards the
occult. While staying with her in his teens he found evidence that she used to visit magical sites.
As an adult he discovers her journal of her explorations, and his teenage son Roy becomes
fascinated too. His experiences at the sites scare Patrick away from them, but Roy carries on the
search, together with his new girlfriend. Can Patrick convince his son that his increasingly terrible
suspicions are real, or will what they've helped to rouse take a new hold on the world?

AUTHOR:
Ramsey Campbellwas born in Liverpool in 1946 and still lives on Merseyside. The Oxford
Companion to English Literature describes him as "Britain's most respected living horror writer".
He has been given more awards than any other writer in the field, including the Grand Master
Award of the World Horror Convention, the Lifetime Achievement Award of the Horror Writers
Association, the Living Legend Award of the International Horror Guild and the World Fantasy
Lifetime Achievement Award.
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As millions of people know, one of the toughest things about completing the Whole30 is figuring
out what to eat the other 335 days of the year. Kirsten Buck, creator of Buck Naked Kitchen,
struggled with her weight and chronic eczema for years before she transformed her life through
food. She adopted a mostly paleo way of eating - gluten-free, grain-free, dairy-free, healthy
fats, no refined sugars - and experienced dramatic weight loss. Soon after, she went on to win
the first-ever "Next Whole30 Star" competition and is now a certified holistic nutritionist, sharing
delicious and beautiful recipes on her blog and Instagram with thousands of fans. From her Pesto
Chicken Salad Sandwich for lunch, to Moroccan Lamb Stew for dinner, to the stunning Summer
Berry Galette to satisfy your sweet tooth, there is something for every taste - in addition to
recipe basics for making your own mayo, yogurt, salad dressings, tahini, and more - which prove
that healthy eating doesn't have to break the bank. 

AUTHOR:
Kirsten Buck struggled with her weight and eczema for years before transforming her life with a
paleo diet. She was the first-ever winner of the "Next Whole30 Star" competition and is now a
certified holistic nutritionist. She lives with her dog in Winnipeg, Canada.

100 colour photographs
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Father De Leeuw took a gamble more than 40 years ago when he started importing wines from
South Africa. It proved to be a decision that paid off. Today, son Peter is head of one of the
most efficient wine import businesses in Belgium. Kaapwijn Import De Leeuw represents a fine
selection of South African top wineries (Almenkerk, Badenhorst, De Toren, Lismore, Meerlust,
Rijk's, Steenberg, Warwick, Waterford) that not only produce beautiful wines, but are also well
worth a visit.

As more and more wine-loving customers and conscious consumers were asking for the history
and the stories behind the wineries, the domains and their winemakers, Peter De Leeuw decided
to team up with photographer Henk van Cauwenbergh to criss-cross the Cape Winelands and
capture everything that makes South African wine so different and alluring. André Morgenthal,
one of the country's leading wine specialists and founder of South African 'wine tourism',
accompanied them on the tour and provided matching texts to the visuals. This fruitful
collaboration resulted in Cape Winelands. The Art of Luxury Tasting, a feast for the eyes and an
original starting point for a South African wine trip!

Text in English and Dutch.

SELLING POINT:
•  Explore some of South Africa's top wineries in this fruitful collaboration of exquisite visuals and
expert texts

150 illustrations
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The New York Times best-selling author of The Fast Metabolism Diet delivers what her fans and
followers crave the most: delicious, hearty recipes to boost your metabolism.

With a classic structure organised into sections for Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, and Snacks, this
cookbook has recipes for use on all of Haylie's programs as well as delicious, fun meals
newcomers can make to eat healthy, speed up their metabolism, and lose weight. It includes
trending topics like slow cooker and Instant Pot meals, and a meta-tag index for quick reference.
Haylie's messaging has always been "eat more food to lose more weight," and this cookbook
delivers the hearty, tasty food her readers have come to expect - all of the health and weight
loss with none of the deprivation or sacrifice of variety or flavour.

AUTHOR:
aylie Pomroy is a No.1 New York Times bestselling author, leading health and wellness
entrepreneur, celebrity nutritionist, and motivational speaker. She is the founder and CEO of
Haylie Pomroy Group and has been a regular expert on the Dr. Oz Show and a frequent guest on
Good Morning America, Rachael Ray, EXTRA, and Access Hollywood. Her work has been featured
in Marie Claire, People Magazine, Entertainment Weekly and many more national print and online
publications and her weight-loss program is the subject of a long-running, highly successful PBS
special, "The Fast Metabolism Revolution." Her five internationally bestselling books have been
published in 14 languages. She lives in Los Angeles, California.
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He wanted to become a professional motocross rider, but a serious accident shattered his
childhood dream. That's why Edwin Menue directed his ambition towards another goal: the
kitchen. Failure was not an option. After numerous internships at celebrated restaurants, chef
Edwin, his wife Fleur Boussy and fellow chef and brother-in-law Frederik opened Cuines, 33 a
unique tapas-centred restaurant in Knokke. Less than a year later, their drive, exquisite taste
and passion were rewarded a first Michelin star. After Frederik left the restaurant, the menu at
Cuines, 33 reflects Edwin's personality even more. His seasonal kitchen is characterised by bold
flavours and a cosmopolitan flair. The restaurant's interior is as eclectic and colourful as the
dishes. Edwin Menue finds inspiration in everything: an odd-shaped twig in the forest, a colourful
tagine in Marrakech, the scent of Barcelona, a broken plate, a tattoo.

This book tells the remarkable story of a chef for whom only the best is good enough. A
perfectionist with only one goal in mind: to offer his guests an unforgettable experience.

SELLING POINT:
•   Unfold the remarkable story of chef Edwin Menue, owner of Belgian Michelin star restaurant
Cuines, 33

100 illustrations
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More than 125 gut-friendly recipes plus science-backed advice for wellness in body and mind.

This game-changing cookbook will make you rethink how you eat.

It turns out that gut health is the root of all health: A happy equilibrium in the body's unique
community of microbes promotes good health throughout the body, including a stronger immune
system, better sleep, and lower stress.

Despite eating healthfully, author and recipe developer Lindsay Maitland Hunt was plagued by
symptoms such as depression, fatigue, incessant itching, and joint pain - until a gut-friendly way
of eating helped bring her back to a state of balance. In fact, she felt better than ever before.
Out of Lindsay's journey from sickness to health, and her extensive research, comes this practical
and nourishing guide, with irresistibly delicious recipes that make you feel good too.

Dishes emphasize plant-based ingredients like vegetables, nuts and seeds, beans and legumes,
and whole grains, along with eggs, fish, and some meat and dairy, if you like. Lindsay also walks
you through integrating fermented foods into your daily life and reducing added sugar and
processed foods. It’s an approach you can tailor to your own lifestyle, whether you’re vegan,
gluten free, or just love to eat! Recipes cover any time you eat, from quick weeknight dinners to
party-worthy treats, including:

•  Seeded Almond Flour Waffles with Raspberry-Flax Smash
•  Garlicky Shrimp and Quinoa
•  Special-Occasion Short Ribs with Olive Oil and Kefir Mashed Potatoes
•  Parsley, Kale, and Pumpkin Seed Pesto

AUTHOR:
Lindsay Maitland Hunt is a recipe developer formerly of Real Simple and Buzzfeed and also the
author of Healthyish. She has also worked for the Food Network, Country Living, Delish, and
more.
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This guide reveals step-by-step techniques for using a variety of milks, both animal and plant, to
make classic yogurt, kefir, and other specialty fermented dairy products including Icelandic Skyr,
Asian Koumiss, and Danish Ymer.

With probiotic-rich foods increasingly recognised as essential to gut health, yogurt and kefir are
gaining popularity as a source of protein and beneficial bacteria. In Homemade Yogurt & Kefir,
cheese maker and small-scale dairy producer Gianaclis Caldwell opens the door for fermentation
enthusiasts and dairy devotees to make and use yogurt and kefir in the home kitchen. She
explores the many culture choices and techniques for working with cow, goat, sheep, water
buffalo, and even some plant milks. Step-by-step instructions cover the basics of making dairy
ferments, from necessary equipment to the myriad options for thickening, sweetening, and
flavoring. Along with foundational recipes, readers will find instructions for creating different
styles of yogurt and kefir as well as other traditional milk ferments from around world, including
Icelandic skyr, Asian koumiss, and Finish viili. Techniques for making simple cheeses, butter,
whipped cream, and other dairy products using yogurt and milk ferments broaden the
possibilities of these probiotic-packed cultures, and a recipe section takes readers beyond the
expected pairing of yogurt with granola, offering creative ways to use fermented dairy products
in sauces, soups, and even cocktails, while preserving their health benefits and flavour. Along the
way, readers will also learn from pioneering yogurt makers and kefir crafters, and discover
famous chefs tapping yogurt's potential for meals and libations.

AUTHOR:
Gianaclis Caldwell, an expert on making artisanal cheeses, is the author of Small-Scale Cheese
Business, Small-Scale Dairy, Mastering Artisan Cheesemaking, and Mastering Basic
Cheesemaking. She is a regular contributor to Fermentation and Culture: the Word on Cheese
magazines and teaches and consults across the United States. She lives in Rogue River, Oregon,
where she operates her family's dairy, Pholia Farm.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Yogurt and kefir are the latest ferments to join the growing group of products recommended
for promoting gut health.
•  Features techniques for using different types of animal milks and some plant milks to create a
variety of yogurt and kefir styles, including Greek yogurt, Icelandic Skyr, and Whey Kefir, as well
as heirloom dairy ferments.
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People across the country are discovering low-carb and keto diets and finally achieving weight
loss success, but one of the biggest struggles for newcomers is finding easy recipes. Everyone
wants to get in and out of the kitchen fast, and that's where the wildly popular Low Carb Yum
blog comes to the rescue. Creator Lisa MarcAurele turned to the low-carb lifestyle herself when
treatments for Graves' disease, a thyroid autoimmune disorder, changed her metabolism and
caused unwanted weight gain. She began creating and sharing delicious recipes, and now Low
Carb Yum is one of the most popular recipe resources on the internet, with more than 1 million
Facebook followers. Lisa knows that easy and great-tasting recipes are key to success, and it
doesn't get much simpler than recipes with 5 ingredients or less, like Almond Flour Pancakes,
Chicken Chili, Turnip Fries, Rib-eye Steaks in Red Wine Sauce, and Shrimp Scampi, to name just
a few, as well as no-guilt desserts like Chocolate Fudge Balls and Almond Butter Cookies.

AUTHOR:
Lisa MarcAurele turned to the low carb way of eating in 2001, shortly after she was diagnosed
with Graves' disease, an autoimmune disorder where the thyroid gland becomes overactive. After
the treatment caused her metabolism to slow down, she was forced to change her eating habits
to keep from gaining weight quickly. In 2010, Lisa started a food blog so that she could share the
low carb recipes she was creating at home. Low Carb Yum has become one of the most popular
destinations for people on low carb, ketogenic diets, now with over 700 recipes. She lives in
Hartford, Connecticut.
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Blaine Wetzel, the James Beard Award-winning chef of The Willows Inn, and champion of
hyper-local cuisine, offers an inside look at his unique approach to fine dining.

Everything that Chef Blaine Wetzel makes is sourced within a few miles of his kitchen, often
hours after it has been harvested from the ocean, the forest, or his own small farm. Lummi will
inspire professional and home chefs to pay close attention to the seasons and to appreciate and
bring out the best in what is fresh and local. The recipes Wetzel showcases here are a catalogue
of dishes he created at the lauded Willows Inn restaurant on tiny Lummi Island in Washington
State, ranked the number one restaurant in the United States in 2017, 2018, and 2019 by OAD
(Opinionated About Dining). They are divided into courses that mirror the perfect bites and small
plates that Wetzel serves at a typical Willows Inn dinner: green figs and leaf cream; sea urchin
marinated in tomato seeds; wild beach peas and lovage stems; a stew of chanterelle
mushrooms; and a dessert of beach roses. Stunningly photographed, every dish captures a
moment in time and in nature. Each recipe highlights the unique qualities of the main
component, whether it's wild plum, young rhubarb, blue clams, sockeye salmon, venison, black
walnuts, or a perfectly ripe melon. Each plate is breathtakingly elegant, yet the dishes
themselves are unfussy and rustic. As suitable for the coffee table as it is for the sophisticated
kitchen, this book is a symphony of aesthetic perfection, capturing a way of living and eating that
is in harmony with the land.

AUTHOR:
Blaine Wetzel, a two-time James Beard Award-winning chef, grew up in Washington State and is
one of the most lauded chefs in the US. Wetzel runs The Willows Inn on Lummi Island and his
food is known for celebrating the diverse array of ingredients native to the island. His first book,
Sea and Smoke, was published in 2015.
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Award-winning food writer and blogger Stacie Billis delivers 50 winning recipes for preparing
easy, flavourful chicken dinners using any method, from the stovetop to the grill, in the oven or
an Instant Pot.

With this cookbook on their kitchen counters, home cooks can prepare delicious chicken suppers
with confidence and ease. The spirit of this cookbook lies in author Stacie Billis' light, funny, and
instructional tone, which takes the intimidation factor out of working with chicken, whether
breaking down a bird or roasting it whole. Each chapter is chock-full of tips and tricks that use a
wide range of techniques, from braising and roasting to grilling, slow cooking, and sheet-pan
cooking, and all fifty recipes focus on tender meat infused with flavour. Keep roasted chicken
classic, or give it pizzazz with the addition of a savory compound butter. Get perfectly crispy
tenders without frying or give fajitas with lime crema the sheetpan treatment for easy prep (and
cleanup). Other favorite recipes include Chicken Thighs with Maple–Cider Vinegar Glaze and
Fennel-Apple Slaw, Sheet Pan Shawarma, Chicken Parmesan Meatballs, Green and White Chicken
Chili, Peachy Sriracha Sticky Wings, and Pineapple Chicken Salad with Green Beans and Toasted
Coconut. With colourful photographs of every recipe, readers will master the classics and discover
new favorites for every occasion, from a casual dinner party to a backyard cookout.

AUTHOR:
Stacie Billis is a mom, veteran food editor, on-air personality, and the author of Make It Easy.
Billis's recipes and advice have appeared across dozens of media outlets including Parents,
Rachael Ray Every Day, the Washington Post, and Redbook, among others. She also appears on
national and local TV outlets including The TODAY Show, QVC, and Hallmark's Home & Family to
share her recipes and kitchen hacks with other busy home cooks.
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Cambridge University Botanic Garden is a unique 40-acre site housing a living collection of plants
for research and teaching use by the University of Cambridge. Laid out in 1846 to demonstrate
relationships between major plant groups, the Garden today is home to 8,000 species from all
around the world, including 2,000 trees which provide year-round interest.

In this guide the Director, Professor Beverley Glover, introduces the reader to some of the
highlights in the Botanic Garden's collection. These include majestic trees and beautiful flowers,
but also some rare and vulnerable species that might otherwise escape notice. She sets the
scene for the Garden's foundation and history through its original map, and showcases some of
its modern landscapes and horticultural set pieces. Throughout the guide she emphasises the
enormous role that the Botanic Garden plays in modern scientific research, and explains some of
the key breakthroughs of recent years.

AUTHOR:
Beverley Glover has been the Director of Cambridge University Botanic Garden (CUBG) and
Professor of Plant Systematics and Evolution since 2013. She is CUBG's first woman Director.

SELLING POINTS:
•  An exciting addition to Scala's acclaimed 'Director's Choice' series
•  Beautiful photography and engaging text throughout reveals the splendour of the Botanic
Garden's collection, including majestic trees and beautiful flowers, and some rare and vulnerable
species
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"Fully illustrated, the charm of his English Roses comes across on every page, even if the reader
has to imagine their scent." - The Irish Garden

"Experts will appreciate the notes on each rose's breeding." - Historic Gardens Foundation

Informative, accessible and stunningly illustrated, David Austin's English Roses introduces the
reader to the world of rose propagation and care. The book focuses on English Roses, bred by
David Austin to combine the sumptuousness of Old Roses with the strength and practical virtues
of Modern Roses. It will be greatly prized by rose-growers and rose-lovers everywhere, whether
professional or amateur.

Also available:
Climbing and Rambler Roses ISBN: 9781870673655
Modern, Shrub and Species Roses ISBN: 9781870673716
Old Roses ISBN: 9781870673693

AUTHOR:
Michael Marriott is the senior rosarian at David Austin Roses. As one of the world's most
respected rose experts, he is in continual contact with gardeners and agents who sell and
propagate David Austin's English Roses worldwide - from Japan, Australia and New Zealand to
the USA and Canada. The late David Austin's garden at Albrighton, near Wolverhampton,
contains one of the finest collections of roses in the world, containing more than 800 varieties.
Austin was awarded the OBE in 2007, the Victoria Medal of Honour by the Royal Horticultural
Society in 2003 and the Dean Hole Medal by the Royal National Rose Society.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Presents David Austin's best rose varieties - including their latest additions
•  Provides valuable information on all aspects of rose cultivation
•  The perfect companion for gardeners and enthusiasts
•  Written by the proprietor of one of the world's leading rose nurseries
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Turn over a new leaf with Houseplants for All, and actually keep all your plant babies happy and
healthy. Instead of picking up whatever catches your eye at the store and hoping that it'll survive
your home and lifestyle, use the plant profile quiz to easily find your perfect match. Whether
you're always busy and can't remember to water, get unobstructed natural light all day, or live in
the shadow of a skyscraper, live in a tropical oasis or arid winter-land, there is a plant that'll
thrive with you. After finding the right plants for your home, this book will help you to master
plant care, complete with projects and tips for which containers work best, the best plants for
small places, how to live together with pets and plants, and solutions to problems like pests, root
rot, and lack of nutrients. Whether you're an experienced plant parent or have never owned
anything other than a fake ficus, this book is the perfect guide for happy plants in your home.

AUTHOR:
Danae Horst has a background as an interior photo stylist, photographer, and editorial director
and plant care columnist at Jungalow studio. She founded the Los Angeles–based plant boutique
and plant styling studio, Folia Collective, which has been named one of the 30 Cutest Plant Shops
Around the World by The Venue Report.
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This remarkable photo book, inspired by traditional Japanese settings, includes natural scenery
and panoramas, typical fauna and traditional costumes that will immerse the reader in the most
profound essence and culture of this incredible Country. 

In addition to the extraordinary experience, page after page, there are 365 inspirational quotes,
one for each day of the year, to accompany the reader in the discovery of the harmony and
wisdom that Japan can offer us. 

•  A new title from a best selling series, the perfect gift book.
 
•  Stunning photographs lead the reader through a collection of daily quotes, one for each day of
the year.
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The psychological impulse to discern faces in random patterns on inanimate objects is known as
pareidolia. It has brought us the Virgin Mary on a cheese sandwich, the shroud of Turin, Elvis in a
cup of coffee, the man in the moon, and Aunt Mary in a cloud formation. In this delightful and
funny gift book, you can test your ability to find faces in all kinds of places, including building
façades, electrical sockets, and fruit. Examples of pareidolia are all around us, and you will be
amazed at what you will see!

AUTHOR:
In addition to being a designer, Irene Schampaert is also a journalist with an eye for
photography. On her blog, Puur Confituur, she shares her discoveries in the fields of photography
and design.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The perfect gift book for people who see faces everywhere
•  #pareidolia is a trending # on Instagram
•  A funky, funny, gift book with a twist

170 colour, 30 b/w images
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Part of an exciting series of sturdy, square-box 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles from Flame Tree,
featuring powerful and popular works of art. This jigsaw will satisfy your need for a challenge,
featuring Annie Soudain's Midsummer Morning. This 1000 piece jigsaw is intended for adults and
children over 13 years. Not suitable for children under 3 years due to small parts.

A member of Sussex Guild and the Rye Society of Artists, Annie Soudain has always been
inspired by nature. She uses a variety of media to create her beautiful artworks, but her main
focus is on lino printing.

Finished Jigsaw size 735 x 510mm
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Part of an exciting series of sturdy, square-box 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles from Flame Tree,
featuring powerful and popular works of art. This jigsaw will satisfy your need for a challenge,
featuring Louis Comfort Tiffany's Peacock (stained glass), 19th century. This 1000 piece jigsaw is
intended for adults and children over 13 years. Not suitable for children under 3 years due to
small parts.

Finished Jigsaw size 735 x 510mm
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Part of an exciting series of sturdy, square-box 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles from Flame Tree,
featuring powerful and popular works of art. This jigsaw will satisfy your need for a challenge,
featuring Nel Whatmore's Love For My Garden. This 1000 piece jigsaw is intended for adults and
children over 13 years. Not suitable for children under 3 years due to small parts.

Nel Whatmore is a fine artist, well known for her floral paintings, landscapes and abstracts. As a
contemporary colourist, her paintings are both expressionist and evocative. Nel is a regular
exhibitor at Chelsea Flower Show where her stand has won multiple awards including a Five Star
Award this year. Her work can be seen in many forms all over the world. She seeks to constantly
explore mediums and their ability to convey emotion, including poetry - she has six books of
poetry published called the 'Reasons to Be' series.

Finished Jigsaw size 735 x 510mm
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Part of an exciting series of sturdy, square-box 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles from Flame Tree,
featuring powerful and popular works of art. This jigsaw will satisfy your need for a challenge,
featuring Vincent van Gogh's Wheatfield with Cypress. This 1000 piece jigsaw is intended for
adults and children over 13 years. Not suitable for children under 3 years due to small parts. 

Vincent Van Gogh composed this painting while he was in the Saint-Remy mental asylum, near
Arles. The bold use of impasto and the beauty of the towering trees have made this one of his
most recognisable works. There are various other versions of the painting, one of which features
closer view of the cypresses painted vertically, as well as a replica of this version that Van Gogh
painted for his mother and sister.

Finished Jigsaw size 735 x 510mm
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Violent uprisings are tearing apart the Middle East, nationalism is on the march in Europe and an
unlikely presidential candidate is running for election in the US on a populist platform to put
'America first'. The year is 1920.

1920: A Year of Global Turmoil tells the story of twelve months that set in motion one hundred
years of history. From America to Asia, the events of 1920 foreshadowed the decline of empires,
the coming of another global conflict and the rise of an American president who would change his
country's relationship with the world. Weaving personal accounts with grand narrative, it vividly
illuminates a past which echoes the present.

AUTHOR:
David Charlwood obtained a First Class Honours Degree in history from Royal Holloway,
University of London, and has worked as an international journalist and in publishing. His
research into the early Twentieth Century Middle East has been published in the British Journal of
Middle Eastern Studies and he has also been a contributing historian for BBC radio. 
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

Plutarch described Antigonus the One Eyed (382-301 BC) 'as 'the oldest and greatest of
Alexander's successors.' Antigonus loyally served both Philip II and Alexander the Great as they
converted his native Macedonia into an empire stretching from India to Greece. After Alexander's
death, Antigonus, then governor of the obscure province of Phrygia, seemed one of the least
likely of his commanders to seize the dead king's inheritance. Yet within eight years of the king's
passing, through a combination of military skill and political shrewdness, he had conquered the
Asian portion of the empire. His success caused those who controlled the European and Egyptian
parts of the empire to unite against him. For another fourteen years he would wage war against
a coalition of the other Successors: Ptolemy, Lysimachus, Seleucus and Cassander. In 301 BC he
would meet defeat and death in the Battle of Ipsus. The ancient writers saw Antigonus' life as a
cautionary tale about the dangers of hubris and vaulting ambition. Despite his apparent defeat,
his descendants would continue to rule as kings and create a dynasty that would rule Macedonia
for over a century. Jeff Champion narrates the career of this titanic figure with the focus squarely
on the military aspects.

AUTHOR:
Jeff Champion studied Classics and Ancient History at the University of Western Australia,
achieving a First Class degree. During his subsequent career with the Australian Customs Service
his interest in the ancient world never waned. He has travelled extensively in the Mediterranean,
visiting Classical sites with his long-suffering wife. He is the author of Pyrrhus of Epirus (2009)
and the two-volume The Tyrants of Syracuse (2010 and 2012), were all published by Pen &
Sword Books and received much praise. He lives in his native Western Australia. 
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Conflict was rife among the Greeks of the Classical period, including some of the most famous
wars and battles of the whole ancient period, such as the defeat of the Persians at Marathon, the
Spartans' heroic last stand at Thermopylae, the gruelling Pelopponesian War and the epic March
of the Ten Thousand. The Greek heavy infantry spearmen, or hoplites, are one of the most
recognizable types of ancient warrior and their tighly-packed phalanx formation dominated the
battlefield. Covering the period from the Persian Wars to the Macedonian victory at the Battle of
Chaeronea, Gabriele Esposito examines not only the hoplites but also the other troops that
featured in Greek armies with growing importance as time went on, such as light infantry
skirmishers and cavalry. He details their arms, armour and equipment, organisation and tactics.
His clear, informative text is beautifully illustrated with dozens of colour photographs showing
how the equipment was worn and used.

AUTHOR:
Gabriele Esposito is an Italian researcher and a long-time student of military history, whose
interests and expertise range widely over various periods. He is the author of numerous books on
armies and uniforms and is a regular contributor to many specialized magazines in Italy, France,
Netherlands and UK. His many previous works include Armies of Early Colonial North America
1607-1713 (2018), Armies of the Late Roman Empire AD 284-476 (2018), Armies of the
Hellenistic States 323 BC -AD 30 (2019), and Armies of Celtic Europe 700 BC to AD 106 (2019),
published by Pen & Sword. 
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1977 was a good year for the former GWR Works in Swindon. Against all expectation it won an
order to build new locomotives for the first time since 1965. Within ten years of winning that
order, Swindon Works had closed, resulting in 3,500 job losses. Ronald Bateman first entered the
Works Training School in August 1977, before continuing his apprenticeship'inside' Swindon Works
a year later. As a skilled coach-painter, Ronald witnessed the fight to save the works and the
crushing blow of closure from the inside. He has collated both his own memories and the
recollections of many other insiders to present for the first time the full story of the time when
hope tuned to despair as the curtain came down on 147 years of railway engineering in Swindon.

AUTHOR:
Ron Bateman embarked on an apprenticeship with British Rail Engineering Ltd, Swindon, in 1977,
where he continued to work as a skilled coach-painter until the works closed. Thereafter, he
worked in engineering for an orthopaedic manufacturing company, before retiring in 2016. In
2011 he became a co-founder of the Orwell Society, before taking over the editorship of the
Society Journal. He lives in Umbria and Swindon. 
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The newly formed FBI tracks down exiled Mexican general Enrique Estrada and his secret army to
stop him from overthrowing the Mexican government.

The Estrada Plot is the first book ever written about the Estrada Conspiracy, the last great
"untold story" of the early FBI. During the summer of 1926, exiled general Enrique Estrada
organised an underground army in southern California for an all-out invasion of Mexico. From the
teeming barrios of Los Angeles to the farm country of the Imperial Valley, hundreds of migrants
were recruited for the secret army. The conspirators amassed a stockpile of rifles, machine guns,
and ammunition, constructed armored vehicles, and even contracted the manufacture of attack
aircraft. At the eleventh hour, after an intense investigation, Estrada's army was captured at the
border by a team of federal agents and local lawmen. The Estrada Plot is unlike any previous
work about the Federal Bureau of Investigation. General Estrada’s attempt to invade Mexico and
overthrow its government occurred during the early years of the FBI’s transition into a modern
law enforcement agency. The characters in the story are a mix of the "old Bureau" and the new,
and they often seem larger than life. Lucien Wheeler, special agent in charge of the Los Angeles
field office, was a former Secret Service operative who had guarded three presidents. Special
Agent Emilio Kosterlitzy, the Bureau's "Mexican expert," was a former Russian naval officer who
had led the Rurales, a border patrol in northern Mexico that operated under the maxim "catch
them in the act – shoot them on the spot." Agent Arthur Hopkins, the leader of the Estrada
investigation, was a holdover from the final days of the old West. An ex-U.S. Marshal of the
Arizona territory, Hopkins was an anachronism in Director Hoover’s new organization. The
historical background that led to Estrada’s invasion plot is as fascinating as the story itself – a
little-known religious conflict that erupted in Mexico during the mid-1920s. To eliminate the
influence of religion in Mexican life, President Plutarco Elias Calles instituted anti-clerical laws
directed against the Catholic Church – the country's predominant religion – bringing all religious
activity under state control. Places of public worship became property of the state, religious
clergy were deported, and harsh criminal penalties were imposed for infractions of the
anti-religion statutes. In time, public worship would be punishable by the firing squad, and Calles
decrees would lead to the Cristero War, which cost ninety thousand Mexican lives.

AUTHOR:
Bill Mills writes about twentieth-century clandestine operations and espionage history. He is the
author of The League: The True Story of Average Americans on the Hunt for World War I Spies
and Treacherous Passage: Germany's Secret Plot against the United States in Mexico during
World War I (Potomac, 2017). He lives in Concord, Massachusetts. 
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Forbidden Memory: Tibet during the Cultural Revolution provides a glimpse of the history of the
Chinese Cultural Revolution in the Tibetan Region through the power of never-before-seen
photographs, detailed interviews, and cultural analysis.

The Chinese Cultural Revolution arrived in Tibet in July 1966. Upon its arrival, monasteries were
systematically destroyed and libraries were looted, rare books and paintings burned. Buddhist
scriptures were used as wrapping paper and the Dalai Lama was declared a criminal. Long veiled
in mystery, the events that took place five decades ago on the snowy plateaus of Tibet are
known to few outsiders. Under the guise of "national unity" and modern civilization," Chinese
authorities have managed to cover up their reign of terror on the Tibetan plateau. Forbidden
Memory: Tibet during the Cultural Revolution provides a glimpse of the history of the Chinese
Cultural Revolution in the Tibettan Region through the power of never-before-seen photographs,
detailed interviews, and cultural analysis. Denouncing the Chinese government's invasion of Tibet,
writer and activist Tsering Woeser refects deeply on the ethnic character and cultural traditions of
Tibet. The collection of photographs in Forbidden Memory were taken by Woeser's father, and
reveal how the Chinese government transformed the once-secluded Buddhist state into a hell on
earth - sacred temples demolished, cultural artifacts destroyed, monks and nuns humiliated and
beaten, and formidable processions of troops, bedecked with flags and banners and they march
through the mountains. Tsering Woeser's Forbidden Memory brings an end to the silence with an
honest look at the disturbing history of Tibet in the latter half of the twentieth century.

AUTHOR:
Tsering Woeser is a poet, essayist, and blogger and one of the most prominent voices of the
Tibetan independence movement. Two of her books have been published in English, Tibet on
Fire: Self-Immolations against Chinese Rule and Voices from Tibet: Selected Essays and
Reportage. Woeser has received the Prince Claus Award and the U.S. Department of State's
International Women of Courage Award. She lives under close surveillance in Beijing. 
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The history of sexuality in Ireland remains relatively understudied when compared with the more
well-worn paths of political and military history, but that is not to say that it has never been
considered. Now, in the fourth instalment of the 'Irish perspectives' collaboration between Pen
and Sword and History Ireland, a range of experts explore Irish history from the perspective of
the broad concept of sexuality, in both theory and practice. From the legalities that defined
gender roles in the middle ages and early modern periods, to women's role in political life and
civil society, Gender and Sexuality in Ireland provides a comprehensive overview of the nation's
understanding and relationship with sexuality and patriarchy. Population change, prostitution,
incarceration, infanticide, abortion and homophobia are all considered alongside attempts to
impose - and ignore - Catholic morality in independent Ireland. Struggles for women's rights and
reproductive rights, the culture wars of the 1980s, and Irish people simply trying to have good
sex lives, the essays gathered here cast light on aspects of Ireland's past that are often
overlooked in more mainstream narratives of Irish history.

AUTHOR:
John Gibney is a historian attached to the Royal Irish Academy's Documents on Irish Foreign
Policy Project. He is a long-time contributor to History Ireland and is the author of A short history
of Ireland, 1500-2000 (Yale University Press, 2018). 
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Gladiators and Beasthunts is a comprehensive survey of arena sports in ancient Rome, focusing
upon gladiatorial combat and the beast-hunts (venationes). Whilst numerous books have already
been written on arena spectacles in ancient Rome, they generally neglect the venationes, despite
the fact that the beast-hunts, in which men were pitted in mortal combat against various
dangerous wild animals (including lions, tigers, elephants and rhinos), were almost as popular as
gladiatorial spectacles and were staged over a longer period of time. Dr Christopher Epplett,
gives a full and detailed treatment of both types of spectacle. The author starts by explaining the
origins of these bloody combat sports in the late Roman Republic, before surveying the growth of
these events during the first two centuries of the Empire, when emperors possessed the
resources to stage arena spectacles on an unmatched scale. The details of the training,
equipment and fighting styles used by different types of combatants are covered, as are the
infrastructure of the arenas and behind-the-scenes organization that was essential to the
successful staging of arena events. Particular attention will be paid to the means by which Roman
spectacle organisers were able to procure the countless wild animals necessary for the staging of
venationes throughout the Empire. This is a gladiator book with added bite and sure to be
welcomed by scholars and general readers alike.

AUTHOR:
Dr Christopher Epplett teaches ancient history at the University of Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada.
He has a special interest in the arena spectacles and the beast hunts in particular, and has
appeared on the BBC and History Channel as an expert on the subject. 
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Traders are the heart, soul and backbone of our high streets. Their shops provide a focus for
community, a friendly face and in hard times a helping hand. This project recognises the
personalities and services we rely on and which add to the layers of history already laid down
with Gloucester Road as the Great Bristol High Street.

Following a single first photo post on social media, dozens of people who run, or know people
who run, indie businesses have come forward to tell Colin their stories. Now a major project
promoted by Visit Bristol and Destination Bristol, this project tells the community story of local
heroes and showcases Bristol's indie spirit to a wider field.

AUTHOR:
Colin Moody is well known in Bristol as a photographer and radio host. He is passionate about the
city and its people and documents Bristol life, his photography being fuelled by 'the Bristol way of
seeing'. Photography awards include joint winner of The Observer on Sunday Guardian Witness
Readers Best Photojournalism 2016; finalist Artfund Museum of the Year photography
competition 2016 judged by Rankin; and joint winner Heritage Lottery Fund Photography
Competition London HQ 2016. He lives in Bristol and is the author of Stokes Croft and Montpelier
(THP, 2018).
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Munich is one of Europe s most enchanting cities. Exploring its narrow cobbled streets or wide
sunlight boulevards with views of the Bavarian Alps is a delight. Each autumn, millions of revellers
from around the world join locals in their legendary Octoberfest, one of the world's biggest
festivals. Yet many visitors also know that Munich has a past so dark that it cast a looming
shadow over the twentieth century: this was the city which played a unique role in the ascent of
Nazism, the Third Reich and Adolf Hitler. It was in Munich that Hitler first entered the murky
world of beer Keller politics after the First World War. It was here that he established the
fanatical base of his NSDAP party so that the city was, in his words, the capital of the
movement'. This illustrative new book explains how Munich and its surrounds became inextricably
linked with the rise and fall of Nazism. It provides the modern reader with a detailed guide to
what happened where in the city, why those events were important in the unfolding history of the
Third Reich - and why they remain a timely warning today.

AUTHOR:
Dr David Mathieson is a writer based in Germany. David is a qualified solicitor and has a PhD in
contemporary history. He was a Special Adviser to the former British foreign minister, the late
Robin Cook. A specialist on the Spanish Civil War, he is the founder of Spanish Sites, an
educational project to promote an understanding of the Spanish civil war. He is the author of
Frontline Madrid, and Radical London in the 1950s. 
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A wall in the distant north cuts the world in two. Ruthless seaborne warriors raid the coasts from
their war galleys, yearning to regain lost glories. A young nobleman and his kin are slaughtered
under a banner of truce within a mighty castle. A warrior king becomes a legend when he smites
his foe with one swing of his axe during a nation-forging battle. Yet this isn't Westeros - it's
Scotland. Game of Thrones is history re-imagined as fantasy; The History Behind Game of
Thrones: The North Remembers turns the tables, using George R. R. Martin's extraordinary
fictional universe as a way to understand the driving forces and defining moments from
Scotland's story. Why were castles so important? Was there a limit to the powers a medieval king
could use - or abuse? What was the reality of being under siege? Was there really anything that
can compare to the destructive force of dragons? By joining forces, Westeros and Scotland hold
the answers. Writer and presenter David C. Weinczok draws on a vast array of characters,
events, places, and themes from Scottish history that echo Game of Thrones at every dramatic
turn. Visit the castle where the real Red Wedding transpired, encounter the fearsome historical
tribes beyond Rome's great wall, learn how a blood-red heart became the most feared sigil in
Scotland, and much more. By journey's end, the cogs in the wheels of Martin's world and Scottish
history will be laid bare, as well as the stories of those who tried to shape - and sometimes even
break - them.

AUTHOR:
David C. Weinczok is a writer, presenter, and Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
based in Edinburgh. He is a regular features writer for The Scots Magazine and has composed
works on Scottish history for History Today and History Scotland. David is a frequent guest on
BBC Radio Scotland, and presents documentary videos for Dig It! TV. He has visited nearly 400
Scottish castles to date, and is known for creating online historical content as The Castle Hunter'
to raise the profile of Scotland's ancient and medieval historic sites.
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A History of the Medicines We Take gives a lively account of the development of medicines from
traces of herbs found with the remains of Neanderthal man, to prescriptions written on clay
tablets from Mesopotamia in the third millennium BC, to pure drugs extracted from plants in the
nineteenth century to the latest biotechnology antibody products. The first ten chapters of the
book in PART ONE give an account of the development of the active drugs from herbs used in
early medicine, many of which are still in use, to the synthetic chemical drugs and modern
biotechnology products. The remaining eight chapters in PART TWO tell the story of the
developments in the preparations that patients take and their inventors, such as Christopher
Wren, who gave the first intravenous injection in 1656, and William Brockedon who invented the
tablet in 1843. The book traces the changes in patterns of prescribing from simple dosage forms,
such as liquid mixtures, pills, ointments, lotions, poultices, powders for treating wounds,
inhalations, eye drops, enemas, pessaries and suppositories mentioned in the Egyptian Ebers
papyrus of 1550 BCE to the complex tablets, injections and inhalers in current use. Today nearly
three-quarters of medicines dispensed to patients are tablets and capsules. A typical pharmacy
now dispenses about as many prescriptions in a working day as a mid-nineteenth- century
chemist did in a whole year.

AUTHOR:
Anthony C. Cartwright is a retired pharmacist, who worked in the pharmaceutical industry, for the
UK Medicines Agency, for a contract research company and in his own consultancy. He has
written many reviews and research articles, written and co-edited three books on medicines
regulation and contributed to four others. He is a Fellow of the Royal Pharmaceutical Society. He
now writes on the history of medicine and pharmacy. He lives in Surrey with his wife. Norman
Anthony Armstrong is a retired pharmacist who obtained his PhD at London University. After
working in the pharmaceutical industry, he joined the Welsh School of Pharmacy, Cardiff
University. He retired from there as senior lecturer in pharmaceutical technology. He is a Fellow
of the Royal Pharmaceutical Society, and the author of over 170 scientific papers, reviews and
books. He lives in Hertfordshire with his wife. 
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6 million Jews were murdered by the Nazis, but this is only half the story. Doris Bergen reveals
how the Holocaust extended beyond the Jews to engulf millions of other victims in related
programmes of mass-murder. The Nazi killing machine began with the disabled, and went on to
target Afro-Germans, Gypsies, non-Jewish Poles, French African soldiers, Soviet prisoners of war,
homosexual men and Jehovah's Witnesses. As Nazi Germany conquered more territories and
peoples, Hitler's war turned soldiers, police officers and doctors into trained killers, creating a
veneer of legitimacy around vicious acts of ethnic cleansing and genocide. Using the testimonies
of both survivors and eyewitnesses, as well as a wealth of rarely seen photographs, Doris Bergen
shows the true extent of the catastrophe that overwhelmed Europe during the Second World
War, in a gripping story of the lives and deaths of real people.

AUTHOR:
Doris Bergen is the Chancellor Rose and Ray Wolfe Professor of Holocaust Studies at the
University of Toronto. She has been researching and teaching the Holocaust for over twenty
years, and is on the academic committee of the US Holocaust Memorial Museum.
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When the call went out in 1917 for volunteers willing to serve both at home and on the Western
Front in a newly founded Women's Army Auxiliary Corps, young women from every province of
Ireland responded just as eagerly as those from homes in Scotland, England and Wales. Drawn
from every class, creed, family background and ability, the girls who came forward to join the
WAAC from Ireland had often suffered equal heartbreak over the loss of husbands, brothers and
friends killed or wounded in France. Yet, their willingness to help bring about an end to the
slaughter was a narrative that became ignored in popularised versions of that politically volatile
era and it is hoped that this study will now go some way to restore a rightful recognition of their
army service days within the historiography of twentieth-century Irishwomen. Their work as office
workers, cooks and caterers, motor transport drivers, cryptanalysis and hi-tech
telecommunication personnel are examined. Close investigation is made of the Irishwomen
seconded to the Royal Engineers from branches of the General Post Office in Ireland and
elsewhere. Attached to Signal units, they became key players in ensuring the Western Front's
crucial, high-security army Lines of Communication remained viable. The story of these Irish
servicewomen in the Great War winds up within the interwar period that followed. Had often
dangerous war experiences affected these women's postwar life-changing decisions and
aspirations? Compare/contrast experiences in the postwar era are cited. There were new
careers, migration, home and family life. How many had foreseen that twenty years hence, Irish
women veterans' of the Great War would once more rally at a time of fresh crisis?

AUTHOR:
When Irish author and historian Barbara Walsh gained a doctorate in history from Lancaster
University in 1999, she had already enjoyed a long and productive career which had
encompassed a number of creative outlets as a writer, artist, broadcaster and multi-media
producer. Barbara went on to develop a particular interest in researching neglected early
twentieth century historical topics which she presents as ground-breaking building blocks to
introduce new themes and fields of research. Each subsequently well- received publication of her
work has allowed these topics to be successful developed and expanded by international scholars.
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The history of women in medieval Wales before the English conquest of 1282 is one largely
shrouded in mystery. For the Age of Princes, an era defined by ever-increased threats of foreign
hegemony, internal dynastic strife and constant warfare, the comings and goings of women are
little noted in sources. This misfortune touches even the most well-known royal woman of the
time, Joan of England (d. 1237), the wife of Llywelyn the Great of Gwynedd, illegitimate daughter
of King John and half-sister to Henry III. With evidence of her hand in thwarting a full scale
English invasion of Wales to a notorious scandal that ended with the public execution of her
supposed lover by her husband and her own imprisonment, Joan's is a known, but little-told or
understood story defined by family turmoil, divided loyalties and political intrigue. From the time
her hand was promised in marriage as the result of the first Welsh-English alliance in 1201 to the
end of her life, Joan's place in the political wranglings between England and the Welsh kingdom
of Gwynedd was a fundamental one. As the first woman to be designated Lady of Wales, her role
as one a political diplomat in early thirteenth-century Anglo-Welsh relations was instrumental.
This first-ever account of Siwan, as she was known to the Welsh, interweaves the details of her
life and relationships with a gendered re-assessment of Anglo-Welsh politics by highlighting her
involvement in affairs, discussing events in which she may well have been involved but have gone
unrecorded and her overall deployment of royal female agency.

AUTHOR:
Dr Danna R. Messer has published on various aspects of the wives of the native Welsh rulers
before 1282, providing a gendered perspective of medieval Welsh politics. As an editor and
historian, she is widely involved in medieval history and queenship studies generally, including her
roles as Series Editor for Medieval History for Pen and Sword, editor for the Royal Studies Journal
and editor for Normans to Early Plantagenet Consorts, the first volume of the forthcoming
four-book series, English Consorts: Power, Influence, Dynasty (Palgrave). She is also Acquisitions
Editor for Arc Humanities Press and the Executive Editor for the Encyclopedia of the Global Middle
Ages, a partnership project with Bloomsbury Academic and Arc Humanities Press.
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The mass murder of 22,000 Poles by the Soviet NKVD at Katyn is one of the most shocking
events of the Second World War and its political implications are still being felt today. Information
surrounding Katyn came to light with Russian perestroika, which made it possible to disclose a
key document indicating the circumstances of the massacre. The bitter dispute is ongoing
between the Russian and Polish governments, to declassify the rest of the documents and
concede to genocide perpetrated by the Soviets.

British 'Most Secret' files reveal that Katyn was considered as a provocative incident, which might
break political alliance with the Soviets. The 'suspension of judgement' policy of the British
Government hid for more than half a century a deceitful diplomacy of Machiavellian proportions.
Katyn 1940 draws on intelligence reports, previously unpublished documents, witness statements,
memoranda and briefing papers of diplomats, MPs and civil servants of various echelons, who
dealt with the Katyn massacre up to the present day to expose the true hypocrisy of the British
and American attitude to the massacre. Many documents are unique to this book.
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An equal parts haunting and hilarious deep-dive review of history's most notorious and
cold-blooded serial killers, from the creators of the award-winning "Last Podcast on the Left".

Since its first show in 2010, The Last Podcast on the Left has barreled headlong into all things
horror, as hosts Henry Zebrowski, Ben Kissel, and Marcus Parks cover subjects spanning Jeffrey
Dahmer, werewolves, Jonestown, and supernatural phenomena. Deeply researched, but with a
morbidly humorous bent, the podcast has earned a dedicated and aptly cult-like following for its
unique take on all things macabre.

In their first book, the guys take a deep dive into ten of history's most notorious serial killers,
from Ted Bundy to the Zodiac Killer, exploring their origin stories, haunting habits, and perverse
predilections. Featuring newly developed content alongside updated fan favourites, each profile is
an exhaustive examination of the darker side of human existence. With appropriately creepy
four-colour illustrations throughout and a gift-worthy paper over board format, The Last Book on
the Left will satisfy the blood lust of readers everywhere. 

AUTHORS:
Having bonded while performing in the Brooklyn comedy scene, Ben Kissel, Henry Zebrowski,
and Marcus Parks have written and produced The Last Podcast on the Left since 2010.
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The Little Book of Edinburgh is a funny, fast-paced, fact-packed compendium of the sort of
frivolous, fantastic or simply strange information which no-one will want to be without. Here we
find out about the most unusual crimes and punishments, eccentric inhabitants, famous sons and
daughters and literally hundreds of wacky facts.

Geoff Holder's new book contains historic and contemporary trivia on Edinburgh. There are lots of
factual chapters but also plenty of frivolous details which will amuse and surprise.
A reference book and a quirky guide, this can be dipped in to time and time again to reveal
something you never knew. Discover the real story of Greyfriars Bobby (he was a publicity stunt),
meet the nineteenth-century counterparts of our favourite modern detectives, from Jackson
Brodie to John Rebus, seek out historical sites from the distant past to the Second World War,
and tangle with the Tattoo and freak out with the Festival. A remarkably engaging little book, this
is essential reading for visitors and locals alike.

AUTHOR:
Geoff Holder is the author of 30 non-fiction books on the supernatural, the strange, the Gothic
and the gruesome, covering everywhere from the Lake District and Loch Ness to Glasgow and
Aberdeen. His work encompasses folklore, archaeology, local history, parapsychology, Forteana
and witchcraft, with a side order of gargoyles and graveyards.
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The Little Book of Galway is a compendium of fascinating, obscure, strange and entertaining facts
about County Galway.

Here you will find out about Galway's history, its literary heritage, its cathedrals and castles, its
festivals and fairs, and its famous (and occasionally infamous) men and women. Through quaint
villages and bustling towns, this book takes the reader on a journey through County Galway and
its vibrant past.

A reliable reference book and a quirky guide, this can be dipped into time and time again to
reveal something new about the people, the heritage and the secrets of this fascinating county.

AUTHOR:
Helen Lee, has been a tour guide since 1994, working across Ireland and Britain. In 2004 she
was awarded her Galway Tour Guide Badge by Failte Ireland and now regularly conducts walking
tours of Galway city. 
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THE LITTLE BOOK OF LEICESTERSHIRE is a compendium full of information which will make you
say, 'I never knew that!'

Contained within is a plethora of entertaining facts about Leicestershire's famous and occasionally
infamous men and women, its literary, artistic and sporting achievements, customs ancient and
modern, transport, battles and ghostly appearances.

A reliable reference book and a quirky guide, this can be dipped in to time and time again to
reveal something new about the people, the heritage, the secrets and the enduring fascination of
the county. A remarkably engaging little book, this is essential reading for visitors and locals
alike.

AUTHOR:
 Natasha Sheldon studied Ancient History and Archaeology at Leicester and Bristol Universities in
the UK. She was awarded the Arnold Wycombe Gomme prize for Ancient History and holds a BA
honours in Ancient History and Archaeology and a MA in Ancient History and Historiography.
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1326 was one of the most dramatic years in English history. The queen of England, Isabella of
France, invaded the country with an army of mercenaries to destroy her husband's powerful and
detested lover, Hugh Despenser the Younger, and brought down her husband King Edward II in
the process. It was also a year, however, when the majority of English people carried on living
their normal, ordinary lives: Eleyne Glaswreghte ran her own successful glass-making business in
London, Jack Cressing the master carpenter repaired the beams in a tower of Kenilworth Castle,
Alis Coleman sold her best ale at a penny and a half for a gallon in Byfleet, and Will Muleward
made the king 'laugh greatly' when he spent time with him at a wedding in Marlborough. England
sweltered in one of the hottest, driest summers of the Middle Ages, a whale washed ashore at
Walton-on-the-Naze, and the unfortunate John Toly died when he relieved himself out of the
window of his London house at midnight, and lost his balance. "Living in Medieval England: The
Turbulent Year of 1326" tells the true and fascinating stories of the men and women alive in
England in this most eventful year, narrated chronologically with a chapter devoted to each
month.

AUTHOR:
Kathryn Warner holds a BA and an MA with Distinction in medieval history and literature from the
University of Manchester, and is the author of biographies about Edward II and his queen
Isabella. Kathryn has had work published in the English Historical Review, has given a paper at
the International Medieval Congress, and appeared in a BBC documentary. She is the author of
"Hugh Despenser the Younger" (2017) and "Following in the Footsteps of Edward II" (2019) for
Pen and Sword. 
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Edward II's death at Berkeley Castle in 1327, murdered by having a red-hot poker inserted inside
him, is one of the most famous and lurid tales in all of English history. But is it true? For five and
a half centuries, few people questioned it, but with the discovery in a Montpellier archive of a
remarkable document, an alternative narrative has presented itself: that Edward escaped from
Berkeley Castle and made his way to Ireland, to the pope in Avignon and through Brabant,
Cologne and Milan to an Italian hermitage.

Was Edward in fact still alive years after his supposed death? Many influential people among his
contemporaries certainly believed that he was, and acted upon that belief. Medieval historian
Kathryn Warner explores in detail Edward's downfall and forced abdication in 1326/27, the role
played in it by his wife Isabella of France, the wide variation in chronicle accounts of his murder
at Berkeley Castle, and the fascinating possibility that Edward lived on in Italy for many years
after his official funeral was held in Gloucester in December 1327.

AUTHOR:
Kathryn Warner has been a recognised expert on the reign of Edward II (1307-27) for more than
ten years. She works part-time as an English teacher, and carries out historical research on the
fourteenth century. She gives lectures about Edward, his life and reign and possible survival after
1327, in the UK and in Italy.
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Mansfield has seen many changes over the year. Influenced by its industrial past of coal mining
and textiles, it still thrives as a market town.

Drawing from The Old Mansfield Society's vast archive, this book presents historical images of
Mansfield paired with the same scenes in more recent years, to highlight the changes that the
area has seen. With an introduction and informative captions, will be of interest to anyone
curious about the area's history.

AUTHOR:
In 1919, a year for reflection and hope after the First World War, a group of Mansfield folk
created a society to record the memories and heritage of the town. The Old Mansfield Society
has been working ever since, preserving and presenting the past of this ancient community. Its
collection of Mansfield history resources is now extensive, including thousands of photographs,
documents and other items.
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Marie Antoinette has always fascinated readers worldwide. Yet perhaps no one knew her better
than one of her closest confidantes, Marie Thrse, the Princess de Lamballe. The Princess became
superintendent of the Queens household in 1774, and through her relationship with Marie
Antoinette, a unique perspective of the lavishness and daily intrigue at Versailles is exposed. Born
into the famous House of Savoy in Turin, Italy, Marie Thrse was married at the age of seventeen
to the Prince de Lamballe; heir to one of the richest fortunes in France. He transported her to
the gold-leafed and glittering chandeliered halls of the Chteau de Versailles, where she soon
found herself immersed in the political and sexual scandals that surrounded the royal court. As
the plotters and planners of Versailles sought, at all costs, to gain the favour of Louis XVI and his
Queen, the Princess de Lamballe was there to witness it all. This book reveals the Princess de
Lamballes version of these events and is based on a wide variety of historical sources, helping to
capture the waning days and grisly demise of the French monarchy. The story immerses you in a
world of titillating sexual rumours, blood-thirsty revolutionaries, and hair-raising escape attempts
and is a must read for anyone interested in Marie Antoinette, the origins of the French
Revolution, or life in the late 18th Century.

AUTHOR:
Geri Walton has long been fascinated by history and the people who create it. Their stories and
the reasons why they did what they did encouraged her to receive a BA in History from San Jose
State University, where she graduated summa cum laude.
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A cinematic history of the largest act of civil disobedience in US history, in Richard Nixon's
Washington.

They surged into Washington by the tens of thousands in the spring of 1971. Fiery radicals,
flower children, and militant vets gathered for the most audacious act in a years-long movement
to end America's war in Vietnam: a blockade of the nation's capital. And the White House,
headed by an increasingly paranoid Richard Nixon, was determined to stop it.

Longtime Washington journalist Lawrence Roberts, drawing on dozens of interviews, unexplored
public and private archives, and newfound White House transcripts, recreates the intense events
through the eyes of dueling characters. Woven into the story too are now-familiar names
including John Kerry, Jane Fonda, and Daniel Ellsberg, leaker of the Pentagon Papers. It began
with a bomb at the US Capitol - an unsolved case to which Roberts brings convincing new
evidence. To prevent the Mayday Tribe's guerrilla-style traffic blockade, the government
mustered the army and marines. Riot squads swept through the city, arresting more than 12,000
people. As a young public defender led a thrilling legal battle to free the detainees, Nixon and his
men took their first steps down the road to the Watergate scandal and the implosion of the
presidency.

Mayday 1971 is the ultimately inspiring history of a season that forever changed the face of
protest in America.

AUTHOR:
Lawrence Roberts has been an investigative editor with ProPublica, the Washington Post,
Bloomberg News, and the Huffington Post Investigative Fund. He was a leader on teams honored
with three Pulitzer Prizes. Mayday 1971 is his first book.
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'Remember that you are an Englishman, and have consequently won first prize in the lottery of
life.' Cecil Rhodes's characteristically nineteenth-century confidence rings rather hollow as England
enters the twenty-first century in somewhat reduced circumstances. Jeremy Black steers his way
through the labyrinthine complexities of historical narrative with elegance and clarity, providing a
lively analysis of major events and personalities and important underlying themes. He deals with
the highly topical issue of England's position and relationship with Europe. A New History of
England will prove a fascinating and informative guide for anyone interested in history and
heritage.

AUTHOR:
Jeremy Black MBE is Professor of History at Exeter University. Among his many publications are
the best-selling History of the British Isles, Culloden and the '45, Pitt the Elder: The Great
Commoner and A New History of Wales.
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A sweeping visual history of the Big Apple - in a miniature package.

This Tiny Folio takes readers on a fascinating tour of New York City history - from the land of the
Lenape to today's metropolis - as illustrated by some 250 diverse items from the incomparable
collections of the Museum of the City of New York. These include paintings, photographs,
drawings, manuscripts, decorative arts and fashion, and unique artifacts such as a lock of George
Washington's hair, "Boss" Tweed's tiger-headed cane, and the famous Stettheimer Dollhouse,
adorned with miniature works of art by the 1920s avant-garde. An insightful text places these
objects in their historical context and relates them to the broader forces that have shaped New
York into a world city. This little book is a perfect gift for first-time visitors and lifelong New
Yorkers alike.

AUTHORS:
Whitney W. Donhauser is the Ronay Menschel Director & President of the Museum of the City of
New York.

Steven H. Jaffe, curator at the Museum of the City of New York, holds a PhD in history from
Harvard.
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Today we are aware of how the rich and privileged have lived in the past because historians write
about them endlessly. The poor have largely been ignored and, as a result, their contributions to
our modern world are harder to unearth. Skilled raconteur TERRY DEARY takes us back through
the centuries with a poignant but humorous look at how life treated the common folk who
scratched out a living at the very bottom of society. Their world was one of foul food, terrible
toilets, danger, disease and death the last, usually premature. Discover the stories of the teacher
turned child-catcher who rounded up local waifs and strays and put them to work, and the
thousands of children who descended into the hazardous depths to dig for coal. Read all about
the agricultural workers who escaped the Black Death only to be thwarted by greedy landowners.
And would you believe the one about the man who betrothed his 7-year-old daughter to a Holy
Roman Emperor, or even the brothel that was run by a bishop? On the flip side, learn how
cash-strapped citizens used animal droppings for house building and as a cure for baldness; how
sparrow s brains were incorporated into aphrodisiacal brews; and how mixing tea with dried elder
leaves could turn an extra profit. And of the milestones that brought some meaning to ordinary
lives, here are the trials and tribulations of courtship and marriage; the ruthless terrors of the
sporting arena; and the harsh disciplines of education all helping to alleviate the daily grind. The
Peasants Revolting Lives celebrates those who have endured against the odds. From medieval
miseries to the idiosyncrasies of being a twenty-first-century peasant, tragedy and comedy sit
side by side in these tales of survival and endurance in the face of hardship.

AUTHOR:
Terry Deary is an actor, TV presenter and author. He has written 315 books, both non-fiction and
fiction, for children and adults. His famous Horrible Histories books have sold over 32 million
copies in 40 languages since their launch in 1993 and have appeared as an award-winning
television series, theatre tours and a movie. He has also written fifty professional plays, the TV
series Terry Deary s Twisted Tales and has designed museum exhibitions based on themes from
his books. He was born in Sunderland in 1946 and as a young lad helped out in his father s
butcher s shop, which he credits as having imbued him with a sound work ethic. The Peasants
Revolting Lives is his second book for adults for Pen & Sword, after The Peasants Revolting
Crimes (2019).
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Poland was the 'tripwire' that brought Britain into the Second World War but neither Britain, nor
Poland's older ally, France, had the material means to prevent Poland being overrun. The
broadcast, 'Poland is no longer alone' had a distinctly hollow ring. During the next four years the
Polish Government in exile and armed forces made a significant contribution to the Allied war
effort; in return the Polish Home Army received a paltry 600 tons of supplies. Poland Alone
focuses on the climactic year of 1944 when the Polish resistance attempted to gain control of
Warsaw from the Germans. A bloody uprising ensued, but little help was received from the Allies.
After the Warsaw Poles were massacred, the Red Army finally moved into the city and then
occupied the whole country. Jonathan Walker examines whether Britain could have done more to
save the Polish people and the victims of the Holocaust. While Allied political and military leaders
clashed over the level of support for the Poles, SOE, RAF and Intelligence personnel fought a
bitter covert war to help the Polish resistance fighters. The war ended with over 5 million Poles
dead. Had Britain betrayed her ally?

AUTHOR:
JONATHAN WALKER is a member of the British Commission for Military History and an Honorary
Research Associate at the University of Birmingham. Poland Alone has been translated into Polish
to great acclaim. 
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During the 1930s, the British Intelligence agencies became increasingly concerned about
Communist influence in the country. They reacted by spying on thousands of ordinary British
citizens. Amongst them were many artists and writers who, in tune with the spirit of the times',
had become sympathetic to left-wing causes, most notably the Spanish Civil War. Telephones
were bugged, post opened, homes searched and people encouraged to report suspicious
behaviour - all reminiscent of the East German Stasi. This book has been written in the light of
previously secret files, now available in The National Archives, which indicate the extent of the
surveillance and the consequences for those being watched. It focuses on a significant number of
writers and artists who were either members of the Communist Party of Great Britain or were
suspected of being fellow travellers'. They include: George Orwell, Stephen Spender, Olivia
Manning, Storm Jameson, W.H. Auden, Sylvia Townsend Warner, J.B. Priestley, Doris Lessing,
Julian Trevelyan, Randall Swingler, Paul Hogarth, Clive Branson and James Boswell. "The Secret
War Against the Arts" is a unique account of a dramatic period of modern history, from the
outbreak of the Spanish Civil War to the Hungarian uprising in 1956, revealing how MI5 was
systematic, unrelenting and uncompromising in its pursuit of artists and writers throughout the
period, while failing to see the much more disturbing treachery of others - Anthony Blunt, Guy
Burgess and Kim Philby, for example.

AUTHOR:
Richard Knott has a degree in History from the University of London. He has worked as an actor
(with the Royal Shakespeare Company), teacher and management consultant. His previous books
include: Posted in Wartime: Letters Home from Abroad (Pen & Sword, 2017); Black Night for
Bomber Command (Pen & Sword, 2007 & 2014); Flying Boats of the Empire (Robert Hale, 2011);
The Sketchbook War (The History Press, 2013 & 2014); and The Trio (The History Press, 2015).
Previously he has written two books on the teaching of English, a poetry anthology (Wordlife,
Nelson, 1988), and a book of cricket quotations (Cricket: Wit, Wickets and Wisdom, Running
Press, 1996). He lives near Bristol. 
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Between 1940 and 1945 London suffered 101 daylight and 253 night-time air raids from the
Luftwaffe and V1 and V2's. There were 80,000 fatalities or serious injuries and appalling
devastation. Well documented as these horrific events are, there was another major threat - the
all too real possibility of widespread flooding whenever the Nazi onslaught breached the Thames'
river defences. This superbly researched and illustrated book describes the vital role and unsung
achievements of the London County Council emergency repair teams ably led by Chief Engineer
Thomas Peirson Frank. Three rapid response units were formed and, in the event, undertook
repairs to over 100 breaches of the flood defences, thus saving the Capital from drowning. We
also learn of the fate of London's docks and bridges and of the ships, boats and barges lost in
the estuary and tideway. This fascinating account has been compiled by the Thames Discovery
Programme team and, 80 years on, pays tribute to the non-combatants who kept the major port
running and saved London.

AUTHOR:
Gustav Milne is an archaeologist, author and university lecturer. He began his career excavating
with the Guildhall Museum in 1973 and was a founder member of the Museum of London's
Department of Urban Archaeology, excavating and publishing reports on many Roman, Saxon
and Medieval riverfront sites. He subsequently taught for twenty years at the Institute of
Archaeology, University College London where he set up the Thames Archaeological Survey and
later The Thames Discovery Programme, the award winning community based project surveying
archaeological sites exposed on the open foreshore. He also founded the Gresham Ship Project,
the Evolutionary Determinants of Health programme and CITIZAN, a national, community based
coastal survey, featured in the TV series Britain at Low Tide. 
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Scotland is a land with a proud and centuries long history that far pre-dates its membership of
Great Britain and the United Kingdom. Today in the 21st century it is also a land that has done
much to make its historical records accessible, to help those with Caledonian ancestry trace their
roots back to earlier times and a world long past. In Tracing Scottish Family History on the
Internet, Chris Paton expertly guides the family historian through the many Scottish records
offerings available, but also cautions the reader that not every record is online, providing detailed
advice on how to use web based finding aids to locate further material across the country and
beyond. He also examines social networking and the many DNA platforms that are currently
further revolutionising online Scottish research. From the Scottish Government websites offering
access to our most important national records, to the holdings of local archives, libraries, family
history societies, and online vendors, Chris Paton takes the reader across Scotland, from the
Highlands and Islands, through the Central Belt and the Lowlands, and across the diaspora, to
explore the various flavours of Scottishness that have bound us together as a nation for so long.

AUTHOR:
Chris Paton is a genealogist and writer based in Ayrshire, who runs the Scotland's Greatest Story
research service at www.scotlandsgreateststory.co.uk.
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Over 60,000,000 people died worldwide during the course of the Second World War and, in
contrast to those slaughtered in The Great War, it was civilian populations that bore the brunt.
They perished in the Holocaust, in internment camps, in bombed towns and cities and as
collateral damage', in war zones, such as the Eastern Front and in Asia. Among this carnage
were hundred of individuals of all nations who had competed in Olympic Games. Imagine the loss
of so many of the world's greatest sportsmen and women of the present era. The author has
painstakingly researched the lives, achievements and circumstances of death of almost five
hundred athletes of the period. While many were household names at the time, this exceptional
work honours these fallen Olympians and reminds us of the futility and wastefulness of war.

AUTHOR:
Born in 1953, Nigel McCrery travelled extensively during his childhood as his father was in the
RAF. They settled in Nottingham. He served in the Nottinghamshire Constabulary between 1978
and 1987\. He then read History at Trinity College, Cambridge and joined the BBC graduate
entry course. He has written or been responsible for a number of highly successful BBC series
and films including Silent Witness, New Tricks and All The King's Men. He has written over a
dozen novels. Into Touch - Rugby Players Killed in The Great War, Final Wicket - Cricketers Killed
in The Great War , The Coming Storm - Test and First Class Cricketers Killed in World War Two
and The Extinguished Flame - Olympians Killed in the Great War are in print with Pen and Sword
Military. Nigel lives in Nottingham. 
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This inspiring book draws from first-hand interviews, diaries and memoirs of those involved in the
VE Day celebrations in 1945. It paints an enthralling picture of a day that marked the end of the
war in Europe and the beginning of a new era. VE Day affected millions of people in countless
ways. This book records a sample of those views, from both Britain and abroad, from civilians
and service men and women, from the famous and the not-so-famous, in order to provide a
moving story and a valuable social picture of the times. Mixed with humour as well as tragedy,
rejoicing as well as sadness, regrets of the past and hopes for the future, VE Day: the People's
Story is an inspiring record of one of the great turning points in history.

AUTHOR:
Russell Miller is a prize-winning journalist and the author of eleven previous books. While working
for the Sunday Times Magazine he won four press awards and was voted Writer of the Year by
the Society of British Magazine Editors. 
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Did you know English people were around before the country of England was invented?

It s true: just over 1,000 years ago, English people lived in several smaller countries all over the
island of Britain. A Saxon king called Alfred is famous for starting to bring these countries
together but who finished the job? Another Saxon king? A monk? Or was it... a Viking?

In this fantastically illustrated book, storyteller Chip Colquhoun explores fact and folklore to see
what they tell us about the birth of a country. After enjoying these tales of deadly battles, singing
kings and miraculous queens, can you work out Who Made England?

AUTHOR:
Chip Colquhoun is a professional storyteller who has written, directed and performed in a number
of heritage projects, including history trails and celebrations of key historical events. He has
received five grants from the Arts Council to write family productions, one of which was
nominated for the British Awards for Storytelling Excellence 2012 - and the most recent of which
is for a production marking the millennial of King Cnut's accession. He is currently
Communications Officer for the joint strategy of the Society for Storytelling and the Intangible
Cultural Heritage Committee of ICOMOS UK. 
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Paul Chrystal has written the first full length study of women and warfare in the Graeco Roman
world. Although the conduct of war was generally monopolised by men, there were plenty of
exceptions with women directly involved in its direction and even as combatants, Artemisia,
Olympias, Cleopatra and Agrippina the Elder being famous examples. And both Greeks and
Romans encountered women among their barbarian enemies, such as Tomyris, Boudicca and
Zenobia. More commonly, of course, women were directly affected by war as non-combatant
victims, of rape and enslavement as spoils of war and this makes up an important strand of the
authors discussion. The portrayal of female warriors and goddesses in classical mythology and
literature, and the use of war to justify gender roles and hierarchies, are also considered. Overall
it is a landmark survey of how war in the Classical world affected and was affected by women.

AUTHOR:
Paul Chrystal studied Latin and Greek at the University of Hull and then specialised in Latin love
poetry for his MPhil at the University of Southampton. He is the author of many works including
both local and Classical history, most recently Roman Military Disasters, published by Pen &
Sword in 2015. He has contributed as a feature writer to the Daily Express and is frequently on
BBC Radio York, BBC Radio Tees and BBC World Service. He lives in York.
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Wager that you can show everyone something they have never seen and that after they have
seen it, no one will ever see it again.

Wager that someone cannot push a quarter through a dime-sized hole in a business card without
tearing the paper.
Bet that a spectator will not be able to catch a falling dollar bill that is held between their
outstretched fingers.

A professional magician shares tricks that will amaze and confound viewers - and maybe even
win a couple of bucks in a friendly bar bet. More than 60 illustrated feats range from balancing a
dime on the edge of a dollar bill to rolling a cue ball under a stick placed across a pool table.
These quick tricks are easy to learn and can be performed with such everyday items as coins,
pencils, and matchsticks.

AUTHOR:
A professional magician since the age of 16, Dallas-based Diamond Jim Tyler performs, gives
private lessons and group lectures, invents routines, and markets magic effects all over the
world. Like any good conjurer, he knows his share of tricks and pranks to fool barroom targets.
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This book covers the modelling and painting of US armed forces in the Pacific, on D-Day and
during the liberation of Europe in 1/35, 1/56, 1/72 and 1/76 scales. Historical overviews set the
scene followed by detailed step-by-step modelling and painting guides for the creation of
accurate and realistic models, whether for display or wargaming. With over 250 colour
photography, this book includes the following models for Personnel: infantryman, paratrooper,
Ranger, Marine, airmen, combat engineers, tank crew and General George S. Patton. For
Weapons: small arms and artillery. For Vehicles: tanks, half-tracks, tank destroyers, jeeps,
armoured cars and many more.

AUTHOR:
Ray Haskins received his first model Airfix kit when he was five years old and this sparked not
only a life-long hobby, but also his career, in modelling and painting figures and vehicles. His
company is Ray Haskins Figure Painting.
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This is a practical guide to getting the best from the many resin and etch detailing kits available
to enhance scale model aircraft, and is intended to help beginners and experienced model
makers alike. Richly illustrated, it uses six model-building examples, from the very basic
application of etch to the major conversions. It includes an overview of the tools required;
guidance on building the basic model kit; an explanation of different types of multimedia; the
methods for producing etched brass; how to undertake 3D design and 3D printing and, finally,
gives the steps for successful resin casting.

AUTHOR:
Robin Carpenter has been a keen model maker since childhood; he has also worked on a variety
of real aircraft over a twenty-year career in aviation. He has entered his models into many
shows, winning awards at national level. He is best known for his airbrush painting, and is the
author of Airbrushing Scale Model Aircraft for Crowood.
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Puzzle enthusiasts can tune in to fun as they search for words associated with 100 of the most
popular TV shows of all time. Includes themes related to comedies, from All in the Family and
Cheers to The Big Bang Theory; dramas such as Downton Abbey, This Is Us, and Game of
Thrones; procedurals like Blue Bloods, Law & Order, and NCIS; plus Westerns, game shows,
prime-time soap operas, Emmy winners, and more. Solutions are provided in the back of the
book.

AUTHOR:
Ilene J. Rattiner has taught students from kindergarten through high school, specialising in
reading and language arts. She has Bachelors degrees in Elementary Education and English and
a Masters degree in Early Childhood Education. Ilene has contributed to several Dover word
search puzzle books and has published two stories in the popular children's magazines Spider and
Hopscotch.
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The wait is finally over! After the success of his first coffee table book, Interior Design, Eric
Kuster presents a new volume of his luxurious interior projects.

In Interior Design Vol. 2, world-renowned interior designer Eric Kuster presents his latest interior
projects, spanning exclusive private apartments, hotels, shops, bars, and restaurants. This
stunning interiors portfolio, like the Dutch designer himself, is defined by its boundless creativity
as much as its meticulous attention to detail: properties are custom-designed to the client's
wishes and requirements and leave nothing to chance. From colour schemes to fabric choices, to
the selection and arrangement of furniture, everything comes together in a harmonious scheme
that is always unique, yet unmistakably Eric Kuster.

AUTHOR:
Eric Kuster has rapidly ascended to the top tier of interior designers, working with a number of
prominent clients around the globe. With his label, Metropolitan Luxury, Kuster designs furniture,
fabrics, fragrances, and other exclusive products.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A new book from Dutch interior designer and Instagram star,
Eric Kuster
•  A high-design object unto itself, this outstanding source book is filled with interiors advice and
ideas
•  Inspiration for colour schemes, fabrics, room layout, and furniture
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17 projects from all over the world by renowned architects and interior designers: Framework
(The Netherlands), Warren Garrett (Canada/USA), Bernd Gruber (Austria), Caprini Pellerin
Architects (France), Piotr Paradowski (Poland), Avenue Design Studio (The Netherlands), Rue
Verte (Denmark), Guillaume Terver for LeLad (France), Jolson (Australia), Mathieson Architects
(Australia), Lawless & Meyerson (Australia), Ashley Botten Design (Canada), Mecanismo (Spain),
Marianna Fiorin Interiors (USA), Atelier New York Architecture (USA), Originate (UK/USA), Kevin
De Smet (Belgium), Found Associates (UK).

This new book shows that modernism and minimalism are highly flexible aesthetics, styles where
your personal preferences can - and should - prevail. 

 "Modern Residences" offers an inspiring insight into totally elegant, contemporary living spaces.
It provides unique access to distinguished residences with a modern perspective. From modest
revisions to ground-up constructions and complete renovations, these distinct houses around the
world are all at once elegant and relaxed and offer inspiration and ideas to decorators and
homeowners looking for elegant design inspiration.

Packed with beautiful photography, this exhaustive book captures the understated elegance of
these homes. A definitive must-have for fans of modernism and minimalism. Modern design at its
very best!
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What do the Parisian chocolatier and sculptor Patrick Roger, the makers of the trendy Oslo
fashion label Norwegian Rain, T-Michael and Alexander Heller have in common with the Stuttgart
optician Andreas Kraft? They all believe in the magic and allure of well-designed shops. And that
is not all - as entrepreneurs, they must make their shops the ambassadors of their brand,
philosophy and products. This book is an exploratory tour of offbeat retail hotspots worldwide.
The focus is on interesting personalities who make a relevant contribution to the topic of shop
design and product presentation.

Text in English and German.

AUTHOR:
Marc Heikaus is the owner of Heikaus Group, a Swabian family enterprise with around 50
employees, and is active throughout Europe as a general contractor and supplier for turnkey
ready shop design, combining design and innovation of the highest quality.

SELLING POINT:
•  Storytelling around makers and brands, featuring 20 international successful retail designs
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It is interdisciplinary teams with complex compositions that develop and realise exhibitions.
Groenlandbasel directs a network of specialists and with Spaces and Stories enables an insight
into the cooperation and the dedicated efforts of a wide range of involved parties. Exhibition
thinkers and exhibition makers express themselves alongside each other in essays, shorter
highlights and interviews.

The texts are accompanied by a diverse selection of projects by Groenlandbasel: museum
developments, special and permanent exhibitions, architecture, as well as indoor and outdoor
installations.

With text contributions from: Dominic Huber, Director Rimini Protokoll, Zurich; Nina Gorgus,
Curator Historical Museum Frankfurt; Ramon De Marco, Sound Designer Idee und Klang, Basel;
Daniel Tyradellis, freelance curator, Berlin; Beat Hächler, Director Alpine Museum of Switzerland,
Bern; Sibylle Lichtensteiger, Director Stapferhaus Lenzburg.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Scenography as teamwork
•  A leading Swiss design office provides valuable insights
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"Unrecorded, spoken words soon dissolve, like smoke. Simply by being written down, however,
even a fleeting thought can be moved instantly into the timeless dimension of language."
-Alastair Reid 

Alastair Reid was a poet, essayist, translator and traveller, who was instrumental in bringing the
poems of Borges and Neruda into English. He died in 2014. Reid started to write for the New
Yorker in the late 50's and contributed poetry and travel pieces for nearly 40 years. His poetry
came back into circulation in Scotland in 1978, when Canongate published Weathering; poems
and translations; and then Oases which in 1997 combined poems - including some translations -
in a pocket-size hardback, bringing his work across these genres to the attention of a new
generation. Now readers can enjoy his collected works in this new edition from Galileo.
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Hill-walking was Shepherd's great love; her single collection of poetry In the Cairngorms (1934)
expresses an intensity of deep kinship with nature. They are poems written with the perception of
one who has climbed the mountains and truly knows them. The poetry has many religious notes -
references to 'the Light' and 'the Presence' in the hills; though these references could seem
Christian, they are perhaps expressions of a broader spirituality - Shepherd herself likened her
journey to a Buddhist pilgrimage. This volume speaks to lovers of poetry and of nature.

AUTHOR:
Nan Shepherd was a Scottish Modernist writer and poet. She was an early writer in Scots, who
wrote three stand-alone novels set in small, fictional communities in North Scotland. The Scottish
landscape and weather played a major role in her novels and provided the focus for her poetry.
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This collection brings together verses that mark the last moments of life, the passing of one
stage to another. At a time of grief, we often search for the right words to say, words which will
help us come to terms with death, with loss and with the fear of what comes next. The poems
and readings in this collection gather together beautiful, lyrical, insightful writings on death,
grieving and healing by poets including Christina Rossetti, John Donne, Emily Dickinson and John
Keats.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Foiled and embossed cover, with ribbon markers. 
•  An ideal gift for any occasion. 
•  Covers wide range of poems. 
•  Moving, carefully selected poetry – popular and less well known. 
•  Perfect for reflection, study and speaking aloud!

Hardback Deluxe edition, printed on silver, foiled and embossed.
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Spanning across centuries and genres, this comprehensive collection of poetry and quotes
celebrates the LGBT experience in all its varied, complex forms. This moving and evocative
selection features writings from a wide range of voices, including Walt Whitman, Oscar Wilde,
Virginia Woolf and many more. The words within this elegant anthology meditate on a variety of
themes and subjects, including identity, love, and strength. Full of passion, wit, candour and
vulnerability, Pride Parade is sure to inspire and resonate with readers everywhere.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Foiled and embossed cover, with ribbon markers. 
•  An ideal gift for any occasion. 
•  Covers wide range of poems and quotes. 
•  Moving, carefully selected poetry – popular and less well known. 
•  Perfect for reflection and study!

Hardback Deluxe edition, printed on silver, foiled and embossed.
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This anthology combines some of the greatest poetry to have emerged from the 1914-18 conflict
with an extraordinary collection of paintings from contemporary artists, mainly sourced from the
Imperial War Museum.

In 1914 Rupert Brooke wrote "Now God be thanked who has matched us with this hour".... but
he had yet to see active service. As the war progressed, poets of all nationalities, on the front or
at home, men and women, wrote otherwise. Some of their words will be familiar such as Edward
Thomas' A Private, the American Alan Seeger's Rendezvous and the Canadian John McRae's In
Flanders Fields.

As the poets wrote of every aspect of the war so their artist contemporaries captured scenes of
both chaos and compassion, horror and humour, which sometimes no words could describe. Paul
Nash's battle-torn wastelands portray a savage world, far removed from the gentle landscapes
evoked longingly by his brother John. The lonely torment of the women at home depicted by
artists such as Harold Gilman is no less moving than the images of suffering in the trenches by
CRW Nevinson, Stanley Spencer and Percy Wyndham Lewis.

Some Corner of a Foreign Field sets the written and visual records of the Great War side-by-side:
together the poems and paintings speak for themselves, for each other and, above all, for those
who fought and died.
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The legendary poet of the Orkneys - who later became one of Scotland's most loved 20th
century poets - George Mackay Brown: this is his first published book of poems, here reissued
with a new introduction by Kathleen Jamie and illustrations by Julia Sorrell.

George Mackay Brown was born in Stromness, Orkney, on 17 October 1921. He died there in
1996.

His many awards include a Society of Authors Travel Award, 1968; SAC Literature Prize, 1969;
Katherine Mansfield Menton Short Story Prize, 1971;  Hon. LLD from Dundee University, 1977;
OBE, 1974; James Tait  Black Memorial Prize 1987 (for The Golden Bird). He was nominated for
the Booker Prize in 1994 for his novel Beside the Ocean of Time.

He left behind him an extraordinary body of work: novels, short stories, poetry, journalism and
even two operatic collaborations with Peter Maxwell Davis.
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Wordsworth's lyrical works deal with such topics as morality, grief, and appreciation of nature.
Wordsworth was a key figure of English Romanticism and much of his poetry was inspired by the
beautiful setting of the Lake District, where he lived most of his life. This new selection gathers
around fifty of his best-loved odes, ballads and sonnets.

Vivid and personal, William Wordsworth's lyrical works deal with such topics as morality,
spirituality, grief, and appreciation of nature. Wordsworth was a central figure of English
Romanticism and much of his poetry was inspired by the beautiful setting of the Lake District,
where he lived most of his life. This collection gathers around fifty of his best-loved odes, ballads
and sonnets, including 'I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud', 'Ode: Intimations on Immortality', 'The
World Is Too Much with Us' and 'My Heart Leaps up When I Behold'.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Foiled and embossed cover, with ribbon markers. 
•  An ideal gift for any occasion. 
•  Covers wide range of Lakeland poems. 
•  Moving, carefully selected poetry – popular and less well known. 
•  Perfect for reflection and study!

Hardback Deluxe edition, printed on silver, foiled and embossed.
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A stunning new edition with deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and
gilded edges. The unabridged text is accompanied by a Glossary of Victorian and Literary terms
produced for the modern reader.

The Age of Innocence (winner of the 1921 Pulitzer Prize), is a tale of desire and betrayal, set in
the golden age of 1920s New York. It tells the story of Newland Archer, a rich lawyer from an
aristocratic family, happily engaged to society beauty May Welland. The complex, social
constructs of their lives are thrown into disarray, however, with the arrival of May's cousin, the
Countess Ellen Olenska, into their gilded circle. Ellen, recently separated from her dissolute Polish
count husband, is everything that May is not – carefree, unconventional, artistic, and Archer falls
hopelessly in love with her. Caught between his passion for Ellen and his duty to May, Archer has
to make a decision between the women that will determine the rest of their lives.

The FLAME TREE COLLECTABLE CLASSICS are chosen to create a delightful and timeless home
library.

Hardback Deluxe edition, foiled and embossed, with gilded edges.
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A stunning new edition with deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and
gilded edges. The unabridged text is accompanied by a Glossary of Victorian and Literary terms
produced for the modern reader.

The most famous and enduring collection of fairy tales in the world, the first volume of Grimm's
Fairy Tales was published in 1812. Originally known as Kinder- und Hausmarchen, or Children's
and Household Tales in English, these stories form a vivid and fascinating body of work rich in
folkloric significance. Often as dark as they are enchanting, these tales are teeming with magic,
strikingly sinister villains, and daring quests. Gathered here you'll find old-time favourites like
Little Red-Cap, Cinderella, Rumpelstiltskin, and Hansel and Gretel, as well as lesser-known
stories.

The FLAME TREE COLLECTABLE CLASSICS are chosen to create a delightful and timeless home
library.

Hardback Deluxe edition, foiled and embossed, with gilded edges.
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In this concise text, the distinguished American philosopher John Dewey compiled excerpts from
the massive Progress and Poverty to provide those unfamiliar with Henry George's work with the
essence of the author's thinking on economics. In his Foreword, Dewey noted, "It would require
less than the fingers of the two hands to enumerate those who from Plato down rank with
[George]. No man, no graduate of a higher educational institution, has a right to regard himself
as an educated man in social thought unless he has some first-hand acquaintance with the
theoretical contribution of this great American thinker."

Fifteen brief chapters feature passages from George's highly influential book and examine why
poverty persists throughout periods of economic and technological progress as well as the basis
for economic cycles of boom and bust.

AUTHOR:
Henry George (1839–97) went to sea on a merchant ship at age 15, and by the end of the 1850s
was working in San Francisco as a typesetter. A career in journalism followed, and George
gradually become a successful popular speaker on the issues of his day as well as an effective
writer. He moved to New York around the time Progress and Poverty was published and ran for
mayor, losing in an election that may have been marred by fraud. His second campaign for
mayor ended with a fatal stroke. Thousands turned out for his funeral, which was described as
the largest in New York's history (or at least the largest since the death of Abraham Lincoln);
even George's bitterest opponents at Tammany Hall flew their flag at half-staff on that day.
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Cited by H.P. Lovecraft as 'perhaps the greatest of all Mr. Hodgson's works', this tale of a
deserted house in Ireland hints at a terrifying evil. When two men on an innocent fishing trip
encounter the enigmatic ruins of a house, they slowly uncover its secrets through the diary of its
previous tenant. At each turn of the page, horrors begin to unfold, monsters are revealed and
new dimensions exposed. A gripping story right to the very end, Hodgson's masterful writing
leads the reader into a nightmarish world from which there may be no escape.

FLAME TREE 451: From mystery to crime, supernatural to horror and fantasy to science fiction,
Flame Tree 451 offers a healthy diet of werewolves and mechanical men, blood-lusty vampires,
dastardly villains, mad scientists, secret worlds, lost civilizations and escapist fantasies. Discover a
storehouse of tales gathered specifically for the reader of the fantastic. Each book features a
brand new biography and glossary of Literary, Gothic and Victorian terms.

AUTHOR:
William Hope Hodgson (1877–1918) was born in Essex but moved several times with his family,
including a stint in County Galway in Ireland – a setting that would later inspire The House on the
Borderland. Hodgson made several unsuccessful attempts to run away to sea, until his uncle
secured him some work in the Merchant Marine. His association with the ocean would unfold later
in his many sea stories. After some initial rejections of his writing work, Hodgson managed to
become a full time writer of both novels and short stories, which form a fantastic legacy of
adventure, mystery and horror fiction. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  A new edition, with clear readable text 
•  A new Life & Works written for this edition 
•  A new Glossary of Gothic, Victorian and Literary terms 
•  Part of a new series of curated Fantastic Gothic Fiction books
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This volume presents three of Jane Austen's smaller works, treating readers to the author's
timeless observations on life and love in nineteenth-century England. In Lady Susan, a beautiful
and flirtatious widow seeks an advantageous second marriage for herself while attempting to
push her daughter into a dismal match. Through a series of crafty maneuvers, Susan pursues
her schemes by filling her calendar with invitations for extended visits with unsuspecting relatives
and acquaintances. Characters are revealed and suspense builds as the plot unfolds through a
series of letters.

The beloved author also left behind two tantalising unfinished novels. The Watsons takes place in
a familiar domestic milieu, in which a spirited heroine finds her marriage opportunities narrowed
by poverty and pride. Sanditon ventures into new territory amid hypochondriacs and speculators
at a seaside resort. More than literary curiosities, these stories are worthy of reading for pleasure
as well as for study.

AUTHOR:
Rich with memorable characters from 19th-century English society and compelling themes of love
and personal rivalries, the novels of Jane Austen (1775–1817) continue to enchant modern
readers. One of literature's most celebrated women authors, Austen crafted stories remarkable
in their psychological depth.
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A stunning new edition with deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and
gilded edges. The unabridged text is accompanied by a Glossary of Victorian and Literary terms
produced for the modern reader.

The lives of four teenage sisters – Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy – unfold in this treasured classic. Living
in Massachusetts the March sisters are struggling though poverty and the effects of the American
Civil War, which has taken away their father. Through happy and sad times, the sisters pull
together with help from their mother, Marmee. Despite squabbles and desperate times, the
sisters have a contagious sense of fun that leads to many adventures and eventually they learn
exactly what it takes to grow up. Little Women was released in 1868 to commercial success and
favourable reviews from critics. It has since become a true literary classic, made into countless
adaptations, and a worldwide success that is loved by many.

The FLAME TREE COLLECTABLE CLASSICS are chosen to create a delightful and timeless home
library.

Hardback Deluxe edition, foiled and embossed, with gilded edges.
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A stunning new edition with deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and
gilded edges. The unabridged text is accompanied by a Glossary of Victorian and Literary terms
produced for the modern reader. 

Originally published as a series in The Strand Magazine, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's second
collection of Sherlock Holmes stories was originally intended to mark the final appearance of the
brilliant detective. Holmes' exceptional powers of observation and deduction are once more put
to the test in these twelve adventures full of murder and intrigue, culminating in "The Final
Problem". After finally meeting his match in Professor James Moriarty, a nefarious criminal
mastermind, Holmes must face off against his most dangerous nemesis yet.

The FLAME TREE COLLECTABLE CLASSICS are chosen to create a delightful and timeless home
library.

Hardback Deluxe edition, foiled and embossed, with gilded edges.
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A thrilling tale of mystery and crime from a master storyteller. A pacy tale from the original
master of detective fiction Wilkie Collins. Transported from the temples of India to atmospheric
Victorian England, the scene is set for a tale which twists between death, drugs, mystery and,
most of all, misdirection. Rachel inherits the moonstone from her uncle on her 18th birthday, a
cursed diamond of sacred importance stolen from India. When the stone goes missing, Sergeant
Cuff is faced with a myriad of possible culprits, from mysterious Indian jugglers who may not be
all they seem, to a very oddly acting maidservant. Told from the viewpoints of various vivid
characters, Collins spins a tale of intrigue with many a wrong-turn as the moonstone leaves a
path of destruction in its wake.

FLAME TREE 451: From mystery to crime, supernatural to horror and fantasy to science fiction,
Flame Tree 451 offers a healthy diet of werewolves and mechanical men, blood-lusty vampires,
dastardly villains, mad scientists, secret worlds, lost civilizations and escapist fantasies. Discover a
storehouse of tales gathered specifically for the reader of the fantastic. Each book features a
brand new biography and glossary of Literary, Gothic and Victorian terms.

AUTHOR:
William Wilkie Collins (1824–89) was, unlike many nineteenth-century writers, a great literary
success within his own lifetime. At one stage he rose to be the highest-paid Victorian writer, even
eclipsing the earnings of his mentor, Charles Dickens. He had several careers in his youth, but it
was writing novels that brought him fame, boosted by a certain notoriety for what many
perceived as his scandalous and immoral private life. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  A new edition, with clear readable text 
•  A new Life & Works written for this edition 
•  A new Glossary of Gothic, Victorian and Literary terms 
•  Part of a new series of curated Fantastic Fiction books
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Nearly a century before space travel captured the imaginations of science-fiction writers and
readers, Jules Verne envisioned an incident in which a comet impact in the vicinity of Gibraltar
sends a piece of the Earth on a two-year trip around the solar system. Thirty-six unsuspecting
individuals of various nationalities are swept away by the collision. The tension builds as they
struggle to understand what has happened and to cope with their new environment. The
involuntary travelers are forced to put aside their differences to survive in an increasingly frigid
atmosphere and to try to find their way home.

Verne's passion for travel and his interest in space exploration are reflected in this rollicking
adventure, which is further elevated by his gift for creating a dramatic narrative and realistic
personalities. This edition of Off on a Comet! features illustrations from the original French
publication that complement the author's droll observations of his contemporaries' superstitions
and foibles.

AUTHOR:
"The reason Verne is still read by millions today is simply that he was one of the best storytellers
who ever lived." - Arthur C. Clarke. Jules Verne started out composing librettos, but the
French-born author's passion for travel and exploration compelled him to turn to adventure tales,
creating the prototype for today's science fiction. One of the most translated authors in the
world, Jules Verne is best known for such classics as Journey to the Center of the Earth, Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, and Around the World in Eighty Days.
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James Joyce's first novel, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1916) is a captivating evocation
of the emotional, intellectual and creative coming of age of the young Stephen Dedalus,
essentially Joyce's alter ego. The originality and inventiveness of its modernist style prefigures
Joyce's yet more experimental masterpiece Ulysses.

A stunning new edition with deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and
gilded edges. The unabridged text is accompanied by a Glossary of Victorian and Literary terms
produced for the modern reader.

James Joyce's first novel, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1916) is a captivating evocation
of the emotional, intellectual and creative coming of age of the young Stephen Dedalus,
essentially Joyce's alter ego. The originality and inventiveness of its modernist style prefigures
Joyce's yet more experimental masterpiece Ulysses and offers a profound, poetic insight into
Joyce himself as well as a personal journey of awakening and rebellion.

The FLAME TREE COLLECTABLE CLASSICS are chosen to create a delightful and timeless home
library.

Hardback Deluxe edition, foiled and embossed, with gilded edges.
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A stunning new edition with deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and
gilded edges. The unabridged text is accompanied by a Glossary of Victorian and Literary terms
produced for the modern reader.

An enduring children's classic, The Secret Garden (1911) is as enchanting as it is moving.
Orphaned after the death of her parents in a cholera epidemic, Mary Lennox is sent from India
to her uncle's home in England, the remote Misselthwaite Manor. Alienated from her
surroundings, she initially takes against the cold, gloomy house and the seemingly barren
Yorkshire landscape. However, her spirits begin to improve as she sets out in search of the
manor's long-neglected secret garden. As Mary unlock the mysteries of her new home, a
powerful tale of redemption and regeneration unfolds.

The FLAME TREE COLLECTABLE CLASSICS are chosen to create a delightful and timeless home
library.

Hardback Deluxe edition, foiled and embossed, with gilded edges.
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With a vengeful werewolf and a dark family secret this is an early horror original crawling with
supernatural suspense. An ancient family curse and a demonic creature are the focus of this
horror mystery penned by the imaginative Jessie Douglas Kerruish. An unknown monster lurking
in the misty pine forests has plagued the Hammands for as long as they can remember, and
when Oliver is savagely attacked, his sister acts in desperation to save him from madness or
death.The only possible help is Luna Bartendale, a supersensitive detective who soon unravels
more to the mystery than anyone thought possible. Uncovering occult items, strange burials and
dark family secrets, the shadow of the monster draws ever nearer. Soon they realize they must
risk everything to discover the chilling truth if they are to survive and prevent the monster from
killing again.

FLAME TREE 451: From mystery to crime, supernatural to horror and fantasy to science fiction,
Flame Tree 451 offers a healthy diet of werewolves and mechanical men, blood-lusty vampires,
dastardly villains, mad scientists, secret worlds, lost civilizations and escapist fantasies. Discover a
storehouse of tales gathered specifically for the reader of the fantastic. Each book features a
brand new biography and glossary of Literary, Gothic and Victorian terms.

AUTHOR:
Born in 1884 Jessie Douglas Kerruish was a regular contributor to The Weekly Tale-Teller, a
paper publishing short stories, she often set her tales in North Africa and the Near East. She
went on to publish two story collections and two novels before eventually publishing her
English-set supernatural story The Undying Monster. Initially received well, and even inspiring a
film years later, this macabre and imaginative tale has been viewed as a real classic of its genre.
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Asymptotic estimates are of key significance to mathematical analysis and its applications,
assisting investigators whose calculations become too complicated or impossible. This
monograph, a major contribution to the literature upon its original publication, retains its value
by working out specific examples that illustrate general methods with clarity and precision.

The three-chapter treatment introduces principal methods of obtaining asymptotic estimates,
discusses basic material from the theory of entire functions of finite order, and applies the first
chapter's methods to the functions of the second chapter. M. A. Evgrafov presents the basic
material of the theory of entire functions in the closest possible connection with asymptotic
estimates in order to obtain material for examples and to enable readers to efficiently master
the theory.

For advanced undergraduates and graduate students in mathematics.

AUTHOR:
Russian-Soviet mathematician M. A. Evgravov (1926–97) served on the faculty of the Moscow
Physical-Technical Institute. Dover also publishes his Analytic Functions.
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This concise book on the functions of a complex variable provides the basics on a number of
important topics:

• Conformal representation
• Special transformations
• The complex integral calculus
• The calculus of residues

Brisk and clear-cut in its style, the treatment is particularly valuable to students of pure or
applied mathematics, especially those with an interest in the mechanism of conformal
transformation. The book is enhanced with a section of worked examples and an Index.

AUTHOR:
British mathematician Edgar Giraldus Phillips was a Senior Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge,
and later a faculty member at the University College of South Wales, Bangor. His other books
include Some Topics in Complex Analysis and A Course of Analysis.
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"An elegant piece of work, suitable as a text for the beginning student as well as pleasant and
informative reading for the mature mathematician." - Scripta Mathematica

This critically acclaimed text by a major twentieth-century mathematician presents a detailed
theory of Frechet (V) spaces and a comprehensive examination of their relevance to topological
spaces, plus in-depth discussions of metric and complete spaces. The author's exposition is clear
and refined. Moreover, his axiomatic treatment of the theory of point sets, apart from its logical
simplicity, has also an advantage: it supplies excellent material for exercise in abstract thinking
and logical argument in the deduction of theorems from stated suppositions alone - that is, in
proving theorems by drawing on strictly logical conclusions, without appeal to intuition. Numerous
worked and unworked examples supplement each chapter.

AUTHOR:
Waclaw Sierpinski (1882–1969) was a prominent Polish mathematician and the author of 50
books and over 700 papers. His major contributions were in the areas of set theory, number
theory, the theory of functions, and topology. He was for most of his life on the faculty of the
University of Warsaw. Dover also publishes his Pythagorean Triangles.
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An outstanding introduction to tensor analysis for physics and engineering students, this text
admirably covers the expected topics in a careful step-by-step manor. In addition to the standard
vector analysis of Gibbs, including dyadic or tensors of valence two, the treatment also supplies
an introduction to the algebra of motors. The entire theory is illustrated by many significant
applications. Surface geometry and hydrodynamics are treated at length in separate chapters.

Nearly all of the important results are formulated as theorems, in which the essential conditions
are explicitly stated. Each chapter concludes with a selection of problems that develop students'
technical skills and introduce new and important applications. The material may be adapted for
short courses in either vector analysis or tensor analysis.

AUTHOR:
Louis Brand (1885–1971) received his PhD from Harvard University and taught at the University
of Cincinnati for many years before his retirement in 1955. After leaving Cincinnati, he was
appointed M. D. Anderson Distinguished Professor of Mathematics and Chairman of the
Department of Mathematics at the University of Houston. Dover also publishes his Vector Analysis
and Advanced Calculus: An Introduction to Classical Analysis.
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Africa is changing and digitisation is playing a pivotal role in it. Throughout the whole continent,
digital practices are emerging which radically transform African societies and their worldwide
perception. However, digital infrastructures remain marked by local and global asymmetries
despite the widespread use of mobile phones. Over the course of two years and in three African
and European cities, the interdisciplinary exhibition and research project Digital Imaginaries took
this contradictory diversity of digital phenomena as its starting point in order to explore possible
digital futures in Africa.

Texts by Bethlehem Anteneh, Younes Baba-Ali / Aude Tournaye, Tegan Bristow, Mehdi Derfoufi,
Mamadou Diallo / Judith Rottenburg, Sunny Dolat / Njoki Ngumi (The Nest Collective), Oulimata
Gueye, Thomas Herve, Francois Knoetze, Sename Koffi Agbodjinou / Manuel Burger, Bettina
Korintenberg, Siri Lamoureaux / Enrico Ille / Amal Fadlalla / Timm Sureau, Achille Mbembe,
Maurice Mbikayi, Julien McHardy, Christopher McMichael, Marcus Neustetter / Mwenya Kabwe,
Nanjala Nyabola, DK Osseo-Asare / Yasmine Abbas, Tabita Rezaire, Richard Rottenburg, Daniel
Sciboz, Joseph Tonda, Michel Wahome, Philipp Ziegler

SELLING POINT:
•  A fully illustrated study exploring possible digital futures in Africa

150 colour images
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Living with cerebral palsy is enormously difficult. But what if you never knew you had it?

This is the incredible story of Ilana Estelle.

Born the second of premature twins, an hour apart, from a young age Ilana knew she was
different, but for all the wrong reasons. A child of the 60s, Ilana experienced first-hand the way
that disability was, at the time, so often brushed under the carpet, not spoken about. Her
constant physical and mental struggles made her feel isolated, alone, frustrated, and
misunderstood. It took 46 years for her to find out why.

Part memoir, part motivational guide, Cerebral Palsy: My story is Ilana's open and honest
journey from an angry, confused child, knowing something was wrong, not knowing what was
wrong, what her disability was, or that there was a diagnosis - to the 'real' her - a courageous
woman using her experiences and lessons to create inspiring messages about mental and
physical health, resilience and change.

AUTHOR:
Ilana's cerebral palsy diagnosis was hidden from her until the age of 46. That diagnosis was a
life-changing moment that allowed Ilana to look at her life experiences differently. Months after
her diagnosis, she set up her website The CP Diary. Ilana spends her days writing and blogging
about things that contribute to her health and wellbeing. She uses her experiences to write,
bringing clarity into her life. She writes about health and wellbeing, advocating positivity,
empathy and understanding through her blog, and across social media. Ilana who is passionate
about the environment and is an animal advocate, lives with her husband and their much-loved
cat, in Yorkshire. When she is not writing, Ilana enjoys days out exploring the beautiful north
Yorkshire countryside.
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The second book in the hilarious, bestselling country doctor's memoir series.

Dr Sparrow is back, coping with more bizarre, macabre and hilarious situations. Following his
successful debut with Country Doctor, he once more guides us through the daily rounds of the
weird and wonderful in his practice on the Devon/Cornwall border. 

What would you do if faced with the unsuccessful resuscitation of the wrong patient, being held at
gunpoint as a suspected terrorist or confronting a blind man who refuses to stop driving? And
what about the little old lady who presents you with a supermarket bag stuffed with £20 notes?
Add to this, jets crashing on the runway, fleeting glimpses of the Royal Genitalia and the
haunting tale of the suicidal stranger and an abducted child - and you will start to have some
idea of the unpredictable life of Dr Sparrow.

AUTHOR:
Dr Michael Sparrow has charted an unconventional course from the immaturity and uncertainty of
life as a medical student, through hospital jobs and a six-year spell in the Royal Air Force, to the
immaturity and uncertainty of life as a rural GP. He lives on the Devon/Cornwall border as the
region’s longest serving GP.
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At a time when multiple wars are raging across much of the Middle East, it is almost forgotten
that it was Abu al-Qasim Abbas ibn Firnas ibn Wirdas at-Takurni - an Andalusian inventor,
physician and engineer - who was the first person to undertake experiments in flying with any
degree of success. That was back in the 9th Century A.D. Nigh on a thousand years later the
Arab World's critical strategic location made it almost inevitable that these regions would be
drawn into the imperial rivalries of the leading European powers, while the Ottoman Empire
struggled to maintain its existing position in the area. This in turn meant that the first bombs to
be dropped by military aircraft fell on Arab soil. Not surprisingly, as the Arab countries slowly
achieved their independence, they too wanted to have air forces. In 1948 the first such Arab air
forces were thrown into battle in an ill-fated attempt to keep Palestine as a primarily Arab
country.

Based on decades of consistent research, but also newly available sources in both Arabic and
various European languages, and richly illustrated with a wide range of authentic photography,
Volume 2 of the 'Air Power and the Arab World, 1909-1955' mini-series continues the story of the
men and machines of the first half century of military aviation in the Arab World. 

AUTHOR:
David Nicolle was born in London in 1944. He worked for the BBC Television News and the BBC
Arabic Service while also writing for educational magazines on various historical subjects -
including aviation - before receiving a PhD from Edinburgh University. While continuing to write
and illustrate articles for educational magazines, Dr Nicolle also started writing books on various
aspects of aviation and military history - largely focusing upon the Arab and Islamic world. In
1983, he became a lecturer in History at Yarmouk University in Jordan, where he continued to
teach until 1987. After returning to England, Dr Nicolle continued to write and now has more than
100 books and dozens of TV documentaries to his name. 

100 b/w photographs, 15 colour profiles, 6 maps
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After his first meeting with General Alexander in August 1942, Lieutenant-General Sir Brian
Horrocks wrote that: By repute he was Winston Churchills fire brigade chief par excellence: the
man who was always dispatched to retrieve the most desperate situations. Churchill was indeed
in need of a fire brigade chief. Allied forces had been chased back across the desert by Rommel.
Alexander bought a new hope to the Desert Rats: he instilled them with his own confidence and
thought of victory. Under his command, Montgomery was ready to fight and win the battle of El
Alamein. Even as his generals drove the enemy from North Africa, Alexander was planning far
ahead for Sicily and Operation Husky: the first major seaborne invasion by either side during the
war. It was said that before El Alamein the Allies never knew victory, and after El Alamein never
knew defeat: much of the credit belongs to Alexander. For decades his contribution to the British
efforts in both wars has been overlooked. Here, however, is a comprehensive edition of his
personal and candid memoirs, which includes judgments on such men as Montgomery, Patton
and Churchill. He also details his role in leading the withdrawal of the 1st Infantry Division at
Dunkirk, his dealings with Stilwell in Burma and the bombing of the Monte Cassino abbey.

AUTHOR:
James Holland is a writer and historian. His works include Fortress Malta: An Island Under Siege,
19401943, The Burning Blue and Together We Stand. He is currently working on a new history of
the Battle of Britain. This edition also includes a foreword by Shane Alexander, the Second Earl
of Tunis. 
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This is the incredible story of a Second World War shoot-out between black and white American
soldiers in a quiet Cornish town that ended up putting the special relationship' itself on trial. The
subsequent court martial into what tabloids labelled a wild west' mutiny became front page news
in Great Britain and the USA. Three thousand miles across the Atlantic, it mirrored and bolstered
a fast-accelerating civil rights movement. At home it caused Churchill himself grave anxiety' while
refracting an extraordinary truth about the real state of Anglo-American relations. For three long
days the story raged before the turbulent war-torn world moved on and forgot forever amid
ever-escalating D-Day preparations. This account of a shocking drama the authorities tried to
hush up has been painstakingly pieced back together for the first time thanks to new archival
research. When slotted into its unique context, extracted from wartime cabinet documents,
secret government surveys, opinion polls, diaries, letters and newspapers as well as testimony
from those who remember it, the story offers a rare and stunning window into a little-known
dark side of the American Invasion.' By breathing new life into a vanished trial, it reveals a rare
and surprising insight into the wider story of how Britain reacted to soldiers of the Jim Crow army
when they came to stay.

AUTHOR:
After reading History at Oxford University, Kate Werran wrote for local and national newspapers
before switching to television where she worked for one of Britain's leading independent
documentary makers, producing 20th Century history programmes for Channel 4, Channel 5 and
the BBC. 

32 b/w illustrations
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Anti-aircraft artillery was extensively used in combat in the First World War, though such weapons
had made their debut in the Franco-Prussian War in 1870, when the besieged French used
balloons for observation and communication and the Prussians used the first custom built
1-pounder gun to try and shoot them down.

It was, however, not until the Second World War that anti-aircraft artillery came into
prominence, shooting down more aircraft than any other weapon and seriously degrading the
conduct of air operations. In the battle between the attackers and anti-aircraft artillery, the latter
had the upper hand when the war ended.

The post-war years saw a decline in anti-aircraft artillery as peace prevailed, and the advent of
the jet aircraft seemed to tilt the balance in favour of the aircraft as they flew faster and higher,
seemingly beyond the reach of anti-aircraft artillery. It would take all the hi-tech equipment and
the guile and cunning that anti-aircraft artillery could muster to try and reclaim pole position. It is
that story, of the tug of war between the aircraft and artillery, that forms the narrative of this
book - as it traces the history of combat employment of anti-aircraft artillery from the Korean
War, in effect the first Jet Age war, to the War of Attrition between Arab states and Israel when
the missiles came of age, sending the aircraft scurrying for cover.

"Anti-Aircraft Artillery in Combat, 1950-1972" is the first attempt to look at the combat
performance of ground-based air defences, incorporating the views, analyses and experiences of
Soviet, Arab and South Asian Armies. The book looks at the major wars between 1950 and 1972,
including the Korean War, Vietnam War, the wars in South Asia in 1965 and 1971, and conflicts
in the Middle East, such as the Six Day War.

AUTHOR:
Colonel Mandeep Singh is a professional air defence gunner with over thirty-three years of
experience. A regular contributor to "Indian Defence Review" and "Delhi Defence Review",
Colonel Singh is also the author of "Baptism Under Fire", which examines the role of air defence
artillery in the Indo-Pakistani War of 1965. 
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The Army of George II is often forgotten, as 18th century British military history is bookended by
the victories of the Duke of Marlborough during the War of the Spanish Succession and the final
defeat of Napoleon by the Duke of Wellington. Yet it was in this period that Britain rose to
prominence, not only as a European, but also as a world power, defeating the French in India,
North America, and the Caribbean and fighting them in two major wars in Europe. Great leaders
emerged, such as Robert Clive and James Wolfe, whilst the private soldiers proved themselves to
be adaptable, stoic, and, above all, brave in the face of extreme hardship. This was the army
that crushed French colonial ambitions and in so doing laid the groundwork for the British Empire.

In this book you will find details of how the army was recruited, funded, and how it functioned
day-to-day. Details are also provided of the uniforms worn by infantry, artillery, and cavalry; how
they were organised, paid, and punished. There are also new insights into the logistics of 18th
century warfare, how the soldiers performed in battle, both in Europe and in the colonies, and
what medical treatment they could expect when the battles were over. This book provides a
unique insight into what it was like to serve in the Army of King George II.

AUTHOR:
Peter Brown is a Bath-based artist, an all-weather painter of street scenes and city landscapes.
Known for working directly from his subject, he is more affectionately known as 'Pete the Street'.

30 b/w illustrations, 16pp colour plates
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The Boeing B-29 Superfortress was not only the largest and most advanced US aircraft to see
combat in World War II, it was also the most expensive weapons system of the war, even
exceeding the cost of developing the atomic bomb - the weapon that ultimately would be
delivered to Hiroshima and Nagasaki by a pair of B-29s in August 1945. Through a broad range
of photos gathered from around the world, this book, the first of a two-volume series, chronicles
the design, development, and World War II combat of the iconic Superfortress. The story of this
historic aircraft is told through carefully researched photos, which are reproduced in remarkable
clarity. Large, clear photos, coupled with descriptive and informative captions, unlock the secrets
of this aircraft.

AUTHOR:
The aircraft books by David Doyle, author of over 125 books, are noted for their thorough
coverage of historic warplanes and his celebrated ability to locate rare vintage imagery.

220 colour and b/w photographs
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Crete, 20 May 1941: the first campaign-sized airborne assault is launched. Many books have
been written about this famous invasion, with the emphasis mainly on the battles for Maleme and
Chania. The Battle for Heraklion - an epic struggle - remained largely forgotten and widely
unstudied. Yet the desperate fight for Heraklion had everything: street-fighting in the town;
heroic attacks against well-fortified positions and medieval walls; heavy losses on all sides; and
tragic stories involving famous German aristocratic families like the von Bluchers and members of
the Bismarck family.

This book highlights personal stories and accounts - and the author's access to records from all
three sides allowed accounts to be placed in their correct place and time. Finally, the history of
the battle is written with the added perspective of extensive Greek accounts and sources. In
contrast, earlier books were based solely on British and German sources - totally ignoring the
Greek side. Many of these accounts are from people who were fighting directly against each
other - and some reveal what the enemies were discussing and thinking while they were shooting
at or attacking each other. Some accounts are so accurate and detailed that we can even identify
who killed whom. In addition, long-lost stories behind both well known and previously unpublished
pictures are revealed. For the first time, 75 year-old mysteries are solved: what were the names
of the paratroopers in the planes seen crashing in famous pictures? What was the fate of soldiers
seen in pictures taken just before the battle? The author has studied the battlefield in every
detail - thus giving the reader the opportunity to understand actions and incidents by examining
what happened on the actual field of battle. For example, how was it possible for a whole platoon
to be trapped and annihilated, as in the fate of Wolfgang Graf von Blücher? Such a question is
not easily answered even by people with a military background. How was it possible for the
paratroopers to fail in their attempt to occupy the town? The answers to questions like these
became very clear when the author walked through the battlefields - following the accounts of
the people from all sides who had fought there and which describe the same incidents.

AUTHOR:
Yannis Prekatsounakis was born in 1974 in Heraklion, Crete and joined the Hellenic Naval
Academy in 1994. He graduated in 1998 as a 2nd Lieutenant and served on various warships -
mainly frigates and fast patrol boats - as well as in several commands of the fleet and the
Hellenic National Defence General Staff; he is a graduate of the staff courses appropriate to his
rank. In 2015, he was appointed to HS Degiannis as Commanding Officer. He has a Master's
Degree in Military Electronic Systems Engineering from the Defence College of Management and
Technology in the UK.

400 b/w illustrations, 27 b/w maps, 1 colour map
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Pocket manual detailing the training and operations of the British pilots, ground crew and
anti-aircraft gunners.

In the summer of 1940, Britain stood alone. For three long months, brave young RAF pilots took
off every day, ready to defend British skies against large-scale Luftwaffe raide. 'The Few' were
young, but they were trained and they were determined. Eighty years on the last of the pilots to
fly in the Battle of Britain are feted, and their part in World War II is widely remembered. This
pocket manual covers the training that these young pilots would have had, and the air combat
tactics they were taught to use against the German raiders. It also covers the role of the ground
crews; control and command systems; anti-aircraft defences; and radar and raid detection.

AUTHOR:
Dr Chris McNab is a writer and editor specialising in military history, with a major research
interest in the evolution of modern manoeuvre warfare. He has written or contributed to
numerous titles, including Campaigns of World War II, Order of Battle: German Kriegsmarine,
Order of Battle: German Luftwaffe, World War II Data Book: The Third Reich, 1933-45 and
World War II Data Book: The SS, 1923-45.
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The authoritative naval historian Bernard Ireland takes a fresh and fascinating look at the long
and bitter struggle waged by the Allies against the Nazi U-boat threat. After sifting through the
evidence, old and new, he questions the popular theory that it was a 'damn close-run thing'. He
cites the massive resources that the United States brought to bear both at sea and in their
shipyards, together with advances in technology and the breaking of German codes by Enigma.
Far from 'revisionist' history, this is a closely argued work that demands reading.

AUTHOR:
Born in London in 1934 and educated at the Royal Dockyard School, Portsmouth, Bernard
Ireland's whole life has been involved with ships and naval matters. His career was that of
hydrodynamic research and ship design for the Admiralty. He is the author of 25 previously
published books and is a regular contributor to journals and periodicals. He lives at Fareham,
Hampshire. 

32 b/w illustrations
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•  Pz.Kpfw. 38H (f) (Hotchkiss H35 mod.39) "Paderborn" - France, Summer 1940.
•  Bren 731 (e) (Scout Carrier) - 5. Flughafen-Betriebs-Kompanie, Luftwaffe II./KG55 airfield,
Chartres, France 1940/41.
•  Pz.Kpfw. T.K.S. (p) (TK-S), Poland, May 1941
• Schwimm-Pz.Kpfw. T-38 (r) - Sanitatsabteilung 30., 30. Infanterie Division, Russia 1941
•  Schwimm-Pz.Kpfw. T-40 (r) - 2. Batterie, Sturmgeschuetz-Abteilung 203. -Eastern Front,
Winter 1941-1942.
•  Gepanzerter Mannschaftstransportwagen M3 (a) (Halfttrack M3) - Flak- Division 19., Tunisia,
1943
•  Leichte Panzer M3 (a) (M3A1 Stuart) Tunisia, 1943
•  M10 - Italy, 1943
•  Pz.Kpfw. 35S 739 (f) (Somua S35) - callsign "101". Pz.Abt. 211, Finland, Winter 1943-1944.
•  Panzerspaehwagen P204 (f) (AMD-35 Panhard type 178) - callsign "1424", name "Marder" -
14.Kp./Sicherungs-Rgt.1., 325. Sicherungs-Division, Le Mans area, France, August 1944
•  Pz.Kpfw 35R (f) (Renault R-35) - Panzer Kompanie "Paris", Paris, August 1944.
•  Pz.Kpfw. T-26 737 (r) (T-26 Model 1931) - Warsaw, Poland, August-November 1944.
•  Panzerjager-Selbstfahrlafette Su-76 (r) (SU-76M) call sign "115", Eastern Front, 1944-1945.
•  Pz.Kpfw. T-43 747 (r) (T-34 Model 1942-1943) - call sign "07" - 5. (verst.) Pol.Pz.Kp, Trieste,
May 1945
•  Pz.Kpfw. Sherman (M4A3E8 variant) - call sign "64", Germany, May 1945
•  Sturmgeschuetz Su-85 (SU-85) - "75 309", Znojmo, Czech Republic, May 1945 

16 colour profiles, decal sheet
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The 11th Armoured Division, famous for its Black Bull insignia, was widely recognised as being
among the best armoured divisions in north-west Europe during the Second World War. This
book tells the story of the Division in the words of the soldiers who fought with it: of its part in
the three ferocious battles in Normandy Operations EPSOM, GOODWOOD and BLUECOAT, the
great Swan to Amiens, the taking of Antwerp; right flanking for MARKET GARDEN, back-up in the
Ardennes and the final slog into Germany across well-defended river barriers, to the liberation of
Belsen, Lbeck and the Danish frontier. The Division suffered 10,000 casualties, with almost 2,000
lost in action, and so this is also a story of courage and the hardships of a winter campaign, of
being wounded, comradeship and fighting fear. Contributions are included from twelve of the
regiments who proudly wore the sign of the Black Bull. Memories from troop commanders and
riflemen, bombardiers and signalmen, tank crews, troop leaders and from the dashing GOC are
brought together to reveal what life was like at the sharp end. The Black Bull is liberally
illustrated with contemporary photographs showing the Division in action. It will appeal not only
to those who still have memories of the battles and to those who fought in the Second World
War, but also to readers interested in the day-to-day actions and thoughts of soldiers in the front
line for almost a year.

AUTHOR:
Patrick Delaforce served with 11th Armoured Division during the advance through NW Europe.
After a career in the wine trade he became a professional writer. Among his books in print with
Pen and Sword are Churchills Desert Rats in North Africa, Burma, Sicily and Italy, Wellington Le
Beau and Montys Marauders.
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The story of the top-scoring ace in history, a Luftwaffe pilot named Erich Hartmann who totalled
352 kills.

Black Tulip is the story of the top-scoring ace in history, a World War II Luftwaffe pilot named
Erich Hartmann (1922–1993). Over 1,404 wartime missions, Hartmann scored 352 kills (the top
American ace, Dick Bong, scored 40) and his career was full of drama. There are the frostbitten
fighter sweeps over the Russian tundra; drunken forays to Hitler's Eagle's Nest; a decade of
imprisonment in the Soviet camps; and a second flying career during the Cold War that ended
with scandal and unmet promises. Alongside the narrative of an aviator and a war, this book is
about how heroes are made, and marketed. Just when Hartmann’s second career was faltering,
he was adopted by an insular network of writers and commentators personally invested in his
welfare and reputation. These men, mostly Americans, published lavish, celebratory stories about
Hartmann and his elite fraternity of Luftwaffe pilots. With each dogfight tale put into print,
Hartmann's legacy became loftier and more secure, and his complicated service in the defense of
Nazism faded away. Sometimes this amounted to historical generosity. Sometimes it was just
fraudulent. Black Tulip locates the ambiguous truth about Hartmann and so much of the
Wehrmacht in general: these men usually were neither Nazi thugs nor impeccable knights. They
were complicated, contradictory, diverse, and committed to a conflict they didn't fully understand.
This book portrays a complex human rather than the one-dimensional caricature we're used to,
and it argues that the tidy, polished hero stories we've inherited about men like Hartmann say as
much about those who've crafted them as they do about the heroes themselves.

AUTHOR:
Erik Schmidt is a senior marketing writer and idea-maker, with a professional mindset. He has a
graduate degree in creative nonfiction. A lover of history and aviation, this book started out as a
grad-school thesis.
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Long before recorded history, men, women and children had been seized by conquering tribes
and nations to be employed or traded as slaves. Greeks, Romans, Vikings and Arabs were
among the earliest of many peoples involved in the slave trade, and across Africa the buying and
selling of slaves was widespread. There was, at the time, nothing unusual in Britain's somewhat
belated entry into the slave trade, transporting natives from Africa's west coast to the plantations
of the New World. What was unusual was Britain's decision, in 1807, to ban the slave trade
throughout the British Empire. Britain later persuaded other countries to follow suit, but this did
not stop this lucrative business. So the Royal Navy went to war against the slavers, in due course
establishing the West Africa Squadron which was based at Freetown in Sierra Leone. This force
grew throughout the nineteenth century until a sixth of the Royal Navy's ships and marines was
employed in the battle against the slave trade. Between 1808 and 1860, the West Africa
Squadron captured 1,600 slave ships and freed 150,000 Africans. The slavers tried every tactic to
evade the Royal Navy enforcers. Over the years that followed more than 1,500 naval personnel
died of disease or were killed in action, in what was difficult and dangerous, and at times
saddening, work. In "Britain's War Against the Slave Trade," naval historian Anthony Sullivan
reveals the story behind this little-known campaign by Britain to end the slave trade. Whereas
Britain is usually, and justifiably, condemned for its earlier involvement in the slave trade, the
truth is that in time the Royal Navy undertook a major and expensive operation to end what was,
and is, an evil business.

AUTHOR:
Anthony Sullivan was born in London but has spent most of his life in Surrey. He is a
postgraduate of the Open University, where he studied history, and is a member of the Naval
Records Society. His first book was the well-received biography of Admiral Sir James Saumarez,
Man of War (2017).
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With the declaration of war in September 1939, the Government Evacuation Scheme was
implemented, in which almost one and a half million civilians, mostly children, were evacuated
from the British cities thought most likely to be the targets of aerial bombing. The fear of
invasion the following year resulted in another mass evacuation from the coastal towns.
Hundreds of thousands of school children, and mothers with babies and infants, were removed
from their homes and families, and sent to live with strangers in distant rural areas and to
entirely unfamiliar environments. Some children were also sent to countries of the
Commonwealth, such as Canada and Australia. The evacuations had an enormous impact upon
millions of individuals, both those that were evacuated and those that had to accommodate and
care for the displaced multitude. Over the course of eight years research Gillian Mawson has
interviewed hundreds of evacuees from England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales. Families
have also allowed her access to the testimony of those who have passed away. Coupled with the
extensive newspaper coverage of the day and official documents "Britain's Wartime Evacuees"
provides not just a comprehensive study of the evacuations, but also relates some of the most
moving and emotive stories of the Second World War.

AUTHOR:
Gillian Mawson has made a particular study of the evacuations of the Second World War. She has
organised evacuee reunions, provided research to radio and television documentaries on the
subject of evacuation and run a community group for evacuees. She is also the author of two
other books on the evacuees. Gillian lives in Whalley Bridge, Derbyshire. 
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In 1916, the command of the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) urgently needed a fighter that could
successfully oppose the new German fighter planes: Albatros D.III and Fokker D.VII. The Royal
Aircraft Factory in Farnborough was ordered to design and build a fighter that would match the
armament, performance and engine power of its adversaries. An important requirement was
also the ease of piloting, so that new pilots could gain combat value as soon as possible. The
order was dealt with by a construction team headed by two constructors: H.P. Folland and J.
Kenworthy. In the summer of 1916, a prototype of a new biplane was ready. The plane had a
truss construction with a rectangular fuselage (with a rounded top). It was powered by a 150 HP
Hispano-Suiza HS-8 in-line 8-cylinder engine. The wings had a rectangular shape, and their
chamber was stiffened with double steel wires, four struts and additional strands. Ailerons were
mounted on each wing. The engine had metal cowling, while the rest of the airframe was
covered with canvas. The aircraft was designated S.E.5 (Scout Experimental). The prototype took
off in November 1916.
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The scene is set with an overview of the respective states of the RAF and Japanese Airforce, and
an explanation of how the American Volunteer Group (The Flying Tigers) came to be in China.
There is a concise description of air ops covering the Japanese invasion of Indo China, Malaya
and Singapore, together with a close study of the sinking of the Prince of Wales and Repulse,
which altered the air/sea power equation. The main emphasis is on the use of air power both
offensive, defensive and air transport during the protracted Burma Campaign. This embraces
operations in the Arakan and the various Chindit long range penetration expeditions. These relied
almost totally on air supply and evacuation. In the later stages of the War, the US and RAF
combined forces and predictably this was not without controversy. Few realize that US B29s
operating from India attacked Japan itself. Finally the role of ground attack aircraft against the
retreating Japs played a significant part in the Allied advance in Burma.

AUTHOR:
Mike Pearson has published numerous books on the Second World War including Red Sky in the
Morning and The Ohio and Malta. He lives at Southend-on-Sea, Essex. 
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Readers of all generations have grown up on The Silver Sword, Ian Serraillier's best-selling tale
of children under wartime occupation, but few know the real life stories of the children and
teenagers who went further and actually stood up to the Nazis. Here, for the first time, Monica
Porter gathers together their stories from many corners of occupied Europe, showing how in a
variety of audacious and inventive ways children as young as six resisted the Nazi menace,
risking and sometimes even sacrificing their brief lives in the process: a heroism that until now
has largely gone unsung. These courageous youngsters came from all classes and backgrounds.
There were high school drop-outs and social misfits, brainy bookworms, the children of farmers
and factory workers. Some lost their entire families to the war, yet fought on alone. Often more
adept and fearless at resistance than adults, they exuded an air of guilessness and could slip
more easily under the Nazi radar. But as nets tightened, many were captured, tortured or
imprisoned, some paying the highest price - a life cut short by execution before they had even
turned eighteen. These children were motivated by different ideals; patriotism, political
conviction, their Christian beliefs, or revulsion at the brutality of the Third Reich. But what united
them was their determination to strike back at an enemy which had deprived them of their
freedom, their dignity - and their childhood.

AUTHOR:
Monica Porter is a London-based journalist who has written for dozens of British newspapers and
magazines. She is well-placed to write about wartime resistance, as one of her five previously
published books is "Deadly Carousel: A Singer's Story of the Second World War," about her own
mother Vali Rcz's rescue of Jewish friends in Nazi-occupied Budapest in 1944, for which she was
honoured by Yad Vashem as a Righteous Among the Nations.
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Early in the summer of 2002 Faddis and seven other CIA officers crossed from Turkey into the
mountains of Iraqi Kurdistan to begin their mission ot pave the way for the invasion of Iraq. They
returned almost a year later having succeeded beyond all expectations.

In early 2002 Charles 'Sam' Faddis was named to head a CIA team that would enter Iraq,
prepare the battlefield and facilitate the entry of follow-on conventional military forces numbering
in excess of 40,000 American soldiers. This force, built around the 4th Infantry Division would, in
partnership with Kurdish forces and with the assistance of Turkey, engage Saddam's army in the
north as part of a coming invasion. Faddis expected to be on the ground inside Iraq within weeks
and that the entire campaign would likely be over by summer. Over the next year virtually every
aspect of that plan for the conduct of the war in Northern Iraq fell apart. The 4th Infantry
Division never arrived nor did any other conventional forces in substantial number. The Turks not
only did not provide support, they worked overtime to prevent the U.S. from achieving success.
An Arab army that was to assist U.S. forces fell apart before it ever made it to the field. Alone,
hopelessly outnumbered, short on supplies and threatened by Iraqi assassination teams and
Islamic extremists Faddis' team, working with Kurdish peshmerga, nonetheless paved the way for
a brilliant and largely bloodless victory in the north and the fall of Saddam's Iraq. That victory,
handed over to Washington and the Department of Defense on a silver platter, was then
squandered. The surrender of Iraqi forces in the north was spurned. All existing governmental
institutions were, in the name of de-Baathification, dismantled. All input from Faddis' team, which
had been in country for almost a full year, was ignored. The consequences of these actions were
and continue to be catastrophic. This is the story of an incredibly brave and effective team of
men and women who overcame massive odds and helped end the nightmare of Saddam's rule in
Iraq. It is also the story of how incompetence, bureaucracy and ignorance threw that success
away and condemned Iraq and the surrounding region to chaos.

AUTHOR:
Charles S. 'Sam' Faddis is a retired CIA officer and former US Army combat arms officer. He
spent decades undercover in the Middle East and South Asia. He retired from the CIA in 2008. He
is now Senior Partner with Artemis, LLC, published author and the Senior Editor for AND
Magazine.
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When the top secret codebreaking activities at Bletchley Park were revealed in the 1970s, much
of the history of the Second World War had to be rewritten. Code Wars examines the role of
ULTRA (the intelligence derived from breaking secret enemy signals) on major events of the
Second World War. It examines how it influenced the outcome of key battles such as D-Day, El
Alamein, Crete, key naval battles, the controversy surrounding Churchill and Coventry, the
shadowing of Hitlers V1 pilotless aircraft and the V2 rocket. The book also examines the
pioneering work in breaking Enigma by the Polish cryptographers, and the building of Colossus,
the worlds first digital, programmable computer, which helped unravel the secret orders of Hitler
and the German High Command. It also tells the story of the American successes in breaking
Japanese signals, known as Magic. It also stresses the vital role of the intercept stations which
took down the enemy messages, providing the raw material for the cryptographers to break. The
book shows how the codebreakers were able to shorten the war by as much as two years and
bring Signals Intelligence, in the post-war years, into a new era of military intelligence gathering.

AUTHOR:
John Jackson is a journalist and writer who has specialised in Second World War Signals
Intelligence. He has written The Secret War of Hut 3 and Ultras Arctic War and has edited the
declassified Official History of British Sigint1914-1945 and Naval Enigma: The History of Hut 8
1939-1943. He is a volunteer guide at Bletchley Park, where he also demonstrates the
Turing-Welchman bombe. He lives at Wing, Befordshire
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"Commando" is the real and exciting story of one of the most important units of World War II.
The Commando unit played an important role in Britain's successes and, here, Durnford-Slater
gives his first-hand and unique point of view on everything that happened. Brigadier
Durnford-Slater raised and trained the first Commando unit in 1940, and Commando tells the
brilliant story of an outstanding leader and some of the most courageous exploits of the Second
World War. In 1940, 3 Commando was created to harry opposition forces in raids impossible for
regular army units. Durnford-Slater led No. 3 Commando on an exploratory operation in
Guernsey in summer 1940, and never looked back after that. From there, No. 3 Commando
orchestrated raids on the Loften Islands and Vaagso in Norway and Dieppe, as well as operations
in Sicily, Italy, France and Germany. The commandos were so effective at creating destruction
that Hitler personally ordered that all fighters captured during these missions be executed.
Despite this immense threat, the commandos' spirit remained undented and extremely high. This
excellent, first-hand account explains the creation of Commando, the nature of their operations,
the high level of camaraderie between the men and the effect that they had on the course of the
War. It is an exciting and instructive guide to what really went on with Commando.

AUTHOR:
Brigadier John Durnford-Slater was the British Army officer who raised the first Army commando
unit during World War II. Born into a military family in Devon, Durnford-Slater graduated from
the Royal Military Academy as a second lieutenant, before his first posting in India. At the
outbreak of World War II he was serving as captain of an anti-aircraft unit in England. In June
1940, he responded to calls for new recruits to a special force to carry out raids along the French
coast. He was promoted with the task of raising and recruiting No. 3 Commando. It was an
immense success. Durnford-Slater was closely involved in planning the D-Day raid, where he was
made a brigadier, and he spent the remainder of the war moving between France, Germany and
the UK. After the war, he reverted to the rank of captain before retiring in 1946 with the
honorary rank of brigadier. He died in 1972. Neil Barber is the author of four books relating to
the commandos in World War II and he has researched and visited numerous battlefields. 
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The scale of death and destruction during the Battle of Stalingrad during late 1942 and early
1943 remains unprecedented in the history of warfare. The annihilation of General von Paulus'
6th Army epitomised the devastating defeat of Hitler's ambition to conquer Stalin's Soviet Union.
After the successful Operation Blue offensive 6th Army reached the River Volga north of
Stalingrad in summer 1942. With over-extended supply lines and facing steely opposition,
increasingly desperate attempts to seize the city repeatedly failed. Slowly 6th Army became
encircled. The German High Command attempted a number of relief attempts, notably Field
Marshal von Manstein's Winter Storm' but all were defeated by the tenacity of the enemy and the
Russian winter. To their credit the men of 6th Army fought to the end but by February 1943 the
last pockets of German resistance were either destroyed or had surrendered. Thanks to a superb
collection of unpublished photographs, this Images of War book provides an absorbing insight
into the dramatic events of the last months of 6th Army's doomed existence.

AUTHOR:
Ian Baxter is a much-published author and photographic collector whose many books draw an
increasing following. Among his previous books in this Series are Hitler's Boy Soldiers, Nazi
Concentrations Camp Commandants and German Army on the Eastern Front - The Advance,
German Army on the Eastern Front - The Retreat, The Crushing of Army Group (North) and the
SS Waffen Division series including SS Leibstandarte Division and SS Totenkopf Division At War.
He lives near Chelmsford, Essex. 
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"The enemy bomber grew larger in my sights and the rear gunner was sprayed by my guns just
as he opened fire. The rest was merely a matter of seconds. The bomber fell like a stone out of
the sky and exploded on the ground. The nightmare came to an end." In this enthralling memoir,
the author recounts his experiences of the war years and traces the story of the ace fighter pilots
from the German development of radar to the Battle of Britain. Johnen flew his first operational
mission in July 1941, having completed his blind-flying training. In his first couple of years he
brought down two enemy planes. The tally went up rapidly once the air war was escalated in
spring 1943, when Air Marshal Arthur Harris of the RAF Bomber Command began the campaign
dubbed the Battle of the Ruhr. During this phrase of the war Johnen's successes were achieved
against a 710-strong force of bombers. Johnen's further successes during Harris's subsequent
Berlin offensive led to his promotion as Staffelkapitan (squadron leader) of Nachtjagdgeschwader
and a move to Mainz. During a sortie from there, his Bf 110 was hit by return fire and he was
forced to land in Switzerland. He and his crew were interned by the authorities. The Germans
were deeply worried about leaving a sophisticatedly equipped night fighter and its important air
crew in the hands of a foreign government, even if it was a neutral one. After negotiations
involving G ring, the prisoners were released. Johnen's unit moved to Hungary and by October
1944 his score was standing at 33 aerial kills. His final one came in March the following year,
once Johnen had moved back to Germany.

AUTHOR:
Johnen enlisted in Luftwaffe in 1939 and in 1941 he joined the German night fighter force
(Nachtjagd) and participated in the Defence of the Reich campaign. He became a night fighter
ace in June 1943 after achieving his fifth victory. In April 1944 Johnen was briefly interned in
Switzerland when he force-landed in the country. It caused an international incident but he was
repatriated with his crew some days later. Johnen was awarded the Knight's Cross of the Iron
Cross in October 1944 for the destruction of 33 RAF bombers. He ended the war with 34 aerial
night victories. After the war he worked for Willi Messerschmitt and started his own company. He
died in 2002. James Holland is a historian, writer, and broadcaster. The author of the best-selling
Fortress Malta, Battle of Britain, and Dam Busters, he has also written nine works of historical
fiction. He regularly appears on television and radio, and has written and presented the
BAFTA-shortlisted documentaries, Battle of Britain and Dam Busters for the BBC. 
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The miracle of Dunkirk is one of the most inspiring stories of all time. The British Expeditionary
Force had been all but surrounded, and, with the French armies collapsing on all sides, it
appeared that Britain was about to suffer the heaviest defeat in its history. When Winston
Churchill's War Cabinet finally accepted that the Battle of France had been lost, preparations
were made to try and rescue as many soldiers as possible from one of the few ports left open to
the British Expeditionary Force - Dunkirk. So rushed and chaotic was the retreat to the Channel
coast, with thousands of guns, vehicles and tanks being abandoned, there was little time for
soldiers to consider taking photographs of the shocking scenes of death and destruction which
surrounded them. Yet images do exist of the ships and boats of all descriptions which braved the
bombs and guns of the German Air Force to rescue Britain's only field army from the clutches of
Hitler's panzer divisions. One man in particular, Sub-Lieutenant John Rutherford Crosby, a
member of the crew of the minesweeper, and converted Clyde paddle steamer, HMS Oriole, left
a legacy of dramatic images. These include the never-to-be-forgotten scenes of long lines of
tired and anxious troops stretching into the sea and of bombs exploding on the packed beaches -
all with his own personal little camera. Other images in this book paint a vivid and memorable
picture, as no words ever could, of the greatest evacuation of troops under fire.

AUTHORS:
John Grehan has written, edited or contributed to more than 300 books and magazine articles
covering a wide span of military history from the Iron Age to the recent conflict in Afghanistan.
John has also appeared on local and national radio and television to advise on military history
topics. He was employed as the Assistant Editor of "Britain at War" Magazine from its inception
until 2014. John now devotes his time to writing and editing books. 

Alexander Nicoll has been involved in writing and publishing military history for thirty years. He
began his career with local history, and has since written numerous books and magazine articles,
predominantly on subjects relating to the two world wars. 
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This is a narrative history of England and France during the Hundred Years War, from the
triumphs of Henry V to the defeat of the English and loss of Gascony and Bordeaux - a huge blow
to English prestige and economic interest. This is a military history with technical detail, linked to
high politics, courtly intrigue, dynastic ambition, economic interest (wine trade and Bordeaux).
The story revolves around the death of two Kings, Henry V of England, soon after his military
triumphs, and Charles VI of France, in 1422. Both had historic claims to the 'French fiefs'. Henry
was succeeded by Richard II, and Charles was succeeded by Charles VII. The contrast could
hardly have been greater between Richard, a diffident, scholarly and religious figure, in an age
when kings were expected to be aggressive leaders and military commanders; and Charles - an
able politician, soldier and, in modern parlance, a 'hard man', who embodied the 15th century
concept of kingship. Intermittent but constant warfare continued until English defeat in 1476 and
the loss of Gascony and Bordeaux, and the Peace of Picquigny brought to an end a decisive
episode in the Hundred Years War, foreshadowing England's future total withdrawal from France.

AUTHOR:
Richard Ballard is a historian of France specialising in the French Revolution with two outstanding
works, The Unseen Terror: The French Revolution in the Provinces and A new Dictionary of the
French Revolution. But he has turned his research and writing skills, as an essentially accessible
author, to the late late middle ages. He has researched deeply the French archives - national and
provincial - and in secondary works, including rare contemporary medieval and modern works.
He read history at Oxford and taught history at Eton, Wells Cathedral School, Haileybury College
and Westminster School. He lives in Paris in Avenue St Cloud Versailles - good for archives. 
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On 6 November 1942 70 captured Red Army soldiers staged an extraordinary mass escape from
Auschwitz. Among these men was prisoner number 1418 Andrey Pogozhev. He survived, and this
is his story. Pogozhev was caught by the Germans in 1941 and was sent to Auschwitz. The fact
that Pogozhev survived the appalling conditions in the camp is remarkable in itself. That he
should also have taken part in one of the few successful escapes makes his gripping narrative
rare indeed. His description of the escape and his subsequent journey as a fugitive to the east,
through the Carpathian mountains into the Ukraine, is unforgettable reading.

AUTHOR:
Andrey Pogozhev was born in 1912 at Dontsk in the Ukraine, and before the war he worked as a
miner and mining engineer. He was mobilized in June 1941 and fought as a platoon commander
of regimental artillery, but he was captured in September. He spent a year at Auschwitz,
escaped, was recaptured, and then escaped from the Germans again. He finally reached the
Soviet lines in 1943. After the war he went back to his work as a mining engineer. Andrey
Pogozhev died in 1990. 
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History has recorded that the first ever powered flight took place at Kitty Hawk in America, on 17
December 1903 and was carried out by the Wright brothers, Orville and Wilbur, who were
aircraft designers and manufacturers. By the time of the outbreak of the First World War,
aviation was only eleven years old. The daddy of battlefield warfare until that point in time had
been the cavalry, a position it maintained even as war was declared on the Western Front.
Aircraft were not initially seen as an offensive weapon and were instead used by both sides as
observation platforms, or to take aerial photographs from. Even when they were eventually used
in an offensive capacity, they did not have machine guns attached to them; if the crew wanted to
open fire then they had to use a pistol or rifle. As the war progressed so the use of aircraft
changed from being an observational tool, to that of a fighter and bomber aircraft - something
that had never been foreseen at the outbreak of the war. The book then looks at the fighter aces
from all sides. These were pilots who had been credited with shooting or forcing down a
minimum of five enemy aircraft, of which their were hundreds. While some of these aces
survived, many of them were killed. The most famous fighter ace of all is without doubt the
German pilot known as the Red Baron, Manfred von Richthofen.

AUTHORS:
Stephen and Tanya Wynn have been together for the last fifteen years. Initially their shared
interest was that of their German Shepherd dogs, but when Stephen caught the writing bug in
2010, Tanya was a big influence on his first book: Two Sons in a Warzone - Afghanistan: The
True Story of a Father's Conflict. Stephen kept a diary whilst his sons were both serving in
Afghanistan during 2008. It remained a diary until Tanya persuaded him to turn it in to a book.
When they are not busy writing, they can be found out walking their dogs early each morning
when most sensible people are still fast asleep. 
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Designed and manufactured by the men who would make Concorde, the Rolls-Royce powered
Vickers VC10, and its larger variant, the Super VC10, represented the ultimate in 1960s subsonic
airliners. The VC10 was Britain's answer to the Boeing 707 and the Douglas DC-8.

The VC10 was a second-generation jetliner designed in the 1960s and manufactured into the
1970s. It incorporated advanced engineering, new aerodynamics, and design features, to
produce a swept, sculpted machine easily identifiable by its high T-tail design and rear-engine
configuration.

The VC10 could take off in a very short distance, climb more steeply and land at slower speed
than its rivals the Boeing 707 and Douglas DC-8\. These were vital safety benefits in the early
years of the jet age. At one stage, the Super VC10 was the biggest airliner made in Europe and
the fastest in the world.

On entry into service, both the VC10 and the longer Super VC10 carved out a niche with
passengers who enjoyed the speed, silence and elegance of the airliner. Pilots, meanwhile, loved
its ease of flying and extra power. Yet the VC10 project was embroiled in political and corporate
machinations across many years and more than one government. BOAC got what they asked for
but went on to criticise the VC10 for not being a 707 - which was a different beast entirely.
Questions were asked in parliament and the whole story was enmeshed in a political and
corporate affair that signified the end of British big airliner production. Yet the men who made
the VC10 also went on to design and build Concorde. Many VC10 pilots became Concorde pilots.

In service until the 1980s with British Airways, and until 2013 with the RAF, the VC10 became a
British icon and a national hero, one only eclipsed by Concorde. It remains an enthusiast's hero.

AUTHOR:
Lance Cole is an award-winning automotive and aviation writer. As well as been the author of
numerous books, he has written for "Flight International" and a host of newspapers and
magazines worldwide. Lance worked with the test pilot Brian Trubshaw whilst researching the
VC10 story. Lance has studied the aircraft since he flew on them as a child in Africa. He was also
fortunate to have spent some time at RAF Brize Norton with the VC10s prior to their retirement.
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In 1870 France embarked on a war with Prussia and her allied German states that was to be a
complete disaster. For Napoleon III, after his ignominious surrender with thousands of his troops
from the Army of the Rhine and the Army of of Chalons, it meant his abdication and exile. For
France it resulted in the humiliation of her army, a bitter civil war in Paris, the loss of two
Provinces (Alsace and Lorraine) and a heavy indemnity. Maarten Otte provides background
chapters to place the lead up to the war and the issues that were involved; he describes the
make up of the opposing armies and some of their principal commanders.The campaign around
Sedan was short, fought in the fag end days of August and early September 1870, though the
war was to drag on for four months. The Sedan Campaign was fought over a relatively small
area and the locations of some of the key battles have changed little, though some of those near
the built up areas, such as Sedan itself, require some imagination. After the war several German
regiments erected monuments and a surprising number remain today, often hidden away in
isolated fields and copses. Several communal cemeteries have a number of German graves.
Perhaps one of the most macabre of these is the ossuary in Bazeilles, where the visitor is able to
see skeletons that still have shreds of uniform and footwear on them. A notable feature of this
battlefield is to see memorials to the conflicts of the twentieth century - the Great War and the
Second World War - Sedan was a focus of the most recent and most bloody western European
wars.

AUTHOR:
Maarten Otte is a long time resident of the Argonne, in Nantillois, close to the scene of the
fighting in the Sedan Campaign. Growing up in the Netherlands with a fascination with both the
Franco-Prussian War and the Great War, some ten years ago he settled in the Argonne, where
he has developed his interest in both wars, particularly the fighting of 1870 and the role of the
United States He has already written three books in the Battleground Europe series on the
American Expeditionary Forces in the Meuse-Argonne Offensive and St Mihiel. He now splits his
time between writing on the wars, conducting guided tours over both battlefields - covering the
same ground in many cases, and assisting his wife in running their B&B in Nantillois. 
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Frederick the Great is one of history's most controversial leaders. Famed for his military
successes and domestic reforms, his campaigns were a watershed in the history of Europe,
securing Prussia's place as a continental power and inaugurating a new pattern of total war that
was to endure until 1916. However, much myth surrounds this enigmatic man, his personality
and his role as politician, warrior and king. Showalter's cleverly written book provides a
multi-dimensional depiction of Frederick the Great and an objective, detailed reappraisal of his
military, political and social achievements. Early chapters set the scene with an excellent
summary of 18th century Europe - The Age of Reason; an analysis of the character, composition
and operating procedures of the Prussian army; and explore Frederick's personality as a young
man. Later chapters examine his stunning victories at Rossbach and Leuthen, his defeats at
Prague and Kolin, and Prussia's emergence as a key European power. Impeccably researched
and written with style and pace, this book offers important insights into the turbulent history of
18th century Europe and a first-class analysis of one history's most famous rulers.

AUTHOR:
Dennis E. Showalter is a professor emeritus of history at Colorado College. He is a specialist in
German military history with a catalogue of books which range from this study of Frederick the
Great to the Battle Kursk. He has received numerous awards, including the 1992 Paul M. Birdsall
Prize for best new book given by the American Historical Association, the 2005 Samuel Eliot
Morison Prize for lifetime achievement given by the Society for Military History, and the 2018
Pritzker Literature Award.
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Veteran accounts of assault helicopter actions at the height of the Vietnam War.

The Freedom Shield brings together stories of veterans of the 191st Assault Helicopter Company,
tasked with carrying troops into battle, attacking enemy positions and evacuating the wounded in
their UH-1 Iroquois "Huey" helicopters. A precious gem lay hidden within their underdog
appearance. The unit was assembled from a hodgepodge selection of hand-me-down aircraft,
used equipment and overlooked personnel. Their collective stories define a new breed of soldier:
the combat assault-helicopter crewman.

The 191st pilots, crews and support personnel vividly share the details of what it is like to be at
war and count on your fellow crewmembers to survive. Their accounts of helicopter combat at
the height of the Vietnam conflict accurately recreate the sights and sounds of the battlefields,
the fear and horror of watching close friends torn to pieces. Their message is infinitely clear: 'The
price of freedom is painful'.

AUTHOR:
Major John D. Falcon achieved field-grade rank in the US Army and retired as a majorstationed
in Fort Benning, Georgia. He commanded Army units in several different countries, including the
United States, and served as a Vietnam War helicopter pilot,flying over five hundred combat
missions. Enjoying his retirement alongside his high school sweetheart and wife, Irma, he
remains near their son, Christopher, and daughter, Monica, on a farm in South Georgia. He
considers his tour of duty with the 191st Assault Helicopter Company the most memorable
assignment of his Army career. 
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Andrew Field, who has published four best-selling books on the Battle of Waterloo, has
established himself as one of the leading experts on the French perspective of the campaign.
Using selected extracts from French eyewitness accounts that haven't been published before in
English, he has added a new dimension to our understanding of what happened on the battlefield
on 18 June 1815. Now he takes his pioneering work a step further by publishing these accounts,
with all their vivid and personal detail, in full.

For the first time readers will be in a position to make their own interpretations of them and
compare them to the recollections of soldiers from the allied armies, in particular the British,
which have largely determined our assumptions about the battle for the last 200 years. They will
also gain a heightened insight into the trauma that the French eyewitnesses went through as they
tried to explain how the French lost a battle they claim they had been on the point of winning.

This, the first of two volumes of the French accounts, features Napoleon's own description of the
battle, those of his immediate household and the Imperial headquarters, and those of members
of 1st Corps. Napoleon's own version of events, one of the first to be published in France, was
used as the basis of many subsequent histories that ignore or gloss over his many dubious
claims. His account of his actions and his view of what happened on that decisive day, and those
of his close associates, make fascinating reading.

AUTHOR:
Andrew Field MBE is a former British army officer whose travels around the world have given him
a unique opportunity to explore battlefields from ancient history to present times. He has always
harboured a special fascination for the Napoleonic Wars. In particular he has reassessed
Napoleon's campaigns in 1814 and 1815, and has carried out extensive research into Wellington's
battles in the Peninsula. His books include Talavera: Wellington's First Victory in Spain, Waterloo:
The French Perspective, Prelude to Waterloo: Quatre Bras, Grouchy's Waterloo: The Battles of
Ligny and Wavre and Waterloo: Rout and Retreat.
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Richard Laird's previously unpublished record of his wartime experience as a Japanese prisoner of
war ranks among the most graphic of this shocking and deservedly popular genre. Captured after
fighting in the Malayan Campaign he was incarcerated in Changi before being drafted as slave
labour with F' Force on the notorious Burma Railway. He was one of only 400 out of 1600 to
survive Songkurai No 2 Camp, despite disease and terrible hardship. His moving memoir begins
with a rare description of ex-patriate life in 1930's Shanghai with the Sino-Japanese war raging
around the European cantonments. An additional dimension to his story is the developing
relationship between the author and Bobbie Coupar Patrick to whom he became engaged shortly
before the fall of Singapore. Bobbie's letters graphically described her dramatic escape to
Australia and work for Force 136. They were reunited in Colombo, Ceylon and their son has been
instrumental in compiling this exceptional record. Three appendices round off this superb book
including the official report on the hardships and losses suffered by F' Force.

AUTHOR:
Born in 1911, Richard Laird was educated at Harrow and Cambridge. In 1937 he was sent by the
Sun Insurance Company to Shanghai. Two years later he moved to Singapore and was
commissioned into the Royal Army Service Corps. His wartime experiences in Singapore and on
the Burma Railway are described in this memoir. Reunited with his fianc e Bobbie Coupar Patrick
in Ceylon in 1945, the couple married in London in 1946 before returning to Singapore. Later
they lived in the Thames Valley for many years. Richard died in 2008.
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The German MG (Maschinengewehr) 34, along with the later-war MG 42, was a recoil-operated,
air-cooled machine gun and is considered the world's first general-purpose machine gun.
Considered the most advanced machine gun in the world at the time, its ease of mobility and
high rate of fire - 900 rounds per minute - made it ideal both for infantry and antiaircraft use.
First entering service during the Spanish Civil War in 1936, it remained in Wehrmacht service
through the end of WWII in 1945, along with its updated model, the MG 42. This illustrated book
presents the design, manufacturing, and development both of the MG 34 and MG 42, from its
acceptance by the German military through production and combat use from 1936 to 1945.
Details include close-up views of markings and other details, as well as a breakdown of the
weapon. Accessories such as ammunition and gun mounts are featured throughout the book, as
are rarely seen combat-related uniform and equipment items.

AUTHORS:
Luc Guillou and Erik DuPont are authors and editors for Regi-arm, in Paris, France.
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New book series for all warfare and scale modelling fans, describing the most famous aircrafts
and vehicles. In each issue you will find a work in progress article, paint schemes and Cartograf's
decals! F-14 Tomcat – American, supersonic deck fighter, with variable-sweep wing, developed
by the Grumman Corporation. Initially it was used mainly for the fleet defence, gaining the air
advantage and providing the tactical recon, but eventually Tomcats were adapted for the ground
strikes too. Decals: Grumman F-14A Tomcat, BuNo 160678, no. 207, VF-111 "Sundowners", USS
"Carl Vinson", November, 1982.

186 photographs, 10 colour profiles, decal sheet is 1/48 and 1/72 scale
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The US Army Rangers orders were clear - they were to attack the gun batteries at Maisy and
silence them on D-Day - before nightfall. The Rangers did not get to Maisy until the morning of
the 9th of June - where they found the guns still firing and the Germans ready and waiting for
them. At 9am the commanders ordered their men to attack without any intelligence brief. Each
company of Rangers captured a different area of the 144 acre site and some walked through
marshes, uphill and through minefields - all whilst under fire - to then have a face to face battle
in the trenches. Accounts of the battle come from the author's interviews with the men who took
part. Distinguished Service Cross's, Silver Stars and Purple Hearts had been earned by the time
the 5 1/2 hour battle ended. The author shares his unique experience of digging up this
previously unrecognised WW2 battlefield and he walks the reader through trench after trench and
bunker by bunker. He reveals what he was found in a site that one Ranger veteran described as
a town underground . Maisy Battery is unique in Normandy today and the authors detective work
and subsequent onsite archaeology has been featured on the front page of the Washington Post.
It is a battlefield where you are free to walk around miles of original trenches and only then can
you understand the bravery of the men who fought for every inch of it.

AUTHOR:
Gary Sterne is a keen collector of militaria and was a co-founder of The Armourer and Skirmish
Magazines. He has always been fascinated with the D-day landings and in particular was intrigued
by the lack of precise information relating the mystery of the missing guns' of Pointe du Hoc. His
research led to the finding of a map which indicated the position of an unknown German gun
position buried in the village of Maisy. After buying the land he was able to open the huge site to
the public. The re-discovery of the Maisy Battery made headline news around the world and has
subsequently changed the history of the Omaha Sector forever. The site is now one of the major
Normandy D-day attractions. 
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In Harrier Boys, Volume One: Cold War Through the Falklands, 1969-1990, Bob Marston, who
flew Harriers for many years, draws together accounts from others who worked with this unique
jet through its history. The excitement, camaraderie and pride of Harrier operators shine through
in the personal stories of those whose lives were changed by their experience of this iconic
aircraft, both on land and at sea. In this first volume, events of the Cold War years are brought
to life by contributors including Graham Williams, who flew the Transatlantic Air Race, Peter
Dodworth, a member of the original Harrier Conversion Team, Peter Harris, a participant in the
early defence of Belize, Sir Peter Squire, OC 1 (F) Squadron during the Falklands conflict, and
Australian Dave Baddams, who commanded the Royal Navy Sea Harriers of 800 Squadron.

AUTHOR:
After completing the Harrier course on 233 Operational Conversion Unit, Bob Marston joined 1
(Fighter) Squadron finishing the tour qualified as a fighter reconnaissance instructor. After two
years of flying Harrier displays, he became a Hawk qualified flying instructor before returning to
Wittering as a Harrier QFI on 233 OCU later being awarded the Air Force Cross. Promoted to
squadron leader, he became a flight commander on 3 (Fighter) Squadron based at Gütersloh.
Finishing the tour as the squadron executive officer he was awarded the Queen's Commendation
for Valuable Service in the Air. Promoted to wing commander, he flew the Jaguar as OC
Operations Wing at RAF Coltishall, before moving into the training world at RAF Cranwell, where
he was made group captain and became OC 1 Elementary Flying Training School, responsible for
all light aircraft flying training for UK armed forces. On retirement he became a reservist flying
instructor, eventually completing a forty year flying career. He flew some 6,400 hours in his RAF
career, 3,300 of them in the Harrier.
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In Hertfordshire Soldiers of The First World War the authors explore a series of individual case
studies of Hertfordshire men who served in various theatres during the First World War, all of
which had been uncovered as part of the Herts At War community project. This unique collection
of largely unknown accounts includes stories from the Western Front, Gallipoli, Salonika,
Mesopotamia, East Africa, Egypt and even Russia in the fight against the Bolsheviks in 1919. The
"Herts At War" team uncovered many letters and objects in the course of their research,
including men who were Victoria Cross winners to those whose courage or bravery went
unrecognised, as well as stoicism on the Home Front. One of the most moving of these surrounds
a photograph which was found in the hands of Sergeant Percy Buck as he lay fatally wounded in
a shell hole in 1917. On the back of the photograph of his wife and young son he had written his
address and asked for whoever found the image to post it to his loved ones in the event of his
death. Sergeant Buck would have assumed it would be a British comrade who would find the
photograph, but the person who recovered it was a German soldier who subsequently sent it on
to the grieving, but grateful, family. The war memorials of Hertfordshire contain the names of
over 23,000 men and women who gave their lives whilst in the service of their country during the
Great War; some of their tales are uncovered here. Indeed, the poignant collection of stories,
anecdotes and artefacts revealed in this book bring the First World War to life in an unusual and
highly moving fashion.

AUTHORS:
Dan Hill works as a full-time military historian and battlefield tour guide. 

Paul Johnson is a vocational military historian and currently works for the Post Office. Both are
members of the Herts at War project, which sprang out of a series of individual historical
research assignments, and collaboration with Letchworth's Highfield School History Department to
uncover the wartime exploits of local soldiers in the Great War. 

235 colour and b/w illustrations
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'An engaging and novel approach to a familiar history. Pleasingly comprehensive and accessible
highly recommended' - Iron Cross magazine. 

Hitler's Third Reich is still the focus of numerous articles, books and films: no regime of the
twentieth century has prompted such a body of literature. Collated by one of the world's leading
historians of Nazi Germany and illustrated throughout, this book is an, compelling and revelatory
guide to the Third Reich. Ranging from documents and postcards to weapons and personal
effects, these objects include Pervitin, Hitler's Mercedes, Hitler's grooming kit, the Messerschmitt
262, the Luger pistol, the Tiger Tank, Eva Braun's lipstick case, the underpants of Rudolf Hess,
and, of course, the Swastika and Mein Kampf.

AUTHOR:
Roger Moorhouse is a historian of the Third Reich. He is the author of the acclaimed "Berlin at
War, Killing Hitler" and "The Devil's Alliance" and has been published in more than 20 languages.
He has contributed to "He Was My Chief, I Was Hitler's Chauffeur" and "With Hitler to the End"
(all Frontline Books). He is also a tour guide, a book reviewer and a visiting professor at the
College of Europe in Warsaw. 
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In recent years the Second World War's land girl has caught the public imagination. Weve seen
her in films, television series and novels. We might be misremembering her, we might have
distorted her image into one that suits a twenty-first century audience, but we haven't forgotten.
Other things have been forgotten, though. One could be forgiven for supposing that the story of
the Women's Land Army starts in 1939. But its a much older and more complicated history.
British agricultural policy during the First World War was held up as a success story; coming
through a great national emergency, domestic food production was higher at the end of the war
than at the start, the average calorific value of the British diet barely changed and bread never
had to be rationed here. As the press reported starvation and food riots overseas, the 1918
harvest was held up as one of the great achievements of the War. In 1917, at the darkest hour,
when Britain's food security looked most precarious, it was said that, If it were not for the
women agriculture would be absolutely at a standstill on many farms. Is that true? Were women
really keeping the wheels turning? Using previously unpublished accounts and photographs, this
book is an attempt to understand how the return of women to the fields and farmyards impacted
agriculture - and, in turn, an examination of how that experience affected them. This is the story
of the First World War's forgotten land army.

AUTHOR:
After completing her Ph.D in History at Durham, Caroline Scott joined an investment banks
graduate training scheme and spent two years working in the City. Since then she has worked as
a market analyst for a diamond trading company, in London, Belgium and latterly France. In her
spare time she continues to enjoy historical research. She has transcribed battalion War Diaries
and works as a transcription volunteer for the National Maritime Museum (1915 Crew List Index
Project). 
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Attractive pocket manual bringing together advice and tips for families on the homefront during
World War II.

Compiled from the archives of the Mary Evans archives, this manual brings together articles from
fashionable contemporary magazines including Britannia & Eve, the Illustrated Sporting and
Dramatic News and Tatler, on all aspects of the home front in WWII. These fascinating articles
cover complying with black-out regulations; what to do with the family car; augmenting rationed
foods and turning them into tasty meals; contributing to the war effort by keeping livestock,
salvaging valuable materials and growing food; all the while remaining fashionable and keeping
up appearances.

AUTHOR:
Lucinda Gosling studied history at the University of Liverpool and has worked in the picture library
for 23 years, most recently at historical specialist, Mary Evans Picture Library. She is a writer and
public speaker, contributing to various publications including History Today, Tatler and Majesty
and is author of over ten books on a wide variety of subjects from historic London to Great War
knitting.
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The Hummel ("bumblebee") and Nashorn ("rhinoceros") are two of Nazi Germany's most widely
recognised self-propelled artillery pieces. The Hummel, with its heavy field howitzer, was
indispensable as heavy field artillery despite its open-top fighting compartment. The Nashorn,
also known as the Hornisse ("hornet"), utilised the same chassis but mounted the formidable 88
mm antitank gun, becoming one of the most feared pieces of antitank artillery, or Panzerjager
("tank hunter"). This book chronicles the development and use of these vehicles from concept to
combat. Through dozens of archival photos, many never before published, as well as detailed
photographs of some of the finest existent examples of surviving vehicles, these iconic armored
fighting vehicles are explored, and their history is explained.

AUTHOR:
The aircraft books of David Doyle, author of over 125 books, are noted for their thorough
coverage of historic warplanes and his celebrated ability to locate rare vintage imagery.
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Despite the favored acquisitions abroad by the VVKJ conservatives, in the early 1932 an idea to
develop a modern combat airplane was initiated by two young Serbian engineers, Ljubomir D.
Ilic and Kosta I. Sivcev, who were at the time employed at the Air Force Command Technical
Department. They worked in secret after hours at Ilic's apartment and designed the first entirely
Yugoslav made fighter airplane, the IK-L1, which first took off on 22 April 1935. The second
prototype, IK-02, construction began ten months later and the airplane took off for the first time
on 24 August 1936. The first 12 series airplanes construction followed in 1937 with the last
airplane entering service in February 1939. At the time of the German attack, on 6 April 1941,
VVKJ could rely on eight IK-2s, which served with distinction during the short and bloody April
war.
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The book reveals the story of British Codebreakers from the reign of Elizabeth I to the Cold War.
It explores the use of ciphers during the Napoleonic wars, the role of the Royal Mail's Secret
Office and the activities the Admiralty's Room 40' leading to the creation of the Government's
Code and Cypher School. The main theme of the book are the events of the Second World War
and the battle to break the German enigma codes. The centre of Britain's codebreaking
operation was located at Bletchley Park in rural Buckinghamshire and it was from here that a
hastily assembled army of codebreakers battled to decipher Nazi German's secret wartime
communications. The deciphered high-level signals intelligence was known as Ultra and had a
major influence on the outcome of the war, most notably contributing to crucial successes in the
battle for the Atlantic and the D-Day landings in June 1944. The book also reveals the work
undertaken in the Far-East and the allied efforts to break the Japanese military cipher code
named Purple. The book ends with a re-assessment of the work undertaken by the British code
breaker and mathematician Alan Turing and a brief overview of the codebreaking operations
undertaken by GCHQ during the formative period of the Cold War.

AUTHOR:
Stephen is a senior historian at The National Archives. He obtained his PhD from the Centre of
Science, Technology and Medicine at the University of Manchester and was a Post-Doctoral
Research Fellow at the Department of International Politics, University of Wales, Aberystwyth.
During his time at The National Archives, Stephen completed a four-year secondment at the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office where he was responsible for editing three volumes of
documents on British Policy Overseas, the official record of British foreign policy. Stephen is a
fellow of the Royal Historical Society and a member of the Arts and Humanities Research
Council's Peer Review College. He has published a number of books and articles on the Cold War
and has made regular media appearances to discuss record releases at The National Archives.
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The battleship "Nagato" was the first dreadnought equipped with a main artillery with a caliber
exceeding 400 mm. It was armed with eight 406 mm (16 in) guns. The keel of "Nagato" was laid
in 1917 in the naval shipyard in Kure. The ship was launched in 1919 and incorporated into
service on November 15, 1920. The sister unit was "Mutsu". Before the war, "Nagato" underwent
many modifications and repairs increasing combat value of the ship. With the outbreak of World
War II, "Nagato" became the flagship of Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto. The attack on Pearl Harbor
was ordered from battleship's deck.
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Irishman John-Paul Jordan, still only in his thirties, has led an extraordinary life from the Foreign
Legion and security in Iraq to serving his country in Afghanistan for which he was decorated for
his leadership and bravery and on to herding' journalists on the front line in Libya and hunting for
gold in Afghanistan However, once back in Civvy Street, the camaraderie was gone; he found
himself a prisoner of war to PTSD. Dehumanised by those professionals who he had turned to for
help, this Special Forces veteran and former Legionnaire was brought to his knees. His marriage
was over; his home was lost. In isolation, his world unravelled, and the seeds of destruction had
been well and truly sown. Knowing he would never see military action again and faced with the
realisation of the war raging within him in the spiral of PTSD, John-Paul felt condemned as a
man. But, on 1 April 2016, he surrendered - life, too, it would seem, has a sense of humour. He
asked for help and found the answers within. In war, John-Paul was the first to batter down the
door, whether he was facing bullets or bombs. His story is a testament to the strength of the
human spirit: to get back up and to lead from the front. He did not go through all that' just to go
through all that'. This is his story of his return to freedom and joy. Buckle up, because this
veteran doesn't do anything by halves.

AUTHOR:
John-Paul Jordan is a former Legionnaire with the French Foreign Legion, after which he joined
the British armed forces, serving in operations in Afghanistan where he awarded for his actions in
combat. Following his military service, John-Paul worked for international media organisations in
warzones, clandestinely moving journalists in and out of some of the world's most dangerous
hot-spots, before heading up logistics for a mining company in Afghanistan and training local
forces. His personal injuries from war took their toll with the effects of physical injury and
non-visible injuries, PTSD. As part of his own recovery, he wrote about his experience to share
his story with others and liberate himself from the stigma of PTSD and mental health issues - or
what he terms non-visible injuries because that's what they are: an injury to be treated like any
other. John-Paul's mission is to help veterans and non-veterans alike to find their way to
freedom. To start the conversation. Remove the stigma and live in the solution not the problem.
More recently he has been working closely with the charity Mind, including advising on the set of
a national television programme, sharing his experiences of injuries from war. 
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In his first four volumes on the Korean War, the author traces the war's progress from the North
Korean invasion of June 1950, the desperate American defence of the Pusan Perimeter, General
Douglas MacArthur's daring and highly successful amphibious offensive at Inch'?n, and his
subsequent advance across the 38th Parallel to the Yalu River on the Chinese Manchurian border
Communist Chinese forces, that have been secretly infiltrating North Korean territory by slipping
across the Yalu from mid-October 1950, ambush a South Korean regiment in the mountains of
central North Korea. This is the first of several Chinese victories over unsuspecting and
overstretched South Korean and American units in the winter of 1950/1. On 27 November 1950,
Chinese leader Mao Zedong, ostensibly fearful of the consequences of hostile American forces on
his country's border along the Yalu River, orders 250,000 troops into Korea, with express orders
to annihilate the UN forces. In the western half of the theatre, US General Walton H. Walker's
Eighth Army front along the Ch'?ngch'?n axis is breached, while to the east, the US X Corps
suffers a series of crushing defeats, including at the Chosin Reservoir, precipitating a massive
evacuation from the North Korean port of Hungnam.

AUTHOR:
Born in Southern Rhodesia, now Zimbabwe, historian and author Gerry van Tonder came to
Britain in 1999. Specialising in military history, Gerry started his writing career with titles about
twentieth-century guerrilla and open warfare in southern Africa, including the co-authored
definitive "Rhodesia Regiment 1899-1981". Gerry presented a copy of this title to the regiment's
former colonel-in-chief, Her Majesty the Queen. Having written over twenty books, Gerry writes
extensively for several Pen & Sword military history series including Cold War 1945-1991', Military
Legacy' (focusing on the heritage of British cities), Echoes of the Blitz', and History of Terror'. 
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The 2019 From Reason to Revolution conference took as its theme the experiences of the
ordinary British soldier in the era 1721-1815, from enlistment, through service at home, to life on
campaign and the experience of battle. This book presents the proceedings of that conference in
full, along with an introduction by series editor Andrew Bamford

This was an era in which the social position of the soldier began to change, as did the relationship
between the Army and society at large. Soldiers saw service against Jacobite rebels in Scotland
and anti-Catholic rioters in London. Campaign service overseas stretched from garrison duties in
the growing empire to pitched battles in Flanders and the Iberian Peninsula. Lack of indigenous
manpower led to the enlistment of foreigners in large numbers into the British Army itself by the
end of the period, whereas in earlier days the shortfall had been made up by hiring mercenaries.
As the idea of a social contract became embedded, it was necessary to make provision for
pensions for maimed or superannuated soldiers, as well as the more obvious need for medical
care for the sick and wounded. The nine chapters contained in this volume all address aspects of
these topics, drawing upon focussed case studies from across the long 18th century.

AUTHOR:
Andrew Bamford is a historian and author who has written extensively on the British Army in the
Napoleonic Wars and has made a close study of the regimental system in general and of the
12th Light Dragoons in particular. 
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Nineteen-year-old Lionel Morris left the infantry for the wood and wires of the Royal Flying Corps
on the Western Front in 1916, joining one of the world's first fighter units alongside the great ace
Albert Ball. Learning on the job, in dangerously unpredictable machines, Morris came of age as a
combat pilot on the first day of the Battle of the Somme, as the R.F.C. was winning a bloody
struggle for admiralty of the air. As summer faded to autumn, and the skies over Bapaume filled
with increasing numbers of enemy aircraft, the tide turned. On 17 September 1916, Morris's
squadron was attacked by a lethally efficient German unit, including an unknown pilot called
Manfred von Richthofen. As the shock waves spread from the empty hangars of No.11 Squadron
all the way to the very top of the British Army, the circumstances surrounding Morris's death
marked a pivotal shift in the aerial war, and the birth of its greatest legend. Told through
previously unpublished archive material, the words of contemporaries and official records, Lionel
Morris and the Red Baron traces a short but extraordinary life; and reveals how Morris's role in
history was rediscovered one hundred years after his death.

AUTHOR:
Jill Bush worked mainly in the arts after graduating from Aberdeen University. Her research on
the Royal Flying Corps began when she became curious about a family legend of a connection
with the Red Baron. She lives in Sussex and blogs on history at www.jillbushwrites.com. This is
her first book. 
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A complete account of the British maritime contribution to victory in World War II.

For four centuries the British realm depended upon sea power to defend its interest and
independence against a myriad of threats both military and economic. During this time the Royal
Navy established itself as the sovereign of the Seas, helping transform England, and later Great
Britain, from an unassuming island nation perched on the edge of the European continent to the
centre of a global empire. Yet the advent of World War II presented Britain maritime services
with their greatest challenge to date. At stake was the survival of the nation. The Longest
Campaign tells the story of this epic struggle and the indispensable role that British sea power
played in bring about the victory that shaped the world we live in today. The Longest Campaign is
a complete, balanced and detailed account of the activities, results and relevance of Britain's
maritime effort in the Atlantic and off northwest Europe throughout World War II. It looks at the
entire breadth of the maritime conflict, exploring the contribution of all participants including the
Royal Navy, Royal Air Force and British merchant marine and their Commonwealth equivalents. It
puts the maritime conflict in the context of the overall war effort and shows how the various
operations and campaigns were intertwined. Finally it provides unique analysis of the
effectiveness of the British maritime effort and role it played in bringing about the final Allied
victory.

AUTHOR:
Brian Walter is a retired Army Officer with a BSc in Political Science and International Relations.
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In June 1944, in Belarus on the Eastern Front, the Red Army launched Operation Bagration, the
massive offensive that crushed Hitler's Army Group Centre. German soldiers who weren't
encircled and captured had to fight their way back towards their own lines across hundreds of
miles of enemy territory. This is the story of one of them, Claus Neuber, a young artillery officer
who describes in graphic detail his experiences during that great retreat. His gripping account
carries the reader through the desperate defensive battles and rearguard actions fought to stem
the relentless Soviet advance and to breakout from the cauldrons between Minsk and the
Beresina river. After almost seventy days as a fugitive, living in the open, depending on the
kindness of villagers, enduring extremes of cold, wet and hunger, and living each day with the
ever-present threat of betrayal and imprisonment, he found his way back to the German lines.
This unforgettable personal narrative, translated for the first time from the original German,
gives a dramatic insight into the impact of the Soviet offensive and the disintegration of an entire
German army. It is also compelling reading because it records in day-to-day detail what such a
bitter defeat was like and shows how individual soldiers somehow survived through their bravery,
ingenuity and endurance - and the companionship of a few loyal comrades.

AUTHOR:
Author Claus Neuber was a young artillery lieutenant in the 18th Panzergrenadier Division of the
German Fourth Army in the Soviet Union in June 1944 when he was caught up in Operation
Bagration, the large-scale Red Army offensive that destroyed Army Group Centre and pushed the
Germans back hundreds of miles into eastern Poland. After almost seventy days on the run
behind Soviet lines he rejoined the German army. He recorded his experiences in a report
written soon afterwards, then expanded his account after the war, but it was not published in
Germany till 2014. Translator During many years working in several senior official positions in
Berlin - including spells as provost marshal and British governor of Spandau prison - Tony Le
Tissier accumulated a vast knowledge of the Second World War on the Eastern Front. He has
published a series of outstanding books on the subject including The Battle of Berlin 1945,
Zhukov at the Oder, Race for the Reichstag, Berlin Battlefield Guide and The Siege of K strin
1945\. He has also translated Prussian Apocalypse: The Fall of Danzig 1945, Soviet Conquest:
Berlin 1945, With Paulus at Stalingrad and Panzers on the Vistula.
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Since it was first published in 1989, Men of the Battle of Britain, the complete third edition of
which was published in 2015, has become a standard reference book for academics and
researchers interested in the Battle of Britain. This remarkable publication records the service
details of every airman who took part in the Battle of Britain, and who earned the Battle of
Britain Clasp, in considerable detail. Where known, an individual's various postings and their
dates are included, as are promotions, decorations, and successes claimed whilst flying against
the enemy. There is also much personal detail, often including dates and places of birth, civilian
occupations, dates of death and place of burial or, for those with no known grave, place of
commemoration. There are many wartime head-and-shoulders photographs. Inevitably, the
passage of time ensures that there is a constant re-evaluation of the wealth of information
contained within _Men of the Battle of Britain_. At the same time, since the 2015 edition it has
been possible to expand many individual entries, some 330 in total, to give some idea of the
wider social context around the aircrew who earned the Battle of Britain Clasp. This has been
achieved by reference to existing sources, including information supplied by The Few themselves
and their relatives over many years, as well as new research. This invaluable supplement to the
2015 edition ensures that these additions and revisions are available to all researchers,
historians, enthusiasts and general readers.

AUTHOR:
Kenneth G. Wynn was born in London and was at school there during the Battle of Britain. He
later served in the RAF, before moving to New Zealand, where he has lived for many years. He
has written books on New Zealand holders of the Battle of Britain Clasp, the Charge of the Light
Brigade and U-boats. 
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As Britain's first jet fighter, the Gloster Meteor has had a remarkably varied and lengthy life. But
whilst many books have focused on its development and service history, the time has come to
hear the personal experiences of its air and ground crews. 

By interviewing over forty veterans, author Steve Bond has written an incredibly detailed insight
into this iconic aircraft, which is supported by anecdotes and accounts from those who knew it
best. One example is Alan McDonald who described the Meteor as 'a bit unforgiving if you got it
wrong, as many pilots found out to their cost, especially on one engine, but I must admit I got to
like it very much - it was a great adrenalin rush.' 

Alongside these entertaining anecdotes are details of the Meteor's origins and developments.
Starting with the first deliveries in 1944 working through to the present day, Steve Bond
documents the diverse role which the Meteor has had. From use in operations against the V1,
photo-reconnaissance missions, as a training machine and later a display aircraft - particular
attention is given to its major service period of the 1950s through to the early 1960s. The book
will also feature photographs never seen before in print. This detailed history of this iconic and
much loved jet fighter will appeal to all aviation fans.

AUTHOR:
Dr Steve Bond is a life-long aviation professional and historian. He served in the Royal Air Force
for twenty-two years as an aircraft propulsion technician, with tours on many different aircraft,
and was part of the Eurofighter Typhoon project team in the MoD. A fellow of the Royal
Aeronautical Society, he is also the author of many magazine articles and books including:
Heroes All, Special Ops Liberators (with Richard Forder), Wimpy, Meteor Boys and Javelin Boys
for Grub Street. 
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Author royalties to The Soldiers Charity (ABF) and MPSC Association. Foreword by General Mike
Jackson From a German POW camp to HM Forces only remaining detention centre, the mere
mention of Colly struck fear into the hearts of thousands of servicemen over the years. But what
was it really like behind the forbidding barbed wire in those ancient Nissan Huts? How much has it
changed since 1947? Written in the words of those who were there, from the 1940s through to
the present day, Commandants, Members of Staff, Detainees, Military Escorts, Padres and
visitors have shared their own experiences to create a unique history that sheds light on an
almost unknown area of military life. At turns funny, sad and sometimes surprising, the accounts
show how much the Military Corrective Training Centre (MCTC) and the idea of military detention
has evolved.

AUTHOR:
Carole McEntee-Taylor is the author of military history and historical fiction. She works at the
Military Corrective Training Centre in Colchester and lives with her husband David in North East
Essex. 
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In May 1918, Angela and Leopold Mond received a knock on the front door. It was the postman
and he was delivering the letter every family in the United Kingdom dreaded: the notification of a
loved one's battlefield death, in their case the death in action of their eldest child, their son,
Lieutenant Francis Mond. The twenty-two year old Royal Flying Corps pilot, along with his
Observer, Lieutenant Edgar Martyn, had been shot down over no man's land, both being killed
instantly. If there was one crumb of comfort, it was the news that a brave Australian officer,
Lieutenant A.H. Hill, had gone out under fire and recovered both bodies: there would, at the very
least, be a grave to visit after the war. And then, nothing. No further news was forthcoming.
Angela Mond wrote to the Imperial War Graves Commission asking for further details but there
was confusion. No one knew where Mond's and Martyn's bodies were buried. There had been an
initial trail: both bodies had been taken to the village of Corbie and a lorry summoned to take
them away, but from that last sighting both men had simply disappeared. It seems incredible
that all traces of the burial of two officers duly identified, should be lost,' wrote Angela to the
authorities in December 1918. And so began one of the most extraordinary private investigations
undertaken in the aftermath of the Great War. Aged 48 and the mother of five children, Angela,
a wealthy and well-connected socialite from London's West End, embarked on an exhaustive
personal quest to find her son, an investigation that took her to the battlefields and cemeteries of
France and into correspondence with literally hundreds of French civilians and British and German
servicemen. In the meantime, as she searched, she bought the ground on which her son's plane
had crashed and erected a private memorial to Francis, a memorial that still survives. Angela's
quest for her son is reflective of the wider yearning amongst those who lost loved ones in the
Great War: the absolute need find a form of solace through the resolution of a search. More than
750,000 servicemen and women had been killed, half of whom had no known grave. After the
Great War there were families who hunted for their missing sons for a decade or more and when
no body was recovered, back doors were forever left unlocked just in case that son should one
day return. Lieutenant Francis Mond's case was exceptional, perhaps unique in the circumstances
of his death and subsequent disappearance, but the emotions behind the search for his body
were shared by families all over the country.

AUTHOR:
Richard van Emden interviewed 270 veterans of the Great War, has written extensively about the
soldiers' lives, and has worked on many television documentaries, always concentrating on the
human aspects of war, its challenge and its cost to the millions of men involved. Richard van
Emden's books have sold over 660,000 copies and have appeared in The Times' bestseller chart
on a number of occasions. 
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Napoleon Bonaparte was one of the most influential rulers in European history. Renowned as a
military commander, he was also a great statesman, administrator, lawmaker and builder - and
his civic achievements outlived and arguably eclipsed his victories on the battlefield. Yet while
there are a host of biographies and studies of his military and political career, few books have
been written about his connections with Paris, the capital of his empire, where many remarkable
buildings and monuments date from his time in power. That is why David Buttery's highly
illustrated guidebook to Napoleon's Paris is such a timely and valuable addition to the literature
designed for visitors to the city. Many of the most famous sites in the city were built or enhanced
on Napoleon's instructions or are closely associated with him and with the period of the First
French Empire - the Arc de Triomphe, the Louvre, the H tel des Invalides, Mus e de l'Arm e,
Notre Dame Cathedral, P re-Lachaise Cemetery among them. David Buttery's guide covers them
all in evocative detail. His work is essential reading for every visitor to Paris who is keen to gain
an insight into the influence of Napoleon on the city and the tumultuous period in French history
in which he was the dominant figure.

AUTHOR:
David Buttery has established a reputation as a leading historian of nineteenth-century British
military history and he has made a particular study of the Napoleonic Wars. He has worked as a
tour guide for several companies and has led tours of the Waterloo campaign battlefields. His
publications include Waterloo Battlefield Guide, Wellington Against Massena: The Third Invasion of
Portugal 1810-1811, Messenger of Death: Captain Nolan and the Charge of the Light Brigade,
Wellington Against Junot: The First Invasion of Portugal 1807-1808 and Wellington Against Soult:
The Second Invasion of Portugal 1809. 
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"A spellbinding tale of those who paid the ultimate price for freedom". - Damien Lewis, author of
SAS Shadow Raiders: The Ultra-Secret Mission that Changed the Course of WWII. 

In the final days of World War II in Europe, Georgians serving in the Wehrmacht on Texel island
off the Dutch coast rose up and slaughtered their German masters. Hitler ordered the island to
be retaken and fighting continued for weeks, well after the war's end. 
The uprising had it origins in the bloody history of Georgia in the twentieth century, a history that
saw the country move from German occupation, to three short years of independence, to Soviet
rule after it was conquered by the Red Army in 1921. A bloody rebellion against the Soviets took
place in 1924, but it remained under Russian Soviet rule. Thousands of Georgians served in the
Soviet forces during World War II and among those who were captured, given the choice of
starve or fight , some took up the German offer to don Wehrmacht uniforms. 

The loyalty of the Georgians was always in doubt, as Hitler himself suspected, and once deployed
to the Netherlands, the Georgian soldiers made contact with the local Communist resistance.
When the opportunity arose, the Georgians took the decision to rise up and slaughter the
Germans, seizing control of the island. In just a few hours, they massacred some 400 German
officers using knives and bayonets to avoid raising the alarm. An enraged Hitler learned about
the mutiny and ordered the Germans to fight back, showing no mercy to either the Georgians or
the Dutch civilians who hid them. It was not until 20 May, 12 days after the war had ended, that
Canadian forces landed on the island and finally put an end to the slaughter. 

Eric Lee explores this fascinating but little known last battle of the Second World War: its origins,
the incredible details of the battle and its ongoing legacy.

AUTHOR:
Born in New York City, Eric Lee has been a social-democratic activist and historian for decades.
He began his career working at the United Federation of Teachers and the Textile Workers Union
of America, and he founded "The New International Review", a quarterly journal of democratic
socialist theory and analysis, in 1977. In 1981, Lee moved to Israel, living and working on
Kibbutz Ein Dor, where he began programming, and lecturing at the Givat Haviva Centre. He
published his first book, 'Saigon to Jerusalem: Conversations with Israel's Vietnam Veterans', in
1991. 
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This book describes one twenty-four-hour period in the Allied Strategic Bomber Offensive in the
greatest possible detail. The author sets the scene by outlining the course of the bombing war
from 1939 to the night of the Nuremberg raid, the characters and aims of the British bombing
leaders and the composition of the opposing Bomber Command and German night fighter forces.
The aim of the Nuremberg raid was not unlike many hundreds of other RAF missions but, due to
the difficulties and dangers of the enemy defences and weather plus bad luck, it went horribly
wrong. The result was so notorious that it became a turning point in the campaign. The target,
the symbolic Nazi rally city of Nuremberg, was only lightly damaged and 96 out of 779 bombers
went missing. Middlebrook recreates the events of the fateful night in astonishing detail. The
result is a meticulous dramatic and often controversial account. It is also a moving tribute to the
bravery of the RAF bomber crews and their adversaries.

AUTHOR:
Martin Middlebrook has written many other books that deal with important turning-points in the
two world wars, including The First Day on the Somme, KaiserOs Battle, The Peenem nde Raid,
The Somme Battlefields (with Mary Middlebrook) and Arnhem 1944. He has also written two
books about the Falklands War. Martin Middlebrook is a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society and
lives near Stroud, Gloucestershire.
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This is the third and final stand-alone' account of C Squadron SAS's thrilling operations against
the relentless spread of communist backed terrorism in East Africa. Drawing on first-hand
experiences the author describe operations against communist-backed terrorists in Angola and
Mozambique, aiding the Portuguese and Renamo against the MPLA and Frelimo respectively.
Back in Southern Rhodesia SAS General Peter Walls, realising the danger that Mugabe and ZANU
represented, appealed directly to British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. This correspondence,
published here for the first time, changed nothing and years of corruption and genocide followed.
Although C Squadron was disbanded in 1980 many members joined the South African special
forces. Operations undertaken included unsuccessful and costly destabilisation attempts against
Mugabe and missions into Mozambique including the assassination of Samora Machel. By 1986
deteriorating relationships with the South African authorities resulted in the break-up of the SAS
teams who dispersed worldwide. Had Mike Graham not written his three action-packed books, C
Squadron SAS's superb fighting record might never have been revealed. For those who are
fascinated by special forces soldiering his accounts are must reads'.

AUTHOR:
Mike Graham was born in Burnley, Lancashire but brought up in Rhodesia. He was called up for
National Service in the Rhodesian Army. After being commissioned as an officer he transferred to
the Regular Army and joined the Rhodesian SAS (C Squadron), rising to be Second-in-Command.
His and his fellow officers' experiences are the subject of this book, the sequel to Secret SAS
Missions in Africa and SAS Action in Africa. He left the Army as a Major and emigrated to New
Zealand in 1990. Married to Sharen, Mike sadly passed away in September 2019. 
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Lawrence Paterson's groundbreaking new book is a detailed account of the now legendary
Operation Colossus, the first British airborne raid of the Second World War, which took place in
Basilicata, Italy on 10 February 1941. Britain was one of the last major powers of the Second
World War to establish an airborne arm of service. Formed by a collection of free-thinking army
and air force officers, the fledgling British paratrooper unit, known as the SAS', deployed trial
and error in terms of tactics and equipment, costing the lives of several volunteers before an
elite few were selected to make the first British parachute raid of the war. Alongside the
paratroopers were two veterans of the First World War: an Italian SOE agent, formerly a
banqueting manager in London hotels, and an RAF reserve officer who held the Military Cross for
bravery. Collectively known as X-Troop', these men were parachuted by specially selected
bomber crews into the heart of enemy territory, where they successfully destroyed their target,
the Tragino Aqueduct, before becoming the object of an exhaustive manhunt by Italian troops
and civilians. Captured, they were variously interrogated, imprisoned, and the Italian SOE agent
placed on trial for treason and executed. Given the distances that had to be covered, the
logistical complications and the lack of any precedent, the raid was a remarkable feat. Its success
or failure depended on a group of men using methods and equipment thus far untried by the
British Army. They were truly guinea pigs' for those that would follow in their footsteps. Often
overlooked in British military history, Paterson brings this extraordinary episode to light, drawing
on verbatim testimony and interrogating the truth of previous accounts. From the formation of
the unit and the build up to its first deployment, through Operation Colossus and its aftermath, to
its ongoing legacy today, this is the fascinating story of the modern day British Parachute
Regiment.

AUTHOR:
Lawrence Paterson has written several books on various aspects of the U-boat war, including
U-Boat War Patrol, Weapons of Desperation, Donitz's Last Gamble, Hitler's Grey Wolves and a
new biography of Otto Kretschmer. He lives in Taranto, Italy and is drummer in a heavy metal
band. 
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Even today, almost eighty years after its first flight, the North American P-51 Mustang remains
one of the most famous and recognisable aircraft in the world. Nimble and fast, qualities that
lead the Mustang to be used even today in air races, the aircraft was forged in battle. This, the
second of two volumes on this iconic aircraft, explores the "bubbletop" versions that helped bring
the war to the German and Japanese homelands. These Mustangs were widely used escorting
Allied bombers deep into the enemy homeland. The story of this historic fighter is told through
carefully researched archival photos, as well as photographs of preserved examples, illuminated
through detailed captions, thereby illustrating not only the use of the late WWII Mustang, but also
the details of its construction. Large, clear photos, coupled with descriptive and informative
captions, put the reader on the airfield and in the sky with this historic aircraft.

AUTHOR:
The aviation books by David Doyle, author of over 125 books, are noted for their thorough
coverage of historic aircraft and his celebrated ability to locate scarce vintage imagery.
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In July 1944, with the Eastern Front crumbling and the first cracks appearing in the Normandy
defences, Hitler ordered the creation of a new type of unit based on the ad-hoc Kampfgruppen
which the Germans used so successfully throughout the war. Hastily assembled and short-lived
these independent Panzer brigades nevertheless served on both fronts in some of the fiercest
fighting of the conflict. The real striking power of the initial units would a battalion equipped with
the Pzkpfw V Panther, perhaps the most effective armoured vehicle produced by Germany during
the Second World War. In Dennis Oliver's latest volume in the TankCraft series he uses archive
photos and extensively researched colour illustrations to examine the Panther battalions of the
Panzer brigades that fought to hold back the Allied advance during the last months of 1944. A
key section of his book displays available model kits and aftermarket products, complemented by
a gallery of beautifully constructed and painted models in various scales. Technical details as well
as modifications introduced during production and in the field are also examined providing
everything the modeller needs to recreate an accurate representation of these historic tanks.

AUTHOR:
Dennis Oliver is the author of over twenty books on Second World War armoured vehicles. He
has contributed many books to the TankCraft series including Tiger I and II Tanks of the German
Army and Waffen-SS: Eastern Front 1944; Panther Tanks: German Army and Waffen-SS,
Normandy Campaign 1944; Jagdpanther Tank Destroyer: German Army, Western Europe
1944-1945; Panther Tanks: German Army and Waffen-SS, Defence of the West; and StuG III
and IV: Germany Army and Waffen-SS, Western Front, 1944-1945. 
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Originally developed for the US Navy, this twin-engined supersonic long-range fighter-bomber
first flew in the spring of 1958. It then entered service for the US Navy in 1961, and in 1969 with
the Fleet Air Arm and RAF in the UK. 

Regarded as one of the most versatile fighters ever built, the Phantom F-4 was the US Navy's
fastest and highest-flying aircraft. It was flown by both US military demonstration teams (Navy
Blue Angels and the Air Force Thunderbirds) from 1969 to 1973. It ended its service in 1991 with
the RAF. But it continued to serve a variety of air forces across the world, with some still in
service fifty years after its first flight. 

Throughout the twenty chapters of this book, thirteen contributors will take readers across the
world with adventures in the Falkland Islands, the United States of America, the United Kingdom,
the Far East and Germany. There are anecdotes of reconnaissance missions, encounters with the
Russian Tupolevs, record-breaking flights and life on HMS Ark Royal. The scope, flair and pace of
the writing in this book will appeal to the general reader as well as to the enthusiast.

AUTHOR:
Richard Pike became a flight cadet in 1961 at the RAF College, Cranwell, where on graduation,
he was awarded the Dickson Trophy and Michael Hill memorial prize for flying. In the early stages
of his forty-year flying career he flew the English Electric Lightning before converting to the
McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom. On leaving the Royal Air Force he became a civilian helicopter
pilot. His duties took him to a wide variety of destinations at home and overseas including the
Falkland Islands not long after the end of the Falklands War. His last assignment was in Kosovo
helping to distribute emergency humanitarian aid on behalf of the United Nations World Food
Programme. He and his wife live in Aberdeenshire. He is the author of several Grub Street titles
including: Lightning Boys, Lightning Boys 2, Hunter Boys and Phantom Boys Volume 1 and 2. 
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RAF and East German Fast-Jet Pilots in the Cold War is the result of ten years of research,
involving many visits to the former German Democratic Republic by a small Anglo/German team
of military specialists. Their purpose was to explore the lives of RAF and East German fighter and
fighter-bomber pilots, in the air and on the ground, at work and play, during the Cold War in
North Germany. The book is based largely on personal testimony from these pilots, coupled with
facts drawn from official archives and comment from other historical sources. Where possible,
political considerations have been avoided and no outright criticism has been intended, readers
being left to draw their own conclusions on the thinking, strategies, equipment and tactics
discussed. Far from being an intellectual polemic on the Cold War, the text and photographs
merely record a slice of history as seen through the eyes of a select few who took up arms in the
defence of their respective homelands - and faced each other daily across the Iron Curtain. In an
insightful conclusion, Nigel Walpole reassess the threat that both sides believed was genuine
during those tense decades of the Cold War and examines the possible course and nature of a
conflict which neither NATO nor the Warsaw Pact wanted but both actively planned for.

AUTHOR:
Nigel Walpole joined No.26 (Hunter Day Fighter) Squadron in 1955, served on Swift and RF-101
(USAF) tactical reconnaissance squadrons, commanded No.234 (Hunter FGA), No.II (Hunter
FR10) and No.12 Buccaneer Squadrons, before his appointment as OC Operations Wing at RAF
Br ggen in 1977, flying Jaguars. He gained another perspective of air power as Brigade Air
Support Officer, 16 Parachute Brigade, was made responsible for fast-jet operational training in
the MOD and completed his career as the Assistant Chief of Staff Offensive Operations, Second
Allied Tactical Air Force, in Germany. Retiring from the Service in 1988, he became the air
weapons adviser to British Aerospace. 
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Benjamin Grierson's Union cavalry thrust through Mississippi is one of the most well-known
operations of the Civil War. The last serious study was published more than six decades ago.
Since then other accounts have appeared, but none are deeply researched full-length studies of
the raid and its more than substantial (and yet often overlooked) results. The publication of
Timothy B. Smith's The Real Horse Soldiers: Benjamin Grierson's Epic 1863 Civil War Raid
through Mississippi, now available in paperback, rectifies this oversight.

There were other simultaneous operations to distract Confederate attention from the real threat
posed by General U. S. Grant's Army of the Tennessee across the Mississippi River from
Vicksburg in Louisiana. Grierson's operation, however, conducted with three cavalry regiments
and a battery of small artillery pieces, is the most famous. For 16 days (April 17 to May 2),
Grierson led Confederate pursuers on a high-stakes chase through the entire state of Mississippi,
entering through the northern border with Tennessee and exiting its southern border with
Louisiana. The daily rides were long, the rest stops short, and the danger as high as the tension.
Ironically, the man who led the raid was a former music teacher who some say disliked horses.
Throughout, he displayed outstanding leadership and cunning, destroyed railroad tracks and
supplies, burned trestles and bridges, freed slaves, and created as much damage and chaos as
possible.

Novelists have attempted to capture the larger-than-life cavalry raid in the popular imagination,
and Hollywood reproduced the daring cavalry action in The Horse Soldiers, a 1959 major motion
picture starring John Wayne and William Holden. Readers of The Real Horse Soldiers who think
they know all about this cavalry operation will quickly discover just how complex and important it
was, and how close it came to abject failure.

Based upon years of research and presented in gripping, fast-paced prose, Timothy B. Smith's
award-winning The Real Horse Soldiers captures the high drama and tension of the 1863 horse
soldiers in a modern comprehensive study.

12 maps, 36 photographs
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The translation of these memoirs brings an important and authoritative historical source to those
interested in Russian or naval history who are unable to access them in the original Russian.
Their author, Rear Admiral S N Timiryov, was well placed to make observations on the character
of many of the significant commanding officers and also many of the operations of the Baltic
Fleet from the beginning of the war in 1914 up to exit from it in 1918. He trained with many of
the key figures and shared battle experience with them in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05
and the siege of Port Arthur; and he spent a year in Japan as a prisoner of war with a number of
them. In his subsequent career in the Navy he had roles which brought him into contact with new
recruits as well as with many serving officers, and as the Executive Officer on the imperial yacht
"Shtandart" for some years, he came into contact with senior members of the navy
establishment and of the government, including the imperial household. His memoirs also exhibit
an unusual degree of self-awareness. Written in Shanghai in 1922, these memoirs remained
unknown to scholars for several decades. Since their publication in New York in 1961, in the
absence of access to authoritative archives, many historians in the West used them as a source
for the study of the role of the Navy in the Russian revolution, particularly as it unfolded in the
north. They have also been used as a source in numerous studies of the naval war in the Baltic,
and following the fall of the Soviet Union they were re-published in Russia and are regarded
there as an authoritative source on the history both of the revolution and of the Russian Navy in
the First World War. This first English-language edition, complemented by extensive notes and
commentary on issues which may not be familiar to many, will fascinate scholars and naval
historians alike.

AUTHOR:
Dr Stephen Ellis, the translator, read Australian and American history at the University of New
England, Australia and Russian history at Duke University, North Carolina USA. He began to learn
Russian at a summer school at the University of New South Wales, Sydney, in 1971, where he
was taught by Russian emigres who had trained at the Harbin Pedagogical Institute in the 1930s.
He continued his studies at Duke University with Russian emigres who had come from Russia via
Asia and California, and at another summer school at the University of Toronto with emigres who
had come from Russia via Poland. From fellow graduate students at the Moscow and Leningrad
State Universities he learnt how to swear in Russian and why it was important not to do so.
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For fifteen years after the end of the war all official Admiralty records showed the German
submarine "U 110" as sunk on 9 May 1941 by the surface escorts of convoy OB.318. As this book
was the first to reveal, this was a deliberate deception, as the U-boat was actually captured and
its contents fully investigated before being allowed to sink a day later, a fact skilfully kept from
even the survivors of the submarines crew. As the official historian of the naval war, Roskill had
followed the party line when writing his authorised account, but provoked by exaggerated claims
concerning a US Navy capture of a U-boat in 1944, Roskill decided to set the record straight. His
narrative is prefaced by brief coverage of previous submarine captures by the Royal Navy - three
Italian and one German - before covering the "U 110" operation in great detail, underlining the
skill and bravery of those involved. We now know that the reason for the secrecy was that the
U-boat gave up valuable codebooks, charts, ciphers and, most significantly, a complete and
undamaged Enigma machine. At the time of the books first publication, Ultra was still a secret, so
Roskill (who clearly knew about it) had to be discreet about the exact details of what was taken
from the submarine while insisting on its crucial value to the war effort. However, a new
introduction puts the capture into context, making clear its vital importance in the history of allied
codebreaking in World War Two.

AUTHOR:
Stephen Roskill a retired RN captain, was the author of the official history of the Second World
War at sea. He later wrote a number of highly regarded books, including a biography of Admiral
Beatty and a study of Churchill and the admirals.
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After the Great War, there was much debate in the USA whether the country should isolate itself
from old world' conflicts or follow an imperialist path and become the world's only super-power.
If the USA was to become a super-power, then conflict with Great Britain might result.
Consequently, the US drew up War Plan Red. This was a scheme for the USA to invade Canada
and the Caribbean which would draw the Royal Navy into North American waters where it would
be destroyed. Without the Royal Navy, the rest of the British Empire would be vulnerable to
American attacks. It became clear, however, as the decade wore on, that the Imperialists were
not going to gain a clear-cut victory, so other means of achieving their aims would be needed. In
1939 the American military establishment created an intelligence-gathering machine within their
Embassy in London under the Ambassadorship of Joseph Patrick Kennedy. Then in spring 1941, a
small group of US Army officers travelled to Britain to plan for Anglo-American cooperation
should the United States became involved in the Second World War. This was the US Army
Special Observer Group, or SPOBS as it was commonly known. It is questionable whether the
Military Attach s and SPOBS activities were spying', for they were operating - at least in the early
days - with the full permission and knowledge of the British Government. Their
intelligence-gathering activities spread out as far as the Middle East, Africa, South America,
Russia and Asia - far beyond the terms of the original brief. It did not cease with the outbreak of
peace - the advent of the Cold War between East and West brought forth a whole new range of
subterfuge and behind-the-scenes activities by the CIA. So, were the Americans allies or spies?
Certainly, the SPOBS bled Great Britain white of data and information, sending it all back to the
War Department in Washington under the guise of helping. It was also a blueprint that America
used in one form or another to encourage' regime change around the world through the seventy
years or so after the Second World War and which continues to this day.

AUTHOR:
Graham M. Simons is one of the founders of the world-famous aviation museum at Duxford near
Cambridge and, with an engineering background, he progressed to membership of a number of
aviation societies including sitting on the British Aviation Preservation Council, eventually taking
the position of engineering director of one group. Graham has been writing and creating books
since 1987. 
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Seek and Strike - RAF Br ggen in War and Peace is an anecdotal history of the largest RAF
station in Germany. Optimised for a new breed of aircraft, and to NATO requirements, this huge
airfield was cut out of the Elmpt Forest, on the German border with Holland, and completed in
one year to become operational in 1953. First occupied by a fighter wing equipped with
Vampires, Sabres and Hunters, its Seek and Strike' motif took on real meaning when the station
re-equipped with strike, attack and reconnaissance Canberras, followed by strike/attack
Phantoms, Jaguars and finally Tornados.

RAF Br ggen was at the forefront of the Cold War, during which innovation and determination
brought it many accolades. It further distinguished itself in the Gulf War and continued to play its
part in subsequent monitoring operations in that theatre; it was also the only Tornado Wing to
operate directly from its home base during the Kosovo campaign.

This is the story of a station at war, of the men and women at the sharp end and in support. At
work and play, it was they who made Br ggen what it was, excelling in all things and justifying a
claim to have been RAF Germany's jewel in the crown'. With its closure in 2001, the RAF
relinquished its last main operating base outside the UK. Br ggen was indeed last and best'.

AUTHOR:
Nigel Walpole joined No.26 (Hunter Day Fighter) Squadron in 1955, served on Swift and RF-101
(USAF) tactical reconnaissance squadrons, commanded No.234 (Hunter FGA), No.II (Hunter
FR10) and No.12 Buccaneer Squadrons, before his appointment as OC Operations Wing at RAF
Br ggen in 1977, flying Jaguars. He gained another perspective of air power as Brigade Air
Support Officer, 16 Parachute Brigade, was made responsible for fast-jet operational training in
the MOD and completed his career as the Assistant Chief of Staff Offensive Operations, Second
Allied Tactical Air Force, in Germany. Retiring from the Service in 1988, he became the air
weapons adviser to British Aerospace.
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The Mikoyan i Gurevich MiG-21 has been built in greater numbers than any other combat aircraft
since 1945. It also saw service with more air forces than any other type manufactured over the
last 70 years.

Locally designated the 'L' (for Lovac or fighter), for more than half a century over 260 MiG-21s in
12 different versions and sub-variants formed the backbone of the Yugoslav Air Force and Air
Defence Force (JRV i PVO) and later the Serbian Air Force (RV i PVO).

Entering service at the peak of the Cold War, the MiG-21 quickly replaced the US-supplied North
American F-86E and F-86D Sabres in the Yugoslav inventory. The first version, MiG-21F-13, was
followed by the MiG-21PFM in 1967, and MiG-21M/MF in 1970. Serving with the 204th Fighter
Regiment, the task of these fighters was the air defence of Belgrade, capital of Yugoslavia.

Whenever a new and more advanced variant became available, older types were handed over to
other units. This is how the 117th Fighter Regiment came into being, based at the famous
underground air base outside the town of Bihac. The Pristina-based 83rd Fighter Regiment
followed in 1972.

In Tito's Yugoslavia, the MiG-21 was also deployed for strategic reconnaissance. In 1968-1969,
the JRV i PVO introduced the MiG-21R to service, which became the primary photo- and
electronic reconnaissance platform of the entire military. The importance of the fleet was further
increased in 1984, when US-made Fairchild KA-112 LORAP containers were added to their
arsenal.

The final and most widely used version became the MiG-21bis, delivered to Yugoslavia in the
1977-1983 period. By the time of the dissolution of the country, in 1991-1992, it formed the
backbone of the fleet and saw intensive combat service as a fighter-bomber during the conflicts
in Slovenia, Croatia, and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Of particular interest during this period was
the widespread use of diverse ordnance of native and NATO-origins.

AUTHORS:
Bojan Dimitrijevic is the Deputy Director of the Institute for Contemporary History, in Belgrade,
Serbia.

Milan Micevski is an entrepreneur from Belgrade, he has been exploring archives and collecting
data on aviation history for more than three decades.
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With the Middle East in a state of persistent change and upheaval, there has long been a need
for a comprehensive, yet readable, study that can give the intelligent and interested lay-person'
a greater understanding of this diverse, complex region. The Author, whose links with the area
are deep and long-standing, successfully does just that in Soldier in the Sand. As well as
analysing its history and religions, which strongly influence people's actions, attitudes and
relationships, he draws on his own experiences and impressions based on his many years spent
in key military and diplomatic appointments in numerous countries. In addition to knowing many
of the key players personally, he has studied, at leading universities, British policy and
engagement in the area and he understands the effects of this long-term engagement. This
invaluable book's unique mixture of history, politics, academic study and first-hand experience
affords the reader an invaluable insight into a fascinating, fractured and frustrating area of the
world. General Mayall explains complex situations in a thoroughly accessible and human manner.
This will come as no surprise to those who have listened to his lectures worldwide, but this
important and entertaining book now brings his knowledge and common-sense approach to a far
wider audience.

AUTHOR:
Lieutenant General Sir Simon Mayall has known the Middle East since childhood and, over the
course of his 40-year career, he has served extensively in the region. He was seconded to the
Sultan of Oman's Armed Forces for three years, took part in the liberation of Kuwait, served as
the Deputy Coalition Commander in Baghdad, was the first Defence Senior Adviser Middle East
and the British Government's Security Envoy to Iraq. Additionally, he was responsible for helping
to establish the new Royal Navy base in Bahrain. He was knighted in 2014 and also holds the US
Legion of Merit. He holds degrees from Balliol College, Oxford, and King's College, London, and
also studied at St Antony's, Oxford, where he wrote a book on Turkish Security Policy. He is a
sought-after lecturer on Middle East affairs. 
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The "Smelyi" type destroyer, Project 30 bis (Skoryi class, according to NATO classification), was
the first destroyer designed and built after World War two with new shipbuilding technologies
available in the USSR. World War Two demonstrated that all early-built Soviet destroyers had
serious flaws. Poor seaworthiness, hull fragility, lack of displacement reserves for modernisation.
The technical design and working drawings of the new EM were developed under the leadership
of the main designer A.L. Fisher. On 28 January 1947, by order of the Council of Ministers of the
USSR N3 149-75 "On the construction of destroyers of the 30K and 30 bis Projects", the technical
design developed in TsKB-53 was approved. The construction of ships of this series was to take
place at four shipyards: No. 190 in Leningrad (now St. Petersburg), No. 200 in Mikolayov, No.
199 in Komsomolsk-on-Amur and No. 402 in Molotov (now the town of Severodvinsk).
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Special Forces Berlin relates the history of a little known and highly classified US Army Special
Forces Detachment that was covertly stationed in Berlin, Germany from 1956 to 1990, poised to
act if war ever broke out between the West and the Soviet Union and its allies.

It is a little-known fact that during the Cold War, two U.S. Army Special Forces detachments
were stationed far behind the Iron Curtain in West Berlin. The existence and missions of the two
detachments were highly classified secrets.

The massive armies of the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies posed a huge threat to the
nations of Western Europe. US military planners decided they needed a plan to slow the
juggernaut they expected when and if a war began. The plan was Special Forces Berlin. The first
40 men who came to Berlin in mid-1956 were soon reinforced by 60 more and these 100 soldiers
(and their successors) would stand ready to go to war at only two hours' notice, in a hostile area
occupied by nearly one million Warsaw Pact forces, until 1990.

Their mission should hostilities commence was to wreak havoc behind enemy lines, and buy time
for vastly outnumbered NATO forces to conduct a breakout from the city. In reality it was an
ambitious and extremely dangerous mission, even suicidal. Highly trained and fluent in German,
each man was allocated a specific area. They were skilled in clandestine operations, sabotage,
intelligence tradecraft and able to act if necessary as independent operators, blending into the
local population and working unseen in a city awash with spies looking for information on their
every move.

Special Forces Berlin was a one of a kind unit that had no parallel. It left a legacy of a new type
of soldier expert in unconventional warfare, one that was sought after for other deployments
including the attempted rescue of American hostages from Tehran in 1979. With the U.S.
government officially acknowledging their existence in 2014, their incredible story can now be
told.

AUTHOR:
James Stejskal served for 23 years with Special Forces, including two tours in Berlin, retiring as a
Chief Warrant Officer 4. He then served 13 years with the CIA as a senior Operations Office
(Case Officer) in Africa, Europe and Asia. He is now a military historian and conflict archaeologist.
He has previously been published in journals such as the South African Journal of Military Studies
and this is his second book. 
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The history of Cold War reconnaissance in the words of the man who proved the aircraft,
commanded the units, and flew the missions. This is the biography of pilot Col. William Gregory,
whose astonishing career with the CIA and the US Air Force encompassed the attempts by US
intelligence to understand Cold War Soviet Union.

William Gregory, "Greg," to all, was born into a sharecropper's life in the hills of northcentral
Tennessee. From the back of a mule-drawn plow, Greg learned the value of resilience and the
importance of living a determined life. Refusing to accept a life of continued poverty, Gregy
sought and found a way out - a work-study college program that made it possible to leave
farming behind him forever. While at college, Greg completed the Civilian Pilot Training Program
and was subsequently accepted into the Army's pilot training program. Earning his wings in 1942,
Greg became a P-38 combat pilot and served in North Africa during the summer of 1943 - a
critical time when the Luftwaffe was still a potent threat, and America had begun the march
northward from the Mediterranean into Europe proper. Following the war, Greg served with a
B-29 unit, then transitioned to the new, red-hot B-47 strategic bomber. In his frequent
deployments, he was always assigned the same target in the Soviet Union - Tblisi, Stalin's home
town. While a B-47 pilot, Greg was selected to join America's first high-altitude program - the
Black Knights. Flying RB-57D aircraft, Greg and his team flew peripheral "ferret" missions around
the Soviet Union and its satellites, collecting critical order-of-battle data so desperately needed by
the Air Force at that time. When that program neared its design end, and following the Gary
Powers shoot-down ovr the Soviet Union, Greg was assigned to command of the CIA's U-2 unit at
Edwards AFB. It was during that five-year command that Greg and his team provided critical
overflight intelligence, including during the Bay of Pigs, the Cuban Missile Crisis, and the Vietnam
build-up. He found time to also become one of the first to fly U-2s off aircraft carriers in a
demonstration project. Following his U-2 command, Greg attended the National War College, was
assigned to the reconnaissance office at the Pentagon, and then was named Vice-Commandant
of the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT). Greg retired from the Air Force in 1972.

AUTHOR:
Following a successful career in internationl business and global education, Robert Richardson
began writing about the little-known, personal, but critically important stories of World War II and
the Cold War. His previous publications include The Jagged Edge of Duty (2017), and his current
research relates to the events in the South Pacific during the early months of World War II. A
life-long conservationist, Richardson is co-founder of the Inland Northwest Land Conservancy. 
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Early morning, 19 March 1944. Tanks manned by New Zealanders, Indians and Americans launch
a daring attack along a narrow mountain track on German positions north of Monte Cassino. So
began one of the most audacious Allied attempts to break through the Gustav Line and advance
on Rome - and it almost succeeded. Yet the extraordinary story has seldom been told, and it has
never been told before in the vivid detail Jeffrey Plowman brings to this new account. Using
operational orders, combat reports, unit diaries, post-battle photos from private and public
archives and the graphic personal accounts of those who took part, he describes the construction
of Cavendish Road and the course of the entire operation that followed. The planning for the
attack and the men involved are described in a gripping and clear-sighted way, as is the attack
itself - its initial rapid success and its ultimate failure. Eighty years later Jeffrey Plowman reveals
exactly what happened and shows how and why this bold thrust against the German strongpoints
at Monte Cassino, which could have turned the course of the battle, ended in retreat. His book
also features a visitor's guide that covers the length of Cavendish Road from the village of Caira
to Massa Albaneta, linking each spot with the events described in the narrative.

AUTHOR:
Jeffrey Plowman is a research biochemist by profession who has had a keen interest in military
history for over thirty-five years. He has made a special study of New Zealand armour and
armoured units and has published twenty one books as well as many articles and chapters on the
subject. Among his most recent publications are War in the Balkans: The Battle for Greece and
Crete 1940-1941, Monte Cassino: Armoured Forces in the Battle for the Gustav Line and Greece
1941: The Death Throes of Blitzkrieg. 
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The German panzer armies that swept into the Soviet Union in 1941 were an undefeated force
that had honed their skill in combined arms warfare to a fine edge. The Germans focused their
panzers and tactical air support at points on the battlefield defined as Schwerpunkt - main effort
- to smash through any defensive line and then advance to envelope their adversaries. Initially,
these methods worked well in the early days of Operation Barbarossa and the tank forces of the
Red Army suffered defeat after defeat. Although badly mauled in the opening battles, the Red
Army's tank forces did not succumb to the German armoured onslaught and German planning
and logistical deficiencies led to over-extension and failure in 1941\. In the second year of the
invasion, the Germans directed their Schwerpunkt toward the Volga and the Caucasus and again
achieved some degree of success, but the Red Army had grown much stronger and by November
1942, the Soviets were able to turn the tables at Stalingrad. Robert Forczyk's incisive study offers
fresh insight into how the two most powerful mechanized armies of the Second World War
developed their tactics and weaponry during the critical early years of the Russo-German War.
He uses German, Russian and English sources to provide the first comprehensive overview and
analysis of armored warfare from the German and Soviet perspectives. His analysis of the
greatest tank war in history is compelling reading.

AUTHOR:
Robert Forczyk is a leading expert on the history of armored warfare, and he has made a
particular study of the Second World War on the Eastern Front. His many books include Georgy
Zhukov, Demyansk 1942-43, Red Christmas: The Tatsinskaya Airfield Raid 1942, Rescuing
Mussolini: Gran Sasso 1943, Sevastopol 1942: Von Manstein's Triumph, Leningrad 1941-44,
Model, Erich Von Manstein, Panther Vs T-34: Ukraine 1943 and Tank Warfare on the Eastern
Front 1941-1942: Schwerpunkt, the first volume of his major two-volume history of this aspect of
the Russo-German war. 
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On the battlefields of Europe and North Africa during the Second World War tanks played a key
role, and the intense pressure of combat drove forward tank design and tactics at an
extraordinary rate. In a few years, on all sides, tank warfare was transformed. This is the
dramatic process that Simon and Jonathan Forty chronicle in this heavily illustrated history. They
describe the fundamentals of pre-war tank design and compare the theories formulated in the
1930s as to how they should be used in battle. Then they show how the harsh experience of the
German blitzkrieg campaigns in Poland, France and the Soviet Union compelled the Western
Allies to reconsider their equipment, organisation and tactics - and how the Germans responded
to the Allied challenge. The speed of progress is demonstrated in the selection of over 180
archive photographs which record, as only photographs can, the conditions of war on each battle
front. They also give a vivid impression of what armoured warfare was like for the tank crews of
75 years ago.

AUTHORS:
Simon Forty was educated in Dorset and the north of England before reading history at London
University's School of Slavonic and East European Studies. He has been involved in publishing
since the mid-1970s, first as editor and latterly as author. Jonathan Forty was educated in Dorset
and the north of England before attending Queen Mary College, London. He designed and
worked on military magazines, including for many years Tank magazine. Sons of author and RAC
Tank Museum curator George Forty, they have continued the family tradition, writing mainly on
historical and military subjects including books on Hadrian's Wall, the Napoleonic wars and the
two world wars, often in collaboration. Simon's latest book, published by Historic England, is
D-Day UK: 100 Locations in Britain; Jonathan's Heavyweights: The Military Use of Massive
Weapons. 
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The Grumman-designed TBF Avenger was unquestionably the most successful torpedo bomber in
the US fleet during WWII. Developed just prior to the US entry in WWII, the type made its
combat debut at the Battle of Midway. Demand for the large carrier-borne aircraft, which could
drop conventional bombs and depth charges in addition to torpedoes, soon outstripped
Grumman's capacity. To supply the needed aircraft to the US Navy, the US Marines, and the
Royal Navy, the Eastern Aircraft Division of General Motors was contracted to build duplicate
aircraft, which were designated TBM. With numerous adaptations, both the TBF and TBM
continued to serve militaries well after WWII. Through carefully researched photos, many of
which have never before been published and which are reproduced in remarkable clarity, the
history and details of this iconic aircraft are revealed and put the reader in the skies with this
historic aircraft.

AUTHOR:
The military books by David Doyle, author of more than 125 books, are noted for their thorough
coverage of historic vessels and aircraft and his celebrated ability to locate scarce vintage
imagery.
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With the introduction of female pilots to the RAF in 1994, the Tornado was among the first
aircraft to be flown by both men and women. This is acknowledged in the book with a chapter
written by one female pilot. Another aspect that makes this book different from the rest of the
series is that it covers an aircraft which is still in active service, currently as a key player in Middle
East operations. With focus on the GR1/GR4 versions of the Tornado (and not the F3 interceptor),
readers will enjoy fascinating insights on what it is like to operate this multi-role
bomber/reconnaissance aircraft against the backdrop of modern-day scenarios. The book starts
in the 1970s with stories from operators of the Tornado as a Cold War nuclear deterrent and with
tales of later 'hot' wars as seen by operational leaders in both Gulf conflicts and in Kosovo. There
are also stories of Scud hunting in Iraq and of Red Flag exercises in the US, as well as of a
stunning competition victory over the USAF's Strategic Air Command in their own backyard. The
short-lived anti-shipping role is not neglected. With the transformation of the Tornado to GR4
standard, the book continues with chapters covering active service in support of Britain's
increasingly complex international commitments and the employment of new weaponry and
sensors. The various operational training patterns over the years are discussed by instructors,
while there are tales from those who flew Tornados on exchange, loan and contract service with
foreign air forces. Finally the book highlights the essential part played by ground crew in the
Tornado story, with chapters by front-line engineers and an army ground liaison officer. All in all,
through the eyes of the men and women who have operated this extraordinary aircraft, the
volume presents an entertaining and illuminating series of tales and anecdotes. These light and
informative stories come from those who were proud to serve on and loved to operate the
impressively versatile Tornado.

AUTHOR:
Ian Hall is a former Commander Officer of No. 31 Squadron (1992-4), as well as being the editor
and writer of the Squadron Association's three-times-a-year 32-page newsletter. He is the author
of Upwards, an aviation-themed novel currently available as a Kindle download. This is his first
full-length historical study, having previously penned a 80-page history of No 31 Squadron's early
Tornado years.
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A fully illustrated and detailed account of the 1 1/2-ton Chevy truck and its use by the U.S. Army
during World War II.

Between 1940 and 1945, large numbers of trucks of all categories were delivered to the U.S.
Army by the Chevrolet Motor Division of General Motors. Over 160,000 of these trucks were the
G-506 light four-wheel drive trucks - which became the standard 1 1/2-ton, 4x4 truck for both
the U.S. Army and Army Air Corps during the war. In addition, many more thousands were
delivered to Allied forces as part of the Lend-Lease program, including nearly 50,000 delivered to
the Soviet Union. Tough, well-built and more agile than the deuce and a half, the Chevy 11/2ton
played a part in every theater of operations during the war. Its durability and mechanical
reliability made it ideal for a wide range of missions. Not for nothing did Chevy advertise the
trucks during the war as "Vehicles of victory." More than 75 years after it was designed, the small
Chevrolet truck is still a favourite with collectors. This fully illustrated book details the different
series of trucks and their many uses within the U.S. Army including cargo trucks, panel delivery
trucks for the Signal Corps, dump trucks for engineers, telephone trucks, tractors, bomb service
trucks for the air force. It also covers their part in the Lend-Lease program, and their continued
use after the war.

AUTHOR:
Didier Andres, born 1959 in Verviers, Belgium, is a military historian and specialist of American
WW2 softskin vehicles. He has gathered over the years an impressive collection of original
pictures and documents, that he has been sharing for 20 years with other enthusiasts, through
articles and books.
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

The revolutionary battleship Dreadnought of 1906 brought together in one package the new
technology of oil fired boilers and steam turbines, and all-big-gun armament; in doing so she
rendered all other capital ships then afloat completely obsolete. Ten years later the V&W Class
did to destroyers what the dreadnoughts had done to battleships: they set a completely new and
higher standard of technology and were a cut above anything that had come before. They were,
however, less revolutionary than evolutionary and in this new book John Henshaw takes the
reader through all the developmental stages with a detailed history of the step-by-step lessons
that were learnt, not all of which were fortuitous. In one package the Royal Navy finally acquired
a hull that possessed not just good sea-keeping capability but one that was able to carry heavier
armament without any adverse effects. Range and speed were commensurate with their size
while the super-firing guns, fore and aft, could be deployed in all weathers for a four-gun
broadside. The V & W design set the trend for all destroyer design for the next two decades and,
indeed, the basic layout of destroyers stayed the same long beyond that. The formula of a raised
foredeck and super-firing guns fore and aft continued in the Royal Navy until the Battle Class of
1944 and in the United States Navy until the Fletcher Class of 1943. That the V & Ws served on
through World War II in various forms is a testament to the soundness of the basic concept, their
adaptability and strength. The V stood for Venerable, because they certainly proved that, and W
for Watershed, because they were truly a turning point in destroyer design. The narrative is
superbly illustrated with forty-five detailed profile and deck plans, for which the author is so well
known, of the principal early British destroyer types and illustrates all the V&Ws through to the
end of World War II, including some conversions that were considered but never completed. The
book also looks at the influence of the basic design on the destroyers of other navies. This new
book, which will appeal both to naval historians and modelmakers, brings together under one
cover a narrative that is comprehensive in its scope, well researched and elegantly supported
with detailed line drawings and selected photographs for the period 1890-1945.

AUTHOR:
John Henshaw is a retired chartered surveyor, educated at Wesley College and Melbourne
University. He spent most of his working career designing and constructing buildings of all types
from domstic houses to office buildings. He has always had a love of the sea and owned several
yachts, cruising Australia's North East Coast extensively. He is also an accomplished marine
watercolour painter and ship modeller and a fine technical draughtsman. His book "Liberty's
Provenance" was published by Seaforth in 2019.

135 b/w illustrations
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The British Empire at its height stretched around the globe. From Asia to the Americas, scores of
countries were conquered or assimilated into the greatest commonwealth of nations in history.
Many of these countries were won, and held, at the point of the bayonet, and British soldiers and
sailors fought long and hard campaigns in deserts, mountains and jungles to maintain and
expand the Empire. Fighting, though, means bloodshed; it also means bravery. Victoria Crosses
were awarded in operations against Persia, Abyssinia and China, in New Zealand, Burma and
Sudan, in the Perak War, the Andaman Islands Expedition and the Mashona Rebellion, to name
but a few of the forty-four different campaigns of the colonial era. "The Victoria Cross Wars"
explains Britain's involvement in these little-known and forgotten campaigns, detailing the battles
and engagements that resulted in the granting of the most highly regarded award for valour in
the face of the enemy. The greater conflicts of the twentieth century also receive due treatment,
as do more recent operations in the troubled parts of the world. A total of 1,358 VCs have been
awarded since the cross of valour was first instituted in 1855, the latest of which was announced
in February 2015. The stories behind the awarding of these medals have been repeated in
countless anthologies but "The Victoria Cross Wars" explains not just what the men did, but why
they were there and what they were fighting for.

AUTHOR:
Brian Best has an honours degree in South African History and is a Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society. He was the founder of the Victoria Cross Society and edited its Journal for
many years. Brian also lectures about the Victoria Cross and War Art. He is married and lives in
Rutland. 

32 b/w illustrations
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The German contribution in a famous Turkish victory at Gallipoli has been overshadowed by the
Mustafa Kemal legend. The commanding presence of German General Liman von Sanders in the
operations is well known. But relatively little is known about the background of German military
intervention in Ottoman affairs. Klaus Wolf fills this gap as a result of extensive research in the
German records and the published literature. He examines the military assistance offered by the
German Empire in the years preceding 1914 and the German involvement in ensuring that the
Ottomans fought on the side of the Central Powers and that they made best use of the German
military and naval missions. He highlights the fundamental reforms that were required after the
battering the Turks received in various Balkan wars, particularly in the Turkish Army, and the
challenges that faced the members of the German missions. When the allied invasion of Gallipoli
was launched, German officers became a vital part of a robust Turkish defence - be it at sea or
on land, at senior command level or commanding units of infantry and artillery. In due course
German aviators were to be, in effect, founding fathers of the Turkish air arm; whilst junior
ranks played an important part as, for example, machine gunners. This book is not only their
missing memorial but a missing link in understanding the tragedy that was Gallipoli.

AUTHOR:
Colonel Klaus Wolf's military career in the "Bundeswehr" has taken him to Turkey on two
postings. In the first of these, between 2002 and 2006, he took advantage of his contacts and
access to research material to examine the military cooperation between Turkish and German
forces during the lead up to the war and then, in particular, at Gallipoli 1915. This book (originally
published in German in 2008 and in Turkish in 2015) is the outcome of that work. 

11 b/w illustrations and 13 colour maps
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War of Intervention in Angola, Volume 3 covers the air warfare during the II Angolan War -
fought 1975-1992 - through narrating the emergence and operational history of the Angolan Air
Force and Air Defence Force (FAPA/DAA) as told by Angolan and Cuban sources.

Most accounts of this conflict - better known in the West as the ‘Border War' or the 'Bush War', as
named by its South African participants - tend to find the operations by the FAPA/DAA barely
worth mentioning. A handful of published histories mention two of its MiG-21s claimed as shot
down by Dassault Mirage F.1 interceptors of the South African Air Force (SAAF) in 1981 and
1982, and at least something about the activities of its MiG-23 interceptors during the battles of
the 1987-1988 period.

On the contrary, the story told by Angolan and Cuban sources not only reveals an entirely
different image of the air war over Angola of the 1980s: indeed, it reveals to what degree this
conflict was dictated by the availability - or the lack of - air power and shows that precisely this
issue dictated the way that the commanders of the Cuban contingents deployed to the country -
whether as advisors or as combat troops - planned and conducted their operations.

It is thus little surprising that the first contingent of Cuban troops deployed to Angola during
Operation Carlota, in late 1975, included a sizeable group of pilots and ground personnel who
subsequently helped build-up the FAPA/DAA from virtually nothing. They continued that work over
the following 14 years - sometimes in cooperation of Soviet advisors and others from East
European countries - eventually establishing an air force that by 1988 maintained what South
African military intelligence and the media subsequently described as the 'most advanced air
defence system in Africa'. Not only the air defence system in question, but also the aircraft
serving as its extended arms, ultimately managed a unique feat in contemporary military history:
they enabled an air force equipped with Soviet-made aircraft and trained along the Soviet
doctrine to establish at least a semblance of aerial superiority over an air force equipped with
Western-made aircraft and operating under a Western doctrine.

AUTHORS:
Adrien Fontanellaz, from Switzerland, is a military history researcher and author. 

Tom Cooper is an Austrian aerial warfare analyst and historian. 

100 photographs, 5 maps, 15 colour profiles
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The Peninsular War and the Napoleonic Wars across Europe are subjects of such enduring
interest that they have prompted extensive research and writing. Yet other campaigns, in what
was a global war, have been largely ignored. Such is the case for the war in India which
persisted for much of the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic periods and peaked in the years
1798?1805 with the campaigns of Arthur Wellesley - later the Duke of Wellington - and General
Lake in the Deccan and Hindustan. That is why this new study by Martin Howard is so timely and
important. While it fully acknowledges Wellington's vital role, it also addresses the nature of the
warring armies, the significance of the campaigns of Lake in North India, and leaves the reader
with an understanding of the human experience of war in the region. For this was a brutal
conflict in which British armies clashed with the formidable forces of the Sultan of Mysore and the
Maratha princes. There were dramatic pitched battles at Assaye, Argaum, Delhi and Laswari, and
epic sieges at Seringapatam, Gawilghur and Bhurtpore. The British success was not universal. 

AUTHOR:
Martin Howard is a hospital consultant and an honorary visiting professor at the University of
York. He has a longstanding interest in the Napoleonic Wars with a particular focus on the human
dimension of the conflict and the lesser known campaigns. His most recent books in the field are
Walcheren 1809: The Scandalous Destruction of a British Army and Death Before Glory! The
British Soldier in the West Indies in the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars 1793-1815. 

30 colour illustrations
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The Battle of Villamuriel was the largest engagement of Wellington's retreat from Burgos in
1812. Twice as many men were involved as in the better-known actions at Villadrigo/Venta del
Pozo two days earlier. This is the first full length account of the action and improves significantly
on previous accounts in the campaign histories by Napier, Fortescue, Oman, and Divall.

Archival sources from Great Britain, France, Spain, and Portugal have been used to build a
coherent and balanced account. The orders of battle are detailed and the military experience of
both the commanders and their units is provided. Detailed maps of the deployment of both
forces throughout the action are provided. A detailed breakdown of the casualties on both sides
is also given. Also highlighted are the previously unreported role of 9th Foot as an aspiring light
infantry regiment, and the 1835 controversy around Napier's account using the archives of the
Sir John Oswald and a potential source for Napier's account is identified.

This has resulted in a detailed study of one day's action in the 1812 campaign, with a view to
extracting improved understanding of how the armies fought. The wargamer is provided with
detailed scenarios to enable them to recreate the action on the table top. The action is effectively
a re-match between the Anglo-Portuguese 5th Division and the 5e Division of the Armee de
Portugal, only a few months after the former successfully dispersed the latter at Salamanca in
July. Wellington at Bay includes a Foreword by Carole Divall.

AUTHOR:
Garry was born in Kingston upon Thames, UK. He studied at Brunel and Nottingham Universities
for a first degree in Applied Chemistry and subsequently a master's degree in Food Science.
Garry worked for Mars Incorporated for 28 years, but since retiring in 2008 he has been pursuing
a lifelong interest in the Napoleonic Wars, which began in 1973 when he started wargaming the
period.

10 colour photographs, 11 maps, 27 tables
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Simo Hayha is the most famous sniper in the world. During the Winter War, he had 542
confirmed kills with iron sights, a record that still stands today.

Simo Hayha (1905 – 2002) is the most famous sniper in the world. During the Winter War fought
between Russia and Finland in 1939 – 1940 he had 542 confirmed kills with iron sights, a record
that still stands today. He has been a role model for snipers all over the world and paved the
way for them by demonstrating their significance on the battlefield. Simo Hayha was a man of
action who spoke very little, but he was hugely respected by his men and his superiors and given
many difficult missions, including taking out specific targets. Able to move silently and swiftly
through the landscape, melting into the snowbound surroundings in his white camouflage
fatigues, his aim was deadly and his quarry rarely escaped. The Russians learned of his
reputation as a marksman and tried several times to kill him by indirect fire. He was promoted
from corporal to second lieutenant and he was awarded the Cross of Kollaa. For sniping Simo
Hayha only ever used his own m/28-30 rifle. Eventually his luck ran out and Simo received a
serious head wound on March 6 1940, though he subsequently recovered. After the war Simo
Häyhä lead a quiet, unassuming life in farming and forestry. His roots were deep in the Finnish
soil and he loved life in rural Finland. A true patriot, he epitomized the traits of a professional
soldier, performing his duty and setting an example of bravery that personified the Finnish spirit
when confronted by the Russian onslaught. The White Sniper fully explores Simo Hayha's life, his
exploits in the Winter War, the secrets behind his success including character and technique, and
also includes a detailed look at his rifle itself. There are appendices on the basics of shooting, the
impact of fire on the battlefield, battles on the Kollaa Front during the Winter War and a list of
ranked snipers of the world.

AUTHOR:
Tapio Saarelainen is a career officer in the Finnish Army. He has spent two decades training
snipers for the Finnish Army and contributed to the Finnish Army's manual for snipers. In his
youth he competed in rifle shooting. The author has spent much time investigating Simo Hayha's
life and accomplishments and he interviewed Simo dozens of times between 1997 and 2002.
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Harness the power of crystal healing and your astrological sign to incorporate personalised
self-care and wellness into your daily routine.

For anyone new to the benefits of crystal healing and astrology, or for those who have been
practicing for years, this book breaks down their practical, easy-to-use applications, showing how
they powerfully work together to prioritise mindfulness in your day-to-day. Readers will learn
which crystals to use for their zodiac signs, as well as which to use for major planetary
placements, including their Moon Sign, Rising Sign, or any of the inner planets (Mercury, Venus,
and Mars). They will also learn customised rituals for the new and full moon, tailored to each
zodiac sign, that can be done during any month.

By engaging in these rituals, readers will become more attuned to their own communication
styles and handling of emotions, as well as to those of others, informing and enriching their
practice in intention-setting, positive affirmations, and self-love.

AUTHOR:
Katie Huang is an entrepreneur and founder of Love By Luna, a leading astrological lifestyle
brand. She is also co-owner of MoonBox, an international subscription box service aligned with
the lunar cycle. Featured in Allure, TeenVogue, Buzzfeed, & Time Out London, Katie focuses on
developing products that combine style, practicality, and spirituality to encourage mindful living.
She lives in Los Angeles, California.
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"In this time of uncertainty, millennials are asking the cosmos for answers." - The Guardian.

These are indeed luna-tic times: people have, once again, begun to believe in the power of the
moon. Just think about the popularity of all kinds of moon sign apps, and how labels such as
Vetements and Valentina flirt with cosmic prints and astrology. The moon is no longer exclusive
to flower power hippies, but is now also popular among well-educated youngsters. How did that
come about? Which artists and writers were influenced by the moon? How do you integrate the
moon into your daily life? Lunatic offers the answers to these questions. It's a beautiful
inspirational guide brimming with glowing images and original illustrations, which also serves as a
practical manual that explains your zodiac sign and how the phases of the moon influence your
life.

AUTHORS:
Katrin Swartenbroux writes for Belgian newspaper De Morgen about trends, fashion, lifestyle,
and culture. Wided Bouchrika writes for magazines Knack and Charlie Magazine.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The ultimate feel good guide to those for whom the moon plays an important role in his or her
life
•  A trendy book with a handy practical part, including moon calendars, lunar cycle, etc
•  Find balance in your life on the rhythm of the moon

120 colour, 50 b/w illustrations
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Explore the transparency of your life in this 2nd edition of The Transparent Tarot, the celebrated
and award-winning Tarot divination system. A must-have for both readers and collectors, this
highly innovative deck consists of simple yet striking images displayed on clear plastic, which are
designed to be read in layers. With a new chapter detailing how to use this deck in combination
with other decks-Tarot or oracle-enhance your interpretations to unlock intuition and help
discover hidden depths as you read. The book offers new keyword charts with quick definitions to
assist with reading right out of the box, as well as in-depth meanings for clearer associations.
Find original spreads and suggestions for methods that have never before been possible. This
deck offers a fun, original, and insightful tool for divination, meditation, brainstorming, magic,
and more for beginners and advanced readers alike.

AUTHOR:
Emily Carding is a professional actor, writer, and artist living by the sea in beautiful East Sussex,
UK. Other works include The Transparent Oracle, The Tarot of the Sidhe, and The Simple
Wisdom of the Household Dog for Schiffer, and Faery Craft (2012) for Llewellyn. As an actor she
is best known for her multi-award-winning performance in Richard III (a one-woman show) for
Brite Theater and the British horror movie hit Ghost Stories. Emily holds a BA (honors) in theatre
arts from Bretton Hall and an MFA in Staging Shakespeare. She has been working with the Tarot
for over twenty-five years.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The long-awaited 2nd edition to a breakthrough Tarot deck that will have you reading the
cards quickly and with more insight than traditional decks 
•  For beginner and advanced readers and collectors 
•  Read Tarot in layered dimensions for deeper awareness

78 transparent cards
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A vital tool for all guitarists, whether just starting out or looking to brush up on existing skills, this
book offers a wealth of practical advice on notes and positions. Clear diagrams throughout allow
basic chords to be mastered, with scales, arpeggios and octaves. Also includes links to online
audio at flametreemusic.com.

Learn to play your guitar with confidence using this handy new guide! A vital tool for all guitarists,
whether just starting out or looking to brush up on existing skills, this book offers a wealth of
practical advice on everything from chord transitions to scales and how to learn the finger
positions.

Clear diagrams throughout allow basic chords to be mastered with ease, and scales, arpeggios
and octaves are introduced with useful tips on developing technique. Also includes links to online
audio at flametreemusic.com.

AUTHOR:
Jake Jackson is a writer and musician. He has created and contributed to over 30 practical music
books, including The Beginners Guide to Reading Music, How to Play Guitar and the bestselling
Guitar Chord and Piano Chord titles. As guitarist and songwriter he has been in a few bands,
including Slice, The Harmonics and Starbank and has studied a form of Flamenco guitar.
Although Jake has a range of fine guitars in his house his favourite music software is Sibelius
and, having worked with Cubase for many years, is now moving over to Logic Pro. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Simple, easy to use 
•  Super-clear chord diagrams 
•  Practical, concealed spiral format 
•  Supported online with chords and scales 
•  Clear links and QR codes for extended learning

Spiral bound Semi-concealed binding. Easy to lie flat.

240 illustrations
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Renowned nature writer Ted Williams captures the wonders of the natural world in this series of
short observational essays that describe the fleeting beauty of each season, from the deliberate
flight of a bumblebee to the lush fragrance of wild grapes.

From winter candy and spring quackers to summer's scarlet farewell and autumn reveilles, noted
nature writer Ted Williams invites readers along on a year-long immersion in the wild and fleeting
moments of the natural world. This beautifully crafted collection of short, seasonal essays
combines in-depth information with evocative descriptions of nature's marvels and mysteries.
Williams explains the weather conditions that bring out the brightest reds in autumn leaves, how
hungry wolf spiders catch their prey, and why American goldfinches wait until late July or August
to build their nests. In the tradition of Thoreau, Carson, and Leopold, Ted Williams's writing
stands as a testament to the delicate balance of nature's resilience and fragility, and inspires
readers to experience the natural world for themselves and to become advocates for protecting
and preserving the amazing diversity and activity found there.

AUTHOR:
Ted Williams writes full-time on fish and wildlife issues for various national publications, including
the monthly "Recovery" column for The Nature Conservancy's Cool Green Science. He serves as
national chair of the Native Fish Coalition. A longtime contributor to Audubon magazine, Williams
was recognized by the Outdoor Writers Association of America (OWAA) as the nation's best
outdoor columnist and has received numerous other national writing and conservation awards.
He lives in Grafton, Massachusetts.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Award-winning nature writer Ted Williams’s succinct essays combine scientifically precise
observations with wonder and reverence for the playful and awe-inspiring aspects of the natural
world.
•  Organised by season, Earth Almanac offers readers intriguing insights and a guide to what to
look and listen for throughout the year, ranging from the late-winter emergence of striped
skunks from their burrows to how to distinguish spring's jill-in-the-pulpit from jack-in-the-pulpit,
and bearing witness to the changing colours on the belly of the male brook trout in late summer.
•  This appreciation of the nature's intricate systems and the cycles of healthy, native ecosystems
is a powerful testimony to what we are in danger of losing to climate change and extinction.
•  Stunning nature illustrations complement the evocative imagery of Williams' prose and add to
the appeal of this highly browseable and inviting package.
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Writing Wild, by New York Times-bestselling author Kathryn Aalto, explores the lasting impact of
25 women writers whose pens have left an indelible mark on the world of nature writing.

In Writing Wild, Kathryn Aalto celebrates 25 women, both historical and current, whose influential
writing helps deepen our connection to and understanding of the natural world. These inspiring
wordsmiths are scholars, spiritual seekers, conservationists, scientists, novelists, and explorers.
They defy easy categorization, yet they all share a bold authenticity that makes their work both
distinct and universal.

Featured writers include:
•  Dorothy Wordsworth, Susan Fenimore Cooper, Gene Stratton-Porter, Mary Austin, and Vita
Sackville-West
Nan Shepherd, Rachel Carson, Mary Oliver, Carolyn Merchant, and Annie Dillard
•  Gretel Ehrlich, Leslie Marmon Silko, Diane Ackerman, Robin Wall Kimmerer, and Lauret Savoy
Rebecca Solnit, Kathleen Jamie, Carolyn Finney, Helen Macdonald, and Saci Lloyd
•  Andrea Wulf, Camille T. Dungy, Elena Passarello, Amy Liptrot, and Elizabeth Rush

Part travel essay, literary biography, and cultural history, Writing Wild ventures into the
landscapes and lives of extraordinary writers and encourages a new generation of women to pick
up their pens, head outdoors, and start writing wild.

AUTHOR:
Kathryn Aalto is an American landscape designer, historian, writer, and lecturer living in Exeter,
England. She has master's degrees in garden history and creative nonfiction with a particular
interest in literary landscapes. Before her expat life, she taught American Literature of Nature
and Place in the Pacific Northwest. She is a member of the Association for the Study of Literature
and the Environment, the Garden Writers Association, and the Garden History Society. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Books that reveal women's important, yet often unheralded, contributions continue to resonate
with readers. This book offers a glimpse into 25 women whose nature writing has shaped the
way we read the natural world. Featured writers include Dorothy Wordsworth, Susan Fenimore
Cooper, Mary Austin, Rachel Carson, Mary Oliver, Annie Dillard, Diane Ackerman, Robin Wall
Kimmerer, Rebecca Solnit, Helen MacDonald, Andrea Wulf, and more.
•   Aalto explores how each woman fits into the nature writing tradition by visiting the places the
women write about and sharing her experiences juxtaposed with excerpts from the original work.
Aalto also interviews the living writers. The book is arranged chronologically, highlighting the
evolution of nature writing.
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The connection between women and cats is timeless - explore how this truth endures in the 21st
century through Leah Goren's enchanting artwork, along with contributions by more than 25
women.

There's no question that cats rule the world - ask any cat owner and they'll tell you how these
balls of fur insert themselves into our lives and establish dominion over the household. In this
book, Leah Goren brings together smart, funny essays by ban.do founder Jen Gotch, writer Mara
Altman, novelist Emma Straub, and designer Justina Blakeney, among others. She also conducts
illuminating interviews with women who have built their lives or careers around cats, such as the
founder of a big-cat sanctuary in California, the president of an animal advocacy organization in
NYC, and the executive director of the world's largest registry of pedigreed cats. Throughout the
book, Goren's appealing illustrations bring the joys of cat friendship to life, while her observations
about the roles that cats have played in history, fashion, mythology, and art help us understand
why the human-cat connection is so powerful. Sophisticated yet accessible, and featuring the
work of a hugely popular illustrator, this book's wisdom and artwork reveal deeper truths about
what makes cats so appealing as companions. Catlady will speak to the millions of cat lovers who
know just how strongly we identify with our feline friends.

AUTHOR:
Leah Goren is an illustrator and pattern designer. She has designed cat-inspired apparel,
ceramics, and homeware collections for Anthropologie as well as products for Kate Spade and
West Elm. She has also illustrated social media content for Aldo, Home Depot, Moleskine, and
Montblanc. Her illustrations have been featured in publications such as The New York Times,
Design*Sponge, and Cup of Jo. Goren's books include Ladies Drawing Night and Besties. She
lives in Southern California.

80 colour illustrations
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Escape to the wonderful world of Labrador Nell through her conversations with owner Sara. In
between special times with the family, Nell faces kidnappings, haunted hotels, shy flamingos and
singing corgis as well as meeting handsome German Shepherd Charlie, the love of her life. Nell
lives in a cottage near the sea in beautiful Devon, England with Sara and Kev and four other
dogs. Elderly Patterdale Mutley, a retired entrepreneur owning chains such as Pizza Mutt and
Walbarks. Feisty little Maltese cross Poppy, a talented chef who carries a sword and is famous for
her scones. Dave, a gentle giant black Lab who loves surfing, singing and sausages and his twin
sister Harriet, a delicate little chocolate lab who is always there to pick up the pieces. But what
about The Cat? Is Charlie really a spy? How come Nell is always right? Why is Pomeranian Gladys
sleeping in Nell's handbag? Come in and find out. You won't want to leave.

AUTHOR:
Whether as a radio presenter, subtitler, teacher, voiceover artist, mother, or author, words have
always been a part of Sara's life. Talking to her animals comes naturally to her, only now we can
listen too.
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The pursuit of power, happiness, and life's meaning is as old as history itself, as the Tao Te Ching
(The Book of the Way and Its Virtue) attests. Dating from two and a half millennia ago, this
timeless text consists of 81 brief chapters that form one of the world's most profound and
influential spiritual traditions. The Tao played a significant role in the development of Buddhist
thought, and this classic of meditative insight continues to inform modern readers with its
emphasis on mindfulness. Centreed on the principle of wu wei, or naturalness and simplicity, its
teachings outline an attitude of spontaneity and noninterference that fosters individuality and
self-awareness. This high-quality gift edition of the authoritative James Legge translation is an
enduring companion on the mystical path to spiritual freedom.

AUTHOR:
The founder of philosophical Taoism, Lao Tzu is a central figure in Chinese culture. He is
traditionally acknowledged as the author of the Tao Te Ching, although the attribution - like much
of Tzu's biography - is a matter of scholarly debate. According to legend, he was the longtime
keeper of the imperial archives. Saddened by his contemporaries' reluctance to pursue virtue,
Lao Tzu left the court. As he was crossing the Tibetan border, a guard asked him to write down
his teachings, resulting in the enduring lessons of the Tao Te Ching.
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52 Assignments: Instagram Photography is a collection of inspirational Insta missions, challenges,
hacks, and hints from leading Instagram photographers, designed to help you elevate the images
in your Instagram feed to miniature works of art. Whether you wish to sharpen your selfies,
sprinkle some magic over your food shots, transform your travel album, pimp your pet portraits
or brush up your street photography, you'll find a year’s worth of weekly commissions and
concepts for composing and creating #hashtaggable photography in all its forms. This is the
quickest way to shake off old habits, discover new techniques, transform your best nine, and
start creating Instagram images that get devoted followers flocking to your feed.

AUTHOR:
Adam Juniper has over two decades' experience in publishing photographic guides, including The
Complete Guide to Drones and The Drone Pilot's Handbook.
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Plants or vegetal forms representation have been a constant through history of photography.
Whether from the objective photography or the idea of archive, several artists have decided
focusing on plants. 

Understanding this catalogue as a contemporary garden, Botanicals creates a visual narration
from artworks within Per Amor a l'Art collection, selected and curated by Vicente Todolí. The
plates shows the photographs by artists as: Karl Blossfeldt, Imogen Cunningham, Hans-Peter
Feldmann, Jonas Mekas, Nobuyoshi Araki, Richard Hamilton, Juan del Junco, Albert
Renger-Patzxch, Pierre Verger, Alessandra Spranzi, Mathieu Mercier, Jochen Lempert.

176 images
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The male counterpart to Girls! Girls! Girls! presents a contemporary collection of male erotic
photography, full of variety, power, and intensity.

Ghislain Pascal, one of the co-founders of London's well-known The Little Black Gallery, has
already curated numerous photography collections and successful auction sales with the Boys!
Boys! Boys! project, partnering with the UK's largest online auction house, Paddle8.

Now, for this new publication, he asked renowned photographers such as Wolfgang Tillmans,
Matt Lambert, Allen Ginsberg, Greg Gorman, and many others on both sides of the Atlantic to
contribute to a stunning celebration of contemporary queer and fine art.

SELLING POINTS:
•  For all fans of erotic art and queer photography
•  The companion edition to an upcoming photo exhibition at Fotografiska New York in July 2020

130 colour and b/w photographs
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A fascinating and fresh contemporary erotic photography collection.

This new photo collection captures the erotic body and gaze with as much realism, rather than
projection, as possible. The portfolio delights in diversity, from provocative shots to more tender
images, united by an artistic quality and flair. Whether refined or candid, posed or unedited,
modern or retro, this is a unique celebration of female sexuality and form in the 21st century.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A unique collection of female erotic photography from world renowned photographers
•  A new book from the teNeues/MENDO partnership

130 colour and b/w photographs
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In 2015, the Cologne photographer Harald Schwertfeger travelled to Istanbul for the first time.
His initial aversion to the noisy, overcrowded urban jungle quickly turned into profound
fascination. For Schwertfeger, 'Polis' - quite simply the 'City', as the Greeks used to call it -
became a photographic treasure trove that transcended the purely geographical divide between
Orient and Occident. His works present a kaleidoscope of overwhelming images and impressions.

Schwertfeger was spellbound not so much by the Ottoman palaces and monumental mosques -
his photos focus above all on Istanbul's hectic hustle and bustle and the people with their vastly
different attitudes and lifestyles.

In capturing the metropolis with all its scars, vulnerability and roughness, Schwertfeger creates a
moving portrait of the city that challenges the usual stereotypes.

Text in English, German and Turkish.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A subtle portrait of Istanbul
•  A collection of photographs that challenge the usual stereotypes, richly printed in duotone
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In his first published monograph, Tyler Mitchell, America's most exciting young fashion
photographer, imagines what a black utopia could look like.

Even before becoming the first African American photographer to shoot the cover of Vogue in
September 2018 with an iconic portrait of Beyonce, Tyler Mitchell was making a name for himself
as a photographer and video director focusing on youth culture and racial identity. Now, in his
first book, Mitchell brings a utopian hopefulness to his images of African Americans, both famous
and not. Vibrant, candy-hued palettes and glowing natural light are the hallmark of Mitchell's
work. His subjects appear mostly outdoors, in idyllic natural settings or on gritty urban streets.
Among the photos presented in the book are those he shot in Cuba, where he travelled to
document Havana's emerging skateboard scene, as well as collaborations with Marc Jacobs,
American Eagle, and Converse. A sought-after portraitist, his subjects include Amandla Stenberg,
Ashton Sanders, Aweng Chuol, KiKi Layne, and Stephan James. In speaking of his work, Mitchell
cites an "affirmation in blackness and a unifying visual text of hope.”"This joyful collection is
evidence that Mitchell is well on his way to accomplishing all that and more.

AUTHOR:
Tyler Mitchell is a photographer and filmmaker based in Brooklyn, New York. His photography has
been published in Vogue, Dazed, Teen Vogue, and i-D Magazine. He has shot for companies such
as Prada, Mercedes Benz, Marc Jacobs, Converse, Nike, and Ray-Ban.

120 colour illustrations
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Few cities spark the imagination like New York. Its very name stands for excitement and dreams
of possibility. Famed for both its hectic pace and for being a melting pot of cultures and ideas,
this is perhaps the world's ultimate metropolis.

As a native New Yorker, photographer Christopher Bliss understands the city on many levels.
Iconic New York offers a dramatic overview of the city, capturing its essence with dynamic and
engaging images of its architecture, world-renowned landmarks, and energetic lifestyle. In this
expanded edition of the bestselling book, such distinctive new sights as the Freedom Tower, the
Vessel at Hudson Yards, and recent images of the ever-popular and even-changing borough of
Brooklyn, are seen alongside revered buildings as the Empire State Building, Chrysler Building,
and the majesty of Central Park in all seasons. Each of the city's distinct and characteristic
neighbourhoods exudes their many moods and auras on the pages of this classic photography
book showcasing New York City. Everything that makes New York so quintessentially New York is
here for you to savour.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A panoramic and kaleidoscopic tribute to one of the world's greatest cities
•  A must-have for all who love New York City and its vibrant pace
•  Updated reprint featuring 50 pages of new photography

200 colour and b/w photographs
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The Journey profiles 17 emerging positions in contemporary African photography. The versatile
practices of these young photographers from the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia,
Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Mozambique, Nigeria, South Africa, and Sudan encapsulates some of
the ambitions, enthusiasm, and possibilities of African photography today. All of them are alumni
of the 'Photographers Masterclass', a decade-long mentorship-program (2008-2018) by curator
Simon Njami and the Goethe-Institut. Thirteen essays, considering African photography in this
particular historical moment, complement this book.

SELLING POINT:
•  Presents the works of 17 alumni from the Photographers Masterclass mentorship-program in
contemporary African photography

175 colour images
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In his unique photo journey, Dieter Klein travels to remote corners of Europe and the United
States to find abandoned cars in forgotten places. 

In shabby backyards and dusty barns, in deserted fields and thick forests, Klein roams strange
and isolated places to find once gleaming vehicles left to rust and ruin. From a dented Porsche to
a faded Cadillac, a battered VW Beetle to a whole fleet of abandoned military jeeps, Klein's
subjects creak with bygone glamour and might. As moss and gnarled branches transform motors
into eerie artifacts, Klein's award-winning automobile photography is not only a tribute to classic
cars, but also to the transformative power of nature and the enduring intrigue of people and
incidents unknown.

AUTHOR:
Dieter Klein is an independent photographer. In 2003, he received the "Beste Reportage" award
from Bild der Wissenschaft for his report on robots. Lost Cars won "Best Photography" award at
Discovery Days 2017 (Switzerland) and the El Mundo 2018 (Austria).

SELLING POINTS:
•  The first photography book of abandoned cars, covering Europe and the United States
•  A fascinating and artful addition to any car lover's library, and for those intrigued by
mysterious, forgotten places
•  Each featured car is identified by year and make

160 colour photographs
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One of the most renowned nature photographers in Europe, Stefan Forster, documents the
extraordinary Nordic islands. Over the course of more than 80 intrepid trips through Greenland,
Iceland, Norway, and the Faroe Islands, Forster captures the epic landscapes, wildlife, and
beauty of these far-flung isles.

Forster's journey saw him walking hundreds of kilometres through the Highlands of Iceland,
paddling a kayak along the west coast of Greenland, sailing on an old wooden ship through the
mighty Scoresby Sound of East Greenland, and scaling one of the steepest cliffs on the Faroe
Islands. His photographs capture not only these extraordinary landscapes, but also their native
inhabitants: young polar foxes, musk ox families, sea eagles, and puffins. The result is a
fascinating photographic portrait of some of the most remote and ruggedly beautiful places on
earth.

AUTHOR:
Stefan Forster, born in 1986 in Switzerland, has been working as a landscape and wildlife
photographer for the last 14 years. Since 2013, Forster also works as a drone pilot and
cameraman for well-known international TV stations.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Stunning images of the Nordic islands from one of Europe's most renowned nature
photographers
•  Compiled over 14 years and more than 80 trips by air, on water, and on land to Norway,
Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroe Islands
•  With thrilling making-of and behind-the-scenes texts

140 colour photographs
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Those in search for the essence of humanity will discover beauty and ugliness, light and shadow
on their way towards it. For the eighth time, The Opera sets out to present the human body as it
was created or independently formed and shaped. In their diverse works, numerous
photographers from all over the world once more share the same curiosity to explore human
emotions. All of them, some reluctant and observing, others delightedly engaged and
orchestrated, act out the great spectacle that is human existence.

SELLING POINT:
•  The Opera returns with a new compilation of classic and contemporary nude photography
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"Nothing stirs my soul more than watching a 100-year-old classic yacht roll over a wave, sails
flared, white water crashing off her bow, crew attentive. Watching these beauties race around a
course is truly spectacular."  - Michael Kahn. 

Sailboats features over 75 photographs of stunning sailing images from world-renowned
black-and-white photographer Michael Kahn. Featuring regattas in Antigua, France, England, and
more, these traditional black-and-white film photographs include sail details, boats under sail,
boats on moorings, classic wooden boats, and J-class boats. Michael Kahn truly makes the case
for sailboats being considered works of art in their own right, and his stunning seascape
photographs have been exhibited in art galleries and museums throughout the world. A perfect
gift for avid sailors, people who are interested in traditional fine-art photography, and those who
are drawn to the expansive beauty of the ocean.

AUTHOR:
Internationally renowned photographer Michael Kahn's handmade photographs are warmly
toned, signed, numbered in limited editions, and finished to museum standards. His traditional
technique united with his distinctive sense of form, vision, and composition has made him one of
the most memorable photographers of our time.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Over 75 striking black-and-white prints of classic sailboats in action from world-renowned
photographer Michael Kahn 
•  Features regattas from Antigua, France, England, Maine, and more, with sailboats both
moored and under sail 
•  Michael Kahn’s stunning traditional black-and-white film prints have been exhibited in galleries
and museums worldwide

77 b/w photographs
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Koldo Chamorro was a self-taught photographer since 1965, when he was awarded a scholarship
in 1972 for photographic studies abroad, thus being able to work with Ansel Adams, Brassai and
Ernst Haas, among others. He was a member of the Minority Photographers of New York. In
Spain he joined the already dissolved Alabern group and participated in the documentary stream
since the 80s. 

He collaborated in the conservation of an imaginary about to disappear. His gaze was maturing
towards more complex forms and more personal issues. The photographic series of El Santo
Christo Iberico, shows the Catholic cross as the protagonist of a narrative that reveals the
contradictions of a country that craves modernity but is anchored in old customs.

AUTHOR:
Koldo Chamorro de Aranzadi (1949 - 2009) was a Spanish photographer, with an active career of
40 years. He made documentary reports of anthropological and ethnographic structures,
interested in the rites and symbols of the country, the Christian cross, bullfights or cultural and
religious traditions. 

110 images
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This photographic narrative by Luigi Spina reveals unexpected treasures that hail from Pompei
and Ercolano, hidden from the public eye and concealed under the roofs of the National
Archaeological Museum in Naples. Spina's collection of black and white photographs gives the
reader a glimpse of the bronze, glass, ceramic, and terracotta artefacts such as candle sticks,
decorations, handles, statues, pots, oil lamps and even charred bread, that fill the cells in this
Neapolitan institution.

Text in English and Italian.

AUTHOR:
Luigi Spina is a photographer. His work focuses on amphitheatres and the civic dimension of the
sacred, the links between art and faith, the search for ancient cultural roots, and the physical
impact of classical sculpture. His published works include L'Ora incerta (2014), The Buchner Boxes
(2014), Hemba (2017), and Mythical Diary (2017). Spina has collaborated with Valeria Sampaolo
and 5 Continents Editions to create the series Oggetti rari e preziosi al Museo Archeologico
Nazionale di Napoli, whose titles to date embrace Memorie del Vaso blu (2016), Amazzonomachia
(2017), Centauri (2017), Sette sapienti (2018), and Zefiro e Clori (2018). He has also published
The Dancers at the Villa of the Papyri for 5 Continents Editions's Tailormade series.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A collection of black and white images of hidden artefacts from Pompei, held at the National
Archaeological Museum in Naples
•  Features previously unpublished material

100 b/w illustrations
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Surprising Europe is a visual voyage that captures the beauty of the natural and cultural
landscape of the old continent. Dutch photographer Sabine de Milliano spent 10 years travelling
to remarkable places, from Podgorica in Montenegro and the Sooma National Park in Estland to
the Ta'Cenc cliffs in Malta. Driven by curiosity, she discovered hidden gems, revisited famous
places, and explored little-known destinations at the borders of Europe. This book contains the
most beautiful, inspiring and surprising photos she made on her journey, and shows the
enormous diversity Europe has to offer.

AUTHOR:
Sabine de Milliano is a creative entrepreneur. She uses a mix of technique and creativity to
capture the soul of each place she visits.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Never before have all European countries been shown in one book by one photographer
•  A unique combination of photos of hidden gems and famous locations
•  This book is an inspiration for sustainable travelling

400 colour, 20 b/w images
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A unique angle on a city popular with tourists This stunning black and white photographic book
takes us on a journey through the forgotten backstreets and hidden neighbourhoods of Bangkok
revealing the fragile beauty and faded charm of the city that is about to disappear forever
beneath a tidal wave of development. 

From the splendid Old Customs House perched on the banks of the Chao Phraya river to the
vibrant communities of Chinatown and sleepy canals lost in time, it evokes a city that despite
successive waves of modernisation still boasts an extraordinarily rich and diverse cultural
heritage.

AUTHOR:
A long-time Bangkok resident, Ben Davies has photographed and written a number of books on
vanishing cultures in Asia including Laos: A Journey Beyond the Mekong and Living with Spirits: A
journey into the Heart of Thailand. His work has appeared in a wide range of distinguished
publications and media including National Geographic, the Daily Telegraph (UK), the Irish Times,
Vogue and Time magazine. He is a contributing photographer for Getty images.

94 b/w photographs
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Beginning in 1962, the World Press Photo Foundation has had an annual book published,
featuring all prize-winning entries. 2020's Yearbook will prove to be another must-have edition,
bringing together the very best press photographs from 2019, carefully selected from thousands
of powerful, moving and sometimes disturbing images.

The World Press Photo Foundation is a global platform connecting professionals and audiences
through trustworthy visual journalism and storytelling, founded in 1955 when a group of Dutch
photographers organised a contest ('World Press Photo') to expose their work to an international
audience. In the six decades since then, the contest has grown into the world's most prestigious
photography competition.

SELLING POINTS:
•  2019's best visual journalism compiled in one book
•  Selected from thousands of images by photo journalists, picture agencies, newspapers and
magazines from all over the world
•  The most striking images and compelling stories of the year
 
120 colour, 120 b/w photographs
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Tijuana in the '70s and '80s: photos from Mexican photographer Yvonne Venegas' family archive

In Special Days, Mexico City–based photographer Yvonne Venegas (born 1970) gathers archival
photographs collected by her father in Tijuana and Baja California in 1972. These photographs
reveal the routines of the emergent middle class living in the border city in the 1970s and '80s.

SELLING POINTS:

•  Photography, probably the social use of intimate photography most symbolically charged. 
•  Special Days is the result of the rescue of images from the archive of Venegas Fotografia Fina,
a photography studio that her father, Jose Luis, established in Tijuana, Baja California, in 1972.
The younger photographer thus reveals the routines that came to define the iconography of the
emergent middle class who lived in this border city in the 1970s and '80s, appropriating a set of
images that, by breaking the photographer's social contract with his subjects, offer us a fleeting,
fragmentary viewpoint.

51 images
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The Journey of Liu Xiaobo is a fitting tribute to Liu Xiaobo's memory and to his influence, which
even after his death, continues to grow.

In 2009 the Chinese government put Liu Xiaobo, a celebrated poet, essayist, critic, activist, and
thinker, into a cage. He was labeled as "an enemy of the state," charged with "inciting subversion
of state power," and sentenced to 11 years' imprisonment. His insistence on individual liberty in
his own 1000+ essays and 18 books, his relentless pursuit of ideas, and his last statement to the
Chinese court: "I have no enemies, no hatred," had threatened the Chinese Communist Party
and government in a way few other citizens had. The Journey of Liu Xiaobo explores, analyses,
and celebrates the life and legacy of Liu Xiaobo. The book presents a unique portrait of Liu
Xiaobo from many who knew him during his life, from childhood to his final days. This collection
of over eighty short essays and reflections are likely the largest gathering of writers from the
Chinese Democracy Movement in one volume, and contribute basic texts to understanding the
man who has been compared to Nelson Mandela, Vaclav Havel, and Aung San Sui Kyi in his
importance to the development and progress of China toward a free society. These rich offerings
from leading Chinese writers and intellectuals within and outside the mainland as well as from
noted China scholars and journalists and political leaders around the globe present a personal as
well as an intellectual portrait. Most of the texts were written at a seminal moment - in the days,
weeks and months right after the death of Liu Xiaobo. The essays in the book are arranged by
chronological focus: Youth and University Days, Tiananmen Square, Prison, Independent Chinese
PEN Center, Charter 08, Nobel Peace Prize, Death … and Beyond. The reader is treated to a
trove of original and poignant memories as well as insightful analyses of China's history and the
period in which Liu lived and an evaluation of Liu’s impact on his times.

AUTHORS:
Joanne Leedom-Ackerman is a novelist, short story writer, and journalist. She is vice president
emeritus of PEN International and served as chair of PEN International's Writers in Prison
Committee while Liu was imprisoned. Leedom-Ackerman later served as the International
Secretary of PEN International in the same years Liu Xiaobo was president of the Independent
Chinese PEN Center (ICPC). Yu Zhang is a Chinese citizen based in Sweden. As a scholar, editor,
and translator, he is the coordinator of the ICPC's Writers in Prison and the Freedom to Write
Committee and served as secretary-general of the ICPC during the years Liu was president of
the center. Jie Li is a Chinese American librarian, editor of the Democratic China English website,
and a former volunteer for the ICPC. Tienchi Martin-Liao is a Chinese German author, editor, and
translator and the president of the ICPC. 

20 photographs
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Biology is the natural science that studies life on our planet: from fungi to fossils and ecosystems
to extremophiles, there is a whole world waiting to be discovered.

'Mind Maps: Biology' helps you to understand the natural world and to learn its language by
exploring ten mind maps, which are powerful tools for visual learning and understanding.
Complex ideas are explained using text and illustrations that are easy to follow.

Featuring specially commissioned, hand-drawn maps, diagrams and doodles, together with an
expert analysis of concepts, this book provides a wealth of visual information across a range of
complex subjects.

AUTHOR:
Dr Helen Pilcher is a science writer, presenter and performer based in the UK. She has written
for 'Nature', the 'Guardian', 'BBC Focus' and 'New Scientist.' She has a PhD in cell biology from
the London Institute of Psychiatry and her previous books include 'Bring Back the King: the New
Science of De-extinction' (Bloomsbury Sigma).
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Physics is the science that studies how our universe behaves: from the tiny subatomic world of
particle physics to the cosmos of astrophysics and so much more in between.

'Mind Maps: Physics' helps the reader to understand the importance of physics and to learn its
language by exploring ten mind maps, which are powerful tools for visual learning and
understanding. Complex ideas are explained using text and illustrations that are easy to follow.

Featuring specially commissioned, hand-drawn maps, diagrams and doodles, together with an
expert analysis of concepts, this book provides a wealth of visual information to explore and
discover.

AUTHOR:
Dr Ben Still is a physicist and educator who works with designers and illustrators to demonstrate
complex physics principles with a simple, fresh approach. He read a masters in Physics with
Space Science at Leicester and has a PhD in particle physics. His previous books include 'The
Secret Life of the Periodic Table' and 'Particle Physics Brick by Brick'. 

300 illustrations
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Be the person you long to be - someone overflowing with immense joy, experiencing deep
connection, expressing your creativity, and feeling profound peace. In this spiritual self-help
book, Victoria Price shows you how to turn aside the fears that stand between you and
self-fulfillment and to embrace the healing power of love, permitting it to transform every aspect
of your life. From creating a daily routine of joy and gratitude to developing a practice of
presence and forgiveness, she provides the tools for taking delight in being alive, countering fear,
and developing compassion and openness.

Victoria Price is the author of the critically acclaimed Vincent Price: A Daughter's Biography and
The Way of Being Lost: A Road Trip to My Truest Self. She is a popular inspirational speaker on
topics ranging from the daily practice of joy, living your legacy of yes, and making peace with
your past stories to expand your creative future. Price has appeared on Good Morning America
and NPR's "Fresh Air" and "Morning Edition," and her work has been featured in USA Today,
People, and The New York Times.

AUTHOR:
Victoria Price is the author of the critically acclaimed Vincent Prince: A Daughter's Biography and
The Way of Being Lost: A Road Trip to My Truest Self. She is a popular inspirational speaker on
topics ranging from the daily practice of joy, living your legacy of yes, facing your fears and
transforming your life through love-based practices, and making peace with your past stories to
expand your creative futures. Price has appeared on Good Morning America, and NPR's "Fresh
Air" and "Morning Edition," and her work has been featured in USA Today, People, Travel &
Leisure, Art & Auction, and The New York Times.
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Activist and journalist Shaun King reflects on the events that made him one of the most
prominent social justice leaders of our time and lays out a clear action plan for you to join the
fight.

As a leader of the Black Lives Matter movement, Shaun King has become one of the most
recognisable and powerful voices on the front lines of civil rights in our time. His commitment to
reforming the justice system and making America a more equitable place has brought challenges
and triumphs, soaring victories and crushing defeats. Throughout his wide-ranging activism,
King's commentary remains rooted in both exhaustive research and abundant passion.

In Make Change, King offers an inspiring look at the moments that have shaped his life and
considers the ways social movements can grow and evolve in this hyper-connected era. He
shares stories from his efforts leading the Raise the Age campaign and his work fighting police
brutality, while providing a roadmap for how to stay sane, safe, and motivated even in the worst
of political climates. By turns infuriating, inspiring, and educational, Make Change will resonate
with those who believe that America can - and must - do better.

AUTHOR:
Shaun King was recently named by Time magazine as one of the 25 most important people in
the world online. He covers civil rights issues for the Intercept and is writer-in-residence at the
Fair Punishment Project at Harvard Law School. Previously, King served as a pastor, teacher, and
full time motivational speaker in Atlanta's juvenile justice system. Earlier this year, King launched
the media platform The North Star, which has hundreds of thousands of members and
subscribers. His podcast The Breakdown has remained one of the most popular news and politics
category on Apple with over 100k subscribers. He lives in Brooklyn with his family.
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Artisan Notebooks, the new Journals from Flame Tree in a range of hues to suit the mood and
the moment. 

They're hand crafted with decorated edges overflowing with petals and teasing vines. A unique
blend of the practical and beautiful, with two ribbons and lined pages they're perfect for notes,
creative writing, poetry, doodles and lists. And, with robust flexi covers, they're easy to slip into
your bag, a pleasure to use. Simply, they feel good! 

Flame Tree: The Art of Fine Gifts. Artisan Notebooks, these are for you!
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Artisan Notebooks, the new Journals from Flame Tree in a range of hues to suit the mood and
the moment. 

They're hand crafted with decorated edges overflowing with petals and teasing vines. A unique
blend of the practical and beautiful, with two ribbons and lined pages they're perfect for notes,
creative writing, poetry, doodles and lists. And, with robust flexi covers, they're easy to slip into
your bag, a pleasure to use. Simply, they feel good! 

Flame Tree: The Art of Fine Gifts. Artisan Notebooks, these are for you!
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Artisan Pocket Journals, the new series from Flame Tree in a range of hues to suit the mood and
the moment. 

They're hand crafted with decorated edges overflowing with petals and teasing vines. A unique
blend of the practical and beautiful, with two ribbons and lined pages they're perfect for notes,
creative writing, poetry, doodles and lists. And, with robust flexi covers, they're easy to slip into
your bag, a pleasure to use. Simply, they feel good! 

Flame Tree: The Art of Fine Gifts. Artisan Pocket Journals, these are for you!
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Artisan Pocket Journals, the new series from Flame Tree in a range of hues to suit the mood and
the moment. 

They're hand crafted with decorated edges overflowing with petals and teasing vines. A unique
blend of the practical and beautiful, with two ribbons and lined pages they're perfect for notes,
creative writing, poetry, doodles and lists. And, with robust flexi covers, they're easy to slip into
your bag, a pleasure to use. Simply, they feel good! 

Flame Tree: The Art of Fine Gifts. Artisan Pocket Journals, these are for you!
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed then
foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps and
two bookmarks. These are perfect for personal use and make a dazzling gift. This example is
based on Vincent van Gogh's Almond Blossom.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift
•  Practical features (handy pocket, magnetic closure)
•  Two bookmark ribbons 
•  Beautiful art 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours
•  Embossed and foil stamped
•  Printed on silver or gold
•  Pages are blank
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed then
foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps and
two bookmarks. These are perfect for personal use and make a dazzling gift. This example is
based on Claude Monet's Bridge over a Pond of Water Lilies.

'All of a sudden,' Monet would one day recall, 'I had the revelation of the enchantment of my
pond. I took up my palette...' And the rest is art-history. Again and again – well over 200 times,
and often working on an enormous scale – Claude Monet would return to water lilies as his
subject.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift
•  Practical features (handy pocket, magnetic closure)
•  Two bookmark ribbons 
•  Beautiful art 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours
•  Embossed and foil stamped
•  Printed on silver or gold
•  Pages are blank
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed then
foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps and
two bookmarks. These are perfect for personal use and make a dazzling gift. This example is
based on Vincent van Gogh's Wheat Field with Cypresses.

Vincent Van Gogh composed this painting while he was in the Saint-Remy mental asylum, near
Arles. The bold use of impasto and the beauty of the towering trees have made this one of his
most recognisable works. There are various other versions of the painting, one of which features
a closer view of the cypresses painted vertically, as well as a replica of this version that Van Gogh
painted for his mother and sister.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift
•  Practical features (handy pocket, magnetic closure)
•  Two bookmark ribbons 
•  Beautiful art 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours
•  Embossed and foil stamped
•  Printed on silver or gold
•  Pages are blank
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed then
foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps and
two bookmarks. These are perfect for personal use and make a dazzling gift. This example is
based on Rudyard Kipling's The Cat that Walked by Himself.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift
•  Practical features (handy pocket, magnetic closure)
•  Two bookmark ribbons 
•  Beautiful art 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours
•  Embossed and foil stamped
•  Printed on silver or gold
•  Pages are blank
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Ashmolean Museum: The Hunt by Paolo Uccello.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Nel Whatmore's Love For My Garden.

Nel Whatmore is a fine artist, well known for her floral paintings, landscapes and abstracts. As a
contemporary colourist, her paintings are both expressionist and evocative. Nel is a regular
exhibitor at Chelsea Flower Show where her stand has won multiple awards including a Five Star
Award this year. Her work can be seen in many forms all over the world. She seeks to constantly
explore mediums and their ability to convey emotion, including poetry - she has six books of
poetry published called the 'Reasons to Be' series.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features William Morris: Seaweed.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features a licensed image from Kew Gardens' Marianne North: Foliage
and Flowers.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features a licensed image from Kew Gardens' Marianne North:
Honeyflowers and Honeysuckers.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure and bookmarks). 
•  Handbag ready!
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When Bruno Sacco walked through the doors on his first day at Mercedes-Benz on 13 January
1958 it is highly unlikely that his Daimler-Benz colleagues could ever imagine that this nervous
young man would not only revolutionise design but would change the way design and innovation
connected with brand tradition forever. 

Bruno Sacco is one of the most influential automotive designers of the late twentieth century;
many models launched during his era now characterise the Mercedes-Benz brand. When Nik
Greene asked Bruno Sacco to assist with this book, he replied humbly 'No-one designs a car
alone, and more to the point, I never, for one minute, wanted to. From the moment I became
Head of Design, I put down my pens and became a manager of minds.' With over 330
photographs and illustrations, this book includes an overview of the early days of functional
vehicle design; the influence of safety on design evolution; protagonists of Daimler-Benz design
from Hermann Ahrens to Paul Bracq; design philosophy and innovation under Bruno Sacco; the
Sacco-designed cars and, finally, the Bruno Sacco legacy.

AUTHOR:
Dr Nik Greene has written many feature articles and regular copy for classic car and club
magazines in the UK and France, as well as two books for Crowood: Buying and Maintaining a
126 S-Class Mercedes and Mercedes-Benz W126 S-Class 1979-1991. When not working as a
criminologist he prefers to spend his time in the Limousin area of France where he has a
property with ample barn and workshop space for his cars. Apart from a rare Mercedes 560SE
and the Mercedes G-Wagen, his stable also includes several classic Citroens and Renaults.

334 colour photographs and illustrations
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Croydon Tramlink is a new history about the network linking Wimbledon with Croydon in South
London. This is the first full history of this fascinating tramway, which is about to celebrate its
twentieth anniversary of opening. The book looks at the political, economic and social aspects of
the network, as well as the mechanical history of the system. The tramway has been an
important aspect in rejuvenating the Croydon area and improving transport links in an area
lacking underground lines.

AUTHOR:
Gareth David is a transport and financial journalist, who has written a number of books for Pen
and Sword, over the last few years. Croydon Tramlink is his latest work, which covers the history
of this interesting and successful tramway network in South London, serving the area from
Wimbledon to Croydon, New Addington and Beckenham. Gareth David lives in Surrey where he
continues to pursue his interests, transport photography and writing a popular blog on railways
and transport matters. 

200 colour and b/w illustrations, maps, track diagrams and time tables
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Llanelly to Carmarthen is the latest addition to an ongoing series about railways in West Wales,
by railway historian John Hodge. This volume looks at the history of the lines in West Wales,
between these locations, taking in the history of the local industry that was once a feature in this
area. This book covers the each station and main location along the rout, with good photographic
coverage and interesting long captions explaining the locations significance. The work is of
interest to railway historians and those who accurately model railways, having a good coverage
of the subject throughout its pages.

AUTHOR:
John Hodge is a retired railwayman, who started his working life on the Western Region in South
Wales, later transferring to London Paddington. He was born and brought up in Barry, a port
town west of Cardiff, which has strong railway connections, once being an important port for coal
traffic and later being famous for Woodham Brothers scrap yard, which held over 200
locomotives, that are now mostly preserved on heritage lines. John Hodge is a life long railway
enthusiast and historian, with many railway histories published, he specialises in South and West
Wales subjects, this volume on the line from Llanelli to Carmarthen is his latest work. 

255 colour and b/w illustrations, 1 map
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Once given the green light to use Rover's newly acquired V8 engine, the Morgan Motor Company
lost no time installing it under the bonnet of their traditional sports car. The Morgan Plus 8
became their biggest-selling model, spanning thirty-six years from its 1968 launch to
discontinuation in 2004. After an eight-year respite it was reintroduced to the firm's model ine
-up from 2012 until 2018, underpinned by a new state of the art bonded aluminium chassis and
pwoered by a potent BMW V8. Morgan Plus 8 - Fifty Years an Icon gives a detailed account of the
history, design and manufacturing process of the Morgan Plus 8. With over 300 colour
photographs it covers both the traditional and Aero chassis cars; the history of both the Rover V8
and the BMW V8 engines; includes full specifications for each model; recalls the Plus 8's motor
sport heritage; features personal first-hand accounts from key personalities and finally, covers
the history of the mark and looks at is future.

AUTHOR:
Michael Palmer was born in London in 1963. He took an apprenticeship with British Airways in
1980 and, once completed, he joined a flight simulation company. In the mid-1980s the
opportunity arose for him to work as a technician in the printing industry. Throughout the 1990s
he wrote short sketches and one-liners for a variety of shows on BBC radio and ITV, before
concentrating on writing projects. Michael has had a lifelong interest in cars - Alvis, Bently,
Bristol, Jaguar and Morgan - and can be spotted regularly on the Kent roads at the wheel of his
royal ivory 1997 Morgan 4/4.
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The aim of this innovative series is to provide modelmakers and car enthusiasts with a new
standard of primarily visual reference of both full-size cars and their scale models. Each book
contains detailed technical information imparted through drawings and photographs while the
meticulously researched full-colour profiles provides a complete reference for paint schemes and
markings. In addition, every volume of the CarCraft series features summaries of design
histories and operational careers, and reviews of available kits. Recognised as one of the most
important sports cars in the history of the automobile, Porsche's 911 represents a vital story in
the annals of the design and driving of the motor car. This new book delivers an innovative
format to the car enthusiast by covering the engineering, design, and modelling of Porsche's 911
series. A true icon, 911 is the designer legend - and a driving tool par excellence: the 911
stemmed from the Porsche 356 yet created a new era and a new international definition of style
amid a global motor sport record of success across race and rally events Here in CarCraft title
Number Two, experienced automotive writer, industrial designer and Porsche enthusiast Lance
Cole pays tribute to the car in a detailed yet engaging commentary. New photography, the
design story, and full coverage of the modelling options in synthetic materials and die cast
metals, create a narrative of vital interest.

AUTHOR:
Lance Cole is a journalist and the author of over a dozen books. He has written features and
news items for many of the major automotive and aviation titles. He has also been a columnist
with the Daily Telegraph, The Independent and the South China Post. His books include Bugatti
Blue, Vickers VC10, Secrets of the Spitfire, Saab Cars, and The Classic Car Adventure. Lance has
worked in car design and he has restored several classic cars. He has off-road and 4x4 driving
experience in Jeeps and Land-Rovers in Africa and Australia. 
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Between the two world wars and in the years that followed, several generations relied on country
buses. In the days when few could afford a car, the bus was the medium to move between
homes in often remote villages and the places where they increasingly went to school, worked
and enjoyed their leisure hours. This is the story of one such chain of villages across the
Berkshire Downs and the family-owned business that grew up around satisfying their needs.
George Hedges came back from World War I to become a horse-drawn carrier, but with
ambitions to motorise his business. With his family taking the wheel in the 50s and beyond,
Reliance extended its reach nationwide and even internationally. The small village where it all
started, Brightwalton, woke in the mornings to the cough of diesel engines from both Reliance
buses and a relative's lorries. When both businesses departed, the village lost many of its jobs,
its two pubs and very nearly its school. This book is not just for bus lovers but for anyone who
looks back with fondness on the era before the motor car choked free movement and changed
life.

AUTHORS:
David Wilder was born and raised in Chaddleworth, his roots in the Downland villages of West
Berkshire stretching back over many generations. He and Barrie Hedges travelled to school
together by bus for seven years, quickly establishing an enduring friendship. Fascinated by buses,
coaches and their operation from a toddler, David fulfilled a dream by completing professional
training in bus and coach management in the North West and Wales, subsequently occupying
senior positions with various operators, latterly Newbury & District. Happily married and living
with wife Jane back in West Berkshire, David is proud of his three children, three grandchildren
and two great grandchildren. Barrie Hedges is the grandson of Reliance founder George Hedges
and grew up in Brightwalton. He went on to become a reporter on the local newspaper and
several others before moving into public relations. He has worked extensively for clients in the
quarrying industry and specialised in community relations. While much of his working life has
been devoted to writing - he has never until now written a book. Retired and living in East Devon
with partner Jan, he has never lost his love for the simplicity of life in Brightwalton and goes back
there regularly. He has two much-loved daughters and five granddaughters. 

150 colour and b/w illustrations
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The Rover P6 was unquestionably one of the best saloon cars to come out of Britain in the 1960s
and was winner of the first-ever European Car of the Year award. It combined a wealth of
technical innovation with a distinctive appearance that incorporated exactly the right degree of
Italianate sharp-suited appearance for its time. It was, and remains, a great car to drive, and all
these qualities were combined with the space and practicality of a four-seat family saloon. Rover
P6: 2000, 2200, 3500 - The Complete Story documents its evolution from the earliest ideas in
the 1950s to the end of production in 1977. It describes all the models with specification tables
and paint and trim options, including NADA and Federal cars and remembers the motorsport
successes and failures. It records the manufacturing process at Solihull and CKD overseas and
includes a useful chapter on buying and owning a Rover P6.

AUTHOR:
James Taylor has been writing professionally about road transport since the late 1970s, and his
interests embrace a wide range of older cars of all makes and nationalities, as well as classic
buses, lorries and military vehicles. James has written around 130 books in all, and among them
have been several definitive one-make or one-model motoring titles, including a number for
Crowood.

250 colour and 41 b/w photographs
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Flying, as everyone knows, is generally regarded as the safest means of transportation. Yet for
that to be the case an enormous amount of testing is undertaken. Central to this, of course, are
the test pilots, who fly the aircraft, but it is the men behind the scenes who deal with the
technical aspects of the aircraft - the flight test observers and engineers.

Numerous books have been written by Test Pilots, but few, if any, from the perspective of an
Aeronautical Engineer working as Flight Test Observer/Engineer in partnership with the Test Pilot.
This book is an account of the author's flight-testing career, from the 1960s to early 1980s, at
Avro and the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA).

During the author's time at Avro, he flew on the development and certification test flights of the
Avro 748, 748MF, Shackletons, Nimrod and Handley-Page Victor tanker. In the CAA, his role
turned to regulation, making flight test assessments of manufacturer's prototypes and production
aircraft, to check compliance with the CAA's flight safety requirements. The scope ranged from
single-engine light aircraft to large civil transport aircraft. It involved frequent visits to foreign
manufacturers and also included his participation in the CAA's Concorde certification flight test
programme.

Flight testing involves risk. Advancements in the understanding of aerodynamics and an
increasingly professional approach to risk management improved safety, but it would never be
risk-free. Several of the author's close friends and colleagues died in flight test accidents during
this period of rapid aeronautical development; all on civil aircraft types. It is because of such
people that the millions of flights undertaken each year are trouble-free.

AUTHOR:
John R.W. Smith obtained an honours degree in Aeronautical Engineering from Bristol University
in 1962. Having completed his apprenticeship, he joined Avro in 1963 as an Aerodynamicist in the
Flight Development Department and, alongside this task, became a Flight Test Observer in 1964.
His professional expertise expanded from aerodynamics to automatic flight control systems and
navigation systems. During that time, he flew frequently with Tony Blackman who was Avro's
Chief Test Pilot. 

98 b/w illustrations
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Robert Butterfield's railway career started in 1950 when at 17 he joined British Railways as a
clerk. This was swiftly followed by National Service in the RAF, but he returned to the railway in
1954, soon becoming station master on the Calder Valley Line at Luddendenfoot, then at
Longwood and Milnsbridge and Goldcar stations. He finally retired from what had become
Regional Railways in April 1993 having given 43 years of service. His photographs show how
widely he travelled in the London Midland, Eastern, North Eastern and Scottish Regions, often
featuring his favourite classes, Princess Coronations, Royal Scots and Jubilees. Brian J. Dickson
has compiled a beautiful collection of Robert Butterfield's railway photographs, providing a
window into the past looking back at steam in the 1950s.

AUTHOR:
Brian J. Dickson worked in the publishing and printing industries in Edinburgh and London for over
35 years before retiring in 2000. He is now an active volunteer locomotive fireman and driver at
a heritage railway. He has previously written Steam in Scotland, Southern Steam, Steam in the
North East, London Midland Steam and Diesel Power in the North Eastern region. He lives in
Buckinghamshire. 

Robert Butterfield devoted his career to working for British Railways, a dedicated enthusiast,
photographer and railway modeller who spent many happy hours chasing steam specials
particularly on the Carlisle to Settle line. He died in 2001.

157 b/w photographs
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As the third and largest sister of the famous Olympic-class trio, Britannic is often and unjustly
overlooked in comparison to Olympic and Titanic. Launched on the eve of war in February 1914,
Britannic would never see service on the White Star Line's express service on the North Atlantic
mail run for which she was built. After being requisitioned by the Admiralty in November 1915 His
Majesty's Hospital Ship Britannic instead became indispensible to the thousands of injured and
sick troops that needed transporting back to Britain from the Mediterranean theatre of war.
However, as was the fate of many liners during the conflict, her life was cut tragically short when
she was suddenly wracked by a mysterious explosion on 21 November 1916 and sank in less than
an hour – three times faster than her sister ship Titanic, and yet thanks to the improvements in
safety heralded by the tragedy of her sister 1,032 of 1,062 on board survived. In this updated
edition, Simon Mills brings previously unseen material to this poignant story to tell a tale of
heroism in the First World War and an oft-forgotten but key ship to British maritime history.

AUTHOR:
Simon Mills is a long-standing camera technician of the UK film industry. During his career he has
also researched numerous documentaries on historical and maritime subjects, and is a published
author on all three Olympic-class ships. He has also written a number of articles for the
well-respected Titanic Commutator. His company has the UK legal title to the wreck of HMHS
Britannic. He lives in Berkshire.

60 colour and 150 b/w illustrations
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Built to carry minerals from mines in the Rheidol valley, the 2ft gauge Vale of Rheidol Railway
found its niche carrying tourists to the tourist attraction at Devil's Bridge, 12 miles inland from the
Cardigan coast resort of Aberystwyth. Taken over by the Cambrian Railways and then the Great
Western Railway, it became the last steam railway operated by British Rail. In 1989 it became
the first part of the national network to be privatised. Now under the control of a charitable trust
it is undergoing a revival that will see it become one of the leading tourist attractions in
Mid-Wales.

AUTHOR:
Peter Johnson is an historian specialising in North Wales's railways, with nearly 40 books to his
credit. His books are informed and readable accounts of the histories and development of the
railways covered. A retired local government officer, he edited the Ffestiniog Railway Society's
quarterly magazine from 1974 until 2003 and from 1991 until 2019 he contributed a
narrow-gauge railway news column to a national railway magazine. This is his fifth title for Pen &
Sword Transport.

200 colour and b/w illustrations, maps and track diagrams
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Those who know Austin know it to be a magical place. Live music surges through the air and
cleansing creek water flows through the hills. The motto, 'Keep Austin Weird', illustrates
residents' appreciation for small businesses and kooky, eccentric local characters. It's never felt
quite like the rest of Texas here. Still, there's the same sense of intense pride for one's place.

The underbelly of Austin is just as full of strange delights as its surface is. Scandals and
corruption reveal themselves in this political town. The legacies of one of the earliest serial killers
and mass shootings linger ominously. Yet despite its dark secrets, little-known stories of progress
and creativity abound too. Music venues and local pools have fought and continue to fight racism.
There is a universal love for queso, a Tex-Mex delicacy, and Leslie, an iconic cross-dressing
homeless activist who was said to personify the city's motto - these stories bring people together,
and now they're yours to discover.

AUTHORS:
Nick Yeager grew up in Austin and keeps busy with social justice work, grassroots organising, and
community arts in town. He has a Bachelor's degree in American studies and queer studies from
Wesleyan University, where he spent a lot of time writing creative pieces about Austin and led a
student-taught class studying Texas through a sociological lens. His interests include maps of all
sorts, public art, coming-of-age movies, Cuban economics, and the 1 Second Everyday video
app. All he ever wants to do is swim and sit in the sun in Austin, so he highly recommends that.
Kelsey Roslin is a writer who has contributed articles for publications including The Huffington
Post, Bustle, Go World Travel, and more. She has a bachelor's degree in creative writing and
convergent journalism from Metropolitan State University of Denver. A Colorado native, she
moved to Texas to live with her best friend and still isn't quite used to the heat. She loves crime
podcasts and ghost stories.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The ultimate insider's guide to Austin
•  Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides
•  Part of the international 111 Places/111 Shops series with over 250 titles and 1.5 million copies
in print worldwide
•  Appeals to both the local market (more than 950,000 people call Austin home) and the tourist
market (more than 20 million people visit Austin every year!)
•  Fully illustrated with 111 full-page colour photographs
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Slow East Devon Travel Guide – Holiday tips and local advice including accommodation, pubs and
restaurants, local food and crafts, Exeter, seaside towns, Exmouth, Sidmouth and coastal walks
and beaches. Also covered are the Blackdown Hills, River Otter, watersports and activities, Lyme
Regis and the Jurassic Coast, wildlife and birdwatching.

This new, thoroughly updated edition of Bradt's East Devon and the Jurassic Coast remains the
most comprehensive - and only standalone - guide available to this region, written with insider
knowledge which can only be gained by living in the area. Contributions from local experts, and
colourful and witty writing combined with the authors' enthusiasm, make this guide as much a
pleasure to read as an invaluable companion for exploring.
Amongst the new features in this edition are more information on local vineyards, a dedicated
section on the Blackdown Hills revealing little-known villages in this Outstanding Area of Natural
Beauty, a new 'car-free circuit' map, and route directions and map for a 'Daffodil Walk'. Also
covered are the best bluebell woods and the new Mary Anning wing of the Lyme Regis Museum.

Exeter and the Exe Estuary have a chapter of their own, while East Devon's most alluring chunks
of countryside and the seaside resorts of Sidmouth, Budleigh Salterton and Beer are all covered.
The chapter on West Dorset describes Lyme Regis and Charmouth along with brief details of
other coastal towns and an explanation of the geology of the entire World Heritage Site of the
Jurassic Coast links the whole region.

With an emphasis on car-free travel - walking, cycling and local buses - the detailed descriptions,
historical glimpses, folklore, anecdotes and personal accounts whet visitors' appetite for
exploration. Hand-picked places to eat and drink, including all the eateries along the main artery
of the A3052, bear witness to the authors' long-standing knowledge of the area.

AUTHORS:
The authors both live in Seaton, East Devon, and share an enthusiasm for the county's
landscape, history and village churches. Hilary Bradt (co-founder of Bradt Travel Guides and
author of many guides) is an enthusiastic walker whilst Janice Booth (a former Bradt editor and
occasional author) focuses more on local history and folk legends. 

20 pp colour photographs, 7 maps
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Alpe-Adria Trail Travel Guide – Expert travel advice for trekking from the Alps to the Adriatic
through Austria, Slovenia and Italy, including maps and route descriptions (including time,
distance, ascent) for all 43 stages. Also covering fauna, flora, history, culture, geography and
accommodation, plus local transport, culture, food and language.

A new, thoroughly updated edition of the first and only English-language guide to the epic
750-km hiking route through the mountains of Austria, Slovenia and Italy, from the foot of the
Grossglockner (at 3,798m, the highest peak in Austria and the Eastern Alps) to Muggia near
Trieste on the Adriatic coast. Detailed maps and route descriptions for all 43 stages of the route
are included, with a clear breakdown of time, distance and ascent for each stage. Published in a
small, handy-sized format which is easy to pack and carry, it is written by an expert who has
authored over half a dozen hiking guides and who specialises in Eastern and Central Europe. He
has been a regular visitor to the borderlands of Slovenia, Austria and Italy for over 15 years, as
well as living for two years in neighbouring Croatia.
The Alpe-Adria route is well marked, relatively easy to walk and is suitable for hikers of all
abilities as well as families - a point which is emphasised in the guide. The route takes in
spectacular, unspoilt mountain scenery, alpine lakes, rolling coastal hills, beautiful villages and
several national parks and nature reserves. An introduction covering the history, wildlife, flora
and geography of the area is included, along with accommodation details for each stage and
information on local public transport, culture, food and language.

AUTHOR:
Rudolf Abraham is an award-winning travel writer and photographer specialising in Eastern and
Central Europe. He has been a regular visitor to the borderlands of Slovenia, Austria and Italy for
over 15 years, and lived for two years in neighbouring Croatia. He is the author of more than
half a dozen hiking guides (including the first English language guidebooks to hiking in Croatia
and Montenegro) as well as several other books, and has contributed to many more, including
several books on art and architecture. His work is published widely in magazines. 

73 maps
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Outer Hebrides travel guide – Holiday tips and expert advice for Lewis, Harris, St Kilda, North
Uist, Benbecula, South Uist, Eriskay, Barra and Vatersay, plus language, wildlife and genealogy.
Also covers culture, Lewis Chessmen, Standing Stones of Callanish, food, walking, sea eagles,
golden eagles, hen harriers, seals, red deer and Whisky Galore!

This new, thoroughly updated second edition of Bradt's Outer Hebrides: The Western Isles of
Scotland, from Lewis to Barra by experienced writer and journalist Mark Rowe is the only full-size
guide to focus solely on the islands of Lewis, Harris, St Kilda, North Uist, Benbecula, South Uist,
Eriskay, Barra and Vatersay. Masses of background information is included, from geography and
geology to art and architecture, with significant coverage of wildlife, too, as well as all the
practical details you could need: when to visit, suggested itineraries, public holidays and festivals,
local culture, plus accommodation and where to eat and drink. Walkers, bird-watchers, wildlife
photographers, beach lovers and genealogists are all catered for, and this is an ideal guide for
those who travel simply with curious minds to discover far-flung places of great cultural, historical
and wildlife interest. The Outer Hebrides is an archipelago of 15 inhabited islands and more than
50 others that are free of human footprint. Huge variations in landscape are found across the
islands, from Lewisian gneiss, which dates back almost three billion years, to rugged Harris with
its magnificent sands running down its western flanks and the windswept, undulating flatness and
jagged sea lochs of the Uists. This is a land where Gaelic is increasingly spoken and ancient
monuments abound, where stunning seabird colonies and birds of prey can be watched, and
where the grassy coastal zones known as the machair are transformed into glorious carpets of
wildfllowers in late spring and summer. Whether visiting the Standing Stones of Callanish, the Uig
peninsula, Barra's Castlebay, or historic St Kilda, or if you just want to experience the romance
of the Sound of Harris, one of the most beautiful ferry journeys in the world, Bradt's Outer
Hebrides: The Western Isles of Scotland, from Lewis to Barra has all the information you need.

AUTHOR:
Mark Rowe is an environmental and outdoors journalist and writer who first visited the Outer
Hebrides in 1990 when using up the last few days of an Inter-Rail ticket. He has been in love with
the islands ever since, and visited every year for the past decade. He has written about family
holidays on the Outer Hebrides for National Geographic Traveller, and about food and drink on
the islands for several magazines. His perfect Hebridean day would involve buying smoked
salmon from Loch Carnan on South Uist, taking the ferry across the Sound of Harris to
Leverburgh, and having a picnic below Horgabost campsite overlooking Luskentyre on South
Harris. 

20pp colour photographs, 32 maps
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Britain in a Bottle - a visitor's guide to the breweries, cider mills, distilleries and vineyards of
Great Britain, covering 340 sites in England, Wales and Scotland, with special features on
everything from malt and yeast to sparkling wine, botanicals and orchards. Includes locator
maps, descriptions, contacts details and opening times.

A unique, comprehensive and colourful guide to over 340 breweries, cider mills, vineyards and
distilleries across Britain. Recent years have seen a huge increase in the number of these places
all over the country not only operating but also welcoming visitors, from small single-man
producers working from home to large, world-famous labels, from well-established brands to the
revival of 200-year-old manufacturers which had almost been lost to prosperity. Now, for the first
time, they have been gathered together in a single book which celebrates their craftsmanship,
pinpoints their locations, describes who they are and what they do, and provides detailed
information about how you can visit and sample their wares. Wherever you go in Britain, you're
never far from a working brewery, distillery, vineyard or cider mill that would welcome your visit.
The more you know about your favourite drink, the more pleasure it gives you. In this engaging
full-colour compendium, expert authors Ted Bruning, previously of the Good Beer Guide, and
Rupert Wheeler, previously of Whisky Magazine, focus on places that are normally open during
the holiday season, have a visitor centre and shop, and welcome families so you don't have to
leave the kids in the car! Arranged by country, with chapters concentrating on individual counties
and regions, no matter where you are you'll find a brewery, cider mill, distillery or vineyard
within reach, many in historic, beautiful or quirky locations, from a brewery in a windmill to a
distiller in the operating threatre of a former animal hospital! Whatever your tipple, this is a book
for anyone interested in the noble art of distilling, no matter your level of knowledge or
expertise, from the simply curious to the general enthusiast or seasoned connoisseur.

AUTHORS:
Ted Bruning trained as a reporter on local weekly papers before joining the Morning Advertiser,
founded in 1794 by the Society of Licensed Victuallers both to promote the trade's interests and
to help support indigent licensees. 

Rupert Wheeler started out working for publishers in the 1970s before becoming self-employed in
1988 undertaking freelance projects for a range of companies including Dorling Kindersley and
Cadogan Guides.  

384pp of colour photographs, 16 maps
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Sixteen-year-old Idris Galcia Hall was a student at a French convent school in 1922 when she
answered an ad in the Riviera Weekly calling for a "Brains, Beauty and Breeches" - an offer for a
young woman to join a round-the-world expedition. Be prepared, the notice advised, to "learn to
work before and behind a movie camera." Hired as a secretary, the blonde, six-foot teenager
renamed herself Aloha Wanderwell and became the face of the team's documentary films. She
also developed into an extraordinary filmmaker in her own right, directing and appearing in 11
films, mostly during the 1920s and '30s.

Travelling with the expedition of the charismatic Captain Walter Wanderwell, Aloha circled the
globe three times and visited over 80 countries. Along the way, she became a Colonel in the Red
Army of Siberia, a hunter of tigers in Indo-China, and a guest of the Maharajah of Gwailor. This
memoir of her larger-than-life adventures will stir the hearts of all who sigh for the romance of
the early days of car travel and those who savor armchair journeys to the faraway places of a
vanished era.

AUTHOR:
Blonde, six feet tall, and 16 years old, Aloha Wanderwell (1906–96) was a student at a convent
school in France when she answered an ad calling for a "good looking, brainy young woman" to
join a round-the-world expedition led by a charismatic entrepreneur. Hired as mechanic, Aloha
became the face of the expedition's documentary films; known as the Amelia Earhart of the open
road, she developed into a filmmaker in her own right, directing and appearing in 11 films,
mostly in the 1920s and 30s.
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Developed in the late 80's, the eco-tourist approach is characterised by a twofold concern for the
places visited and the well-being of the people who live there. 

The means of eco-sustainable transport can be diverse: a canoe or kayak, a bicycle, a horse or
mule... even our own legs! 

You may say the same for accommodation facilities: hotels, bed and breakfasts, farmhouses that
are keen on recycling, using renewable energy sources and meeting the criteria to be a
green-building. 

•  50 routes to eco-friendly travel around the world: each chapter will provide useful travel
directions, schematic maps, information on stages to follow and tips for travelling in an
environmentally sustainable way (from equipment to contacts of ecological facilities). 
•  Stunning pictures will accompany the reader in discovery of the most beautiful scenarios of the
world: from forests and mountains to historic roads, small villages, peaks and deserts. 

AUTHOR:
Maddalena Stendardi is a journalist and has worked for travel magazines as an editor for more
than 20 years. She also founded the site Ecoturismonline in 2010, which she still manages and is
dedicated to travels, itineraries and places that have characteristics of eco-sustainability, beside
two others online magazines on travels and food.
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Meet the extraordinary community of artisans and creative entrepreneurs making their mark on
Paris today.

This inspirational guide introduces you to the locals behind thirty-five of Paris's unique shops,
studios, and more. Through beautifully illustrated spreads, immerse yourself in the daily practices
of diverse creatives including fashion designer Isabel Marant; baker Apollonia Poilane, whose
sourdough loaves are the toast of the city; fourth-generation art supplier Sophie Sennelier;
Palais-Royal shoe designer Pierre Hardy; jet-setting street artist and hotelier Andre Saraiva;
bookseller Sylvia Whitman who continues her father's literary heritage with flair; French cocktail
expert Franck Audoux; the duo behind ecological sneaker brand Veja; the inventor of the
bistronomy movement Yves Camdeborde; plus a host of chocolatiers, florists, cheesemakers,
patissiers, stationers, and more. Each maker links to the next with a personal introduction that
adds insight to how these interconnected communities thrive and grow together. You'll get to
know each maker - their tools, practices, passions, histories, inspirations, and work
environments. Makers Paris takes you inside their businesses to show you how they invent, craft,
and sell their wares, and demonstrates in the process how each maker's own passions and
talents splendidly intersect with their city's hunger for quality, style, and substance. Whether
you're planning a trip to Paris, looking for inspiration, or just wondering what's hot in the City of
Lights, this thrilling tour will leave you inspired, satisfied... and hungry for more.

AUTHORS:
Carrie Solomon, one of France's most renowned still-life photographers, is a food and travel
writer/photographer for Elle France. Her most recent book is Inside Chefs' Fridges - Europe and
she is working on a new volume exploring the home fridges of chefs across the world.

Kate van den Boogert is Founding Director of Gogo City Guides, up-to-date, seasonal guides to
Paris and London.

225 colour illustrations
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"You were never told that Saint-Tropez was paradise?"  - Karl Lagerfeld

"No road goes right through St. Tropez. There is just one that leads you to the village, but no
further. If you want to leave, you have to go back on your tracks. But will you want to leave?" 
- Colette

"Of all the places I've lived, St. Tropez definitely stands out.  It has a joie de vivre that is
infectious."  - Joan Collins

The legend of St. Tropez starts with a dog, a rooster and a martyr; and it leads to movie stars,
world-renowned artists and distinguished writers. Located on the sparkling French Riviera, St.
Tropez has enjoyed the spotlight for more than half a century, for better or worse, with
celebrities flocking to this idyllic locale for its beaches and a dose of Mediterranean sun. A
picturesque oasis, St. Tropez has served as inspiration for a who's who of notable writers from
Francoise Sagan to Colette; as well as renowned artists Paul Signac and Henri Matisse; and even
filmmakers. However, St. Tropez would not be the same without then belle du jour Brigitte
Bardot, her films and lovers and many other famous couples including Annabel and Bernard
Buffet and Bianca and Mick Jagger. 

St. Tropez Soleil guides the reader through its storied past and ever-evolving present. Featuring
annual mainstays such as Les Bravades and the Les Voiles de Saint-Tropez as well as exclusive
events like a Chanel fashion show at the quintessentially Tropezian Senequier cafe and the White
Party at Nikki Beach begun by Naomi Campbell. But despite all that changes, the spirit of St.
Tropez remains the same and this volume is an ode to the unique joie de vivre that keeps
everyone coming back.

AUTHOR:
Simon Liberati is an award-winning French writer and journalist. He has worked for publications
such as Purple, Numero and 20 Ans and he frequently collaborates with Vogue. He has written
ten books including Jayne Mansfield 1967 (2011), which won the prix Femina, and the best-selling
Eva (2015).

200 illustrations
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At the heart of Central Asia lies a land where colossal mountains and sweeping valleys sleep
under a blanket of lush greenery. Crowned with golden palaces and wondrous monuments, the
architectural landscape of the region is so rich with detail, the structures have been said to mirror
the heavens themselves. One of the few destinations on Earth where imagination aligns with
reality, Uzbekistan flourishes with unparalleled scenery and unforgotten traditions. The towns and
cities are like 'open museums', each edifice offering a unique and intricate aesthetic, each a
testament to diverse cultural influences and diverse periods of history. Nature and architecture
have a unique relationship, seemingly inspired by each other, as if they were trying to to outdo
each other with their beauty. Discover the beautiful colours, textures and flavors of this incredible
culture and journey through the cities of the Silk Road and the lands of Alexander The Great with
stunning original photography by Laziz Hamani.

AUTHOR:
For over 40 years, Yaffa Assouline has captured the luxury and publishing industry as a journalist,
consultant and creative art director. She specialises in innovative and made-to measure
publishing. Uzbekistan was inspired by Yaffa's desire to introduce the world to a country unknown
to most: an exotic land filled with immense beauty unseen to most eyes. For more than a year,
Yaffa embarked on a journey where she captured the essence of the country, from east to west,
north to south, filled with unforgettable encounters along the way. It was a vast undertaking -
given a place with such a rich culture, long diverse history and all this beauty to offer - to give a
taste of the flavour of the country. The book is an invitation to voyage, to discover more and to
see what could only be fully appreciated with one's own eyes.

220 illustrations

This special-edition volume is enclosed in a clamshell case and boasts a silk, foil-stamped
hardcover.


